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INTRODUCTION.,

. 4 .
-

During. the deliberations pf the International Congress of4fathe,
mat iCians at. Rjripie in 151.K steps -kVere 'taken to organize' an Inter-

1.national. Commission on* the Te4ching of Mathemat ieS,'the members
. of which ,werewere Io' prepare or procure reports on the teaching' of .

mathematics in different countries. lost 'of these reports'--ivere -
ready. ?Oi: the Cambridge congress'. in 1912,, ha since then several .
mere 'have appeared: 4 t this writing. lb prouiltries have Published

(.:
ITS report,, containing over 0,004 pages:. Germany has already
issued 50..reports.,.with a-6411 of 5,393 pages; Abciuta.'fdlh.of' this:,
space is'required- ricbytk.'-iiited States. for its 14 reports (the present
report 'being Aiickfiftqnt,h), aryl -about'a .sixth of. the sonic space by,.,:.
each of ..the following countries17Austria, with _13 'reports; Great ..
Britain, :with' 34 reports; .Switzerland,-with 9 reports,, and Japan, ....
with..? volumes. The reports of 'France 'cov,er. some /44 pages Of
-more modest dimensions are,.e,. n order of, size,. the reports: Bel-
Oulu, Russia (including Finland), Italy, Sweden, Spain, Netherlandk

. Hungary, Denmark; Australia, and Roumania .(1 report of 16. pages).
From this statement it will be observed that much greater-detail

-, is given in the ease of some countries thart in: others. Moreover,E. :-
even in' reports of abOut the same length different subjects are em-
pliasized.. As this bulfetiji is based very largely upon facts-drawn
from athe reports tO..the Intsrnational Commission, ihe, treatment of. '
its sect'iions varies with the extent of data at hand, and lilac of lini. .
fonniqc is a netessitY: No claim is made for originality of presen..,
tation. : . . ! ,

For the most. part only those*hools whirli are under Ulf immedi-
ate ..direction of the GoVernment. have been cdnsidered, And even
here discussion is limited to tiro best schools for boys and to the teach- .

es in such schools. 'As a 'fule..the schools fOrNgels are not as corn- .
,pletely organized nor of so higI4standarl. ' .. . ' ,

It has seemed to me desirable. to include in this Bulletin, when
possible very brief independent .sketches of the educational, con:' i.
dit lens n-. the various countries; so that the reasiorriimy receive
here iy c nnected form condensod but definite accounts of the follow-.
ing phaSes of Yeducational work in the country under discussion, in
so far as they boar on the preparation.' of. ,teachers of secondary'
mathematics:.' (1) The general -edueatimai schernej. (a). 'secondary.,

For greater detail along this line the reader -nisi be tisilered to Ifonroe's Cfrilopedia 11:41;scation
voinnleS. Now York, 1911- 1978). As to MathematiCal instruction the Bibliography of Me Teaching of Mid:-

1900-191t by V. E. Smith4lbd K. Goldelher (Iln; of Edne., Hui., 1912, No. 29), WashingtcIn7
Government Printing OMee, 1912, contains titles supplementary to the bibliographies in the following
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. 4 DEACity.Rtg OF MATITF.M.klicS F01. SECONDARY 13C11001,13.. .-,
, !. .

. ,.schOols and their .relation: to, that. scheme; ..(3) the mathematics
taught inthe secondary schools and the pznils to whom it is teuglit;.1
(4) the --inducetnents _(Such as -salary, pettsions; social position) toyoung men to take

of
seconda-6;chool. ,teaching AS a professi)in:

(5). the universities ol.the count rY, 'the courses of mathematics and
allied s9hjects ',they 'offer, and ,the diplomas or .certilicalPs thee`,.
confer. .With.-this in tnind;, one may get an, intelligent idea both ..of the preparation of the secondary-Sehoorteacher for his duties `,
and'.6f: the type land caliber 6( men who take up such work. An
endeavor has been made to picture .conditions, of the present, day:
Only occasional brief historical comments have been introduced. ...

ALA meeting of the International foinnrission on the T'aching 1.1
Mitt hentatics 'held. at.I'aris in April, lpi 1, theiCommiSsion decid'ed t\N.
study the .theoreitiial and practical, preparation of pridessem of
mattiernatics in the-seondary schools of dilferenti.countries.. It wtgi
considered, that such a work 4.'Wt111111 .colistitute in '11. certain sense
the crown of the labors of the- commission:: .Early in 1915 a *pies:
tion-naire -was publislwdl in. order, to acquiiint those . who plight

. consent ..So prepare- W0.81)&181 reports for, ilifferinit. eountiies with

As.tar`its r ha.ve been able to learn, only two reports based`uP it this
iOw questions which'. the Commission wished to !have them al st'er.

, .
questionnaire have been .published: at ilois writing; these are thC(
brief report (14 pages) hy-W.- Lietzinann,_ concerning GermanY, and
the longer report. on Belgium by J.-. Hose. It is .11111)41 that the

, *general -report submitted berewitll Indy be cimsOlered a wort 4y con -
tribution to the commission's speciatinquiry.... .

. At the present time superintendents, inspectoN,. and principals in
--.

'many-parts 0. the tailed ..States have been forced by public opinion
to consider tinmerotiS radicid changes. iti methods of sere tlary.schiiiii

education: If a high minimum standard of prOparatiolf were'
required on the putt of each tearher,-and, the poSitiOn of the leacher
were made such ai,to a11ratoin sujliciellt .flUltie.N the best 4101( ill
llie.co.untry, other di flicitlt les vild disappear. Most countlit.A ,con
sictered in .this bulletin. ,*rave .far higher standards than-we. with ,respect to teachers.. of arnathematies. iii seciAltiry schools... The
.degree of this superiority is exhibitted throughout the following pagei,
&Ad Sonie.of the chief pints are sununarlied in the last chapter.

In -Slut follows, statements concerning countries now at war refer,'
for' the most part, to *bite bellum days.,.. ..

part,
.. R. C. A..

Deernili 11)17.. 4.
1..

ti

IVor fuller oecount oft* woilt In Mititenittlies see Arrieuie in Mathematic*, a commrison of coarse*
Intlytev!itriea reptestnled in the inleritalienel fiamtnission Tearkinf of Mathematic*, by 3. C. Brown(lEtte..of ;due., hut.,. 1914, No. 151, Weshtniton;

1L'Envignents I allinhtsentique; tome 17;Juni:try, tiL5, pp. 8145. See also pp. I 115.
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_ TRAINING OF TEACHERS .OF l';:4ATHgMATICS FOR
THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS..

I. 2117STICALIA.

,.- Australia ks-yrdit jenny divided into fivp-St atesi.,(New e3ittlt WaloS,
Victoria, QUeenslaini;,- South Australiii,; Westert Australia), which

'with th'i' island of ,Ta aiiltuua forlik WITtlt befx11:, known since 1001 ,
,.a the Conunortivealth Of Oust tali a. At, ;(401.1 of the capitals
stiydney; ,Nlejbmirmi; Brishane.:Xdolaktie,;Vertli;Tand:Ilobitre) .thong .

ex'ots -a- attriportodln ,pulthe funO and in part
hi:private ettdnymetit.4 and:: 1 y-.4udent44.. And the .
eiltiCational conditiotts vary greatly in tfitylitriweiit St a-444 .and not
a fit* '11-1the sanje's,State, the univeNit les, Whatever Iheir stat,ps.,
are the crown Of .theeducational f'14t 41,11of which they form a part..;.

107,c41,1q itiotic',.tii" New South Nales and .Vic(oria.oselkwith .a. point-
J:itkort e>r morty than ene.-anti ette170f-willionsand with uniVec?;ititti
follnded r 6.4(.4 Century ago,.are greatly superior to tho:40 in
the enorbieus Stikteof West,,enAu4ralia, with. its ;wet popula-,
tion.ciflleSs than-300;000 people (in'1191.1) itmi.-auitiivity which has.

in:operatken but -A moot tatite.

The --peculiarity. -irf-Ailsinilian :educatien la that filo State not onl rontmle, but
'completely and ab,siiNtid Stipportzt and regutates the syz-tem of education,-
Withont support from or interfere:14e .h the localities in will, the whools may lie.-
A frtralian edueattoo trt.ndi the to he.retiEridim4, homogeneous.;

siiie e. local interest is nattirallOipe, the extnareilitilment et-the
usually of an ,infitior esharacter,,wbrih; the qualifications of the teachers art distintly
spperior: *Primary odueationihnivighout, Australia. .fl;:1:ree, btIt secondary ir not..

.The Siate,seMindary schools are fewer and somewhat lima important -than dime of a.
eodowd..or d'eniiminational diameter,' :

The gnganizat,ion of second' rv.eduCation-in Asti-Mil. is passing
through a perked of active dt -eloprnent....But untif...very 'recently
the chief influence uon the work-ot- the secondary S(...hoolS has :been
exert ,e rl h3- the univeNit,te,.. not only' through their requirements. at

, . - matriculation, hut alSo tbrOugh alilystein of public .examanationa taken
by pupils Of: theAschools Avh:elher.. they propOsed to ente! the univer-

..

'." The ithiversIties, though not State universities in the usual *1.34:01the.term. erA#1 molt rese!klargrli; supported. by the State. In same, instnokitie proportion df 'their reivnitet (lett rel. front..thelreasury"
I. so large that._ except for -the freedom Of their administration, 'itTrouhi be dititeuirty distinguish them .'tram 'state institutioni.' .

, .
. . .

4
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8 TEACHERS OF MIATHEMITIC,S FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS. .

.sities or not. These examinations are siWrilar to the Cambridge and
Oxford. local examinations. The machinery in connection with
them has di'fiered from. State to Stale. Ainee 1912 they are. grad-
ually being displaced by a much more.satisfactaty system of State
intermediateland leaving certificates. The reciritements for these
examinations and certificates give- afaii, idea of the geupd The
teacher must ocojer in his instruction. For' the Stites meter
those requirements are:

JUNIOR AND SENIOR E'RAMINATIONS.

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY.,
Till very recently the. junior 'examination was held in June of eachyear. Candidates. averaged 15 -11firis of ago. The examination. was

intended to cover. the first two or three. years' work of the secondary
school.. tvery student matriculated at the university had to .pass
the' matheinatical paper's of this or itn equivalent examination.
Almost all of those taking mathematical classes in 'their university
course also passed the senior...examination in mathematics . ..before
entrance. The senioxainitiation was usually taken from one and,
a half to two- an a years after the junior; additional papers or
Separate questions were set. tor hotiv candidates.

In New South Wales the above junior and senior examinations are
now replaced system of State intermediate and letivingcertifi-
cates. ThefOrmer is awarded after di() successful completion of two
yearsnwork in the high school. The courses of study in the mathe-
matical subjerts are, in outline, as follows:

Arithmetic: This forms a part of the first and second years' work for all pupils. Itincludes mensuration, the plane figureenamed In the syllabus being the rectangle,
triangle,' parallelogram, quadrilater* and circle. The solids are the rectangular
box, prism, pyramid, cylinder, cone, and spkere. The simple numerical trigo-
hometry of the right-angled triangle is also introduced. This is not taken in the
arithmetic course till after a simple geometric treAtment has made possible a satis- .factory discUssion of the points involved.

.

* 4. Algebra: The work in algebra of these two years goes up to simple case of simul-
Undone qhadratica. The variation and change of sign of the expressions ax+b andcrx2-1-bx+c are studied graphically and algebraically.

Geometry: This course co17ers the' subject matter of Eticlitink.pleMents, Books
f--III, with Dome freedom from his methods and sequence. Prop.. 4, Book I, isaccepted as an axiom. Preliminary 'practial-work in geometry,,will in most caseshavebeen don; before enhance upoq the course of the secondary school...

The third and fourth yearst- work. in the high schools :is divided
into pass and honor sections. Practically all plipils have to do some
mathematical wqrk in these.two yeaA, 'but only dose who have

own §pecial aptitude for this study attempt the full course. Indeed,o take onit part of the pass course, but all who desire leaving
rtificate to.C-dunt as equivalent to ,the matriculation examinatio
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have to satisfy. the examinors'in one of the two pass mathematical I(
papers, ancl thus have to reach kcertain standard in algebra, geome-

. ,try, and trigonometry. There are three- higher'papers set in mathe-
Inaticsone devoted to -geometry and trigonometry; another to
algebra, 'coordinate geometry, and the elements of the differential

.calculus.; and the third to mechanics.
The nature of the work in mathematics tested at the leaving\

certificate examination is as follows:
Algebra: '1 p4 work in algebra distributed over the third and fourth yens

,
include§ what niay be described as "up to the binomial theorem, with a positive
integral index:" itterest and annuities are introduced after logarithms"; and graphical
illustrations of maxima and minima, etc., are- given. The arithmetiC course is sup-
posed to have been complNted in the first two years.

The' additional work for honors includes: Convergence ,of series; the binomial
:". theorem with fractional or negative index; the exponential and the thmic series.

It comprises asourse1/4in coordinate geometry of the straight linfEnd circle, and a
1 short introduction to the differential calculus. Only jlifferentiation of poweis of x

and simple algebraic expressions. need be attempted; the tenths are applied to the
equations of tangents in coordinate geometry, to velocito and acceleration,.and to the
di:termination of important areas, surfaces, and volumes.

Georryfry: The pas§ work completes the usual elementary *course in geometry,
withpitt solid'geometry. The additional work for honors is as follops: Modern geome-
Vy7-including transversals; nine point circle; harmonic ranges and pencils; pole and
polar; similitude; and inversion. -Solid geometryincluding the substance of Euclid's
Elements, Book XI, 1-21, together with theorems Mating,to the surfaces and volumes
of the similler ;solid bodies. Geometric conicsincluding the more important

..properties of the parabola and the ellipse.
.Trigonameety: The pass work takes the pupils up to the s8lution of triangles. The

honors work,.iq addition, includes a fuller treatment of the preceding, with circular,measure, De Moivrfrs theorem, and certai n t.....--
ypes of series.

Mechanics: This subject is not divided info pass and honors. It comes as one of theslhigher papers in mathematics. It is intended to be pr ceded and accompanied by
experimental work. Indeed, in many schools the cour is under the ilirect ion ago
science master. It. includes * usual elenientary work in statics and dynamics, with
elementary hydrostatics and atmospheric pressure.

UNIVERSITY' OR miguouvtNE. ,. .
Here the scheme of pulic; examinations includes-the juniorand

the senior examinations. The usual age for the junior is about 16
and for thetenior about 18: . . . .

At- entrance to the university a certain amount -of mathematics
is required for all the faculties, except for those of law And music..
In arts arithmetic, algebra and goomy.try; in aegintering-,arithme-
tic, algehra, geometry, and trigonometry; in science -T arithmetic,
algebra, amigeometry.- 'The scope of the examinations in these sub-
jects is very similar to that indicaled above in connection trip the
interinediate and loaviit cortliktito6. . .

a



TEACHERS OF MATFiE/gATICS FOR SWONDARY SCHOOLS.

eL UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE.

.Among the public.examinations in this university are; the junior
and senior and a higher examination. These examinations cover
much the same grpund as the junior and senio,r examinations in New.

Wants and Victoriaq but the programs (in mathematics at least).
do not include the work prNcribed for honors. The requirements at
entrance to' the diNrent faculties are as follows: Science and medi-
cine-Ali senior examination must be pasAed in ariththetic, algebra,
and goons ; engineering--the senior examination must be passed
in ariththetic and algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.

Up to 1913 some of the schools of Western Australia sent up their
pupils to the public examinations of the University °TN-Adelaide, but
with the foundation of ,the- University of Western Australia this

;plaice has been.discontinued.

,UNIVERSITY OF, QUEENSLAND. A

Vail the year 1910 the secondary schools of Pucensland usually
sent up their pupils for till) public examinations of the Universty of
Sydney. The, public examination system has now been adopt(Td by
the new University of Queensland. - The mathematical programs for
its junior and senior examinations are practically the same as those
in Sydney.

UNIVERSITY OF TASMANIA.

The scheme- of public examinations includes a junior and. senior
examination somewhat like the corresponding examinations in Syd-
ney. The scope of these examinations as regards mathematics has,
however, been much grower. A beginning of better things was
matte with the foundatin of two State serondary schools in 1913.
The education department proposes, with the assistance of depart-
mental officers, secondary school teachers, and represeotatives (if the
university, to frame a four-year curriculum on lines similar to that
adopted in New South Wales, and it hdpes to get the university/
authorities to recognize it.

TRAINING OF TEACHERS.

For teachers in the secondary schoolspublic or privatea Mil-.
versity degree has been'in the past, and, still remains, an almost
indispensable qualification. It is in all cases recog-niod to be (lot
sirablo, and in some cases -insisted upon by the regtations for:regis,
tration, that special trainifigin the theory and practice of education
be included in ad4ition to the work of the regular university curricu-
lum in arts.or science. Fuither, in at least one State a fair ntimber
of traveling scholarships, enable the best. of the candidates for. the
teaching profession to erijoy -a year or more in Europe or Amerita
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at the chief institution§ for the_ training of teachers, or in special
study at the. universities.

It remains to! describe the work.of the teachers' colleges and to
give indications of the courses in mathematics at the universities
which. have boon iivailable for the fufure secondary school teachers.
For this purpo,s' e it will be convenient to take the different States
separately.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

The Teachers' Training College in Sydney was founded in X906' for
the tfaining of State school teachers and &kers who might desire to
take advantage of the courses on instruction given therein. The
college provides.a variety of courses of tTaining, varying in length.
from six nionths to four years.' The ordinary college course is the
two years' course,' which qualifies for teaching in the elapses of the
primary school. For entrance to the regular college course the leaving,
certificate or its equivalent is soon to be required. For the present
it has been found desirable to admit stuclehts having received only
the intermediate certificate granted by the high school at the end of
two years of study;

The regular students of the college who have reached the 'standard
of the matriculation examination in the facultieS of arts Or science*
are encouraged to attend the university classes, instead of those at
the college, in tilie subjects of their course. They are admitted to
these classes without fees. Those who do satisfactory work at the-

The erection of a new buildineor the collegetas commenced in 1914 on land provided by the University
of Sydney. *When completed iji was planned that It should provide training for private secondary and
primary schools, as well as for Slate service.

The minimum age of admission to the college is 17 years. The fees for training courses are as follows:
Six months, 7. 10s.; one, two, three, or four year courses, MC per annum for those taking both getibral
and professional subjects; fees are returned to those whoenter the service of the Department of Education.

3 Every student of the first year must take the following mathematicalclasses:
Arithmetic. There is no set academie work in sithmetle; one hour per'week-of each term Is given to r

the 'Method of leaching the subject. Amongst others the following topics are discussed: Brief historical
review; reasons for teaching aritlinietic present tendencies; real applied problem movement; nature and
source of problems; use and limitation of objective material; place of oral and written work in the variout
classes; topical-spiral treatment, varkaia.ortlthods of teaching sections of anthmetie, the beginnings of
number work; plan and purpose of mechanical work; teaching of processes; the primary school curriculum.

Geometry. Brief h is toricakake I ch of I he development of geometry; Egyptian geometry: C reek geometry;
the work of Fuclid; the reform movemt,n4n the teach log of geometry; the present altitude toward the sub-
ject; the nature and pita* of definition, axiom, peetulate, proof; experimental and demonstrational geom-
etry; the relation of solid and plane geometry; congruence, similarity, and homology of figures and their
applications; extension to trigonometry.

4 short course in solid geometry.
Algebra. Those topics in elementary algebra which require special treatment in clue teaching are dia.

cussed, including the following: Relation of algebra to arithmetic; literal anthmetle, formulae fronlarith-
meth) and mensuration; 'not/en of a negative; operation; involving negatives; the equation; solutionofproblents by means of equations; factor; and their applicatIons;"inelleis, logarithms, calculations, withuse of logarithm tables and slide rule; irrationals, numerkalevaluations, using tables; ratio, proportion,`
variation, and their application;inotion of a function; graphical representation of the variations of "'luna-
tion; discussion of roots of equations, maximum and minimum valuesfrom graphs.

Trigonometry. -The purpose of the course is to investigate those cases of the solution of triangles which
are used to obtain heights and distances.

Notion of an angle; ltuitrurnents in Common use for measuring angles; sine, cosine, lend tangent of acute
sine and tangent tables; solution otrighbangled,triangles; use of (Our-figure tablas; 'extsst-
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university in their first two years have their college scholarships con-
timed, so as to enable them to graduate in 'arts or science. The staffs .

of the high schools are chieflyrecruited from students of the Teachers'
College who have griaduated at the university in this way.

416... In addition to these courses, a one-year course is provided at the
college for graduates of the university who hive not entered upon the
course of training in the regular way. This class is exclusively pro-
fessional and qualifies for the second-class certificate of the Dipart-
ment of Education.

Further,. special provision. is made for training of teachers for
secondary schools. Graduate students of the college take the
courses required for the university 'diplomas in education- or sinillar
courses at the college itself. Candidates for this diploma must;
have graduated in arts or science beforatadmission to the COUNO.
The special work for the diploma can be complhted in one year by
those who are able to .deVote their whole time to it. The require-
ments of the, course are as follows:

Lecture work:
I. A first course in philosophy of education.

II. A higher course in education.
III. A.course in principles of teaching.
IV. A course in school hygiene.

Practice work:
I. Continuous practicefrom 8-10 hours per week.

II. Observation aud discussion of lessonsfrom 2-4 hours per week.

In the course on principles of teaching, sunk instruction in the
methods of teaching mathematics is _given by one of -the lecturers
in mathanatics.

tics schools for primary and secondary work" are associated
with- t college. The principal is also professor of editcation at the,

f
sion of dell ions of sine, cosine, and tangent to angles between 90' and I80'; relations between sides and
angles of a t angle; area of triangle; notion of triangulation and application to simple surveys; heights
and distances in more than one Diane.

The mathematical work in the !ccond ygar Is optional. The program for the class includes algebra,
trigonometry, coordinate geometry, mechaviks, infinitesimal calculus, and history and method of elemen-
tary and secondary school mathematics.

Throughout the academic work the professional aspect is kept prominently in viow.
Algebra.Ratio, prOportion, variation, the progression3 (arithmetic, geometric, harmonic), permuta-

tions and eombinations,rrnathematical induction, binomial theorem.
Trigonometry. Continuation of first-year course, including angles of any magnitude, sin (A a B), cos(A ± B), tan (A B), sin A a sin II, cosA±cos B. Relations between sides and angles of a triangle, solution

of triangles, heights and distances, circular measure, De Moivre's theorem, simple trigonomettic series.
.Infinttesimal calculus.A course oa the processes and applicationa of the differential and integral calculus.

Graphical methods are freely used where advantageous. The course Vesigned particularly to complete
the work in geotneti y, mechanics, and trigonometry.

Mechatpcs.The aim of the course is to teach the fundamental mechanical principles. Simple courses df
experiments illustrating the following: Composition and resolution of forces; principle o(levors; pulleys,
inclined plane; friction; motion of falling bodies; circular motion; principle of Archimedes; hydraulic
press and pump; atmospheric pressure; Nor practical calculations within this range.

Reading. Students do directed reading of mathematical works In the college library, as well as In the
following textbOoks: J. IV. A. Young, Teaching' of M cithrmatics in Me Elementary and the Secondary Schools:
Fink, History! of Mailinsatics, translated by Boman and Smith.
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university, and the work"of the ,ollege is carried on in cooperation
1 with the university, so far as possible.

Let us now take note.of the university mathematical courses, which -
are open to our prospoCtive high-school teaCher; in connection with
his course. There are three classesmathematics I, II, and 'III.
Each is divided info three sectionsClass A, class B, and class C.
Candidates. for the degree of B. A. or B. Sc. with honors attend the
honors section (class A) in each year, but it is possible.to reach the
lowest grade of honors by specially good work in the secciiii section
(class B) in the three years. The programs for class A areaie as follows:

Mathematics I (first year): 'Algebra, geometry, trigonometry, statics and dynamics,
analytic geometry of two dimensions, and the elements of the calculus. Those who
enter it are expected to hal/ previously completed the mathematical work required
for honors in the senior public examination or an ,quivalent course. The class is
attended by students in arts, science, and engineering.

Mathematics II (second year): The infinitesimal calculus, differential equations,
spherical trigonometry, analytie statics, dynamics of a particle, and elementary rigid
dynamics. The class is attended by the best !students of Mathematics I when they
proceed to their second year.

Mathematics III (third year): Analytic geometry of three dimensions, rigid dynamics,
higher analysis, and some applied mathematical tiubject, e. g., hydrodynamicii, sound,
the theory of electricity and magnetism.

In addition to these courses' a two-year course has recently been
instituted in the mathematics of insurance, chiefly, for actuarial
students and others who desire instruction in the mathematics of
statistics.

Since 1908 the teacher's promotion depends not only on the
classification of his school as determined by average attendance,
but also on the improvement of his qualifications. To qualify for a
higher grade the teacher must pass a series of examinations, as well
as show "the requisite degree of proficiency in practical work."

Salaries paid to isigh-school teachers.

Tenchcrp. Men. Women.

Principal of-
Boys' or girls' school

£400 -£600 boa-tooMixed school 350- 450"Master" or "rntstress" of a departm.nt 300- 400 200- 300"Assistant" 200- 300 180- 260"Junior staff"
168- 228 144- 180

VICTORIA..

Those preparing to become teachers, in the secondary schools of
Victoria receive almost all of their instruction at the university.
Under regulations now in fora4, every teacher in a secondary school*
must possess the university diploma in education or an equivalent
qualification. All` candidates for that diploma must have passed
through.at least two years of some degree course, and' must have a
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,

filial year of special work education: 'AS Be matter of fact, many of
those working for Ih'e diplbmw.:titke their-11. A; or B. Sc. degree before
.entering lipoil the speciali!oiliseAli education for the diPloma..

Of the various groups- of students.entcring the Teachers' College
at Melbourne only those taking,- tke three year '.. o rSe.for the sec-
ondary certificate are of interest to us. T )se accepted *for this.

, class must have passed the senior public exan 'nation or an -equiva-
, lent examination, The number admitted to the class is limited to 15

each year.. Their course of t raining is the slime as that, for the diploma
of education at the university, with the addition of some special
subjects. The first two years are spent in regular attendance upon
university classes in arts or science. Having pasAed the first ,and
secondyears' examinations in arts and science, they are then admitted

'to the special university courses in education for the diploma. These
courses itoirde-. ,lectures on the theory of education,- with special
reference to the pet hods of teaching the various subjicts. The
course.in mathematics contains the folloming:,

(i) Special methods of teaching arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and tgon(-Imetry..
(ii) Kshort history of elementary mathematics.
(iii) General considerations;on the teaching of mathematics.

Students are required further to teach .120 hours under supervision;
to attend lessons given by members the college staff; and also to
criticize lessons. Part. of thi frac . .

ei
is obtained in the primary

schools*, and part in the special secondary practicing school attached
to the Tetichers' College, and in other schools.

.There are about 50 to.60, regular students of the college each year
preparing for this diploma, and in addition about the slime number
of university students are qualifying for it, 'in order that they may
be enabled to take up work in.the secondary schools outside the con-

' .trol of the Department of Education.
The authorities, of the college are entitled to nominate six of those

who distinguish themselyes in this coarse for a further year's work.
At the University of Melbourne courses in pure and applied

mathematics are offer-ell fOr each of the three years..
Pure I. 'PassThe course is'analytical. 1(t deals with the. elementary algebraic,

trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, and hyperbolic-functions, with their graphs
and derivatives; maxima and minima; elementary processes of integration; the.
definite integral as the limit of a sum. HonorsAlgebra, trigonometry, elementary
analytic geometry of two dimensionS, and elementary calculus.

Applied I. PassElementary statics and-dynamics, with hydrokatics., Honors--
A fuller treatment of the subjects of the pass class with the elementsof .v6Aor algebra.

Pure II. PassIn this course further work is done in plane analytic ,geometry -
and,calculus. HonorsThis class continues the .work of I (honors) .in plane sanalYtic
geometry and the calculus, and it begins analytic geometry of throe dimensions.

Applied II. passElementary analytic statics and dynamics, with hydrostatics.
Honors Analytic statics, dynamics of a particle, elementary rigid dynamics, and' .
hydrostatics. t' . .....

*al
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Pure III. PassSolid" geometry and the calculus, with differential equations.
//oaarsjIn addition to the subjects for II (honors): The functions of a complex
variable, Fourier's series and integrals, differential equations and calculus of variations.

.Ppp/ird ///. PassAnalytic statics 'lad dynamics, the elements of the theorise
of potential, hydrodynamics, elasticity, and electricity. Honors More advanced
work in these subjects.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

The following is an outline of the course of training for teachers in
the ScIfools Of South Australia under the department of education in
Adelaide:

1. At the age of 14 the future teachers enter the Adviaide high
school. They remain there for three years and receive a general
educatiOn. At the end of this period the majority will have passed
the senior public examination in 'the University of Adelaide; practi-
cally every student passes in arithmetic and algebra; .a large number
pass also in geometry and in trigonometry.

.

'2. The students in training now become "junior teachers," and
spend one to two years in primary schools, devoting practically all
their time .to their 'teaching work.

s .Thereafter they enter the Teachers' Training College. lkre
the students attend university classes in various subjects, a certain
alumna, of freedoth of selection being\permitted. ~About 20 per cent
take up what is called .first-year pure mathemapcs, an elementary
class at about the standard of the higher public examination in
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.

The students also attend several training college lectures, among
thesetting a course in the principles Of leaching. This course deals
with the methods of teaching' the 'primary school. snbjectes; about
16 out of a total of 80 hours are devoted to arithmetic. They also
spy ud one morning per week at actual teaching in the primary schools.

Those who have shown special ability both as students anti teachers
are permitted to remain a second year, or even a third year, at the
university. These, students invariably take .up a cert4 amount of
mathematics, usually attending second7year pure mathematics, as
they will in most cases have ,already taken the first class. Some also
take the elementary applied mathematics class. It is not uncommon
for mathematics, physics, and chemistry .to form the bulk of their
work.

Such students have practice as before; also weekly discussions on
the methods of teaching. Five'of these discussions out of a totaof,

' .twenty -fide deal with elementary, mathematics. The majority' of
these students become high-school teachers.

The mathematical courses offered in the University of Adelaide are
very similar to those. of the .universities of Sydney and Melbourne.
Horace. Limb and W. W Bragg were for many years professors in
this university:
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e QUEENSLAND.

Queensland does not yet possess any special-college:for the training
of Leachers. In the "graminar schools" the staff consists principally,of university graduates. The high schools also aim at making a, ,
university degree an ,almost indispensable qualification for their
leachers.

-
The University of -Queensland, which was founded at Brisliane in

190 and formally opened in 1911, has an important sphere 'of infiu-,
ence, and the same general scheme.of mathematical iti.triiction as in
other States.oltheCOmmonWeiiith is in vogue.

TASMANIA.

Under the scheme for training,of teachecs.which is being introduced
ir. Tasmania candidates pass the -seniKr, public examinatien and,'matriculate at the university. The next year-is spent iii teachingin selected schools. Thereafter they enter the training college at
Hobart,`the minimum age at entrance being 18 years. They attend
university classes' .for two.' or three, !.years. All receive professiOA1
training at the:college,. '.

Mathematical courses at, the university are similar to those already
described.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
;

The orgabization here being tn its infancy, there is ilothil, of
exceptional interest to recora.

The universities of Au4tralia ar't staffed by British professors, and
thus tho'niatheinatical work of the courin is fashioned in conformity
With much tbetsame ideals as those held ih the mothMand.

131131,10(1RA PI I Y.

II. $. CARSLAW, The Teaching of Mathematics in Australia. Report presente4 to the
International Commission on the Teachi49 of Mathematics. Sydney, Angus &Robertson, 1914. 79 pp.
In the above sketch I have many times quoted verbatim

Iraqi Prof: (!arslaw:s most readable report
J. B. TRIYETT, The Officittl Year-Bobk of New South. Wales for 1915. Sydney,W. A. Crulick,.1917.

"Education," pp. 213-274.

Rept. of U. S.. Commis. Ethic., 1915-16, Vol. I, Washrngton,s1916.
"Education in Australia," pp. al-659.

Two other recent ,publications contain considerable information about the univer-sities:
.

(1) Universities in the Overseas Dominions, Board of Education, Special Reports onEducational Subjects, vol. 25, London, 1912, pp. 116-171, 196-198, 235-269;
(2) Congress of the Universities of thi British Empire, 191, Report of the Proceedings,

Londbn, 1912; also the Year Book, 1914.



II. AUSTRIA.

Austria is nearly-116,000 square miles in extent, and its population
totals in the vicinity of 29,000000. Of these, about 10,000,000. are
Germans; nearly 6,500,000 are Bohemians, Moravians, and Slovaks;

. at least 5,000,000- are Poles; and some 3,510,000 are Ruthenians.
,The minister of public instruction is at the head of the Austrian

educational system. He has inspectors of secondary schools in each t
of the 14 Provinces of the Empire and certain lilatters of adminis-
tration are assigned to local board's. Church and private.schools are
subject to the S114110 regulations as those of the State.

,SECONDARY ,SCHOOLS.

Before 1008 there were three general types of middle or secondary
schools: (1) The Gymnasium, (V The Retilschule, and (3) the four-,
year Realgymnasium, the courses of study in all of which were baSed
iii)on four years of work in the primary schools. The first two of
these types are still the most prominent. The nuirmal age of the
puPil commeneing .secondary educatiotkg about 10 yearS.

The complete Gymnasium provides fora course of eight years'
study, divided infoi two parts of four _years each. The first part is
referred to as the Unt ergymnasitnn ; the latter as the Oliftymnasium.
The course of. study is eltaracterized'by the great emphasis'mphasi laid on
instruction in Latin, Greek, and GN'1111111. In .passing from one class
to Another the pupils undergo very seanting otxamination. This is
characteristic of all the Austrian secondary schools.

The seven years'couse of Ale Ri,a1Schule consists of two cycles of
three and four yearS each,. corresponding to programs of the Unter-
realsch'ule and Oberreiilschule. Here the emphasis is laid on mOdign
languages (Latin and Greek are not ti gl)t at, all), mathematics,

- physics, chemistry, etc.; that is, on thosesubjects which are designed
'"to impart technicii( kno*wledge and afford suitable training to those

intending to follow industrial pursuits.
As a result of a ministerial Aeree in 1908, the establishment of

Realgymnasien, and Reform-realgymnasien, each with an eight -year
)course, was also authorized. But, in wliat follows, the Gymnasium

Realachule I only will be treated as representative of Austria's
. best aecondany.schools..- .

.f In 1915-16 thoro were 330 Gymnasia', of various forms, for boys and 148 Itealschulen.

101175 ° -18 --7-2 15
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The number of 'hours per. week. devotid .to *class work iii Inathe-
. thaties,(111.), geomet rie.drawing, and deseriptive-geometry 0.), in ,

these. types. of schools,- is exhibited in the. table:
- ' '

- 1III IV V V1, 11 ill. i V III Total. \
, I

-V
I M ' ' 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.11) 0.. 3
IM 1 3 A 3 4 4 ii 5

CI ymmtsium
3 . 2 2 o o o

Itealsehule. II (; 0 2 2 1 3 3 - 3 0 ,.
..

, . .
. . (

The total .dumber of hours in these stiNeets repreentS about 14.7
per cent of all class periods in the Qyinnusium and about 16.5 per
cent of those in the Realsehule.' . ..

In classes I-V111 of the Gymnasitnn instruction is given, according
to the.program of 1909, in arithmetic, algebru, plane and solid geom-
etry- , plane tAgonometry, plane analytic geometry, and elements 6f

.caleuhis.. 4/10' .

To give a definite idea of the nature of the contents of these courses
Pa few selections from the program may ho made:

Class I': ETtettsion and completion of arithmetic and ,algebraic studies of the
previous class. .Continued. pract lee in.sol tit ion of equations of the first 'degree arising
- from the manifold spheres of thought in,which they may be applied.". Practice in
powers and r+sus by straightforward examples. Solid groyne try. Obliqw. projections'
of simplest bodies (also of crystalline Platt and elevation objects
by observation .and common sense. Coneeptihns and laws concerning the mutual
relations of straight lines and planes: Lintited to the fundamental and typical proposi-
'lions and proofs with eowtant appeal to observation and intuition. Properties
and calculations for surface and volume of prisms (cylinders), pyramids (cones); the
sphere, and their sections and pillions when . in section. Euler's theorem
(S+P=E+2); regt1lar polyhedra.. 014rgyntruisinatClass II: Trigonomary.The
trigonometric ratios, their geometric representation, especially for the purpose of
giving a firm grasp of the 6tracteristies and relations of these functions. Solution pf
triangles. 'Repeated , 'mparison of trigonometric propositions and me ode with those
of plane-and solid geometry. Varied applications of trigonometry to problems in
sttrveying, geography, astronomy, etc., the data where possible to be obtained from
direct k even though tough) measurements' by the pupil. Class VII: Algegra.
Arithmetic progressions (of the first order),' geomeqic progressions. Appliealon
of the last especially to compound interest. Permutations and combinations in sim-
plest eases. Binomial I heorersfor positive integral exponent: Theory of probabilities.
Analytic geontetri---7As a continuation of the graphic representation of single functions,
previously given, further use is made of the analytic method in dealing with lines
of the first and second degree with reference, when occasion offers, to the geometric-
_treatment of the.same figures and their. relations. Representation of direction coeffi-
cients (chiefly those of the curves dealt with in class) by means of derivatives. SiMple
problems of differentiation in connection with problems in mathematics and physics.
Approximate solution of algebraic equations (and of the simplest' transcendental
equations which occur) by graphic methods. ' In Class VIII the two hours a week are

23
10

A Drawings of Solid bodies to show several taies,ete.,iiot In true'perspective,but freehand constructet\
according to very simple rules. ct A. Sutter. Didoktik des mathemalischeri tinterriehts, p. 207.

Ordinary arithmetic progrsions are said to be of the first order. Series such as 1'r21 +31+ . .
13+23+33+ . are called A. 1.\ of higher orders.
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given up to,a comprehensive recaPitulation'of the whole rangebf school- mathematics,
pperially equations, series, solid geometry,trigononietiy, and analytic geometry.,
Iiroader and deeper treatmentof particular parts of the subject.' Applications to
the various subjects of the curriculum and.ici practical life in place of merely foimal
exercises. Retrospective and prottretive consideration from historiCal. and philo-
sophical points cf view.

N
For t. Realschule the work is very similar. There is the same.

effort to correlate matlfematies with other branches of instruction on
NA hall it happens to bear and with practical applications in.actual life.

-Though searchingexillnilla;t16118 of "orientation" and "classifica-
tion" have been the portion pf students of the Gynmasium and
tt'ialschtile each ytar, the final examinations (Maturitatspriihungen)
leading to the 0,rtificate of maturity were formerry often "much
fi.,...vd.1 Some Amelioration with respect to the-ekteat of detail here
required was made imperative by the decree of 1908.'

The main object.of these eitIntinIttious is to determine whether or
not the maturity, general efficiency, and4developIiu of intelligonce
on,the part of the candidate' is suffiCient to' allow him to take up*
studies in the universities or higher almiCal schools. Whilst the
examinations for" classification'' sonic measure the rating
of a pupil's acquisition With reference tti a certain part of the pro-
gram taught, the " Ma turitatsprilfung," on Ihtrother hand, embraces
the whole range of know&ge acquired by theupil i71 We Gymnasium
or Realschule.

The examination consists of two parts, a writimi.and An oral. The
former includes questions on the required languages, on mathematics,
on exercises in descriptive geometry, and tests in', facility with free--;
hand drawing. The oraFexamination la on 'geography, histour,
mathematics, descriptive geointqry, physics, chtmistry, and natural
history.

The exeninationicommission pRmounces its verdict aftersonsid-
oration of all the written amid oral examinations as well as of the
grade's received by the candidate in tests during the last-year .of his
course. When a candidate.,fa&- he may, present himself a second
time at the end of a semester or of a' year, but he may 'not repeit._
the examination more: than twice..

.

UNINtRSITIES AND PREPARATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PEACHERS.

There are eight State universities in -Austria. The largest is the
University of Vienna (German), with over 10,000 students.2 The
oldest, ,dating back to the fourteenth century, is the German-Beher.

I Cf. F. Wallentin, Maturildtairegen our der Mathematik. Zum Orbrauehe filr die obereten Messes der
Gym/a:siert and Realackulen .zueummengeatellt. 10. Auflagc. Wien, C. Geroldssohn, 1912. 8 +197 pp.Aufideungen,S. Auflage, 1908. 8+221 pp.

'In the summer of 1919 this number was reduced W 3,472
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mien University of Pei. igue. There are thrtie.other German Universi-
.. I

,tiesties at rUrati Innsbruck,. and Czernowitz, The Polish univershies, 2 ,.
are at Krakow anti Lemberg..

.

'14struction the 'universities is 'imparted by Means' pf: Lgelieral
cliurStAS rotes; an -Ill, 'eNereisas prosetinnary andk.
seminary.' ."

I. The'. general eon.Nes are oig,anized With a doubly
fu ni:dr fumfaiiteutal theoretiCill knowledge to those studying mettle.
ntu is iii a purely scientific spirit lind.proposing.to Itirmiitate their
studies -with the doctorate; ,(2 to! ppepare students destined for

,.s.secondary-school. teacht-N. Especially in view ..of this Second sit
are4 he general' coui-ses usually ovanized.in cycles of three or foui
.3neil'eS, slid each. year a 2'iitirse for beginners is arranged that they
way be. Wight, differentisl. and integral ca4culus as soon as possible,
since it is (Tessa ry (or t lie...st-aly of t 112)1.24 ical physics.

1)uring 't,he Jiye vearg 1905.'6 .to 1909-10 process'rs at (1)- the.

Tniveniirfy .VieMia and '(2).. the German sectimi of the University
of .Prague gave the ntoWil..; goner's.' courses:

(1) Differ* t i tutd integral ride uhis, 5 hours-weekly during 2 seines.
ters: theory orouniheN, 5 hours during.2 semesters ; t heoryof differoi-

'tint equations, 5 hours during 2 semesters; calculus of prollebilities, 3
lamr; definite IntegTitis anti calculus of variations, 5 bout!' during a
semester; theory of linear differential equations, 5 hours: elliptic
funrtinS, 5 hours; theory of functions., .5 hours during 2 se i esters;
algebra, 5 hours during 2 semesters; analytic goometry, .1-hours dur-
ing semester; theory of iftVariants with geometric applications, 2

curveS2'hOurs; curves and surfaces of the third
order, 2 houN; synthetic geometry, t horns during 2 semesters; dif-

lerentia1 geometry, 2. !rims during t semesters; line, geometry, 2
hour; continuous gro.uP's. 2 hours; noneuclidean geonietry, 2 bouts;
insurliuce 'mathematics, -1-'6 hours during 2 stinesteTs; mathematictil
statistics. 3 hours;"sickness.and accident, insurance, 'lours.

(2) s.stpplicaricns of. fnlinitesimart,alcultis to geometry, 3-4 ihOurs;
theory of invariants, 2 hours differential and integral calculus, .4.5
hours.:during 2 semesters; systems of algebraic equations, 1 hour;
differential equations ;' 5 hours, introduction to calculus of varia-
tions, 1 hour; fundamental. notions of analysis, boursi-anal3qic,
geometry, 3 hours through 3 semesters; elements. of the theory of

.funilions, 3 hours; elements of the theory of numbers, 2 hours; alge-
braic equations; 4 hours; introduction to descriptive geometry; 2,
lours; characthistie fetituZel of infiuitesimarcalculua, 3 hours dur-
ing 2. semesters.; theory of oups and algebraic equations, 2 burs;

gelpeted khapte64. of analytic geometry, 2 burs; vector .analysis, 2 I.
equations, 3-5 hours; .eontact transformations, 2

hours.; theory of transformationa;7.5 hour% An 'equally elaborate

r r
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series of 'courses is offered in the Bohemian. section of the University.
,of Prague-, i ; .

.Nlathenottical instruction in Austria is.. much handicapped by
reason of the .fact that the fiiiulties of the -univetNities are so sars.Ay

, stakd with professors of pure. and applied mathematics. 111_1909710,
exvepe at Vienna, noluniveN iity had more than two soel,profmciors

-and'only four MITI even one Privatdocent... hi Italy Russia the
number of these professors per university a,Lrages nearly twice as
many as in Aus?riti: itt Fiance and Cerniany nearly one and One- )
half times as -many. Indeed, at each of -a %ore of noiversities in ,

*these four _countries there- are more professoNof mathematit'S than
even at the UniverSityof Vienna.

In a memorial presented-in '190.ti to pie Minister of public instruc-
tion arid,finance on .Pelialf of the- faculticsof philosophy iat Ails-ftin_
univer;i-ities the folloli-ing normal program ofITitheinatiral 'study at
a 7university for tr. candidate as ti teacher' in a Ornmasium vets
outlined: .

/
First yesriIntroduction to mathematical. analysisand to Iliffenential caleul CUR,

elements of integral calculus with exercisoKh hours a meek . li iriiduc-tion to geome-
try, first princi les of, analytic and synthetic .geonuttry, with exert ises, 3 hours a
week. 'A course of matIlrmatics for students of physics and chemistry, 5 boom a .
week. .

Seem* year.- integral calculi* and first principles of the theory of funtions of
complex %Icrisblett, with exercises. .5 hours a week. Analytic and differential geome-
try, with exercises, 5 hour: a week. imperties of algebraic equationwand
elements of the theory of nuntbera. with exercises, 3 horzy,ek.

"Third, fourth, and later year's,- courant on the fr of differential equations;
the calculita of variations. the ta..ory of functions, the theory of groups of transforma-
tiens, on Litt- principles of arkhmetic and ofgeontetry, etc., at least 3hotin4 a %vv.+.
Seminary for ntathereitical ualysis, 2 hours a week. Seminary for geometry, 2 holm:
r. week. Seminary for the theory of numbers and higher algebra, 2 hours a week.

On this'alleme the.memorial comments as follows:
it shoold be emphasidA that this iNgram indicates only that which is iihso-

.

lately neeeelsary fart future prfilvsint liymnasien;. if one wished to obtain- a Moro
extended preparation; which it shoulbe the principal aim of the yiniversity te Jur-
nish, it would be eeetstary to augment this program by u whole .series of courses in
special fields of pure Mathematics and on different branches of applied mathematic,

The program indicated corresponds, then, only to-a minimum. ..Now,the execu-
tion of such a program lequires at liiast three professors, and further, th number will
only suffice if each of two of the three chains has an 'at-..istanCat its disposal. The
exercises corresponding to elementary courses ought to he directed by assistants
under the control oftprofeenors*. For; in order that exercises ImIr.uly profitable. it is
necessary that -they be individual, as has been the case for a long time in'higher
technical schools for all practical branches and for descriptivegroinetry. That is tomy, it is 'cot sufficient to work out some examples on the ble9kboard in Abe class=
room with one of More iludents, mNer ie it necessary t. laylefore the atudentaka
selection of examples from which they' then chooaelt.rording to their personal
clinationt some probleMs to solve under the guidance of the proftwor wad assistant.

peftional activity, even 'to such minor degree, is particularly valuable for thp'
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future professor; for, in his tetkchingjaprght to displly. certainty and vnthigituen,On the other hand; the, proposed reform-of the teaching of mathematics In tlfe sec-ondary schools demands a suitable preparation of the professor.
Since of course the whole scheme of instruction in a country depends first of all oninstruction in t4e universitythat is to say, since a good ,orginization of university -.instruction is of Npital importance for general instructionthe faculty of philosophyof the 'Austrian university, regard it as urgent to satisfy these exigencies of uni-versity instruction.
There ought thenito heist least thref chairs of mathematics in the facIty of philoeo-ph% of every AustritIn university, one in each of the following fields: (a) For thetheory of numbers and higher algebra; (b) foiniathematical analysis; (r) for geometrya.At least two of these chairs ought to be held by "ordinary" professors provided withassistants.. , .

As this memorial did not-bring about any Material change in thesituation, we remark, that in 'host Austrian universities the oppor-tunities for scientific preparation -of the professor bf mathernatics
in secondary schools are inadequate.

II. Having noted typical gencral coursesKvhich may contribute tothis trebling, ,let-us next consider the special courses. There,iyereno special coutiseSgivenliy Privatdocenten in the German divisioillof
the University of Prague during the five-year period referred to' above. At the University] of Vienna, however, .PriVatdoce tenoffereellihe following courses: Mathematical 'statistics, 3 h uts,
during 2 semesters; elliptic functions, liours, during 2 semesters;
quaternions and other hypercomtlex number systems, 2 liturs;
theoretical arithmetic, 3 hours;, differential geometry, 2 hours;

G potential theory, 2 hours; Pfaff's problem,' 2 hours; .elementary
theory of functions, 3 hours; during 2 semesters; functions of a single. real variable, 2-3 hours, during 2 semesters; hypergeometric series,2 hours; infinitp double series, 2 hour's; infinite groups, 2 hours;
theory of numbers, 3 hours; folindations of geometry, 2 hours,during 2 semesters;,finite discrete groups, 2 hours*evieN of more
recent imathematical works, 2 hours; complex number systems, 2hours; selected chapters of higher algebra, 3 hours; calculus of/ variations, 3 hours, during 2 semesters; theory Of integral-trans-

%

cendental functions, 2 hours; determinants, 1 hour; the principle of--"-ilu- uality in geometry, 2 hours; integral equations, 3 hoUrs; selected
chapters of theory of functions, 2 hours,; analysis situs, 2 hours,during 2 semesters; Taylor's series and its analytic extension, 2 hours;synopsis of .differential calculus with applications, 3 hours; general\ theory of groups, 2 hours.

The number of these courses offered at the University of Vienna isnearly twice as large as the total of similar courses dffered at allother Austrian universities during the same period. The three
''. courses givAn at the University of Krakow wetle: Mathematics inPoland at the end of the seventeenth century, 1 hour; Arabian
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mathematiCil hour; history' of mathematics in antiquity and the
Middle Ages, 2.hours.

Special lectures on topics having more direct connection with the
mathematical work in secondary schools are not numerous. Ocep-
sional courses on selected chapters of elementary mathematics have
been given by Prof. Zindler at Innsbruck. Prof. von Sterneck
claims that the two-hour year coarse on elementary mathematics
which he first offered in 1909-10 and which was organized so as to be
given"Wery third year at the University of Gratz, was the only
regular course of this nature in an Austrian university. He tells us
that he expounded thoroughly the laws governing positive integers;
discussed the introduction of negative integers in the usual way;
treated rational numbers in a purely abstract manner as number
pair's; discussed in detail Cantor's theory of number sequence and
the related theory of irrational numbers, as well as the successive
extensions of the idea of, power. In order to discuss exactly the
convergence of infinite series, especially the geometric,- the idea of
regular sequence was also introduced. Rules governing operations
on complex qua ties defined in connection with ,pairs of real quan-
tities'were-presented in detail and the connection with the n roots of
unity mentioned. The foundations of geometry were not presented
with the same completenesuis to rigor. There the didactic points
of view, first recommended by Borel and already employed by
Suppantschitsch in his textbooks on geometry for the secondary
schools, were developed, the questions of the independence of the
axioms being left entirely to one side.

Spherical trigonometry is not taught in the Gymnasien. At most
universities the fundamental formuke are derived in the lectures on
analytic geometry of space; for example, at Krakow, Gratz, and
Innsbruck. More extended development occurs ib seminary exer
cises; for example, those of Gmeiner, at Innsbruck, and Mertens, at
Vienna; the latter in his proseminary lectures on spherical trigo-
nometry and- considers the analogues on the sphere of such results as
Feuerbach's theorem and Maliatti's problem. Otherwise, spherical
trigonometry is developed in the lectures on astronomy.

Many pepsons feel strongly that regular lectures on descriptive
geometry should be given at all Austrian universities,' but so far
such courses have been established it Gratz and Innsbruck Only.

III. At every Austrian university, in addition to the lectures,
.there are mathematical'seminary exercises which, allow of a certain
amount of individual activity on the part of the student as opposed
to the compulsory receptive attitude in the lecture room. -Each
"ordinary" professor is supposed to conduct a section of such

Cf. E. Mader, "Anregungen sur Ausgostaltung des darstellend-geometrisch0 Unterrichts an tech-
nischen Hochschnlen and Unlveraltaten." Jahreslaerkld der deutsehen Madsematiker- Vereiniong, Band
19, 1910, pp. 19-24.
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seminary exercises. These exercises are for both beginners and
advanced students.

The section for beginners is referred to at the universities of Vierta,
Prague (Bohemian), and Czernowitz as proseminary: The number of
hours per week devoted to all seminar exercises varies from 2 at-
Gratz and Innsbruck to 4 (2 hours pros,emitiary) at Czernowitz in the
winter semester and 4 at Krakow; of the 3 lours a week at Vienna,
one ,hour is for the proseminary.

Active participation of members of the seminary in its exerises is
not generally compulsory. An exception to this is in the section of
the seminary conducted at Gratz by Prof. v. Dantscher, who
requires three students each semtster to work on some topics, usually
quite independent of subjects of lectures during that semester, for
presentation before fellow students. This gives the students in the
seminary opportunity to learn, with the aid of the professors' criti-
cisms, how such matters should be treated, before the preparation
of the. required "Hausarbeit" in connection with the examination
for secondary school teachers (Lehraintsprufwig). Examples of
themes of such required papers are as follows: Explanation of the
convergence of an additive- aggregate of infinitely many rational
numbers; examination of the ;connection between m functions of nvariable§ (Dini); the projective generation of space curves of the
third order; discussion of, double integrals.

In most cases the exercises are oral. Those for the proseminary
have, mainly, direct connection with the current lectures. In the
seminary the topics are chosen sometimes on the initiative of the
students and sometimes on the recommendation of the professor. As
a general thing it has been found that about pne-half of those who
regularly attend seminary exercises participate in its discuseions.
TheNahie of such participation is generally recognized, and Prof. v.
Dantscher has proposed that it should be required, during two
semesters at least, for all candidates as teachers in secondary schools,.
just as exercises in experimental physics are required.

Exantivations.The present decrees regarding the preparation
of secondary school teachers were promulgated in 1911. These re-
quire that candidates shall pass two examinations: (1) A preliminary
examination on philosophy and-pedagogy; (2) the Lehramtsprtifung.
While more or less preparation for these examinations is provided at
the universities; the examinations are not conducted by the.. univer-
sities, but by State examination commissions whose members are,
howevor, mostly university professors.

(1) In the preliminary examination the candidate must show that.
has acquired. the knowledge of philosophy and pedagogy

for every teacher. This knowledge should embrace . the main ideas
and principles of the theory of educatio.i and illotruction and their
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theoretical four dations in psychology and logic, as well as general
survey notions of the principal periods of the history of higher
education since the 6iXteenth century.

The candidate is not admitted to this examination 1efore the end
of the fifth semester. In preparation for it ho is recommended to
take a four-hour course of lectures in pedagogy, a -four-Iour course in
philosophy (especially psychology), and when possible, courses in
school hygiene and in the 'methodology of his special subjects. olio
is also strongly recommended to take part in seminary exercises in
pedagogy and in his spe'cial subjects.

The examination is Laynducted by the professors in philosophy and
pedagogy unde-the guidance of the director of the examination
commission, or of his deputy, and lasts abouttha-lf an hour. The
commission gives the candidate a certificate as to the results of the

. examination. If a candidate is not admitted to the' examination
on account of inadequate preparation, he is not allowed to present
himself for examina4en again until another semester has elapsed.
A certificate that he has pass the` preliminary examination -must
be presented to the commission with the application for admission
to the Lehramtsprufung.

(2) The time required, as student in a University, in preparation
for the.Lehraintsprulung is about three, and one-half or four years,
and the examination is the same whether the candidate is later to be
a teacher in the GymnasiuM or in the Reitlschule.

The examination is (AI subjeAts grouped'in a certain way. Those
,groups which involve mathematics are:

(a) Mathematics and physics as majoi:s.
(b) Descriptive geometry and mathematics as majors.
(c) Natural history as major,. mathematics and physics as minors.
(d) Natural history as major, mathematics and geometrical draw-.ing as minors.
(e) Philosophy and mathematics as majors and physics as minor.

(f) Chemistry as major with,matheinatics .and" physics as minors
For mvthematics as major the official reqUirementare: KnoWledge of

"general arithmetic," of the foundation of higher algebra apd theory
of numbers and their significance for elementary mathematics; gje7
mentary geometry, synthetic and analytic geometry, of the plane
and of space; foundations of descriptive geometry;, differential and
integral calculus and its applications to geometry, the elements of
the calculus of variation's; familiarity with the foundations of modern

4, theory of functions; and acqUoiLtylcd with the 'principal results of
the investigations concerning the foundationS of mathematics.
' For mathematics as minor; Knowledgd of .elementary. arithmetic,-

insight into, the structure of the field of real numbers' and into oper-
.atitia with them; knowledge of elementary geometry to the extent
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of what is taught in secondary schools, and exercises in space percep-
tions; accuracy and speed in the solution of simple examples applying
the idea of a fun-ction and the elements of differential and integral
calculus to functions coming up in secondary school work. .

For (a) descriptive geometry and (b) geometrical drawing: (0)
Thorough grounding hi orthogonal, oblique, and central methods of
projection including axonometry, knowledge of, relief perspective, of
the most important map projections, especially of stereographic-pro-
jection and of cyclography.' Familiarity with the constructions
relating to curved lines (especially curves of the second order, space
curves of the third and fourth order and helices) and curved surfaces
(chiefly surfaces of the second order, surfaces of revolutions, helicoidal,
ruled and envelope surfaces, particularly in_lighting-constructions).
Acquaintance with some applications of descriptive .,geometry (as
construction of sundials, roof trusses, .sections of stone (stereotomv)).
Knowledge of projective and infinitesimal geometry in so. far as
these subjects are necessary in the applications of descriptive geom-
etry. Exactness and. facility in constructive drawing.

(b) Elements of descriptive geometry to the extent of the program
of. Reillschulen. Axonometric representations. Elements of shad-
ows and linear perspective.; the.geometrical construction of, and by
means of, polygons and the most important' plane curves,especially
the conic sections. 'Exactness and facility in constructive drawing.

Each examination comprises three parts: The Huasarbeiten (theses),
the written examinations, and 'the oral eaaminatioris.

To prepare each of the theses the candidate has three months.
Tito theses need-. not necessarily show capacity for discovery on the
part of the candidate, but 'they must indicate thorough. familiarity
with the literature and (content 8f the subjects. In connection with
a very large subject a general presentation of the outstanding results
maybe Permissible. Again, certain illustrations of a theory may be
worked out.. The character of the topics is shown by the following
selection of themes of theseg in recent years. (None of these sub-
jects were discussed in the lectu'res at aniversitie.s where they were
assigned.)

(a) For major:
The theory of Fourier's series.
Thoisoperirnetric problem.
Systematic presentation of the proofs of the fundamental theorem of algebra.
Qn Abel's equation.
Theta functions and their applications in the theory of surfaces of the fourth'.

order. -
I

Historical presentation of the progress in the theory of algebraic equations (in
its leading features).

Triply orthogonal systems of surfaces. "itPTranscendental 'Ambers, especiallyv and r.
Jacobi's functional determinants and eir most important applications. -

Method of derivation of large prime n hers.

ter.
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(a) For majorContinued.

The series for tanx and secx _and the most implftant properties of their
coefficients.

The significance of r in the calculus of probabilities and theory of errors.
Focal properties of surfaces of the second degree.
Algebraic treatment of the 27 lines on a surface of the third order.
Reye's complex. '
Rational space curves of the fourth order.

dzKStudy of the rep by iv==.1
(z--42) (z -h) (z--c)

(6) For minor:
Solution of equations of the third and fourth degree.
Properties of the nine-point circle.
Theorems of Pascal and Brianchon and their proof in the case 9f the circle.,
The general term of the Lam6 series and the proposition with regard to the

greatest common divilor of two expressions.,
Eremeniary geometric freatment of the problem of tingencies pf Apollonius.
A presentation of pages C2-G of Girard's Invention nouvelle en l'al getre (1620._

. in modern mathematical phraseology and notation. 4
The determination of the 15 Arehiwedean solids in terms. of the radius of the

. -circumscribed sphere.
'

Weierstrass's theory of irrationalmilmterS.
The theorems of Fermat and Wilson.

In, connection with the written and ()rat examinations, questions'
are usually asked on the theory of symmetric functions, the algebraic
solution of equations of the first to the fourth degrees, and 'Ater
candidates may also be on elements th© theory of
groups and on the proof of the impossibility of the algebraic solution
of equations of &gm* higher than the fourth. Questions on the
calculus of variations are usually omitted. In general, clarityof
perception and certainty in handling fundamental theorems are
valued more.than the extent of minute knowledge. .

In the written examination 't ihere is also opportunity to ihdicite
.

ability to apply theoretic knowledge to practical problems. Further,
the examinations pay special attention to the Subjects of the u-,,
dehts university lectures and seminary exercishs. The written
examination for a ,mpjor lasts eight hours, two sessions of four hours
on the same'da'y ;Tor- a minor four.hours are allowed.

In 1908-1910, 241 persons passed the professorship examination,
with mathematics and phics as majors; 89 at Vienna, 80 at Prague,.

,,ia Czernowitz, etc., only 1..
Comparatively-View students in Austria proceed to the doctorate in

mathematicsless than 5Q in the last 45 years. Half of these were
at Vienna.

.

In the examinations of 'candidates with mathViatic,s as a minor
that is, of those -who may expect to become tchers in the lower

This title refers to ff. 1.amdis "Note gm la limits du nombre deg divisions dans Is recherche du plus
grand commun diviseur entre dux nombres entiOrs", Comptes Rendus, 1849, tome 19, pp. 887-870.The series of members I, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, :14, . , which here comes up, is the recurring series often
called the.Flbonacci Series. . .
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mathematical classes of the middle schools the ground covered iS
usually that of the Maturitatspriifung. . Some examiners alSe

.demand spherical trigonometry mid such things as the solution bf
an eqyation of the third degree or lay special emphasis on the devel-
opment of the power of space perception.

It is felt very strongly by .some Austrian eduCators .that the low6r
standard for teachers in the. Untorgymnasien and Unterrealschulen
is .decidedly detrimental to the best interests of these-institutionS.

After a candidate for a professorship in a secondary school has
passed the professorship examination/ ho has yet to undergo a "trial
year" before ho can be assigned to a post. At least this is true in
theory; in practice the need for teachers has been so great that most
of them have not had adequate professional preparation. Of over
200 candidates approved by the Vienna examination commission and
'supposed to be having a " trial year" in 1908-9, only one actually,
completed the work of the year. '

This trial( year is passed in a Mittelschulseminar, which is, most .
successful when it is directly connected with a Gymnasium .or Real-
schule. On entering the Seminar the student is placed under a
certain professor who has charge of his development during the trial
year. In the first feW weeks the candidate viAits classes his
professor teaches, and tikes the methods employed and the per-.
sonality of the pupils. The candidate next giv'es instruction with
the aid or under the directiop, of the.professor. At the beginning of
the second semester the candidate ,instrycts without aid for at least
a month. Furthermore, all t.andidates have weeklytonferenges with
the guiding professor and the director of the Seminar with reference
to various questions regarding instruction, school discipline, peda-
gogy, school 1;ygiene, and noCable publications1n pedagogic literature.

After 8'years of service professors in secondary schools are entitled
to a small pension in case of need. (The rate of pension gradually in-
creases until after 30 years of service it amounts to full salary.
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III. BELGIUM.

. The area of Belgitim is less than that of the States of Maryland
and Delaware together, but the population is somewhat miter than
that of the Dominion of Canada.

-Education is controlled b 7 the minister of sciences and arts, who
has under him two general directors, one for primary and cub for
secondary and higher education. For secondary education the
ministry also has an inspector general, nominated by the King,
and two ordinary inspectors, one for the humanities, the other. for
mathematics and science. Authority is exercised over schools by
the ministry in effective manner through control of the Government,
appropriations, appointment of teachers, regulation of programs, and
prescription of textbooks.' r-

SECONDARY SCHOOLS..

In Vgium the better secondary schools. proper may be roughly
divided into two, classes, those supported by the -Government and
those maintained by the communes. The former are of two kinds:
(a) the Athenies -Royaux (royal athenaeums, called also higher
middle schools); and (b) the Lower Middle Schools or Middle Schools.
The communal secondary schools (coWges communail are mostly
controlled by, the church or religious orders. In 1912 they included
15 colleges, which ranked about as l ,iigh as the athenees.

(a) TheathenOos royaux, 20 in number, are subject to official con-
trol under the direction of the King. In accordance with a decree t.
of 1883 the courses in the atlienees were arranged in three parallel
divisions-: (1) The humanites greeques-marines, with seven year* of
Latin' and five years of Greek; (2) the humanites latines, with
seven years of Latin, no Greek, and ft very 'extensive course In
mathematics; (3) the lovanites modernes, whore modern languages
servo as the basis for teaching during the seven years, Tho three,
higher classes of the "tumanites modernes comprise two sections, the
scientific section and the commercial section.' The classes during
the seven years of each of the divisions are numbered VII-I. Pupils
.entering VII are about 12 years of age 2 and have had the equivalent
of 6 years of training in the prima ry.schools.

I Note that the scheme is somewhtit similar to that of the French !Wes. In Germany these different <
types of instruct ion are given in different schools: the G ymnasiuw., the llealgymnasium and the Realschule.

The minimum age of admission to the athenees is 11 years, and an entrance examination must bepassed.

28
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, IThe mathematical subjects taught in the athenees-are arithmetic, -

algebra, plane and solid geometry, plane and spherical trigonometry,
plane, and analytic geomo),ry, descriptive geometry, and surveying.'
Number of hours icer week devoted to mathematics and its application s in the different

dirisinna.

(1 reek -1
Latin Im
Modern

(a)
(b) t.

VI
,

VI V
.

IV III II I /Total.

(tin humanities , 3 3 3 3 3 3 21inanitiesi 3 3 4
,3
,i 8 6 8 34(amenities:

cientifle section 3 3 4 4 a 8 8 34ommercial section 3 3 .4 4 3 . 3 2 ' 27
_..

The couissit in ancient humanities bifurcate at the bel,,inning of the third year, V.

In the first two years. the mathematics is the same for all, and the
programs for the Latin humanities and the scientific section of the
modern humanities are identical. The commercial section differs
from the scientific section in, Classes III-I only. In Class III of the
seientiqc section the following subjects are taught:

In n,-i.hmetic: General theory of divinibirity of numbers, highest common divisor,
least ,)mmon multiple, theory of prime, numbers, 'Fermat's Theorem, conversion
of ordinary fractions into decimal fractions and reciprocally, numerical approxi-
mation:4, weights an4 measures, operations on complex numbeii, cube root In
at pbra: Discussion of the general equation of the first degree in one and two un-
knuAms, complete the general of properties

!ritiomials of the second 'clegree, questions of maxima and minima, piogressions,
logar;thms, use of tables, compound interest, and annuities. In geometry: Regular
plygoins, measure of the circle, determination of 7f, problems, notions on The theory
of transversals. In plane trigonometry: Fundamental formulize, identities, construc-
tion, and usage of trigonometridt tables, solution of. triangles. Surveying and.leveling.

In Class I of the Latitt humanities two. of the eight.hours d, week
are devoted to a thorough review of algebra, geometry, and trigo-
nometry, with now applications of the theories. In the remaining
six .hours some of the topics taken .up are:

Determinants of the second, third, and higher orders; elementary prOperties, appli-
cation to the solution of a system of n equations of the first degree; in spherical trigo-
hontetry: Solution of triangles, spherical excess, radii of inscribed and circumscribed
circles of a triangle, distance between two points on the earth's surface, volume of
the parallelepiped and tetrahedron in terms of the edges and angles; in analytic geom-
etry: Principal properties of points, lines, conics, conics as sections of a cone, inter-
section and similitude of two conics; in descriptive geometry: Intrpductory notions.

It. may he added that the instruction in the atli6nee is maintained
at a very high standard and carried out in such way as to -arduse
keen competition for honors and prizes. These are' distributed as
the outcome of three examinations each year for each class, the
third being called' the Concours general. -A sample paper' in the
Coni.ours general of 1910 for Class I in Latin humanities and scientific

o
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section will give a further indication of the msthematical standards
of the athenee:

Ls Analytic. geometry.'Given a rhombus ABCD whose diagonals AC,. BD, are,
respectively, equal to '2a and 2b; and intersect in (a) Form the general (*.lation
of the conics S whose conjugate diameters have the directions of the aides BA, BC,
and which meet the diagonal AC in two points E and F such that, OEXOF---$22.
Show that the conies .S pass through four tiied points and construct them;. points.
(b) Find the locus of the poles of -IC with respect to the conies S. Find also the
locus of the points of contact of the tangents drat tO the same conics, parallel to
A('. (e).Gunsider, in each of the conics 8, the ayes of symmetry 1, the polar p of the
vertex I), and the perpendicular d dropped from I) on p. Find the locus of the points
of section of d with I and construct this locus. 11. Descriptive geometry.-61ven a
line c, and the horizontal line a putting the frontal line b in the point A. (a) Find on
the line c the point 8, equally distant from the sides of the acute angle formed by a
and b. Frerti. S drop the perpendiculars SD, SB on a and h, respectively.

te)
Construct the, quadrangular pyramid S-ABCD, which is fotina hycutting with the
plane (a, b) the solid angle whose folir edges are SA, SB, c, SD. (d) Give a repre-
sentation of this pyramid. applying the couventionir with respect to the parts of the
drawing of projections of 'farts seen and hidden.. 111. Detnonstili that the six
dihedrals of a tetrahedron satisfy the relation,

where the fon
formed by the

If the trih
preceding aqua

1. cos (ab) cos (a() cos (ad)
cog (ba) 1 cos (be) cos OA) !.0
cos (ea). cos (ei) 1 cos (cd)
cos (da) ens OW cos (de) 1

faces are denoted by a, 6,'c, d, and (pq) denotes the dihedral angle
aces called p and q.

I angle formed by the faces a, b, o is trirectangula, show that the
ty reducos

cas(ad) cos:(bd) +cos= (cd)=1.

The student who completes any one of theicoufses of instruction
in an athenee and passes the final examination.receive%a diplome df
sortie,' which admits him to thi; goal of his ambition, a university.
It will admit him'to any faculty. Only in the special schools must
an applicant for admission; whether he has a diplome or not, be
examined on the program of the Latin or scientific sections.

'fli State lower middle. schools, of which there are about 90
for boys,3 "were created bi,the Government to meet the needs of
the 'higher artisan and commercial classes." Entering pupils for
these schools and for the atliem6es have the same preparation, The
courses of study are - arranged so as to occupy three yekus. I The
obligatqry courses are: French,.-Flemish,,history, geography, arith-
metic, algebra, geometry, zoology,botany, physics, chemistry, cOrn-.
merce, drawing, andfrgymtlastics. As to mathematics, it corresponds
approximately.' to what is taken up in the first fclur /ears at the

2 For solution of these questiom; see Mailteeit, 1911, vol. 31, pp. 35-38, 61, tfrl ,
$ Mr. Rose sepals to be incorrect in stating (p. 351) that there are only about 50 of these sehools. Stain-

ma's. Year-Book, 1917, ead.Reports of the U. 8. Commissioner of Education, 1913-14, eta. .
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athilnOef.1 Pupils who have completed the course of :a lower middle
school are admitted _to IV of an athen6e without examination or to
III after successfully passing an examination.

THE UNIVERSITIES,

There arc no higher normal schools in Belgium, and except in
very rare instances a candidatefor a professorship in an ath6nee.
must have teceived the degree of doctor from a. university.

There areltour universities - -two belonging to 'tlie State, at Ghent
and Liege ;'-the free university at Brussels; and the largest of all, the
Roman Catholic university at Louvain.' Each of these uniyersities
has certain special schools or institutes connected with it. Per-
haps the most famous of them is the technical school attached to
the University of Liege. In each of the universities there 'are four
facultiesphilosophy, law, medicine, and sciences. It is in connec-

t ion with the lasttnamed faculty that the future professors of mathe-
matics and pfofessors of natural science are formed., On entering
the faculty 'of science as students these candidates are ,required to
present a diprome de sortie from at athenee- or a college, or else to
pass equivalent examinations either (1) before the facAlty or (2)
before 'a jury composed of professors of secondary teaching and

.:ppointed by the minister Of sciences and arts. The students are
usually graduates front the scientific section of an at1i6ne.e.3

In: addition to pure .mathematies the future professor is required
to study general physics and mathematiod'physies, rational me-
chanics, chemistry, and crystallography. The program also includes
a course in psychology, logic, and moral philosophy, as well as. in
the history of mathematics.

Didactic preparation takes place at the same time as scientific
preparation, each university possessing a special' chair of maths%
matical methodology;

The scientific preparation extends over fOur. years. During the
first two years thestudent prepares to secure the certificate as candi-
date in physical sciences and mathematics. For-three years the courses
are the same for, all the students of mathematics; in the fourth. year
each takes up, .according to'his tastes, on, or other of these groups:
Analysis (including. differential geOmetryl, higher geometry, astron-
omy and geodesy, ration it mechanics and celestial mechanics,
physics; The thesis for the doctorate is on a question related to the
group chosen..

I Selected titles from the official list of ma die matical texts used intbe athintSerVend loge` middle schools
are given on pages 234-235 of the report of the subcommission.

The buildings of this university were completely destroyed by the a Aug. 96,1914.

These schol ps may be received each year o the coupe: ,There is generally
$ To meritorious and needy students the State awards, on the basis annual scholarships

amounting to 400
one'such scholarship for the section of thematics in each university. ,,

101179°
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Thk iteri s o the program, which are about the same for alluniversities, have ) )n arranged in the fAlowing manner, by .Mr.Rose:

(a) PURE 'MATHEMATICS.
V

1. Anafore--Firot year. --Differential and integral calculus.. Three hours awick: Limits; aggregates; derivatives and rfifferentials; Taylor's andMaclaurin's theorems; explicit and implicit functions; change of variable;maximerin and minimum; seriea; geometric aprcations of differential cal-culus to curves and to surfaces; integrals --processes of integration; varioustY peg of integrals; areas, surfaces, volumes.
Second year, Definite integrals, differentiation and integration; Eulerianintegrals, differential equations; integrable types: simultaneous differential

equations; partial differential equations of the first onler;.total difference
equations; calculus of differences and calculus of variations. Three hoursa W,sek.. t .7Third y&. Theory of a complex variable; synectie functions: study .1,4works of Abel, Cauchy, Riemann, Weierstrasse and their dittriples. Theoryof elliptic functions (.41-ter Legondre). 7hrekiours a week. s

Fotl-thytar.Six hours a week, and more for students working for theirdoctorate in analysis. Searching study of a topic in the theory of func-tion/. Elliptic...funtitms according to Jacobi and Weierstratts. Resean.hin differentialgoemetry based upon the work of Dario I and I tianchi.
The masterly work of M do Is Vallee- Poussin gives a g.toclidea of the subjects covered iit the first two yearn.

2. .4notytie Geometry First year. Three hours a week. Revision of analyticgeometry of two dimensions And study of analytic geometry of .threemensions. Particularstudy of homogenootfii, tuff ential, triangular, andtetrahedral coordinates. Generation olAurfaces. surfaces of the seconddegree.` For such work the notable treatise by Servais of tbe University ofGhent may be consulted.
Second year. Three hours a week. Prometiyi geometry: Study of forms,inviption, Nomography, homology, correlation, duality, polarity, prop4-ties and generation of conics, pencils, rests, generation of qiiadritai,properties. The texts of F. Folio,' F. H. G. Deruyts, and of Servant sillustrate the requirements.
For the pupils who specialize in geometry during their third and fyurthyears, the profelksiq takes up eitherthe theory of plane and cubic curves andof cubic surfaces, or the them of forms in higher geometry. The numberof hours per week dependson the prpfessor. The works of F. Rile, F. H. G.Dertyta, M., Stuyvaert, Fairies;' and L. Godeaux may be mentioned.

1 G. Darhoux: 1. Leona stir la tAeorir generale des surface*. 4 parties. Paris, Gauthier Villars. 1.2s ro1914,7+818pp. 2:2red.,1913,3 +579 pp. 3:1841,8+512pp. 4:1896, 8+548 pp. 11. Leconeeur let system('orthevonaus et in COopionnaa eurriligna. .2e ed. Parts, Gauthier Villas. 1910. 3 +S87 pp.I L. Bianchi, Lerthni di geometria di of(reit:ITO. 3 vets.. Pisa, Spoerri, 1902-1909(2d edit ionlf volumes 1-2).-Second German edition by M. Luket. Leipzig. Tiiterer, 1910. 18+721 pp.1C. J. de la Vallike-Pou (bursurs d'ana/yee in single. 2 tomes. Louvain, Dieudonrse, 1:3e1914* 2:2e ed. 1912! 9+02+9+464 pp.
el,. 2. P. Polls, Elements thine thtork des *Jocasta. ilayes, 1878. .110 pp. Geonsdli,suptriture eartakiese, Bruxelles, Hayes, 1872.
C. Servals: 1. Sir les ittatitiairee

en-geometrie, application sax cubiques pasekt. (had, 1894. 2.Oks de pdontdtrle analytique. 2. (land, 11101).
II. 'Nikon, Sir les intolations dtt rustriems were. Bruxelles, Hayes, -1900, 68 pp,-11. Sturaert,"Recherches relatives aux connexes de l'espece" (1901) and "Etude de quelques surfaces algabrtqueseagendries par ins aourbes du deuatme ou du troialeme ordre"

(1902).P. Denlyta, " 1f6mohe surtheOrie de l'involutIon et de homographle unicursale" (1890).
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(a) PURE NIA'PHEMATICS-eContinued.

3. Algebro--Thorough atf* of determinants. General theory of equations;
meolutionlandniethATOappmximation to the roots. study of imagine-
ries.- Two hours a week in the first yostr. Texts: Algebra by J. Neuberg
or lay P. Mansion.

4. Calculus of ProbabilitiesThird year. One hour t week.' Principles. and
probleme;.-various species of prebabilities. ,Bernoulli's theorem; theory of
play; law of,large numbers; the;ry of least equates; application to annui-
ties and lifeinsu

t/. 1PPLIED MATHEMATICS.
'5. ..4 stronomy---Seeond year. -Physicalaattonomy. Thy` hours a week. Study

of the system of the world, systems of coordinates, motions. sun, moon,
planets, stare, copiets. Applications of spherical trigonometry, elements
of gon(locy: Text: Aatron v (Collection Il.autec) by Stmotrimt.2

Third war. Three hou a week. Mathematical astronomy, application
Of analysis to astronomy refraction, eclipses, calculation of orbits.

In the fourth year the students-make a thorough stOdy, some branch
, inathediatical astronomy.
6. Desi-ri mire Geometry First year. Four hours a week. Review of the prin-

ciples of the point, the line, and the plane. Study of trihedrel angles,of
curves and of surfaces, surfaces of the second de$Xe and ruled surfaces,
interaections, g(omi-trie cot(. Treatises: By Clionifc,3,1ireithof,' de Locht,
Can Rysselberghe, and Cpagiis. -

7. Patipmil Mechanics -First year. One hour a Week. Vector geometry and
dal ice: Fttro.a, equilibrium, virtual velocities, funicular curves. machines.

SeerAid !gar. One hour a week. kinematics: Velocity and accelera-
tion, finite motion, instantaneous tr.mion, continuous motn.

Third.year. Dynathics. Three hours a week. Stud. of the motion of
free of a point on a surface or on a -curve. Relative motion.
I)'Alembert'e principle and the general eqnations of dynamics (Lagrange
and Hamilton). Motions of a system* Rigid systems. Percussions. At-
traction of ellipsoids. Mechanics of fluids; hydrodynamics. Text: The
remarkable work by Massau.s

.Studente who continue the study of mechanics during the fourl year
take up equations of Mechanics and the principal theories of celestial
mechanics.

8. Mathernaticl PhysicsThird year Three hours a week. Study of the prin--
cipal the' -ies of optics, (I, mag ties, and of electricity.

(c) 9. HISTORY ' MATHEMATIC .

Third year, Two hoin's a eek.. Zfa.thematics in antiquity among the
Egyptians, Assyrians, Chaldeana, Greeks, and Romans. Mathematics of
the Hindus and Arabs. Middle ages.

Fourth year. Two hours a week. Renaissance, modern times, contem-
porary history, detaild study of each of the branches: Arithmetic, alge-
bra, geometry, analysis, Mechanics, physics. .

R. J. Iloudin, Levitt mar ie calcoi des prat:obi/ids. 'The first edition was published anonymously in
autograph form In 1865; 3e #d. (same as second). Oand, De Witte. 1889. Autographic, I25 pp

P. Stroobant, Prdris d'asnenovek pratique. Parts, Masson, 1903. 188+16 pp,
F. Chome: 1. (bars de phOsetrie descriptive: 8 6dition entierement revue, ecirig6e et augmentde.

rots. 11nixtifies,18136-1904. 2. Elemetia de glovattrie descriptive. Druidic", Koutrtmaar, 1896. 12+150pp.N. 13reithof, (burs de peorattrie descriptive ntrieues, courbu. 2 vols. Louvain, 187&
43. Massau, 'Coors de meconique. vols. Gaud, Meyer Van Leo, 1893-189fi. (Autograph16.) VS+

11+312 pp, rAtelIS de m0eanipps rationetUe,2 tomes. Oand, L'usociation des ingtigileurs podia des kola;
speclake, 1911-1913. 15+ 259+17+ 343 pp. .
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(e) HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS Continued.
10. Elementiry Mathematics.

In thee course, on, methodology (three hours a week, fourth year) the
piinaples tuft-foundations of such matters are considered. Review of the
principal theories studied in the athenk with a view topractical lessons.
Notions of higher arithmetic, of various kinds of geometry, of transeen-
dental numbers. Text: Methodology, by Dauge.t

(d) OTHER COURSES.
11. General PhysicsFirst year. Four hours a week. Study of the Kineipal

theories of experimental physics. 'Treatises: By Schocntjes and Dien.
12. ChemistrySecond year. Four hours a week. General organic and inorganic.

Treatises:* By Swarth, A. F. Spring, P. Henry, Cliavande.
13. Psychology, Logic, and Moral PhilosophySecond year. Three hours a week.

The principal theories especially of logic.
14. CrystallographySecond year. Three hours a week. Systems, properties,

representation. Types and' properties of minerals. Treatises: By E. A.
Stifther, G. Cesare, Ledolix.

Students in a university have to pass annual examinations on each
of the subjects of study during the year' before being admitted to
the work of the following year. Having satisfactorily completed the
first two years of work they receive diplomas as candidats..

The tests at the end of the fourth year include: (1) The presenta-
tion and public defense of a thtsis; and, for 'those who are to become
teachOrs, (2) the puhlic delivery of two lessonS, one on mathematics,
the other on experimental physics. The subjects of these lessons are
given in advance by the jury and are chosen from the program of
the athenees.) All tests having been successfully passed, the cani.li-
date becomes a doctor of physical sciences and mathematics:

The examinations occur each year in July and in October, and
there are several grades of diplomas:, With success, with distinction,
with great distinction, and with greatest distinction.

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION.

It is noteworthy that the program for the doctorate includes the
elements of the history of mathematics and a course on methodology
of the teaching of mathematics and of physics. This latter course.
deals equally with subjects taught in the milk-leo and with the meth-
ods of mathematics in general. The course lasts one or two years
(third and fourth) and averages about three hours a week. Thelessons' are conducted by a university professor who has generally

been a teacher in the secondary schools in his earlier career. Theyhave a bearing on the methods of teaching each of the parts of the
program of the athenee, and the professor usually expounds each
of these subjects through the medium of the students themselves,
aided by his counsel and advice. Each student 'gives before his fel-

F. Dago, aura de metkodologde mathimatigue. 2' [last) edition. Gland, Hosts, 1896, 10 +825 pp.1 The peas mark is 50 pot ow,.
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lows practical lessons in mathematics and physics. Theseare after-
wards passed under critical review by professor and students.

o students are required to take a .course in psychology, peda-
gogyis not taught at all systematically.

It is with such scientific and professional preparation that the
future teacher in the better secondary schools enters upon his duties.

TEACHERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

In the athenees the teaching staff consists of an inspector of
studies (prefet des etudes), professors, and masters (surveillants).
The head of a lower middle school is called a rector. The inspectors,
rectors, and professors are nominated by the King, and must each
ave secured the doctor's degree at a university. The masters, who

are chosen from candidates, are appointed by the minister of sciences
and arts.

In general the newly made doctor enters first either (1) as profesior
in a free school. (itablissement libre) or communal college; or (2) as
temporary or permanent surveillant; or (3) as substitute professor
n an :Mike°. After some years have passed in one or another of
these capacities, he may be promoted to a chair in an athOnee; but in
many cases the doctor must proceed to this goal by way of the posi-
tion as surveillant.
_ The mathematical chairs vary in attractiveness, according to the
divisions: (A) Greek-Latin, (B) Latin, (C)(D) modern humanities,
with which they are connected. In establishments of secondary
importance (averaging about 200 pupils) there are ordinarily three
professors of mathematics, one for division (A) in VII and VI, the
course being the same for the. divisions (A) and (B); a second for
the modern humanities VII, VI, V, and IV, and for (B) V and IV;
finally a third for division (C): III, II, I scientificr and division (B):
III, II, I. There is only one corresponding professor in each ath.euee;
he is the professeur de mathematiques superieures. So, also, there is
always only one professor in division (A). On the other hand, tile'
number of professors in the division of modern humanities invad be
two or three and sometimes four, according to the number of pupils
(400 to 700).

But in any case as there are only 20 athenees, a smaller num-
ber of similar ranking colleges communaux, the 'Amber of mathe-

%matical chairs is relatively limited.
The number .of teaching hours per week varies from 18 to 21,

according to the divisioni.
The salary is composed- of 'two parte: ;(1) A variable' part,: from

the' ininerval,' which accrues from eqtial distribution among the
professors' of fees paid by the pupils; and (2) a fixed part.

This term is applied to the fee paid by the pupils orzted.holastio instruction.
'Professors of drawing, gymnastics, and music are
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If the minerva' part does not amount to at least 700 francs
a year', the State makes up the deficiency. In larger athenees this
part of the salary may range from 900 francs to 2,000 francs, or even
more.

As to the fixed part of the salary, the initial amount is 2,600
francs. By periodic increments it may reach 5,500 francs in the
following mannerr---

, Francs.
Initi ary, 2,600
After ears, 2,90
After 6 ears, 3,2011
After 9 ars, 3,500
After 12 years, 3,800

France.
After 15 years, 4,100
After 19 years, 4,500
After 23 years, 5,000
After 27 years, 5,500

Surveillants commence with a salary of 2,200 francs, but have an
increase of 200 francs every three years; the years passed as sur-
veillant or as substitute teacher count in fixing the salary of the
teacher, who fiinally.becomes a professor.

In the colleges communaux the initial salary varies from 1,800 to
2,400 francs; the increases vary according to the schools, and the
minerval is not distributed among the profeSsors. The.years spent
in a college communal are always counted toward promotion whell
a-professor is called to an athenee.

At the head of euLathenee is a prefet Odes etudes who does not
teach and who has beeNhosen from among the professors-, at least
40 years of age, in another establishment. Apart from the variable
minerval the salary of a prefet ranges from a minimum of 4,400 francs
to a maximum of 5,000 francs; he has also free residence, heat, and
light. t

The chairs at atherrees of large cities are most sought after, because
of the higher minerval and the attractions which large centers offer.
As, a general thing professors of mathematics start in division (A)
or in division (D), and after ome years pass to division (C) if they
have acquired distinctio y their professional aptitude and their
publications. There is no definite rule concerning advancement,
though the rule of seniority is ordinari'y respected.

Every professor 60 years of age is retired with a pension. This
pension may be obtained when he. is 55 years old if he has taught for
30 years, or if he has had to give up work on account of disability.
The basis of calculating the pension is,,the average salary, minerval
included, for the last five years of service. Th34 penSion is 1/55 of
this amount for every year of service, including the four years of
study. Thus a professor be nning with any title fn secondary-school
work at the age of 24, an .nsidned at 6.0 years, counts first 36 years
of service, then the 4 yea at the university,. Ile has then the right
to 40/55 of his average s , say .(40/55) (5500 + 700) a (40/55) X
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6,200, if he has taught in a school of ordinary importance. The
pension must hot exceed 7,500 francs.

As a rule Belgian professors of math,ematics in secondary schools
do not find time for scientific research. Those vthO do promote'
science by their publications May aspire to university Chairs. Such
has been the line of advancement of ProfVNeuperg and Fairon to the
University of ,Liege, o1 Profs. Schoentjes, Servais, an Stuyvaert to
the University of Ghent, and of Profs. Donder and Mathy to the
University of Brussels.

To r * to regents or teachers for the State lowerMiddle schools,
the Wieinment has instituted two normal scliools at Nivelles and
Ghent. Admission is gained (1) by examination, (2) after study
in a primary normal school, or (3) after havingcompleted the III or II
in an athenee. The course of studies lasts three years. The students
who prepare themselves for the scientific eecamination' specialiie in
-mathematical studies in the second and third years. The program
of such studies strongly resembles that of the scientific divisions of
the athenee, except, that The study of -spherical trigonometry is
replaced by that of mechanics. Pedagogy and methodology are

in thorough fashion; during their whole course the future
r6gents are required to give' practical lessons to pupils of the " ecole
d'application" connected with the normal school, and the final
examination calls for two lessonsOne in science and one in mathe-
matics. The candidate who has passed all necessary examinations
is qualified to become a professeur agrege de l' enseionement moyen

degre inferieur or regent de recole moyenne. Owing to their exces-
sive number, only about one-half of such graduates eventually find
a place in a State or communal school. They start ordinarily as
iatituteurs in a primary section connected with the lower middle
school, and after a term of years are appointed as profe.sors of lower
middle schools. The salary of a regent varies from 2,100 francs to
About 4,000 francs. Rectors get from 500 to 800 francs more.' The
regent is required tcrteach.about 25 how's a week.

The professors in the-normal schooh are selected from among:
.(1) Doctors .who have completed their university studies; (2) the

, best of the regents.

37

There are three types of courses organized to develop teachers for different groups of studies in the lower
middle schools.
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IV. DENMARK.

r

AlthouN Denmark is less than 16,000 square miles in extent, it
has a population of close upon 3,000,000 people. Their educational
system, which has always been closely associated with the Lutheran
Church, ranks high. s-At present church control isLmerely nominal,
although "both the bishops and clergy servo, as members of school
committees ox officio, and aid in the, selection of teachers and in the
adthinistration of the schools." But apart from this the schools
are under civil control.

The minister of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction is at
the head of the whole educational system, including the university.
In each. of the. 18 counties of Denmark ho delegates certain dutjes,
to the school council or skoleroad; and to each of 60 districts is given
control, within certain limits, of such, things as the appoifitment of
teachers, arrangement of courses of study, and selection of texts.

The system of lIanish elementary and secondary schools was
newly organized by yHactments of 1903, which did not come into
coMplete operation until 1910.. As one result much greater coordi-
nation between the branches of education wqs brought about. Rig"'
now possible to find a" connected course lealing from the primary
schools to the university. Secondary education proper begins in
the Mollemskolo or middle school, which thO Tiupil may enter, at the
age of 11. years. The regular course lasts Jour years.' . Those who
satisfactorily complete this course may pass on 'to the Gymnatum.
Hero, as iii, Swoleti, the pupil must elect to follow one of three
paralloines of study which he will pursue (luring the three years of
the course. These lines are.: Matheinat es- science, with neither Lat-
in nor Greek; modern languages, with Latin, but no Greek;. ancient
languages. When ho completes the work in any one of theSe sec
Lions the pupil, who is then about 18 years of age, presents. him-
self for fhb "student's examination." A certificate that he has
passed this examination is .sufficie0.16,to admit the student to the
university; indeed, the university grants to every such student a
"letter of academic citizenship."

In the mathematics- science section of the Gymnasium mathe-
maties is taught for six periods a week during each of the three years,

An extra year Is for those who wish to prepare !Or the Realexamen, welch is accepted ail an en-
trance standard for middle professional schools.

39
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as compared with two periods a week each year in_ the other sections.
The topics taken up are as follows:

In Arithmetic and algebra: General equatiA second degree; maxima and minima;
infinitely great and ilafinitely !mall quantities; symmetric equations; equations of
higher degree in two unknowns (it is shown by examples ..in connection with the A 4
sfilution of such equations that roots may be lost while extraneous roots are introduced);

eery of exponents; calculation with irrational quantities; theory and practice of
logarithms; arithmetic, geometric and harmonic series; permutations and conabjua.
Lions; binomial theorem with positive index; interest and annuities; complex numbers;
prime numbers; proof that 'a numher can bc-broken.up into prime factors in only one
way; algebraic, equations; the expression of the coefficients in terms of the rootg;
the cyclotomic equation.

In Plane Geometry.- Proof ofthe theorem of prepohionality of the sides of two similar
triangles; general proof of the theorem on the area of a right trian&le; general theory
of similitude with applications to simple construction problems; regular pvlygons;
division of circle into 4, 6, 10, and 15 parts and calculation of corresponding chords;
length of the circumference of a circle and its arcs; area of a circle and of circular
sectors; the trigonometric funetions of acute and obtuae angles with.simple applica-
tions to solution of triangles; application of rectangular cooralbiates to graphic repre-
sentation of-simple functions (e. g., ax, axe, (Le +bx+c, a: x) for special values of the
coefficients; various loci involving proportion; harmonicranges and pencilsvirpTica-
dons to construction problems.

In Trigonometry: Trigonometric functions of any angles; formuhr for the functions.
of the sum, or the difference of two angles, and for functions of double and half of an
angle; limit of fkL-1.- for x 0; solution of simple trigonometric equations; logarithms
and solution of triangles. \ --

In Solid Geometry: Principal propositions on lines and planes; convex polyhedral
angles; the rectangular trihedrale and the determination of a point in space by rect-
angular coordinates; polyhedra with proof that there are not more than five speciei y
of regular convex polyhedri and that the tetraliedkn, cube. and octahedron exist;
cYlinder and cone; the fundamental spherical formithe and their application to the
right spherical triangle; congruence, symmetry, and similitude; area of curved sur-
faces, such as of tJte cylinder, of revolution, cone of revolation, sphere; volumes of
prisms, pyramids, truncated pyramids, cones, spheres, and sections of spheres; proof
that.plane sections of a cone of revolution may be ellipses, hyperbolas. or paralnilas.
In the instruction especial emphasis is laid on the development of space perception.

In Analytic Ge'eometry: Determination of points arid curves by rectangular and polar
coordinates; the most important formulae for the equations of the straigt line acid
circle; parabola, ellipse, fiyperbola; tangents, normals, asymptotes, diameters.

In additio'n to these courses one of the following, A or B, is given:
A. Arithmetic and Algebra: Determinants with applications to linear equations;

continued fractions with applications to calculation of irrational square roots and to
the solution of indeterminate linear equations. Analyti? Geometry: Discussion of the
general equation of the second degree in two variables. Solid Geometry: Icosahodron
and dodecahedron; representation of a simple polyhedron by orthogonal projection
on two planes at right angles; plane Sections.of these bodies.

B. Infinitesimal Calculus: Infinitesimals; continuous and discontinuous functions;
derivtitives of a (n rational), of trigonometric functions, of sums, products. and quo-
tieritpof a function of a function; Rolle's theorem; maxima and minima; Taylor's
series for integral functions; definite and indefinite integrals; integration by parts;'
simple applications to geometry and ty physical problems.
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MATHIMXTICS AT THE UNIVERSITY.

- The university course for the scientific training of the teacher in
the secondary schgols ends with the "Skoleembedsexamen (teachers'
examination). According to regulations of 1906, when a candidate
press himself for this examination with either mathematics (or
physi.. a major, he must also present as minors astronomy with

attematiqs and chemistry with physics "(or mathematics).
The examination consists of two parts. In the second part the
examination is on the major only. Before taking this, indeed at
the end of the first year, the candidate must pass a university ex-

, amination, calt6d the "Filosofikum," in logic, elements of the history
of philosophy, and psycholOgy.

In the first part of the examination the mathematical subjects
are: Analytic geometry of theNplane and of space; algebra; differential
and integral caloulus, including the theory of infinite Ales; differ-
ential equations with a single independent variable; total and linear
partial differential equations in three variables; application of.
analysis to geometry; statics, kinetics, and hydrostatics; advanced
portions, of gymnasia' Mathematics from a higher point of view.
For astronomy, in connection with applied mathematics are required:
Theory of interpolation; facility in numerical calculation, especially
in the use of tables and ephemerides, as well as in the numerical
solution of equations.,

For' the second part of the examination' with mathematics as
major, candidates must be prepared to answer questions in the
following: Function theory and elementary number theory; methods
oC descriptive geometry; projective, geometry in Synthetic and
analytic presentation; more thorough *treatment of kinematics and
kinetics; special study of some part of matliknatics; the history
of mathematics *(in connection with which the candidate must
make himself familiar with Euclid's Elements and 'Pescartes's Ge-
ometry),' and either with the complete development of a single
branch of ninthematics or with the whole field, of mathematics in a
given period.

Both parts of the examinations are oral and written; the oral are
public; the written examination of the first part lasts four hohrs
and the special problem of the second part ten hours. The 'can-
didates who have passed the Filosofikum and Skoleembedsexamen
are called candidati philpsophiae and candidati inagisterii, respec-
tively.

The degree of doctor of philosophy may be won by any candidatus
magisterii who has received the highest grade and who has prepared

To every mathematician lapilli% with Greek mathematics or with the history of mathematicaihe
names of Heiberg an Zouthen, professors at the University of Copenhagen, are well known. Their
influence is doubtless Apr vable in these unusual requirements.
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..a.satisfactory thesis which has been printed. Since the degree ofdoctor gives the jus docendi, the thesis may be regarded as a Habili-
tationsschrift.. Within the past 100 yearS less than two score of'these doctors have been created.

THE TEACHER IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL.

Since 1908 everyone who has been appointed as teacher in a Com-
plele.State secondary school isa candidr.Lus magisterii arid-has hadtwo years of professional training, The first year has beefs nor-mally spent at the Pedagogic Seminar established in 1906 andmaintained by the State. Before entering upon the work of thisseminary each candidate must, as a rule, hold .a degree from theuniversity. During the first semester ho reseei-;es theoretical instruc-tion which includes: Tile history' and principles of, educatidn -andmethods of teaching; a sudy of the development and present organi-zation of Danish education; school hygiene, including the physiitgvand hygiene of ,adolescence. Professors of university rank areincharge ofthe- instruction. The examiipations covering the work ofthe course are both wrftten and oral. During the second semesterthe candidate is occupied in practical work under the direction *Ofthe inspector pf capdidates for teaching positions in gymnasia. lie.is given special training in the teaching of his two z pecial subjects.

At; first he listens 'only, then instructs in the presence of the teacheror the school director or the inspector, The day's work closes withcritical discussion. The candidate's work of the semester endswith a preliminary examination which consists of two hours ofteaching in his majdr subject and one in his uninor, in the presenceof his adviser, the headmaster of the school, and the State inspectorof complete secondary schools. After a further year of activity asassistant er regular teacher in a State or private secondary school thecandidate Must take his final examination.t This form of training may be omitted "if a candidate has workedat least two years at a school and has his skill in teaching testedby an examenskoMmissiOn consisting of three experts appointed by
. the ministry for that purpose." This last method is followed bymost candidates for positions in the secondary schools. The privateschools in 1mark, as in Norway, have been the training gromulfor the teachers in the public sChools.'

The salaries are tow, iri. general, oven for Denmark. The maximumsalaries range frOm 2,400 krone (646) for assistant teachers to5,000krone (41,346) for principals, but a residence is also provided for the

Thig sketch may be appropriately concluded by a sample of theexamination problems in the skoleembedsexainen:
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FIRST %PART.

I. (4 hours.)

Giye a presentation of the theory of polo and polars for the circle 44-y1=tri.
Determine the geometric locus of the polo of the tangents to an ellipse with respect
to a circle whose middhi point is a focus of the ellipse. I A

1

Ii. (4 hours.)

tl) lAve that the two infinite Series

11 =» n =ro
1 "s'

11= j.
iiX

=',.1
n-h 1)3 n2

aatisfy the condition A-HB-----10.
(2) Given that .(1 and ay°, and F(x)=xn+an(x+a)n,

Prove that F(x) is divisible bN f(x) or (f(x))' according as n=6m--1 or n=6m.+1;m is a positive integer.
(3) Let f(x) be a rational integral function of x, let a and b be constants and api0.

Prove that the differential equation

(ax-Fb) tzlx-{-1--y=f(x)

has one and only one particular integral which is a rational integral function of x; and
give a method for determining this particular integral.

III. (4 hours.)

(1) On the arc of a curve is a fixed point 0 and any point M. The length of arc.
OM =s can it;sume the values from 2a to -Fa., and the radius of curvature in M is givenby,p= With rectangular coordinate system having origin at 0 and xaxis
-coincident with the tangent to the ckrve et 0, find the coordinates of M expressed in
terms of the angle between the xaxis and the tangent at 'M.

(2) Determine the coordinates of the.center of gravity of the arc of the catenary
(regmaled as a material homogeneous line),

r
a a ay=y(v- ),

which'extends froM the intersection with the yaxis to a point with the abscissa x.. Show that the center of gravity has the sameabscissa as the intersection of the tangentsartho ends of the arc, and an ordinate which is half of the ordinate of the point ofintersectipn of the normals tt the end points of the arc.
t

SECOND PVT.

I. (4 hours.)

(1) If the power series Z:ax° has the radius of convergence r>0, the region ofconvergence of the series f(x)----r.an (x1-Fx)° is determined. Seek the nature of con-vergence of this series and show that the sum of the series for r> Elhtiefieg the con-dition f(x.71)----f(x), and ascertain the series deriVed from the identity (1+2x)2y=-1(1+4(x2+x))" in the above form.
(2) The point (1, 1, 1) in trilinoar coordinates is projected from the three angularpoints. a, b, and c of the fundamental triangleon the opposite sides to thd Points p,q, and r. A conic, K1, is tangent to ac in q and ab in r and cuts pr again in u and pqin v. A second conic K2 is tangent to ba in r and be in p and cuts qr again in y, pq'in z; x is the point of intersection of the lines uv and 9ya. What is the geometric locusof x if K1 and K2-vary in such a way that v and z are harmonically conjugate'to pand q.
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IL (4 hours.)

(1) Given' that I x I Fa I, and that the positiveinteger n increases without limit.
Determine the limits of

and
A,,=!-log so-n

.1p=n - 1
Bn= log 1- 2x cos PI` +

p-=1 n

and write'tho last as a definite integral.
(2) Determine the radius of convergence of the power-series

00 x
1+.

n =) n

and discuss the behavior of the series on the periphery of the cirel9 of convergence.
If for special, values of some of the bin.omial coefficients in the above series are zero,
tpe corresponding members of the series are to be left out.

(3) Show that x=3, y1=11 are the only positive integral values of x and y which satisfy
the indeterminate equation

1+x-i-x2+x3+x4=y3..

M. (4 hours.)

A rectangular coordinate system (X, Y, Z) in space is turned with an angular
velocity w about the Z-axis which is vertical. A straight, material, homogeneous
rod,whose,thickness is neglected, of length 21 and mass M, is so placed that its end
points a and b move without friction along the X-axis and the axis. At a Cer-
tain instant a is at the origin and has the velocity 21co in the direction of the X- axis,
while b has a positive Y-coordinate. Determine the angular velocity of the rod in
its relative motion with respect to the system-(X, Y, Z) at a given instant; also deter-
mine the relative, as well as the absolute motion of the end and of the middle point
of the rod. If the system (X, Y, Z) has turned through 45° and is suddenly stopped,
the rod will move further, since a and b slid; without friction on The X -axis and the
Y-axis. Determine the angular velocity of the rod immediately after the impulse.

iv. Course problem (10 hours.)

Discuss figured niimbels, especially polygonal numbers and
the representation of other numbers.

Heegaard gives a list of works used by candidates
such examinations.
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After en elementary school course of eight years, there follows four-year continuation sclu
preparing for the two-year course in the "people's high school." This school is not properli classed
with ssoonr1sry se.tivis. The normal age of pupils enteringit is 18.
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V. ENGLAND.

It has been well remarkedAhat--:
few nations show the influence of so many different forces in their educational history
as !nay be 'recognized in that of Englandthe church, the state, economicGonditions,
privat t. en t erprisevh ilanthropit endeavor, educationaltheoriesall have Antributed
sonic tradition to what is gradually developing into a well-defined system.

By hct. of 1899 a central Board of Education was created.. This
consists of a president and various State representatives. -the chan-
cellor of the exchequer, and the secretary of the treasury. The act also
provided, for a committee of '18 members (15 men and 3 women) to act

e
in an advisory capacity to the boaird. The number of membys in
this committee was increased to 21 in 1907.

The board is divided into four departments: 1) Elementary edu-
cation; (2.) higher education;' (3) technical education; (4) university
Mutation.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS,

The secretary of "higher education" has 3 assistant secretaries
and 15 regular district intipeetors.under him; there are also 27 part-
time inspectors.

.

,.A. secondary' school as defined by the board, is a school which
offers to each of its pupils a prog'Pessive course of instruction (with the requisite organi-
zation. cuiriculuni, teaching staff, and equipment) in the subjects necessary to a good
general education, upon lines suitable for pupils of an age-range at 1 as wide asfrom 12 to 17. . This definition, which applies both to those schools oenized forgrant' and to those which, though not in recsipt of grarit, are plac y. the board on

. their list of efficient schpols,3 determines the minimum requiiem rte upon which the
board must insist. . ..

...
I The term "higler education" as employed here Kkrs to the work of the secondary schools and of those

schools, such as evening schools, which give instruction "higher;' than "elementary." c/ Tote 3, page 78.s To secondary schools that meet certain specified conditions (including the provision for free instructionof a certain number of pupils coming from the elementary schools), annual grants are paid, as follows:For each pupil between 10 and 12 years of age, and who, for two years imraediBtely before entering the ..,
secondary school, had atiendod a public elementary school, £2. For each pupirl2 to 18 years of age, ffi.

. lirAn additional grant of £l for each pupil 12 6 18 years of age in a school which satisfies the following
conditions: (1) Provides for the preliminary education of elementary school teachers as bursars or has apupil-teacher center forming an integral part of the school; (2) has offered not fees than 2b per. can't of treeelNplaces.

iEltra grants are made on the basis of certain pther consideratio9. (A. T. Smith, in Crlopodis of.Edtication,-edited by Monroe.)
.In 10 the grants)* secondary schools and for the training of secondary school teachers amounted tof791,2 .

I 0 July 31, 1913, there were 1,008 schools on the board of education list of "efficient" secondary schoolsfor boys and girls. At these schools there were, in 1913, 179,068 pu pile (boys, abdut 64 per cent). et tlistotal more thaii one-fourth were on the free basis. . .
%;..

1

46I
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Those cardinal subjects Which must, be taught in-every such school,aro: English language and-literature, at least one language other than
English,geography, history, mathematics, science, i d drawing. All"efficient" s ;hoots must be open for' inspection

. by t , board' at alltimes. -- .

While the "list"--has a positive value as guarinteemg that theschools included in it have been foun41-the board to be efficient,
no conclusions should be drawn from the absence of the name of anyparticular school. There are many schools of high, indeed of the

ighest, efficiency which luive not applied for inspection, and which
.,e

therefore not included in the "list." ;;;,ach, for example, lire,the
following nine "great fuldic schools," knor throughout the world
as the schools Ntronized by rich and noble families, and all founded
well over 300 years' ago: Winchester (founded in 138-1),.Eto (11 tole
406strukister (156W, Rugby . (-1567), Ilarrow (1571), ('harterhowie
(16)1), Shrewsbury (1551), which are boarding schools; and the day
schools, St. Paul's School (1509) and Merchant, Taylors' School (1561):The authority of the board of education has steadily increasedsince its creation in ts," This authority, however, beats no resein-
blance to that centralized in the French ministry of public instruction.

It rests upon the voluntary assent 'of -civic or. institutional authorities desirousof sharing in the treasnry grants br of promoting unity of aim and economy of.%`resources through a national agoocy. All (overnmetit meaSures are closely ,criiti-sized by local 4othoriities intolerant. of any encioachments .uptni their rights, andare subjects of keen analysis and criticism by the numerous educational assoi'alions
for which England is noted. Apart from their mastery of professional problems,these associations exercise great influence either by their political altiliations, or bytheir effective organizatidb of popular opinion..

The educational system, like the nit ional lifeipi England, not only progresses bycOmpiomise; but holds to what is enuring by a marvelous system, of checks andWinter check.'

This must suffice to indicate- general relationebetween the boardof education and secondiry sabools. A wide range of designation,--is used for these schoolsfor example, Liverpool Instielite, EtonCollege, and Callington County-Schooland their organization differsgreatly.
..

.

In the' schools with simpler organization there is usually a six-yearcourse. Corresponding to these years are "Forms" numbered I, II,
III, IV, V, and VI, but in this there is great variation of usage.I and II are in. the "Junior department;um III-VI in the "Seniordepartment. In, large schools whore there is more than ono class in

i the same subject the betteripupils are often put-in one class. and the
lesa ad-cranced-Sn another. Furthermore, there is sometimes- bifur-
cation thrOUgh-election onffie part ,of students ot\the-`` classical Side)"with Latin and Greek; as.opposed to the !` ihodern side,". with French

&Anna T. 1110.1th, is Monroe's Cyclepoi to o/ Education, vol. 2, 1911.
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and German. Occasionally. one fintts4,he "science side" and the
"Woolwieh side" (as at Harrow -Rh emphasis on mathematics and
natural science; But no g e scheme can be indicated which would
give an approximately definite idea of any large group of schools.
Seine particulars may, however, be given of two "efficient" schools:
(1).The Liverpool Institute, with an annual attendance of about 500
b)ys, and (2) the Bradford Grammar School; And of a, certain ideal
school.

At the Institute the forms may be arranged in schematic array as
follok;:

vl
Classical

A It, N. side

I

I lin --41 111 --4 LH
1 1

I" 1
1k

[
Junior

depart ment.

Ti, Modern side

V

We find hero after V a "Remove" form (R), often called "Shell."
Sine.° IA 'and Ia are the same, the better pupils can be put, in 0
grotip and .the less advanced in the other. The subjects studied and
the distribution of hours is displayed in the annexed table:

Senior department.

mb Subjects.

Scripture
Latin
tireek
French
Berman
cleography
History
l.itdrature
I 'out position
ti rammer
Itaskling
W ruing and spelling
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
I irawing
xVorkshop
Singing
Drill

Mims per week .

Junior department. Senior department.

I, I. II. Ile Ill

31 31. 31

211

31
41

2
3
4

3
61

1

3
5

i

221 221 27 261

31

I.

1

t
51
3

1

27

Iv

41

31

1

I

6
3

II

I

R. Re

6
3
3

VI.
- -9-

4414

2i
21

4
4

VI VI,

51

31

61
3

14

.

3
31

6
3

7

3

51

3
3

1

2

61
1
3

27 27 27
a

27 4I) 27

Each boy's time table In upper sixth Is made up to 27 hours by electives,
101179° --18--J-4
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Norwood and Hope planned courses in ideal schools preparing for
business life and for obit_ into a university.' The following is the
scheme of work for the ratter:

Ideal school scheme of work leading to university matriculation.

subjects.

Prepara-
tory. Lower course. Classical special-

ists. Other spe'cjalists.

Age (about) Aga (about). Ago (about). Ago (about).

10 11

1

6

6

3
2
6

3
1

2_
2

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1

2

22

2

3

2

16 17 11

.

2
3
4
2
4

3

17

Religion
English
Latin
Greek
French
German
Flistory
Geography
Mathematics
Natural science
Botany and zooloky
Writing
Drawing
Workshop

Class hours per week

I
6

6

3
2,
6

2
2

1

3
6

5

2
2
6

} 3

2
.2

1

3
6

5

2
2
6

3

2
2

1

2
6

I6
3

16
2
21

{ 3

2

1

2
6
6
3
6
2
2
5
3

2

1

3

15

3

3

.5
2

1

2
20

} '3
"3

3

1

3
3

24
3
4

3

14,

1

2
3
4
3
4

3

18

3? 32 32 32. 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

I Sunday service is also to be attended.
2 Either Greek or German is selected.
I In the upper classes German rather than French is usually elected:These hours may be divided at will between these subjects.

The.other " efficient" schobl,.namely, the Bradford Grammar School,
with about 200 pupils, has a somewhat di rent organization, affil its
course in mathematics is among the best iii England.: Wo have here
a "classical side" and a "modern side." In .the forint? the course
lasts nine years, in the latter eight. "V" is for the nth year "cla
sical" and sixth year "modern"; "Remove classical" or "Matricu-..._

I While some schools are especially well equipped to prepare pupils for university firitriculatIon, it should
be noted that such-preparation is not now unusual in any secondary school, even though there be onlyanoccasional pupil ko be so prepared. But under new regulations of the bill not yet an act an attemptis to be made to constitute special departments in the best schools of a district, to which promising boys
will be transferred from their own schools. In connection with its discussion of the relations of thesecondary school to the university, the board, of education laid down the following principles, amongothers, in 1913:

"The specialization proper to the upper part of a secondary school is to by distinguished frbm the special-
ization which Is natural and proper to a university, apd it is the duty of the board to secure that, ho higher
work done in schools, while constituting a proper preparation for university work, does not anticipate iteither in the methods of study or in the nature of the curriculum.

"Candidates for degrees in mathematics or science will from the time they enter the aniversitygenemily
devote the whole of their time to the study of mathematics or of one or more branches of science. Whileat school their work Is not (as too often happens) limited in any way. Those who propose to study natural
science should continue to give an adequate amount of time to the study of mathematics, and those whowish to be mathematielansehould, similarly, continue to do work (including practical work in the lair
oratory) at some branch or branches of natural science. The board also consider that those who will after-wards be entirely occupied with mathematical and scientificwork shouk} so long as they are at s I,. continue to give a substantial amount of time to literary work. A thorough proficiency in the use o eEnglish language and a good acquain,tanco with othy languages will be In filter years of greater value to
them than the small amount of additional specialised knowledge which, by neglecting those subjects, theymight acquire at school. IC is, moreove of great importance that by the continued study of selected
masterpieces (whether humanistic or scientific in content) they should train their minds tb deal with themore general aspects of human thought."

a
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lation" for eighth year "classical"; "Matriculation" or "Remove
v science and mathematics" for seventh year "modern"; Sixth clas-
sical for ninth year "classical" and "Sixth science" or "Sixth mathe-
matical" for eighth year "modern." The following is a synopsis of
mathematical work.

PreparatoryArithmetic: Elements. r4-
.. ...._-

I Arithmetic: Use of decimal numbers and fractions; factoring; highest common
factor and least common multiple; use of brackets. ,

Algebra: Introduction to algebraic sy bolism.
Geometry: Fundamental concepts of metry, such as line, point, direction,

area, triangles, solids. Intuitive an practical troduction.
IIArithmetic: Repeating numbers; coins, weights, and measures; profit and loss;

simple interest.
Algebra: Very simple equations to fix the idea of algebras bolism.
Geomel ry: Construction andmensuration of bodies; sim le division of bodies.

111---!Arit4petic: Ordinary and decimal fractions; rule of three; square root; per-
centages.

Algebra: The four fundamental operations ith applications; equations of the
first degree; graphs.

Geometry: Angle, triangle, parallels; the 43. ple bodies; exact drawing and
- measuring; simple exercises.
IV-2-Arithmetic: Harder problems in fractions; change of ordinary fractions into

decimal numbers and convorsely; abbreviated calculations with decimal
numbers, and simple interest calculation; rebates d discount; logarithms.

Algebra: Breaking up of sums into factors; simple q ratio equations.
Geometry: Tough propositions on thp circle (.etbo t equivalent to Books 1-3

of Euclid's Elements). -
Trigonometry: To the sillution of right-angleifitri glee.

VArithmetic: Bank, rebate, and 5iscount calctilation; stocks and shares; interest
and annuities.

Algebra: Quadratic equations and problems; theory of indices; logarithms;
series; permutations and combinations.

Geometry: To similar figures (*did 's Elements 1-V).
Trigonometry: Logarithms; measurement of a calculation of heights and

distances; solution of triangles.
MatriculationArithmetic: General review.

Algebra: Quadratic equations; arithrgetid and geometric series; calculation of
1- roots; proportion:

Geometry: Through theory of similitude (Euclid's Elements, I-VI):
Elementary mechanics and hydrostatics.

Remove science and mathematics.
AlgebrA: Theory of indices; logarithms; equations; series; graphs.
Geometry: Through theory of similitude. A

Trigonometcy: Solution of triangles; goniometry.
Mechanics and hydrostatics.

Remove crassical.
Algebra: Fractions; highest common factor; least common multiple* square-

root; equations of firit and second degree; logarithms; pro ion; series; ,
graphs.

Geometry: Through theory of similitude.'

With regard to solid geometry in English secondary school pro ferenoe may be given to a
report in the Mathematical Gazette, January, 1914, vol. 7, p. 232.

4
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Sixth mathcriatics. -
Theory of equations; plane trigonometry; statics; dynamics; ,h rostatics;synthetic and. analytic geometry; modern geometry; _differential tegrikcalculus.' .

Sixth science. ,

' , .Trigonometry; statics; dynamics; synthetic arld analytic geometry; c fferentialand integral calculus.'/

But while such extensive mathematical courses as these may bofound in secondary schools, there are many schools where the math-ematics' includes only arithmetic, algebra to "progressions," andgeometry equivalent to Books Iie of Euclid's Elements. In someschools, also, neither thealgebra nor the geometry is even so ex-tensive as this. ' In other schools permutations and the. binomial
theorem fo? a ppsitive integral index an o equivalent of Book VIof Euclid's Elements (proportion and sina tude) are added; but thelast subject, /, .
interesting/4nd important as it is, is too often wholly omitted because it is not in-cluded in The syllabus for the London matriculation examination, and therefore isaetualtyiscouraged in those schools (still too numerous) where it is regarded as4lan-gerous to go a hair's breadth beyond the examination syllabus. It is similarly dis-couraged in those schools which use the examination of the Oxford and Cambridgeje joint hoard.'

"
The programs of studios in secondary schools are largely doter-,mined by the universities. This occurs through the influence notonly of matriculation examinations, but also of such examinations

as those of " joint boards," of the "Oxford local examinations, ".amid
of the "Cambridge local examinations."3 These latter (local) exami-
nations are of three main types:

1. Preliminary (for pupils 12-14 years of age); tt2. Junior or lower (for pupils 14-16-years of ago) f.
3. Senior or school or leaving examinations (for pupils 16-19years of ago).

.This scheme of 'examinations was established wont over half acen ury ago, but not mony years had pad before a standard
ex mination corresponding to university Matriculation was de-manded, and to moot this demand the Oxford and Cambridge joint .board was called into existence.

A
,1 For an interesting report by C. Godfrey on Calculus in the Public and Se ndaiy Schools of England,see Mathematical Gazette., January, 1914, pp. 233-240.

That is, the board of examiners for matriculation
into Oxford and Cambr go Universities. A sim'larboard Is organized for the Universities of Leeds and Sheffield, Victoria University, and the Universityof Liverpool. The mathematical requirements here are (the University of Leeds calendar 1913-14,pp. 154-16.51:!Arlthmetio. The elementary geometry of triangles,, pikrattotograrns, and circles, and ofsimilar reottiThear figures. Algebra, including quadratic equations,,,with the arithmetical and geometricalprogressions and an elementary treatment of irrational quantities and of proportion."

3 These examinations under the directionof Oxford and Cambridge ileiversities are referred to as " local "because they take place at the schools, or other convenient, cen rs, and not at the universities.

(-7
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This board conducts examinations for three certificates:
1. Lower certificate.
2. SchOol certificate,

and a third certificate to be referred to later.
Corresponding to the matriculation examinations of the Uni-

versity of London' are the "responsions" at Oxford and the "pre-vious examination " or "little go " of Cambridge University. Broadly
speaking these examinations, the Oxford senior local, the Cam-
bridge senior local, and the Oxford and Cambridge school certificate
have the same value. Some characteristics of the mathematical'paiks of these types of examination may be noted by studying thepapers given in Appendix A. Into these characteristics I shall notgo further than to remark that all examinations Are written, and sue-
cespfgul candidates are rated as "pass" or "honor" (first or second).

Sometimes to attain "honor," questions on "additional math-
ematic,S" and of a more difficult nature must be answered.

But there are yet other examinations for which many secondary
schol,s, prepare pupils. These are for the entrance scholarship ex-
aminaeions in various universities of the country.

The entfiltce scholarship examinations at the Oxford and Cambridge colleges areconducted on practically identical systems and differ but slightly in detail. At arough estimate, the Catnbridge colleges award 50 or more scholarships, exhibitions,
and sizarships every year for proficiency in,.athematics. Their value varies from.C30 to £80 per annum. The Oxford colleges annually award for mathematics about
20 scholarships of £80 and 10 exhibitions of from £30 to .C60. Most of these are ten-able for two years, but they are renewed for one, two, or three more years, subject tosatisfactory progress being made. The age limit at the time of examination is 19.
The subjects of examination in both universities are: Analytic and synthetic geom-etry, algebra, trigonometry, differential and integral calculus, and mechanice.

Papers set at Cambridge in 1910 are given in Appendix B of thisbulletin.
Tho preparation for the entrance scholarship examinations issimilar to that for the :` higher" examirrations, the 'passing of which

confers certain rights in university and college. Among such ex-
aminations are the Oxford higher local, the Cambridge higher
local, and that for the higher certificate of the Oxford and Cam-

(bridge schools examination board.'

I Exarntfation papers for 1916 are to be found In Appendix A. The following works may be consultedIn this connection:
1. Matriculation mathematics papers. Being the papers in elementary mathematics set at the matricu-lation examinations of the University of London for June, 1908, to Jung, 1915, with full solutions to thepapers of June, 1915,(University Tutorial Series.) London, Clive, 1915. 136 pp.2. Matriculation model answers: mathematics. Being the London University matriculation papers inmathematics from January, 1913, to June, 1915. (University., Tutorial Series.) London, Clive, 1915.140 pp.

3. Matriculation mechanics papers. Being the London University 4natriculation papers from*SeRtem-ber, 1903, to June, 1915, with model solutions to the last paper and additional questions. London, Clive,1915. 130 pp.
Papers set at these different examinations in 1900 and 1910 she given in Special Reports on EducationalSubjects, Bard of Education, London, vol. 20, pp. 473 -488, 500-518.
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Iri the preceding pages some of the noteworthy features of the re-
lation of secondary schools to the general educational scheme have
been tie.scribed, their wide divergence in ideal and in work has been
illustrated, and the nature of mathematical courses taught has
been indicated. The prominent Ole played in the school organiza-
tion by preparation for examinations by various boards of examiners
suggests the thought that much of trio energy of thb- teachers and
pupils must be unfortunately diverted to attacking certain types of
problems and examinations, rather than to d4veloping a mastery of
the subject in question. But this evil has boon recognized and is
being dealt with.'

Having now observed what mathematics is taught in secondary
Schools, we must next consider one of the main features of the prep-
aration of the teacher for his work, namely, his course in one of the
universities.

UNIVERSITIES.

.The universities'of England are situated at Birthingham, Bristol,
Cambridge, Durham, Leeds, Liverpool, London, Manchester, Oxford,
and Sheffield; there are also university colleges at Newcastle, Notting-
ham, Reading, and Southampton. All of these institutions, with
the exception of those at Oxford, Cambridge, and Durham, receive
Government grants. The annual attendance of day students is about
12,000, of students It 'evening classes about 8,000. In 'addieion to

there are at Oxford in the vicinity of 3,400 students, at Cam-.
bridge 3,700.

The organization of such universities as those at Birmingham and
/Leeds especially reminds one of that at the better American universities.

The University of London, long merely an examining anfl degree-
conferring institution, was reconstituted by statutes of 1900 as a
teaching university and a federation of 26 colleges and schools giving
instruction in 'arts, law, medicine, theology, science, engineering, eco-
nomics, and music. Sons of noble-arg wealthy families who seek a
university education usually go to either Oxford or Cambridge. Here
one finds many of the most brilliant students the country, those
who have won in competition onl of the numerous entrance scholar-
ships. It is especially among graduates of these universitieshomes of
culture and all that is finest in English lifethat teachers for second-
ary schools are sought. As CaMbridge is preeminent in mathematics
in England, teachers of this subject are much kn demand among

J "honors" men there. . .

For definiteness, therefore, I shall confine my brief comment to
the Universities' of Oxford, Cambridge, and London.

It is well known that Oxford has 21 colleges, each with its own
teaching staff of tutors and,lecturers; that each student is assigned

I Compare Mr. Joliffe's paper, gweelallpp. 2171.
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to one of these colleges andIras a-tutor to whom he looks for guid-
ance, advice, and inspiration in preparing for the various examinations
of his university career; and that this preparation demands a high
standard of scholarship. Great stress is laid on ease and facility of
expression, ori the ability to form independefirTudgments, on origi-
nality. No one can get "first" in the class lists on mere hard Ark
acid "grinding," or by a display of erudition and an imposing array
of facts. The strain of the examinations, especially in ,thp final

.honors school, is very severe. At Cambridge the scheme is 'very
similar.

In ,all three universities the courses lead normally to a "pass-
degree" or an "honors- degree," as bachelor of arts; the pass B. A.
is attained, three years after matriculation. The principal examina-
tions may be exhibited in tke following table:

University examinations.

Examinations. Oxford. Cambridge. London.

Entrance Responsions Previous (little-go).... Matriculation (metric.).Intermediate... Pass moderations (pass mods.)
[after[after 3 terms]. Pass intermediate or Pass pre -

liminary arts [after 1 year].l'ass B. A...... Final pass school (groups)
[after 3 years].

Tripos Part I [after 3
years].

Pass final Rate; 3 years].

. Examinations for the honors B. A.

Examinations. Oxford. Cambridge. London.

Entrance
Intermediate...

Honors B. A....

Responsions
Honor moderations (honor

mods.) [after 5 terms].

Final 'honor school [after 4
years].

Previous (little-go)....
Tripos Part I [after 3

years].

Tripos Part II [after 4
years].

Matriculation (metric.).
Honors intermediate or Honors

preliminary arts [after 2
years].

Honors final [after 3 years].

Let us suppose that our student wishes to pursue mathematical
studies in the honor school at Oxford. He will be allowed to.specialize
almost to his heart's content. According to the regulations of 1913,
the following is the examination program for the° final honor school_
of mathematics, which is one of nine schools. -1

Algebra, including the elements of the algebra of quantics; theory of equations;
trigonometry, plane and spherical; infinite series and infinite products.

Geometry, pure and analytic, of twoand three dimensions.
Differential and integral calculus; differential equations.
The elements of the-theory of functions of a complex variable, with applications

to the elementary functions and to elliptic functions.
The elements of the calculus of finite differences.
The elements of the calculus of variations.
Statics and dynamicsof particles, rigid bodies, and strings; the elementsof analytical

dynamics; statics of rods slightly bent. Hydrostatics; the elements of, hydrodynamics;
waves on liquids.

Attractions; theory of potential.

5)
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Electrostatics; magnetostatics; steady electric currents (flow in linear circuits,
laminEe, and solid bodies).

Electromagnetism (magnetic force due to currents, induction); electrodynamics
(mechanical effects of currents); dielectrit currents (propagation Of plane waves in ahomogeneous dielectric):

.Vibrations of strings; propagation of sound; vibrations of air in pipes.
The elements of geometrical optics.
Spherical astronomy.

Half of the 10 examinations in this program are In pure 'and half.
in applied mathematics., They occupy about 30 hours, on 6 consecu-tive days.

Oxford concedes that the most talented of English mathematical
students usually go to Cambridge. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the program for the tripos examination is much more elaborate'
than even that for honors at Oxford. On the other hand, the mathe-
matical opportunities for the specialist in the University of London
are not as numerbus as thoselaf Oxford.'

But while it is possible that a graduate of one of these universities
may have received a very broad training in mathematics, it is also
true that ho may, at the end of his course, know no more mathe-
matics than Iiii:required for responsions, namely: Arithmetic, and
either 'Euclid's Elements, Books-III, or algebra.

TEACHERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The organized training of teachers for English secondary schools
is in its infancy and extends at most to a postgr%aduate year in a
university. Foy nearly a decade the board of' education lias given
financial assistance to institutions training secondary school teachers,
but while this feature is being increasingly emphasized, it is never-
theless true that less than 40 per cent of the total number of secondary
teachers (of bays and girls) have had some training, and that not
more than 15 per cent have been trained for the specific work in
which they are now engaged.

According to regulations which went into force in 1913, students
pay be trained as teachers in secondary schdols in (1) training col-
leges, (2) certain secondary schools.

In order to be recognized as a training college under these regula-. lions
an institution must be an institution or a department of an institation organized
for the purpose of giving instruction in the principles and practice of teachingspecially"designed for persons who are preparing to become teachers in secondary schools asdefined in the regulations.

This program is given on pages 194-95 of Special Reports on Educational Subjects, Board of Educa-tion, London, voj. 27. The examination papers for Parts I and II of the mathematical tripodare pub=,lished annually, in pamphlet form by the Cambridge University Pass. '
Cf. H. Bateman, "The fork of an English Mathematical Student," Mathematics Teacher, vol. 5,1913, pp. 147-133:
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2. The training college course must be confined to purely professional instruction.
4. (a) Adequate provision must be made, in secondary schools approved by the

board fof this purpose, for the instruction and practice of studetts in teaching and in
school organization and management.

(b) If the training college is a department of .a secondary school, this conditiorrio
may be satisfied, provided that the student has ample practical experience during the
year of training in the school of which the College is a part.

6. The course mustlextend, over not less than a full academic year.
7. At least 60 school days must be spent in contact with class work under proper

supervision in schools approved for this purpose by the board,. Not less than two-
thirds of the teaching practice must be taken in a secondary school or schools.

Tutining of teachers in secondary schools may be carried,on under
the following conditions:

21. (a) The school must be on the list of secondary schools recognized as efficient
by the board.

(b) Any person proposed for recognition as a teacher in training must be not less than
21 years of age and must have obtained an approved degree conferred by some uni-
versity of the United Kingdom or some other university bf recognized standing. In
the case of a woman who is not eligible to receive a degree, a certificate showing that
she-has fulfilied all the conditions which entitle a man to obtain an approved degree
will be accepted for the purpose of this article.

(c) The course followed by a teacher in training must provide for a systematic
course of study both in the practice and in the principles of teaching in accordance
with a scheme approved by the board. The scheme anust provide in each ease for
a special study of the methods of teaching a particular subject or group of allied
subjects.

(d) The course must extend over not less than a full school year. The whole year
must ordinarily be spent in the school to w,hich the teacher .in training is admitted,
but arrangements may, in certain cities, be made for the absence of the teacher from
the school for part of the year for the purpose of attending a course of instruction in
the principles of teaching at a university.

(e) A school will only be approved for the purpose of this chapter if the head master
or head mistress or some other senior member of the Staff is specially qualified and
has the necessary interest and leisure to supervise the teacher's training.

4t 22. When a teacher in training has been trained for a year in an approved school
under conditions which the board can regard as satisfactory, the board will indorse a
certificate given by the head masteor head mistress of the school stating that the
teacher has completed the period of training in a satisfactory manner.

The regulations give also a "List of qualifications other than
degrees which will be accepted as qualifying students for admission
to training colleges." These are:

etA
I. A tripos certificate granted by the University of Cambridge to women, provided

that the examination taken was one which, if passed by a man after three years'
residence, would entitle him to a degree without further examination. Women
students who have been allowed the ordinary degree in ir tripos examination will be
regarded as possessing the necessary qualification.

II. A diploma or certificate showing to the satisfaction of the board that the appli-
cant, if a woman; has fulfilled all the conditions which, if the University of Oxford
granted degrees to women, would entitle her to a degree in that university; so that
she has obtained honors in the second public examination or has passed the first and
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second public examination' at that university or such examinations as are accepted
by the university as equivalent thereto. a*

III. 'A special honors certificate of the higher local examinations (Oxford and
Cambridge) granted under the follOtAng conditions:

(a) That the certificate includes at least a pass in Wolanguages(other than English)
and a pass either in mathematics or in logic; and

(b) That the holder either (i) has passed in four groups or sections, obtaining a
first or esecond class in at least two of them; ot (ii) has passed in three groups
of sections, obtaining a first or a second class in at least two of them, and
holds in addition (1) an Oxford or a Cambridge senior local certificate in
honors, including at least one subject not included in the three higher local
groups or sections, or (2) a higher certificate of the Oxford and Campridge

, schools examination board, gained in one year, exclusive of drawing and
- music, and including at least one subject not included in the three higher

local groups or sections..

Among the institutions recognized as efficierit under regulations
of the board of education for the training of teachers for secondary
schools are: .(1) Departments controlled by, or forming part of, a
university or university college; (2) training colleges prOvided by
other bodies. . Departments of the first type are to be foind at
Birmingham University, Durham University--Armstrong College,
Leeds University, Liverpool University, London University, Victoria
University, Oxford University delegacy for the training of secondary
teachers, and Reading-University College. An example of a training
college of the second type is the Clapham High School, in London.

To illustrate, the methods of operation, some details follow with
regard to organization in units of each of these types. For the most
part the statements have been made by the institutions in question,

(a) University of Liverpool.It is little more than a decade ago
that a diploma in eduction for graduates, along the present lines,
was established. The courses of study qualifying foe the diploma
were placed under the ,control of a special board, in organic relation
to the faculties of arts and science, and including persons representing
secondary education in the city.

Candidates for the diploma must be graduates of some university
in the United Kingdom, or have obtained such other academic
qualifications as shall, be approved by the senate of the university.
Before admission to the examination candidtes present certificates
of (1) having fulfilled the conditions as to .practical teaching, and
(2) having attended for at least one session2 subsequent to their final
examination for a degree a course of study approved by the diploma
board.

The diploma examination consists of two parts, theory and prac-
tice. Candidates are required to pass written examinations ill the
following subjects:

1 First public isminattonModerations after 8 semesters; second public ekaminationexamhiatimfor the degree.
9 One session consist* of 3 terms of about 10 weeks each.
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1. Logic, ethics, and psychology, including psychophysiology,, in
their application to education.

2: Principles of education, with special reference to methods of
teaching the usual subjects of the secondary school cuiriculumb ;

principles of general physiology and school hygiene.
3. Ali prescribed. period of the history of educational theory and

practice.
In respect to practice, candidates are judged (1) upon reports' by

the professor of education, and (2) upon written records of their work
in school and upon their teaching before the examiners. Candidates
are required to attend at approved practicing schObls for a period of
at least 250 hours. They are, as a rule, attached to one school
throughout the session, and, so. far as possible, they undertake work
such as would be allotted to a member of the staff. They also attend
lessons given by members of the school staff and study the methods
of teaching the special subjects in which they ate interested. The
general supezivision of 'their work, is in the hands .of the university
staff, but each qudent is also under the direction of one teacher, who
reports on his *gress. The 'tudents are required to keep a record
of teaching observed and of courses of lessons given, to be submitted
to the examiners. -

The lee for the complete. course is £10 and the examination fee
is £2 additional.

(b) Clapham High School.The department for the training of
teachers for secondary schools was opened in 1902. Students desiring
to enter must possess a degree, or equivalent qualification, or hold a
higher local honor certificate.

Throughout the course students follow lessons given in the school
by experienced teachers. They themselves also teach; under super-
vision, which is relaxed as they gain experience and power. They,
learn the various duties of a form" teacher by being sent as assistants
in a form, for not less than half a term at -a time. Visits are paid to
other schools of different types, and students gibe criticized lessons
in outside schools. Lesson's are followed by geperal discussion, with
the specialist in charge of the subject.

The course covers three terms, and the plan of study includes
instruction in the theory of education, based on psychology, logic,
ethics, and the history and practice of education. 'Instruction is also
given in the use of the blackboard, voice production, and school
hygiene. .

The fee for the course is £24.
Such organizations give rox;nise of a more efficient group of' sec-

ondary teachers in the near future. Not so long ;ago
of the 9,126 full-time, teachers [men and women] in secondary,schools which received
.grants frdin the board of education, 5,348 were without professional training. Of this
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group of untrained teachers, 2,731 were also without degFees from college or university.
The total number of secondary teachers without degrees was 3,715.

It appears that very few secondary teachers appointed in the last
decade have not had the equivalent of a university course supple-
rnented*by practical training. But even so, it is noteworthy that a
university graduate may be engaged t9, teach a subject about which
he has not increased his knowledge since he left the secondary school.
As Mr. Fletcher comments:. It is "a matter of grave Concern that
half of our mathematical teachers of boys and girls. have had no
instruction in. mathematics beyond what they hav4 had at school."

If we consider only the. best grade of secondary schools for boys,
the scholastic eqtiippent of the teachers in the subjects taught ranks
high; the, work that the teachers do if characterized by great thor-
oughness, and their personal influence is such as to inspire the finest s,
ideals of manhood.

I have been unable to procure any comprehensive statement. of
salaries paid to teachers in Englishecolidary schools. But even if
such a statement, has not boon publshjd, enough has come from
authoritative sources to demonstrate the wide variation In salaries
and, in most instances, their great inadequacy. The serious- effect
of this condition on the personnel of the teaching forces is now
generally recognized, and 'it is hoped that through the authority of
the boaird of eduCation much needed reform in this connection may
be brought about..

In August, 1900; Dr. W, H. D. Rouse, headmhster of the Perse
School, published some striking facts which would sefin to give a
true presentment of general conditions at the time.' He found that
the average salary of assistant masters' in 300 schools mentioned;
in the returns of the Charity Commission was £ L35.22, and that 'a

'similar average for 20 East Anglian schoids was £1,03.6.
In 11 smaller schools the average salary is £52, apd these data combined give a

sum just below £12b as the average salary of the assistant. Residence, i. e., board
and lodging, is included in some cases,, but we may leave this out of,account, because
it is payment for extra work done out of school. The Victorian public schools, such
sa.Clifton, Cheltenham, and Marlborough, and others which though noted in the past
are of late growth, such ass/ronbridge and Bedford; are not included in the above
list, which is meant to illustrate the usual condition of country grammar schools. If
these be included, the average will be slightly raised. At Cheltenham there are one
or two posts at about £300, one at least of £100 only, and the others range from £20Q
to £250 as a rule. Clifton and Marlborough do not greatly differ. The state. of things
in Bedford is thus described by one who knows: "There is no scheme of salaries in
either of the two big sOcols. Each man fights for what he can get; if he makes agood
bargain to start with, tell for him." A. few years ago the' average Salary at Bedford
Grammar fichOol.Waa 4174, but many form masters received £150 or less; Borne under
£100, all these being nonresident: At Tenhridge there is in my table only one salary
higher than £2001 There iscusually no automatic increase. If a mast wishes to

I "Salaries In SeoOndary Schools," tbnimporary Review, vol.78, pp. 275-280.
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marry or thinks his increased e:cperience makes his services more valuable, he may
have to get another post (if he can) in another school, As to the smaller schools, the

_account of the care r of a Cambridge B. A. of my acquaintance may be of interest.
Ile began in An .ver Grammar School at £15, resident, and after several moves from
one priyate sch 1 to another, where the pittance was soniewhatincreased, he attained,
after nine.years' experience, to the magnificent stipend of £140, nonresident, in the
grammar' school of a country town which for his sake I forbear to Mention. A. London
11, Al, whose lift story is also before me, now receives £130, nonresident, after 18
years' experience. The same pitiful story comes hem scores( of small country
schools. e . ,

.

The headmasters' salaries present a pleasing contrast. In the best-paid of the
schools -mentioned,' Tonbridge, the headmaster receives £5,000 and upward,.e.hile
his assistants have less than £200. T4e Usual'aA.erage is ten times that of the assistant,
falling to five times in the East Anglia schools andeven occasionally to less. So far as
my knowledgetgOes (and as regards sonic of these schools it is pot negative knowledge),
neither headmaster nor'governing body has expressed any dissatisfaction with the
stale of affain4'or has ever considered means whereby the salaries of assistants might
be permanently improved. The chance of succeeding to Ix boarding house keepS
hope alive in sonic schools, and this rather than the earned reward of merit would
seeni to be the present educational ideal. -

The following delinito indications of salaries in four types of
secondary schools were taken by Norwood and hope in 1909 (pp,
567-56S) from a list issued by the assistant masters' association:

A. LONDON SCHOOLS.
1. City of Lndon School.

. ,

(a) Upper scale, £300, rising to L450 by annual increments of £5 15e. 4d.
(b) Lower scale, £200, rising to £350 by same increments. Five misters

are paid on the higher scale and 15 on the lov el.
2. Mercers' School.

(a) Upper scale, £160, rising to ,C300.
(b) LoOr scale, £120, rising to1200.

B. PROVIINCIAls SCHOOLS.
1. Manchester Grammar School.

' Ordinary scale, LISO, rising by £20 every two years to £300.
2. King Edo grd VII School, Sheffield.

,

(a) Five masters, £220 to £250, rising by £10 annually to £300.
1" (b) Five masters, £180 to £200, rising by L10 annually to £250.

(c) Fisre masters, £150, rising by £10 annually to £200.
C. MUNICIPAL SECONDARY S1'11001.S.

1. Ipurnentouth.
£120, rising to £150, with three,special salaries of £170, rising to £250;

£160, rising to £200; £140, rising to £170.
2. Hartlepool.

£150, rising to £200.
D. COUNTRY AUTHORITIES.

1. London County Council.
£150, rising by annual increments of £10 to £300, on .satisfactory reports,

with further annual increments of £10 to £350 ,
2. Surrey. .

Nongraduates, £100, rising by annual increments of £5 to £150.
Graduates, £130, rising by annual increments of £7 10s. to L250.
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Provision for the pensioning of teochers in secondiry schools is
certainly' meager.

A number of wealthy endowed secondary schools have for vmetime had individual
pension systems of their owb, operating und4r provisions of their respective schemes
of government of charters, most of which were received under the endowed schools
acts for England beginning in 1869. 11. Also in a few casevecondary teachers
in schools under public manageigeat have been pensioned by local authorities. With
these exceptions there has been nothing remotely approaching any general provision
of pensions for secondary teachers.

. ,
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VI. FINLAND.

...-

The area of Finland is somewhat less than half that ofTeias, and its k

population is but slightly in excess of 3,000,000; yet it publishes many
important periodicals and is this home of not a few learned societies.
Of the inhabitants, about 80 per cent are Finns and about 11 per
cent Swedes.

, f3y ordinances of 18,69 and 1872 the general administration of the national systein
of primary education, as well as that of the secondary schools which heretofore had
been kinder ecclesiastical direction, was vested in a central board or council of educa-
tion. The members of this .council are appointed by the. senate (constituted by
imperial appointment.), up(in the nomination of.cthe Diet (1e4slative WOO bly).
The executive chief of the. system, the director 'general, is also aPpointe by the
senate. Au aasistaat director has charge of-primary education, and tliere are Gov-
ernment inspectors for both secondary and prinvary schools.

Those State secondary schools which have interest for us are the
laser (classical and real), each with" an eight years' course. In
the real, as compared with classic-0 lyceut one additional hour per
week is spaakmathernaties, and greater e is laid on physics,
Such lyceer prepare directly for the unive y.

There Is no examination in passing from One class to another in
the lyceum. But after finishing the work of the VIII class, the
pupils, who areotiout 17 years of age, are required to submit to both
written and oral tests. The written tests are the same throughout
the country and occur on the same 'days. They consist of (1) a
composition written in the mother tongue; (2) an examination in
the other language, Finnish in a Swedish school, Swedish in a Finnish
school; (3) a Latin translation in the classical lyceer, a French,
German,- or Russian in the real; (4) a test in mathematics. In

sonnection.with (4), questions are also given on physics. The test
let for six hOur4, and the pupil who answers at least three ques-.
tions, but of about ten, in' a manner satisfactory to the professors in
tie school, is declared admissible. Thb paper is then submitted to

Athe examination tommission of the university, who pass upon it
Tully. The successful -pupils who have also passed the oral tesk.
given by _bp professors of the university, on all the subjects of the
c9111.$(3, .receive a "leaving certificate." This certificate zow admits
the student, to the university.



MATHEMATICS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
11862 TEACHE OF

THE ALEXANDER UNIVERSITY.

- As experience has sho4n that the coarse of mathematics in manylyteer of the country has not beeretborough, on account of the greatamount of time taken up with languages, the university undertakesto review and complete certain parts, especially in trigoliometry:Then follows a course in analytic geometry, which deals with theconic sections and surfaces of tie second degree. Only the elementsof projective georpetry are taught. The text is the manual ofanalytic geometry, byi,L. Lindelof.
Spherical trigonometry is taught In connection with analytic.geometry of space. It is taken up more in detail in the courses onspherical tistr6nomy.
Differential and integral calculus is begun in the first year at thesame time as analytic geometry, and its study is carried on for twoyears. Tlie texts of L. Kiepert and E. Czuber are the ones most indemand.
An elementary course in differential equations is frequently given.It, contains spAcial geometric applications of the theory. Sometimesdevelopments lead to such problems as the conduction of heat andother questions in the domain of mathematical physics.
Algebra and the theory of numbers are given in the second year.The pdpils use G. Bauer's Vorlesungen fiber Algebra as a manual.Then, further, a course on analytic functions, which takes accountof the methods of exppsition of Cauchy, Riemann, and Weierstrass,is given every year. H. Burkhardt's Algebraische 'Analysis undEinfithrung in. die Theorie der analytischen Funktionen ismended tot the students.
Besides the above-mentioned regular courses, theft() are frequentlygiven special courses in certain domains of mathematics, such asminimal surfaces, applicaktiqn of the theory of groups to the resolu-tion of algebraic.equations, elliptic functions.
The teaching in the sections "historico-philologique" and "phy-

Liiico-mathematiqiie" of the faculty of philosophy is organized insuch a way that the students can, in general, aftet four or five years'of study, pass the necessaryoxamination to obtain the degree of"oandidate of philosophy."
This examination coinprises, apart from a written test in a mOdernlaiguage, interrogation bearing on at least four of the science; inthtdomain of the faculty in question, the combination of subjectsbeing submitted by the candidate and approved by the section.Ins each subject the .successful candidate obtains a predicate---ap-pobittur, approbatur cum laude, or laudaturthese. pristticates de-pending on the extent of the program. studied. To pass., otible candi-date must receive dither the predicate laudatur in two subjects, or
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laudatur in one and, approbatur cum laude in two others. In addi-
tion .to this an essential Part of the, eiatnination is a study pro
gradu. In fliis paper, which requires along time to prepare, the
candidate treats, in a personal way, some scientific question. given
or approved by a professon

.

To obtain- the highest predicate in -mathematics in this examina-
tion, it is necessary to know thoroughly the courses in analytic
geometry, differential and integral calculus with its applicatioits to
geometry, differential equations, algebra and theory of nuinbers,
and the. theory of functions. For the predicate approbatur cum
laude, the theory of functions disappears frop the pthgrana, and
only the first principled .algebra and the theory of differential,
equations are required. The program for the predicate approbatur
is confined to plane tiigonom.etry, plane analytic geometry, and the
fundamental notions of the differential and integral calculus.

The candidate who Was obtained the degree of "candidate of
philosophy" can obtain the degree- of licentiate in the, faculty of
philosophy by continuing his studies; publishing and, publicly sus-
taining 'a thesis, and passing an oral examination, in which he shows
thorough knowledge in three subjects within the domain. of the
faculty.

The candidate of philosophy receives at the annual, promotion the
title of master in arts; under the same conditions the licenci6
receive the title doctor in philosophy.

In order to be competent to fill a post in secondary teaching, it
is necessary to have passed the examination for a "candidate of
philosophy" or the examination for the "certificate of aptitude in
teaching." This latter examination is passed at the university. It
differs from the first only iri thitt it is not absolutely necessary to
obtain the highest predicate in one of the subjects. Nearly all
candidates become "candidates of 'philosophy."

NORMAL LYCEER.

tiThe professional education of the professors in secondary schools
is con.centratpd in two normal lyceei, one for professors in. Finnish
schools, the/other for the Swedish.' These two lyceer are under the
special control of the professor of pedagogy in the university. In
order to be inscribed as "stagipir6ordinaire" in a normal lyceum it is
necessary to have a "certificate of aiAitude in teaching" or to be a
"candidate of_philosophy.", As a general rule, the mathematical
candidates have passed the second, of these examinations and have
obtained the highest or the next to the highest grade in this subject.
They are placed under the nimecliate direction orthe senior pro-,
febsor of mathematics.

101179*-143 .5
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The extent of training at the normal lyceer is two- semesters.The "stagiaire"' is thbroughly drilled in the theory and practice ofPedagogy. tinder the surveillance of the senior professor he teachesin a State lyceum. When his major is in mathematics, he also.gives instruction in physics'and chemistry.
In to work of this kind, candidates are assembled inconfoenee4 of three types, monthly, general, and wee v. Themonthly conferences are presided over by the professor of pWagogy;ordinarily, the class examine&some one pedagogic work each semester.

Each of the "stagiairos" in turn makes a report on a part of this
work which at the hour of the conference Atie basis for discussion.The port1ions of the work which concern "Mhematics are assigned
to mathematical candidates. In the general conferences questionsof general _pedagogy are discussed. The w,cokly conferences areeither the conferences of the candidates in a special subject or thoserelated to it, or special conferences arranged by the senior professors
for the individuals. In the mathematical section a mathematical
work is generally examined in a manner similar to that obtaining inthe monthly conferences.

The "condition of competence" required to obtain a post as pro-fessor is that the candidates possess the degree of "candidate of phil-
osophy" with the highest grade in the major subjects required by thepost. For the position as " charg6 to cours", the same degree orthe "certificate of aptitude," with at least the second highest gradein the major subjects required by the position, is necessary. Forboth classes of teachers an examination in pedagogy and a test inpractical pedagogy are required. These tests are conducted by acouncil of the senior professors of the lyceum, Finnish or Swedish, asthe case may be. This council consists of five Members; the rector
of the normal lyceum, the senior professors of the subject in questionfrom the two normal lyceer, and two members of the council of the
normal lyceum where the candidate is being tested. The candidate isinvited to teach in assigned classes for the purpose of showing his
aptitude for the career which he wishes to embrace. On the basis ofthis zest is given the gracle approbatur, approbatur cum laude or
laudatur, according to the work done.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

About one-half of the students in the faculty of philosophy at theuniversity look forward to a career in connection' with secondary
education. Nevertheless, the professional education of such teach-,' ere has been conducted almost wholly by those outside the university.Some slight departure from this policy with regard to mathematicswas made in 1912, when an associate professor of mathematics in the
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university was appointed to a recently created chair. The special
task of this professor is "to give courses and direct the practical
exercises for the future professors of mathematics in the secondary
schools."

Among topics which this professoPtakes up are:
In peoMetry: The axioms of Euclidean geometry; the principles of projective geome-

try; a sketch of the various -systems of geometry; a systematic exposition of the
elemen:..ary methods of resolution of geometric,5roblems; the history of elementary
geometry.

lin trigonometry: The historical developmentof the science.
In arithmetic: Methods of numerical calculation; the historical development of

elementary arithmetic; the extension of the idea of number.
In algebfd and the theory of numbers: The notiot) of divisibility in the theory of

numbers and,in algebra; the historical development of algebra and abridged notation;
the application of algebra to the resolution of problems in geometric constructions
with the aid of various instruments.
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VII. FRANCE.

Yew countries in the world can compare with France in the high
standards maintained with regard to the appointment of teachersof mathematics for the secondary schools. One may alme4 say
that the educational scheme in France is largely organized with refer.
ence to the preparation 'and selection of secondary school teachers.
It is important therefore to have this general scheme in mind.

For educational .purposes France is divided geographically into
arrondissements. The assemblage of Government schools (primary,
secondar, and superior) in each arrondissement forms an academie
over which a recteur presides. There fro thus the 16 academies of
Aim-Mayrieilles, Besancon, Bordeaux, Caen, Chambery, Clermont,
Dijon, Grenoble, Lille, l'yon, Montpellier, Nancy, Paris, Poitiers,
Rennes; Toulo,Isvis-well as a seventeenth at Algiers. With the
exception of Chambery, these flames correspond to the seats of the
French. unkersities.

The assemblage of a ademies constitutes the Universite de France,.
at the head of whi is the minister of public instruction, who'is exofficio the " Rep cur .de l'Academie do Paris et Grand Maitre del'Universite P is." For the Academie -de Paris there is a vicerecteur wh' les are the. same as those of the .recteurs of other
academies. . hough nominally lower in rank than the heads ofacade the Provinces, he is in reality the most. powerful official
in tit rational system. Since the position of the .minister of
public Istruction is so insecure by reason of changing govermnsents,
contir ity of scheme` is assured by three lieutenants who have charge
respec ely of the nrimliry, secondary, and superior education.
They in turn have an army. of inspectors who report orithB work and
capabilities of the recteurs and their academies as far as primary and..secondary instruction are concerned.

The present system of secondary education in Prance dateS from
the great reform of 1902 (importantpodifications were introduced in
1905, 1909, and 1913.I) and carrie on for the most part in lycees
and colleges. commun au x, win be found in nearly all cities.
BeNuse t eir preeminence we shall consider the teachers in the
former ,41.y, hich are under control of the State. Here, the boyswho cone fr families. in comfortable circumstances may enterat the age. of 5 or 6 years and be led along in their :41.tdies till they

'Rapt. of Commis. Eduo., 1911 -12, Col. ignWas gton 1913, pp. 52A-532.
- 6 6
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receive the baccalaurkt at the age of 16 or 17. Many lycees have
still more advanced courses to prepare for entrive into such schools
as the gcole Normale Superieure, ,gcole Polytechnique, gcole

gcole Nay*, or gcole de Saint Cyr. For our purpose it is
desirable to-consider these advanced courses and the studentk who,
laving taken theni, enter the gcole Normale Superieure.

Instruction' in fully equipped lycees may be divided -into four
sections: (1) Primary, five yeani, fir children from 5 Jte 10 years Or
age; followed by (2) first cycle, four years, the first section of the
secondary education; properly speaking; which leads to (3) second.
cycle, three years, on the completion of which the student receives
thState, degree known as'the baccalaureat. In about one-third of
the 120 lycges in France there are also (4) the classes de maths-
matiques special's. In considering the training of teachers for the
leet*I. certain general facts with regard. to (2) and (3) sho,uld be borne
in mind, while detaiNd information as to (4) is essential.
'Since the reforms of'a decade or so ago the pupils okthe,first cycle

are divided into two groups. in the one are those who learn Latin,
with or without Greek, and in the othereare those who have nothing
to do with a dead language. Pupils of. the latter group go into the

(science-modern languages section of the second cycle. Into this
sectjon may also enter certain pupils who give up the study of,Latin
to specialize in. modern languad science. But in the second`
cycle there are three otlieli sections entitled, "Latin-science,"
"Latin-modern languages," and "Latin-Greek." The work inamath-
ematic's is decidedly heavier in the science..sections, and as this
work must be taken by all prospective teachers of ,mathetnatics, we
may confine our.attention to these sections. The classes. of these
sections in the successive vars are named as Jollows:

Classei of the grtions.

-
..

Ftrst year.
-"

Skonr year. Thltit year.

Latin- science
Beience-languagep

Reeomie(4. 0.,
Secondo .I )

Premiere C. '
Premiere 1) ..

Slatluirnatiques A.
Mathernatiques B.

The work i miithentatieg is the sa,mic througlioul i i both gectiong.
At the end o he,second year the first of the examinations for the

baccalaureat a 'Wen. They are both Vv.Tittep and oral and of a'n
elaborate' a01 ex ,ting nature. Among the .examiners, six in- num,-.
bd., tn a given rondisseinerit, three are professOrs from the univer-
sity. Under miler- conditions the second and final tests are.applied

.at the end of the third year 1 and the suceetsful pupil becomes a
I E. LoampAu ET P. MERLET, Problemes de &With donate aux examen du baccalaureat Latin-

Bgence, Setettees-lanoues, Mathernatiquea .4 (1904,4908) enonc0 dans lag/rot/lark Andre et Lormeau. ku9nodaet Solutions. Paris, Atidre-Guedon, 11909].
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bachelier. Little, if any, exaggeration is made by regarding the bache-
lier as upon a plane of scholastic equality with the stujlent who hasfinished the sophomore year at one of the.best AmeriKnyniversities.
Several of France's most brilliant mathematicians and. teachers of
our day became bacheliers when only 16 or 17 years of age.

If the bachelier who is proficient in _mathematics he not turnedaside by circumstances or inclination to seek immediately a career
in civil or Government employment, he is likely to proceed to prepare
himself for the highly special and enacting examination necessary for
entrance into one of the great schools, of the Government. The
method of 'this preparlaion exhibits a ,very peculiar feature of the
French systeth. Whereas with us, or with the Germans, the boy who
has finished his regular aoupe. in the §ee:0chwy gchool goes directly

.to 'some department of a 'university for his next instruction, the
bachelier, who ha's a perfect right to follow the same dourse,,returns
to thiS old lycee, (or rolg himself at one of the great Paris lycees,
such as St. Louis, Louis le Grand, or Henri IV), to enter the, classe
de tnath4matiques speciales preprittoires which leads up to the classe
de inathematiques spe.ciales. The latter is exactly adapted to pre=
pare students for the Ecole' Norrnale Stiperieure, the tcol)Poly-
technique,,,and the bourses dd licence. As n*ntioned above nly a
small prOportion of the lycees have this classe, but with the exception
of,Aix they. are to' be. found in all unitersity towns. On the other
hand, still other lycees have cipsses whAprepare specially for theless exacting 'mathematics e ttrance examinations of the h4,cole
Centrale-, Ecole de. St. y , eole Nayale, etc. But the number of
pupils who on first starting ou deliberately try to pass examinations
for these schools is small in proportion to, the number who even-
tually reach them after repeated but vain edffort to got into the Ecole
Polytechnique or the Ecole Norivale Superieure. Just what makes
these two schools famous and peculiarly attractive' vtill apPear later.When the pupil has won his baccalaureat he may immediately matri-
culate into'a university,, and although it might be possible for him tokeep pace with the courses, it would be, in mathematics at' least, a
matter of excessive ,clifficuIty. There is then in reality, between the
baccalagreat and the first courses of th© universities, a distinct break,
bridged only by'the classes de mathematiques speciales.'

The 'Sieves who enter the' preparatory section of this class are,
generally, bacheliers leaving the classes de mathematiques. .Natural
science, history and geography, philosophyindeed practically everystudy except those necessary for the end in viewhave been dropped,and from 'this time on to the agregation and doctorat, all energieg

It is onlyjor mathematical or scientific students that such a break occurs, as no special classesare pro- 4:vided in othir subjects eicept In the case of half a dozen Paris lyceos which have classes in "letters" pre-petatory for entry into the Ecole Noimale Superieure.
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are Rent in the direction of intense specialization. This is the most
pronounced .characteristic of` French education to-/lay. In math.):
matics, instruction now occupies 12 instead of 8 hours per week.
New points of view, new topics and broader general principles, are
developed in Agebra and analysis, trigonometry, analytic geometry,.
and .mechanics. Physics and chemistry are taught during 6 hours
instead of 5. Add to these, German, 2 hours;Jrench literature, 1
hour; descriptive geometry, 4 hours; drawinv 4 hours. After one
yeir of dis preparatory training the eleve 'Asses into the remarkable
cldse de matheptuatiques speciales.

Eight years of strenuous training have made this class possible
for the young man of 17 or. 18 years of age, who is 'confronted with ho
less than 34 hours of class and laboratory work. per week and no limit
as to the number of hours expected in preparing for the classes.
The program seems a well-nigh impossible perfolln,ance for one yekr.
Surely no other country can show anything ,to compare with it.

It would be interesting to consider fully the mathematical program
as given at the end of the plan d'etude, but I shall hastily refer to
only a few of the subject' treated. In algebra and analysis we find
developed the fundamental ideas concerning irrational numbers, con-
vergency and divergency of series, the elements of the theory of
functions of a real variable, power series, their multiplication and
division, thaOrdifferentiation and integration term by term, Taylor's
formula, the theory of algebraic equations, including symmetric
functions, but omitting the discussion of infinite roots. The latter
part of "the course treats of differentiation of functions of several
variabbt, elementary ideas concerning definite integrals., integration
of sue functions as are considered in a first calculus course IA the best ok
A colleges, rectification of curves, calculation of volumes, ,
p ne areas, moments of inertia, centers of gravity, dirential
eq ations of the first order, solutions of simpler differential equations
of the second order which occur in connection with problems, of
mechanics and physics. Whenever possible in the discussion of
these topics the power to work numerical examples is emphasized.

Plane trigontnnetli and the discussion of spherical trigonometry
through the law of cosines are treated in elms, and five-place tables
are used.

In the course on analytic geometry there is given a t ough dis-
cussion of equations of the second degree, of homography and anhar-
monic ratios as ey enter into the discussion of curves and surfaces
of the second degr of points at infinity, asymptotes,' foci, trilinear
coordinates, curvatu , concavity and convexity, envelopes, evolutes.
the professor also di cusses thoroughly the various. questions con-
nected -with the Teat ent of quadric surfaces and less completely,
the theory of surfaces in general, of space curves, osculating plahes,
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curvature of surfaces. The elements of the theory of unicursal curves
, and surfaces and of anallagmatic curves and surfaces are algo takenup.

So also, we 441 ,broadly arranged. programs. if" mechanics and
deScriptiVe geometry. gle whole number of class hours per week is
broken up as follows:

Mathematics, 15; physics, 7 (2 in lahoratilryl; chernis , 2; descriptive geometry,
4; drawing, 4; German, 2; French, 1. The scope of the n'athematical work may lw
judged from some boOks which wererepared with the nee of such 'a class especially
in view B. Niewenglowski, Coursfalg2bre, I, 382 pp.;J1, 508 pp.; supplementG.
Papelier 1'7.kis de geometric analytique, 696 pp.Girod, TrigonomNrie, 495 pp.P.
Appell, Cours de mecanique, 650 pp.X. Antomari, Cours de geometric descriptive,
619 pp.

If anything, this list underestimates the work actually covered
by,those who finally go out from the class. Tannery's Ler,ons d alge-
bre et d'analyse (I, 423 pp.; II, 646 pp.), might. well replace Nieweng-
lowski's work; while Niewenglowski's Cours de geometric analytigulk:
(I, 48:1 pp.; II, 292 pp.; III, 569 pp.) represents the standard almol
as, nearly as Papelier's volume. .Another: treatise on mechanics
widely used is that o? Humbert and Antomari.

WhAn we itirthe'r realize that the main ptirts of the books in this
list, which represents the work for only one of a half dozen courses,
are covered bx the professor in about 15 monthsthe last three
months of the second year are given over to (frill in review and
detailwe begin to get some conception of what' the classe- de
mathemMiques sp6ciales really stands for. In his instruction the

iprofessor offiically " recommended "
not to overload the courses, to make considerable use of books, not to abuse general
theories, to expound no 'theory without numerous applications dealt with in detail,
to commence invariably with the more simple cases, those most easy to understand,
leading ail finally to the general theorems. Among the applications of mathematical
thepry, those which present themselves in mathematical physics should be given
the preference, those which the young peoplb will meet later in the course of ,their
studies either thearetical or practical... Thus, in the construction of Curves, choose asexasiphis those curves which present themselves in physics and mechanics, as die
curves oi Van der Wallis, the cycloid, the catenaryt etc.rin the theory of envelopes
choose those examples of envelopes which are met in the theory of cylindrical gear=
ingand so on. The pupils should be trained to reason directly on the particular
cases and not to apply the formulte. . To sum up, the aim should be to develop the
puPiPs-judkment and initiative, not his memory. ,

The success of a class is, by happy arrimgement, not, left to depend
wholly upon a single man. Take, for example, lyeee St. Louis inParis. It is the greatest prepiitatory school for tho. Pcole Norntide
Superieurd and the fcole Polytechnique. There are four Asses :de
mathemfttiques speCiales, and for all the members of these classes,
conferences, interroo.ations, and 'individual examination are organ-

.

'That Is, much more than what Is Called for by.exemination questiOns is studied. The students findtruth In the adage: Qui peut le plus peut le mina.
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ized. These exercises, whiCh are complementary to thii-..daily in
struction, are conducted by one of the professors in the lycee, or
by one of another lye e, or by one of those from the College de France,
the Sorbonne, the Ecole Polytechnique, or the Ecole Normale. In-
capable students are thus speedily-weeded out, a marked solidity of
the training is .attained and, perhaps most valuable of a, the inter-
est of the pupil is sustained at a high pitch.

With the end of the year the pupil has his first experience of a
contours or competitive examinaV. Previously he has found
that it was necessary only to make a certain percentage i&order to
mount to the next stage in his scholastic career; but now it is quite

-"different. In 1908, 1,078 pupils tried for 'Admission to the Ecole
Polytechnique, but only '200, or 19.5 per cent, were received; for
the department of scielceiri thedriacole Normale Superieure, 22 out
of 274, or 8 per cent, gfcceellod. In each case -the number was fixed
in advance by the Government according to the 'capacity of the
school; the fortunate one were those who stood highesein the exam-
inations, written and oral. In the case of thegeole Polytechnique,
the. written examinations wore held in all the lycees which had a
clas-scOde mathematiques speciales. The 387 candidates declared
"admissible" were then examined orally at Paris, and from the the
200 were chosen.. Similarly for the Ecole Normale, t Britten
examinations are conducted at the seats of the various ademies
and the oral at Paris. Since 1904 the concottrs passed by ents
wishing to enter the Ecole Norrvale las sli('ett _that for the stipends
known as bourses (le licence,' open c ndicrates of at least 18 years*
of age and not more than 24. Ce ai dispehstttions in the matter
of age are. sometimes granted. The lue of the bourse,lor the sec-
tion of science, is from 600 to 1,200 fray es a year and is intended to
help the students to prepare for tbe licence and other examinations
required of prospective professors in the lyc4es and universiti
'1'11eie candidates leading the list in this coneouri are sent to the lc

.

e
Normal() Superieure for from three to four years. It is necessary
for the six or seven other boursiersc to prepare fol. future examina -'
tions, at the. various universities of the Provinces. Their bourses...-
last regularly for two, and exceptionally for three, years.

But to return, to the students of the classes de*mittiltematiques
speciales. At the end of the first year, when 18 or 19 years old, the
usually present theimselves for the contours' of both the bourse d
licence and the Ecol.e , Polytechnique, the'exAminations in the former
being more .strenuous and searching. Only from 2 to 5 pm' cent
succeed on the first trial. The others then go back to the Jycee and
take another year in the. classes de mathematiques speciales. Many
pohits not,fully understood before are now clearjaiy1 at the end of

'The tnathematical questions at the eoncours of 1013*re given in Appendix C.
*..

4.
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the second year from 25, to 28 per cent are successful. The persever-
ing of those. who fail agkin return4o their clasSe and try still a third
time (the last permitted for the bourse de licence); but it is a matter
of record that less than ode -half of those who enter the classe de
inathematiques speciales succeed even with three trials. This is
usually the last trial possible for entry into the Pcole Polytechnique,
as the young man who has passed`the age of 21 on the 1st of January
preceding the concours may not present himself. The remainder
of the students reither seek for entrance into Government schools
with less severe admission requirements, and thus give up their
-aspirations to become. mathematicians, or else continue their studiei
at the Sorbonne or other university. .The candidate who heads the
list in each of these concours has his name widely published. In
the case of the bourse de licence he is called the cacique, and he very
frequently tops also the .Ecole Polytechnique list.

If the work in the classe de mathematiques speciales is so enor
mously difficult' that only 2 to 5 per cent of its members can, at the
end of one year, meet the standard of requirements of th-e examina-
tions for which it prepares, why is not the instruction spread over
two ? Sine nearly all the mathematical savants who now shed
luster on France's, fair fame have passed from this remarkable class
on the first trial, there can be no doubt that the answer to this
question may be found in 1,110 fact that the French Government everseeks her servants among the elite of the nation's intellectuals.

ThOse who pass from the classe de mathematique; speciales atthe early age of 18 pikers are nor I u ;Ierous, but Bore!. and Picard
are such 'hien, while Go.ursat entered rhe ecole Norinale Superieureat 17 liyears of age. For the average )y the lycee course is lAvy,

moreore than once he may have to halt in order to repeat a year.
The system of training is largely formulated to develop to the full
the powers of the brilliant boy and to promote his rapid advance-
ment. For su youths poVerty is no deterrent. Every lycee has a.
nuinb:v of bursaries (covering all expenses) which it .distributes to
just such boys coining with distinguished records from the primary
schools. If the" boy's record is sustained, renewal of his bursary
from year to year is assured.

There has been occasion to point out the strong influence which
the EcoleNormale Superieure. anncole Polytechnique exert bn the
careers of the flower of the French youth; how that instead of enter-
ing the university on passing the haccalaureat, as in America or inGermany
they seek to-enter these schools. The reason for this 'is. not difficult to find, Thetcolo Yolytechnique which prepares its pupils -as military and naval engineers,

Cf. P. Appell, "Sur In claw de mattufmatiquee
speolales," L'Enseignement mathematiqua, vol. 2,1900, pp. 340-346.
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artillery officers, civil engineers in Groivernment employ, telegritphists apd officials
of the Government tobacco. manufactories, offers all of its graduates a career which
is at once rapid, brilliant, and certain. The Ecole Normale practically assures its
graduates at least a professorship in a lycee and prepares its students for this or
for a university career, better.and more rapidly than the universitycan do it.

Let us suppose that our future mathematical professor in the
lycee is one .of the 11 mathematical students who is successful in
getting into the Ecole Normalo in a given year. He studies there
for three years and receives special drill in pedagogy; simultaneously
he also hears courses of lectures at the Sorbonne' and at the Conte
de France.' ,Almost the whole purpose of the drill and instruction
is to prepare for two examinations, the licence and the agregation.

The diploma Licence es Sciences, which is necessary for all those
who take up secondary teaching, is granted to those who have. three
"certiliettts " in any one of three groups of subjects. Our mathema-
tician is examined in the following subjects: (1) Differential and
integral calculus; (2) rational mechanics; (3) general physics or
some advanced topic in mathematics. The examinations may be taken
singly in July or in November; each examination successfully passed
entitles the student to a certificat for that subject. The examin:-
ation consists of three parts, epreuve ecrite, epreuve pratique, epreuve
erne. The. first two are written examinations of about four hours
each. Theoreetic considerations abuund in the ecrite, while numerical
calculation is characteristic of the pratique. The oral lasts for
15 to 20 minutes and is held before a jury of those professorS who
have the whOrd examination in charge. The pass mark, is 50 per
cent.

.

To understand just what is .implied in the possession of the di-
ploma, Licence es Science, let us consider the value of such-a certificat
as that in differential and integral calculus. To prepare for the
examination in this subject at the Sorbonne (and the methods at
other universities in France are little different) the candidate attends
three courses during the preceding year. The first of these consists
of about. 60 lectures of 70 minutes each on differential and integral
calculus by Geursat; in the second, 30 lectures of one hour each on
applications of analysis to geometry ate given by another professor;
the third course is made up of 60 lectures of shout 70 minutes each
on problems illustrative of the above 100 lectures. In this way
practically all of the first volume and a portion of the second volume
of Gourstit's 'Couts-'d'analyse Inathenzatique is discussed. 'Upon
this work the examination for' the first certificat is based. In a

The Sorbonne is the name of it building in the IIiiiversity of Paris where the instruction in science and
letters is given.

I The rolIrre de France, founded In the'sIxteenth century, is independent of the general educational
schein6 but . auks higher theh any of the universities. Two or three courses in pure and applied math
matic1 are offered each year. In them the'lecturcrs usually set forth original developments of the sub-

sWA&
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similar way thereere three courses each in preparation for the exam-
ination to secure the certificats in rational mechanics and general
physics. There is probably no graduate school in America where
the studen attains such a comprehensive grasp and mastery,of thee,
subjects.

Unlike the accalaureat and the licence, the agregation is a com-
petitive exam ation and 'is conducted by the State. The number
who become agreges each year iS fixed in advawe by the minister
of public instruction according to the needs of he lyeks in the
country. Ilti s number in recent years has.been about 14; the num-
ber of candidates is usually about SO. Our candidate for this exam-.
i.nation mist have .four certificats: (1) Differential and integral
calculus; (2) rational mechanics; (3) general physics; and (4) a sub-
ject. chosen at pleasure in the advanced mathematical fields in which
courses are offered.

To pass the agregation our future professor dispobses of his three
years as follows: During each of the first two years he passes the
examinations for two of the four certiticats. With these successfully
taken he turns his whole attention to preparing for the agregation
proper. This examination is unique in its difficulty and exactions.
As it is'Orgithized for selecting the most efficient young men in the

. country:49 take charge of the mathematical chi,sses in the lycees,
the examination turns largely on the subjects there taught. It
consists' of eprettves pre paratoires and epreures de finitives. Time
former are four written examinations, each of seven consecutive hours
in length (7 a. m. to 2. p. in.). The first two of these are on subjects
chosen from the program of the lycee in mathematiquos element aires
nd mathethatiques speeiales. The last two, based On the work of
e candidates in the universities, are a composition on analysis and

its geometric applications and a composition on rational mechanics.r
The epreuves are held at the seats of the various academies of France.
Those who have reached a .sufficiently high- swmdard are declared
"admisSible." Their number is usually a little less than twice the
possible number to .be finally received. They must present them-
selves at Paris for the epreuves. de4nitives. These consists of two
written examinations and two legions or specimens of .class-room
instruction. The written tests are an epretve de geometric descrip-
tive, and a ealcul numerique. Their duration is :fixed by the jury,
but it is .usually four hours.for each. A lepon is supposed to be
the treatment of some topic such as a professor might give (dur-
ing three-fourths to one hour) in a lycee. The subjects are drawn.

,by. lot and are taken from the programs of the following classes:
(a) Mathematiclues speciales; (b) Seconde, Premiere C, D,, and Math&,

*Copies of examination questloas and of the program Of a concours may be consulted in Appendix D.
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matiques A. B. 'or each lesson the candidate has four hoursto
. ,

think over what he is going to say. , No help from book "or' other
source is permitted. The unfortunate who has little to say is speed-
ily "adjourned."

The agreges are those specially prepared by 'the State for the
positions of professeurs titulaires in the. ly0es. Although this title
is not conferred regularly till the agr6ge has completed his twenty, -
fifth yeiir, lose who are younger receive temporary appointment,
tor every ag g6.,May demand a position as his right.. The salaries
vary accordint to the "classo" of the professor. At Paris the lowest
salary is 6,000 rants per year, and the higheM, 9,500. In this range
seven classes are-represented; six, each differing from the one before by
500 francs, and the hors classe, fOr'which the salary is 9,500 francs.
Promotion from one class to another takes place by selection and by
seniority. From the sixth (the lowest classo) to the third, the
nuinber of those who can be advanced each year by selection is equal ..
to the number which can be 'advanced by seniority. In thei-seCOn&
ant first classes' two advancements may he made by selection. to one
by- eniority. Those_ naMed for the hors classe are adVanced by
Ace on alone. The promotions are made at the end of 'each calen-
dar year, and take place so that tliere are .always 20 per cent, of them
in the sixth classe, 18 i'll the fifth, 18 in the fourth,. 16 in the third,
14 in the second, and 14 in the first.. Tlis arrangement is ob-
viously a-happy one, both by way of recognition of the merits of the
unusually successful pi,acher, as well as those. of one whose service is
rather charactetizcd /by faithfulness. .

In" .addition to tihe professeurs titulaires there are professeurs
chargé de cours, who are usually selected from those who have. been
students at. (ha Role Normale and t hose 'admissible to the agregation,
who fail .to betorne agreges. After 20 years of service they may
become professeurs titulaires and receive-the .salaries we have indi-
cated above. The Government has, however,..reeently-Passed a la(
which giveS a hjgher reward to the agreg;0.. It is 'to the effect that
500 francs per -ear -shall be added to the regular salary of every
agrege. The real range of salaries mentioned above is, then, 6,500 to
10 00 francs; i,h the provilnees this reduces to 4,700 to 6,700. For
the rofesseurs/charges de.cours the salaries at Paris vary-from 4,500
to 6,0 francs in the provinCes, from 3..,200 to:5,200.'. In the premier
cycle the pr feissors have 12 hours of -teaching per week, in the second
cycle. and wise de mathematiques seciales, 14 to 15 hours. Except
for Corr 4.pxercises and filling out reports, the Oofessors have
absolutel "'obligations outside of class hours.. They do.not'live
in the lyce 'The superintendence of the study of the .pupils is

,

I ihatendeney recent legislation is to exclude from the lyodes all professors who are not agnigis.
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'Carried on by repetiteurs, the Mfbre advanced of whom receive at
Paris 2,600 to 4,600 francs for 36hburs' service. per week.

Attractions connected with a professorship in a lyeee I are that
the remuneration is ample too live on comfortAly, that the work is
not onerous and often quite decidedly inspirIng, that colleagues are

*brilliant specialists in. the same or other lines of study, that the
professorships are positions of honor and prominence in the eommu-
Oty, and that the incumbents are in denihand in many ways which

'frequently materially increase their regular income. In general
the charge of the elasse de math4matiques speciale,;enrolling in its
membership the pik of tilt) French youth of mathematical bent,
is confided only to a profe%sbr in the first or hors classe, but to this
position all may aspire. .

With inducements such as these it causes no surprise to learn that
France draws, to the development of her system of secondary educa-
tion much of the best mathematical talent in the country.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Of first importance 'are the five volumes issued (Paris,. Hachette, 1911) by the
. Commission Internationale de j'-enseignemeni Moth(natiqiie. These volumes are

entitled: 1: L'En.seignement pitimaire; 2. .L'Enseignement iciondaire publie sous la
direction tl M. C. Bioche; 3. hEnieignetnent superieur ptibli6 sous In direction de
M. A. de Saint-Germein; '4. L'Enseignement technique; 5. L'Enscignement destjeunts
fillet., 675 pp Each volume contains reports by several different specialists and
the whole is very interesting reading.

For informatioirconcerning the scheme of secondary education, and of mathematical
work in itirticulari the inquirer should turn to Plan d'audes.et programmes d'enveigne:
merit dans lea lyeies et colleges de garcons (Paris, Delalain, 1910).

A very valuable general work by several different authors is Secondary and Univer-
sity_ Education in France. London, Board of Education, Special Repoets, vol. -24,
1911. 554 pp.

Other sgerences are given in my papers: (1) "Mathematical Ipstruction in Francs'
(Transactions and Proceedings of the'Royal Society of Canada for 1910,, IV, 89-152); (2)
"Mathematical Instruction and the Professors ofsMathematics in the French Lyeeee
for Boys" (School Science and Mathematics, 1913, XIII, 43 -56; 105-117).

'In noruist times men only are allowedto teach in lye tics for boys, but 104 women were employed in
1915 In such lycees and.= in tpe colleges. (ltept. of U. B.Commis. of Edue., 1910, vol. 1, Washington,
1916, 1)91.) -



VIII. G)RMANY.

In 1913 Germany or the German Empire was third among European
counaiteg in area and second in population, being next after Russii
and Austria-Hungary in area, and second only to Russia in population.
Politically the Empire is composed oft 26 States and divisions: The
four KingdomsPrussia, Bavaria, Saxony, and Wqrttemberg ; six
Grand Duchies, the largest of which are Baden and Mecklenburg -
Schwerin; five Duchies, of which the large4 is that of Brunswick;
seyen Principalities; the three free towns of Lubeck, Bremen, and
Hamburg; and the Imperial Territory, Alsace-Lori-aine, which is about
the same size as the Grand Duchy of Baden. The Kingdoms embrace
more Ilan four-fifths the area of the Empire, which is upward of
208,000 square miles. Prussia alone exceeds three-fifths, and its
population of approximately 40,000,000 people is but little lois than
two-thirds that of the Empire.

There is no such centralization of education in Germany as in
'France. The only point of direct contact between the Empire and
education lies in
the mttual undertaking of the federated States to bring the law of compulsory attend-
ance to bear upon all subjects of the Empire resident within their respective borders.
Of far greater moment is the moral influence exerted upon the other States by the
Prussian hegemony, in virtue of whic41,he 'Prussian educational system comes to be
in all essential characteristics typical an representative of Germany as a whole.

In Prussia the highest educational authority is the minister of
spiritual and educational affairs,' who is appointed by the King.
He is usually a jurist by profession and represents his department
in the Prussian Parliament:

His individual obligations are numerous. He has charge of the financial affairs of
his own department; appoints, with the approNial of the Crown, counselors and other
offi,cials; confers titles upon teacher ratifies their appointments, and makes promo-
tions, except when this right has been granted to other authorities; and he is the'
court of final appeal in all mattera.connected with this branch of government.'

The ministry of spiritual and educational affairs is organized into
departments of ecclesiastical affairs and education.- The direction of
the 4epartmenf' of education devolves upon under-secretaries, who
are the minister's deputies, associated with 30 to 35 special counsel-
ors; 10 or 15 assistants are also attached to the department. It

'Formerly thif officer was minister of religions; educational, and medicinal affairs, but in1911 the depart-
ment of public health was organized as a separate body. The demand for a separate mthistry ofeducation
h insistent.

91. E. Russell, German Molter Schools, new-edition, New York, 1907, p. 112. I have been more than
saes indebted to this very interesting apd vahmbls work.

.
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consists of two main divisions: The ,one which "has charge of com-
mon schools, normal schools, high schools for girls, and institutions
for the education of defective children" ; the other which exercises
supervision of higher education, including universities and second-ary schools. -

The immediate administration and superiision of secondary edu-cation in each of the 13 Provinces of Prussia is delegated to a pre-
"vincial school board,' which is composed of four or five counselors
selected by the minister from among directors of training colleges
and Gymramien. The provincial bber-President is 'chairman of the
board by virtue of his office.

'Among other duties prescribed for the board are:
The establishnient of regulations for conducting final examinations (MaturitatsprO-

JUngen or Reifeprilfungen) and revision of reports of the,same.
Inspection, revision, and direction of the reports of those higher schools' which

adnytt to the ujaiveraity:
Appointment, dismissal, suspension, and discipline of higher-school tephers (notdirectors)

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The official classification of secondary schools in Prussia is in accor-
dance with the curricula, and the followingAtypes are refognlized: I.
Classical scho'ols: (a) 'Gymnasium, with nine years' course; (b)
Progymnasium, schools:
With Latin but without Greek (semiclessical)--(i) Realgymnasium
(nine years' course), (ii) Itealprogymnasium (six yes rst_enurse); (b)without Latin or Greek' (nonclassical)(i) Oberrealschje (nine
years' course), (ii) Realschule (six years' course)..

The three leading types of secondary schools are: Gymnasium,
Realgymnasitlin.And Oberrealschule. The following are the namesof the classes and their abbreviated forms:
Lower stage:1: Upper stage:

SeVa VI Obersekunda 0 II or II A.Quints Unterprima U I or I B.Quarts IV Oberprima 0 I orIA.
Intermediate stage: .Untertertia. U III or III if

Obertertia 0 III or III A
or II B

1

iln Prussia there are 10 universities, namely, those at Berlin, Bonn, Breslau; Gottingen, Grelfsweld,
'Halle,,Kiel, Konigsberg, Marburg, and'Munster; In the whole Empire there dre 21. The oilers are situsted in the Kingdom of Bavaria, at Erlangen, Munich,

and Wurzburg; in Saxony, at LelpSg; in Wurt,temberjed Tubingen; in the Grand Duchy of Baden, at Freiburg and Heidelberg; in t Grand Duchy.of Hesse, at Giessen; In the GrandDuchrof Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, at Rostock; in th Grand Duchy ofBaneWelmail, jt'kena; and at Strassburg, in Alsace. The university at Frankfort; II wee opened inthe autumn of 1914.

'In Germany seosecondary se-hoori are tailed "big17er hoots (higher Walla slemehtary schools).

I Provinslalschulkolleglum,

and institutions of university rankare called "high" ols.
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,
The43choOls with six-year,.courses lack the "upper stage" and are-uhally found in cities unable to support the full course.'
Pupils usually enter all of these schools at the minimum age of 9

and spend one year in each class, although some, requiring more time
to complete the work, remain longer. To enter a Gymnasium-the
pupil must, have kad a three years' preparatory course in reading,
writing, arithmetic, and religion. This 'course may be obtained jrathe elementary public or private schools, or in the special Vorschulenconnected with the Gymnasium. These are preferred by the wealth-.ier classes.' .

The Gymnasium is a classical stronghpfdy- French is the requiredmodern language, Englit being an optional subject. About one-half of the 304 lesson -hours in aweek 3 of the coarse in the .Gym-
nasium are devoted to linguistic Atudy. Apart from cultural devel-
opment, the course is intended to prepare students for university
speciallization in either axts or.sciences.

4- 4'
The aim of the I,..ealgymnasium is "to give the fouth a liberal eau-

cation founded especially on instruction in the modern Tanguages,
mathematics, and the natural sciences." English takes the place of
Greek in.. the Gymnasium program, and more time is devoted toFrench and natural sciences.

lin the Realschble and Oberrealschule the pupils receive broad
preparation for business careers, With this end in view the study of
modern languages and of the natural sciences is empha ,sized.

To formulate more definitely our conceptions of Prussian ideals in
standaid secondary schools, it will be well to consider the program'of the official Lehrplan. While certain optional studies are offered,

only exceptional students attempt them, _its the regular wo is

manded only of pupils with real ability. The bracketed numb rs in

i
extremely: heavy. From IV on, in all of the schemes, music Ade-

two of the tables indicate when hours may be different# distributed. e

04 One lemon ftr the success of the six-year schoolshas been that bop who graduate from them are grantedthe much prized "privilege of serving only one year in the army, and of entering upon the career of an officerin clue they choose the army as a profession." Another reason is th*.lerge business houses find banks frequently recruit their apprentices from such graduates.
In the peblic elementary schools (Monti iche Volksschulen)

the course is usually laid out for eight years,and attendance of all children is compulsory from theages of 8 to 14, MI iegla child attends some otherschoolor receives private instruction. The Volksschulen are designed to twin good citizens, while the \TOT-
stilion and Oymnasien impart instruction with a view to preparing men of education andfulture. Theavage between Volksschulen and "higher schools" has been much criticised, as it is "founded whollyupona basis of wealth. irhe chlld,who passes his tenth year in a Volksschule where tuition js free, insteadof %,Gymnasium or Reaischule *here a tuition fee of from $30 to $50 is charged, afinds,pliffself, a rule, per-manently entered upon a career in which university

attendance, preparation for a liberal profession,orqualification for any of the higher governmental positions is definitely prohibited." (Bee W. B. Learned,"An American Teacher's Year in a-Prussian Gymnasium." A Report to theljatnegle Foundation forthe Advancement of Teaching. Educational Review, 1911, p. 389.)
A A lesson hour contains about 47 minutes Classes occue"on 6 days of the w , and the school year heti*out 40 weeks. '

1011791' --18----0
11.
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Gymnasium.

Subjects. VI V IV L HI 0 III U II 0 II U I 0 /Total.

ItEcinittfn.
Religion
German
Latin_
Greek
French
History

Ph p
Arithmetic, slgebra, geometry', and

trigonometr
Natural science

y

Writing
Drawing
rusicmiissiics #

Total '
OPTIONAL

Drawing
Hebrew

nglish ,
.

3
4
8

2

4
2
2

3
2

2
3

. 8

2

4
2
2
2
3
2

'
2
8
8

k
2

4
2

2
3
2

2
8
8

`2
2
1

3
2

2
3
2

2
2

.. 8
8
2
2

3
2

-.-
2

. 3
2

2
3
7
6
3
2

4
2

...
3
2

2
3

r 7
L 6L

3
[ 3

r 4
L 2

( 3
' 2

1
3

r 7
6L
3

[ 3

r
I. 2[
,

3'
2

2
3

r 7
6
3[ 3

2

3
2

19
24
ss
36
20
17
9

34
- IS

az
27
18

30 30 34 35 35 35

2

35

2
",

2

35 15

2 2li 2
2

..

4 304

Realgy'mrtasium,

Subjects. VI V IV U III 0 III U II 0 II U I 0 I Total.

REQuigEri
Religion k

German
Latin --
French
English
History.
Geography
Arithmetic, algebra, geowtry, and

trigonometry
Natural science t
Writing
Drawing.
G ymn es L...Singing.

Tots ..

OPTIONAL

Geometrical drawing

3
4

8

2

4
.2
2

3
2

2
. 3

8

,
2

4
2
2
2
3
2

2
3
7
5

2
2

4
2

2
. 3

2

2
3
5
4

i 32
2

5
2'

,--.1 '2
3
2

--.--

2
3

1 5.
4
3
2
2

5
2

2
' 3

2

2
3
4
4
3
2
1

6
4

2
3
2

2
3
4

r 4
L 31' 3
L

5c 5
2
3
2

2
3
4

r 4
L ' 3

.3[

5
5

2
3
2

2
3
4

r 4
L 3

I.
3

6
5

id.
2
3
2

19
25
49

- 29
18
17
11

42
29# 4
16
27

. 18

30 30

,

34 35 35 35

2

36

2
.ir -.

36

2

36

r'I
2

307

' I. , t
Oberr alschul

e4, . gi*
-

Subjecirs VI
- 9.-.

V IV U III 0 III U .1 II U I 0 I Total.

-0--

9
34
47
2.5
18
14

47
36

6
16
27

,, 18

' REQUIRED

Religion -
German
French
English .History.
Geographi.
Arithrnet e, algebra, geometry, ana
r trigonometry. ,
Natural science
Writing

.drawing
0 nastics
Ell ging

Total _.

OPTIONAL. '

Geometrical drawing

3
6

2

5
2
2

3
2

. 2
4
6

2

5
2

, 2
2
3
2

2
4
6

3
2

6
2
2
2
3
2

2
3
6
A
2
2

8
2

02
3
2

a

2
36
4
2

4

23'
2

2
3
6

2
1

5
6

3
.2

4
4
4
3
1

5
6

2
3
2

2
4
4
4
3
1

6
6

2
3
2

2k
4'
4
4
3
1

5e,
2
3

*2
30 30 34 35 35 35 36 36 36

2

807

-.
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Percentage of time spent on different subjects in the typical schools.

81

.
Gymna-
.sigim.

IRealgym-
whim.

Oberreal%
schulo.

' .gfiu Jects. Gyms-
Man.

Realgym-
nasium.

Oberreid-
sohule.

Religion.
German
Avian t languages
Modern languages
History
Geography

6.2
8.5

34:2
6.6
5.6
3.0

6.2
9.1

16.0
15.3
5.5
3.6

6.2
11.1

23.5
5.8

16 4.5

Mathematics
Science
Writing
Drawing
Gymnastics
Singing
.

11.2
6.0
1.3
2.6
8.9

9,

13.7
9.4
L 3.

ji.j.
5.9

.

15.3
1L 8
2.0
5.2
8.8
5.8

The extent to chieh these different typo sohools appeal, to the
Prussians a pears from the following statistics:

Number of schools and of pupils.

0 -

,
, 1

ClassesttoPsehoob.

Number ofschools. Number of pupils.

, Feb. 1,
1909.

. Feb. 1,
1912.

Feb. 1,
1909

FA. 1,
1912.

c N
0 ymn Ls Jen.
Realgymnasien
OberreaLschulen.
Progymnasien.
Realprogymnasien
Realschulen

,

,

A

,

336
138

85

545
169

r
.342

168
102
30
44

177

5,

102,297
41,202
34,735
4,497

'4,878
33,350

103, *4
50,,

1

319
4,986
3,787

32,421

Tase figures s that for the three-year period 1909-1912 there
was little change in the number of Gymnasien and of pupils attend
ing them, whilia, the increase in this respect in connection with Real-
gymnasien and Oberrialschulen was very striking. There seems
little reason to' doubt that these schools- mill outnumber the Gym-
nasien In the not very distant ftiture. For more thanlv,,century the

flymnasien have b een the "center amt-strength of the German school
system ; and while schools of &fluent nature have been established
with a view to modern economic needs, popular prejudice ig.p.strong
that only graduates of the Gymnasien are regarded as cultured."'

In 1901 it was enacted that those who o "ripe," that is, those
who have passed the Reifeprtifurifen of o GymnasieitRealgym-
nasieri, and Oberzealschillen should be admi ed to practicallpequal
privileges, with respect to both civil-servi 'e pr ,ferment and university
matriculation. So far as our firtures teach of mathematics is con-
cerned, he may have entered the university from any one of the higher
schools, butilf he had any teachers' of Latiri and Greek in the second-,
ark schools they must have experinced their fundamental training
in Gymhasien. The Reifepriifung also gives e right of admission
to the technital Libehschulen, to the queers of o er in the army and ti
navy, and, ultimately, to State examinations at tiie end of, a uni-
versity or technical course. Indeed, it is almost the 'Only entrance 't"-/

to all higher-positions, of honor and trust in the ervice of the State;
and social ricognition m which it is held is e9 wondingly high."

- / .
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To obtain a clearer idea of the early mathematical training thefuture' teacher has received, as well as better to appreciate the rela-tion between the teacher's wort: and his professional training, let usbriefly consider the, mathematical content of Prussia's secondary-
school courses as well as the nature of the emphasis in theirpresentation.

On entering Sexta at nine' years of age the boy is- supposed tohave the ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide simple wholetiumbers. The general scheme ofthe programs of the liealgymnasien
and 0berrealschulen is as follows:

' VI (four or five hours, weekly): Arithnietic; fundamental operations evith.whole num-bers; weights, measures, and currency; simple tasks in decimal fractions.V (four or five - hours): Arithmetic, common land decimal fractions; rule of three.
Geometry, propaedeutic, "enough to get the pupils looking at things from ageometric,point of view."

IV (four or six hours): Arithmetic, rule of dice prohlernssin calculationififorofit
loss; interest, discount. Geometry, lines and angles; tieory (*triangles andquadrilaterals.. Algebra, propaedeutic.

U III (five'or six hours): Arithmetic, commercial. Algebra, reckoning with abstract
,quantities; proporti6n; equations of the first degree with one unknown quan-tity. .Geometry, theory of quadrilaterals; -circle and area; constructions.0 III (five hours Algebra, theory of powers and roots; .equations of the first degreein several nknowns; simple equations of the second degree in one unknown.
Geomefit j, roportion; theory of similitude; the length of a circumference.

U II (five hours) Algebra, logarithms; equations of the second degree; graphs. Ele-ments of gonometry. Elements of solid geometry of 'plane and line; mensura-ti ique parallel projection. st
0II (five hours): Algebra, arithmetic and geom/tric progresgtons; compound inter-est and annuities; imaginary ',quantities; reciiirocal and binomial equations,

harder quadratic equations. Geoinftry,-harmonic rages and pencils; radical*

axes; centers of similitude; power, poles, and Wars of ci,rcles. Systematic. treatment of solid geconetry. Conclusion of plane trigonometry'.
.0 I (five hours) and U I '(five hours): Algebra, permutations and combiations, with

applications to the theory of probabilities; binomial theorem for4titlj exponent; 11--
the most impOrtant series; expopential, logarithmiik sine, cosine, apd arith-
metic series of second order; cubic equations; maxiiii and min a. Descrip-tive r
give geometry. Geometrical conics, Analytic geometry;sonic secti s. Spherical °trigonometry, with applications to mathematical geography and spherical

. astronomy. , 4'4
* ,

If is only in a general way that such a synopsis as ke above con-
veys ft definite idea; tois can be more adequately derived from con -
sulting Rome such texts as triose of ileis, and Koppe-Diekmann.1 The , ,4 *l I

E. Bob: Sammlung von Beiapielen and Aufgaben aw1e der allgemeinen Arfihmellk and Algebra,Klitn,
1337. Over 300,000 copies of this famous book have!been sold; the one hundred and, eleventh edltiOn waspublished In 1912. Diekmann's Geornetrii zum Gebratiche an .hoheren Unierrichtsaisiallen (21.Auflage) 3 Toile. , fur R.eallehranstalten 5. Auflage der heuen Bearbeitnng von J. Diekmann.Essen, 1903. There I robably a later edition, but this is the last I happen to have. Plane and solidgeometry, plane and spherical trigonometry,veometrical comp,

and analytic geometry are all treated in -this singlework. I
See also W. Lietzmann, &off and Melly* der

Raumlehreunierrichie in Deutschland (I1111J1(, Band V,Heft 2), Leipzig, 1912.. 811-88 pp.; B. Hoffmann,
Malhernatisclie HimmIlskunde and niedere Oeoddsie an der:. . .
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following official "Notes on method" are ali!o instructive
1. In the higher schools the chief objet of the mathematical instruction is to pro-

vide such a training of the intellect as will enable the pupil to apply correctly in
independent work the ideas and knowledge vThich he has gained. Therefore in all
the various divisions of this branCh the aim must be tarOure a clear comprehenBioh
of the propositionFi'to' be d'eteloped and of their proof, as well as practice and skill
in their application. Accordingly, the teacher of mathematics, eqUally with the
teacher of any other branch, is urged to use every opportunity to ligster'a proper use
of the mother tongue, and this point is most particularly to be remembered in the
correctiorrof Mitten wqrk, especially vilf more independent work done at home, which
in the upper classes is to 1Se done, as a rule, every fOur weeka in addition to the usual
class exercises.
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2. The instruction in geometry begins with a preparatory course, which, starting
with the consideration of simple bodies, develops the power of observation and at
the same time gives the pupil opportunities for gaining practicein the use of compasses
and ruler.

"'Tel:In all schools the nice careful attention is to be given to praCtice in problems
instruction,

ni
and this practice must accompany the instruction up to the highest

clawed; but any problem must be excluded which demands for its solution a knowl-
edge of remote principles or special skill in execution. By means of a reasonable
selection of exercises, which may be solved by common methods and out of the materi-
als already at the pupil's command, and through the clearness of his instruction, the
teacher must awaken in his pupils a feeling of Independent capacity and use to the
full the formative force of such exercises.

4. The omission of a preparatory course in trigonometry and solid geometry in
HD of the Gymnasium does not preclude that, when' these branches are taken up at
the later the first instruction should not be of such an introductory character.
Trigonometry is to be treated at first by means of figures, that is, geometrically; and,
in order to reach as soon as possible the solution of triangles, only such formulae are
to be 'practiced aB %re abaolutely required for this purpose. Solid geometry is to
begin with the consideration of simple bodies (e. g., cubes and prisms), -and a more
strictly iystematic instruction is not to be given till later. In modern schools such
introductoiy courses 11 trigoiiometry and solid geometry must be exclusively and
under all circumstances followed. Here, as in the earlier stages, models and mathe-
matical wall charts will prove of. great assistance in securing proper visualization
and thoroughness of instruction.

5. For the highest class of the Gymnasium the program prescribes the introduction
of the, pupils to the orrnpoitant theory of coordinates and the simplest presentation
possible of the fun mental properties of conic sections, which can also rose given
synthetically. But it is not intended that iystematiC instruction in analytical orthe lled ndVv geometry should be given. 4Equally little do the formulae neces-
sary \to understand mathematical geography and astronomy call for any extended
treatment of spherical trigonometry. They may be simply deduced from a consider-
ation or the pr4erties of solid angles. Here, too; as elsewhere, care must betaken
that, side by side with such knowledge, skill in its appliCation is acquired, and this
point of view must determine the selection and the extent o1e material of instruction.

6. The defect of the mathematical instruction in the upper stageviz, that it is
tqo exclusively of the nature of calculationwill be beat remedieikby practice in,
geometrical oliservation and construction. In solid geometry (quite.spart from the
hdheren &kitten. (IIIUK, Band III, Heft 4), Letpzigr1912. 6+68 pit; and P. Mao, Der Unlerricht insLinear:dawn and in der tW klienden Geometric an den deutcelion Realanstalten (11113K, BandIII, Heft 3),Leipzig, 1911. 2+92 pp. -1/

Centralbiatt far die gesanite Unterrichts- Verwaltung in Preussen, June-July, 1901. See also Special
porta on Educational Subjects, vol. 9 (London, 1902), p. 201f.
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question of descriptive geometry) it is specially important to prepare and assist thepupate understand-the-principles of projective drawing.
,..;7.-"In the higheit class, side by side with the solution of protlems in the differentbranches of mathematics, there must be a comprehensive review-of the theoriesandprocesses already learned. An opportnityill thereby present itself of giving tothe pupils a fuller understanding of theory of functions With which try havebecome acquainted at a previous stage.

8. The independent position which mat tnatics occupies in the curriculum of thehigher schools does not preventleast of all the upper stagethe instruction fromgaining in value, if the pupil learns how the results of this 'science may be appliedto other branches of knowledge, whether they be those of everyday Ijfe or physicalscience, and if opportunity be given for the development of his mathematical senseby practice in, application in these directions. Accordingly, it is permissible toto ,make a more extended use of those parts of physics..which admit of mathematical
treatment, not only in the physics lesson, but also in the mathematical instruction.

-In the Gymnasium, it is true, owing to the small number of hours allotted to the. branch, such practice can be really fruitful only if the instruction in physics and mathe-
matics be intrusted to one and the same teacher, as has been suggested by the bracketsof the time-table. In the,modern schools, Owing to the greater number of flours
there is not an equal measure of necessity for this combination.

To give an indication the relations betvieen teacher and pupilI-quote once more from .'S. Learned's m st interesitn7-e ort (pp.
3'4 -355, 365) :1 . *

1
The fundamental conception of the teacher iNt.hat of one who inculcates a givenbody of knowledge in the mind of a preferably paive pupil. Th ideal, teacheris alnaster of"his subject aiiiima expert in -its vresentation; the ide 1 pupil is onewho is completely receptive'.

and "repeats. With this in view nothing is omitted that will assist in forllung the attention
directly'oli` the teacher. "Textbooks" such as are used everywhere in, Americal'with introduction, explanatory notes, tables, charts, diagrams, etc., do not exist.Te3tbooks ip Germanyokre literally confined to the "text" or, in history, to the barestoutline of the ground to be covered, while all supplementary material, such as bio-graphical rind explanatory notes, suggestions on hard places, the flesh and blood o"f
historical narrative, 'etc., are provided by the teacher, wliveta all forth in thebeststyle-at his command in the form of an upinterrupted lect from which the pupilsmake,what notes they wish. For all ofIth they are held directly responsible on

rtses dividin e time about equally. * * * Vol-_

the following day--)n an exhaustive oral ex nination which forrps the counterpartto the lecture, the two exe
untary questioning on the ther pupil was in my Otlerience. wholly lacking.The. whole spirit of the inst n is againgt it, and I thidVit would be regarded inmost classes iiiirrelevant if pot 4rapertinent. * * * What we know as schoolloyalty simply doesn't exist. It is a matter of keen regret on the part of many a
warm-hearten director and master, but the fact remains that the German student inboth university and school regards his alma miller with the 'total indifference and,. apathy which he naturally feels toward, perhaps, the postal system put at his disposal.This is varied only by the sense of freedom and relief with which lie leaves the insti-tution which in his mind stands for strain, struggle, and restriction; witilout the cowl-erbalancing notions of oppOrtunity and sympathetic inspiration.

The most important exantinatlin connection with
t

with the second-
ary'schools are the intermediate examination (Absc
the- end of the sixth -schoci year, and the leaving examination ( b-

fil

s 8opcts0( ..ptyquaetAn pupil's sotiviilss 40. years Ago were given 1;ty Hugo rerigerg InmBohoform," daantic Monthly, May, 1900, v 85 p. 6691.
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gangsprafung, Abiturienten-pfilfung, Mattiritiktsprafung, or Reife-
prilfung) 1 at the end of theAnnth year. This latter is the first real
test of the pupil's ability, and We have already seen at those who
meet its requirements have _essentially advanced in their careers.All secondary schools approved by the minister of education hivethe right of holing this examination.

The examination committ4e consists of a commissioner, who is4stially the inspector (Schiilrat) of the schdol (appointed .y the
-Provinzialschulkollegium), the director of the Gyeanasiwn, Realgym-hasiurq, or Oberrealschule, as ,the case may be, and the teachers ofObeiprirna. .

9

The examinations are both written and oral, and the questionsmust ie such as would be familiar to those in Prima. Yor the
AOberrealschule the written examinations a4 in (1) a German essay;(2) a. French or nglish essay; (3) a translation from German intoFrench or Eng h; (4) four problems in mathematics--one eachfrom algebra, pl geometry, solid gesometry, trigonRmetry, and ana-lytic geomStry; an (5) one problem in physics or chemistry. Thesubjects of oral examination are religion, French, English, history,
mathematics, and either chemistry or physics.

In the written examinations the time allowed for the German essayis five hours, for mathematics five hours, for French cit English threehours. The papers in each subject are read by the teachers con-cerned, and.. 'rgrtdes "Arerylgooae "good," "satisfactory,:'"ba4e15 satisfactory,". "unsatisfactory," assigned according totheperits of thftpapers.
Aftof all papers are examined and the errors noted, the com-

mittee discusses the attainments of eich candidate and decides who
should or should. not,, in its opinion, Se admitted to the oral exam- .ination. A detailed report of the-decisions in respect to the standing
of all pupils is then made. to Atte Schulkollegium. To it also are
submitted copies of the examination papers and of the answershanded in by the stddecits. These are finally examined bcthe
Sch t, who approves the decisions oil makes such changbs as hemay de wise. Some weeks later he sets sedate for the oral., exam-
ination..

At the,Dral examination-RuRils are brought in groups of 10 before /a disconcerting array of 30 or 40 critical -witnesses, many of them *,garbed in frock coats and white gloves. The Schulrat presides, andothers present'includ4 a representaMv of- the city authoritied and° the whole teaching staff of the inAitutipn. teachers the'subjects of the examination talokythe lea ! in the quizzing, but at 0'any point the Schulrt0 may also interjtct questiins.
a In this connection the,following work is of interest: A. Schaeffer, 1400 Abhurienten-Auf-otiben mit 700 Losungen and Anleitunfen.zur Ldeunp.als (lebulsgsliufh JO; akunda und Primo sou* sunsBabstunterrielf. Zaberp,,A: Fuchs, fu.. 111-1240ppp..
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A candidate fails to pass if he is "unsatisfactorynn German. orin both modern languages. He may pass, however,-even though"unsatisfactory" in one modem language, if he is at least "good"in the pther or in German or in mathematics. If "unsatisfactory"
in mathematics, he-must be at least "kood" in physics or chemistry.In case of failure the last years or half year's work must berepeated.

The final grades are based not only upon the results of the writtenand. oral examinations, but also upon an inspection of the completerecords of the candidate's work diting Prima. As compared with
the French system two features are especially striking: (1) The large
part which the teacher plays in the Abiturient examination; (2) thesm41 percentage of failuresin 1902 "wily 1.5 per cent in the Abitu-rient examinatioq as against 55 per cent in the bachelier examina-doll. in France. That the difference in the method of examinationscontributes largely to the disparity in the percentage of candidates
who pass is usually conceded. A Closer study of. the comparative.questions involved would ite of interest. Of courst)*the.youngAbiturienten are on an average a year older than the bacheliers..,Their scholastic training is therefore about equivalent to that.!of astudent who has completed his junior year at one of the bent Arii..eri-can, universities. The average age 4 such a student is about 22.
The following table gives the percentage -6f Abiturienten of differentages in Zrussia in _1907-8.

C

Percentage of students aged

13- 13 19 20 21
and older.

GI ymnasigsten
Realgymna.siasten
OberrealscOler 4 r

.

t
1

4.9
4.1
3. 6

26.6
30.1
26.4

30.2
34.8
34.4
.

20. 0
18.6
73.9

18.4
124
11.8

Examples of mathematical questions set in Reifeprufungen in
. Wurttemberg and Hamburg are given in Appendix E.

TRAINING OF SECONDARY-SCHOOL TEACHERS.-1..
Tb.e re ations with regard to the Scientific training of teachers' for sec° ary schools in Prussia Uwe been adopted by 11 other' States,' and there is n6 ireitt divergence in the methods of stillother States. It should not be inferred, ho'svever, that the sameetliod of preparation implies that 'equal standards are maintained.t is nevertheless.true that a candidate who has satisfied the require-mepti of, Leipzig, or Karlsruhe, or Giessen, or Rostock, or Jena, orill

1

II3 Alease.Lorraine, Ificklenburg-Schwerin;
Oldenburg, Brunswick, Ilecklenbang-Strelits, Anima, SawCobnrg-Ootha, Waldeck, Lubeck, Breams, and Rartrf. '
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Brunswick, Or of Strassburg has equal privileges in Prussia with the
. candidate who hagthtsed the corresponding examinations there, just

AS the latter has equal privileges with the former in Saxony, or Baden,
or Hesse, or deckle burg, or One of the Thulingiati States or Bruns-
wick, ter Alsace-Lor sine, or in States whiCh have no examination
commission.'

I3ecause of its predominating influence, a description in some
del ail' is first given of tiro Prussian system of training secondary
school teachers; then follow brief sketches. of the corresponding
organization and, when. possible, mathematical examination ques-
tions for each of the seven other States with a population of not less
than 1,000,000, namely: Bavaria, -Saxony, Wurttemberg, Baden,
Alsace- Lorraine, Hesse, and Hamburg.

Nal1. PRUSSIA.

A candidate for appointment as teacher of mathematics in one of
highOchbols must first of all have completed the full course of

a Gymn6ium or 4ealgymnasium or Oberrealschule. He, must also
have studied for not less than 6 semesters (the average is nearer -8
or .10) at -one 'or more of the German universities,' directing his
attention specirlly to those subjects in which he is later to be ex-
amined. e

The examination is known as the examination pro facilitate docendi
or the Staatsexamen and is conclileted by a royal examination com-
mission (Konigliche,'Wissenschaftliche Priifungskommaion) which is
composed for-Abe 2nost, part of university piofessors and school-
men; the chairmanShip is given to a schoolman. There are 10 of
these examination boards in Prussia, one in each- of the university
centers mentioned above.'

1 The Thuringian Stites ark Schwarzburg-Bdtoistat.;,,., Schwarzburg-Sondershauseni Reuss ti.. L.,
Reuss}. L., Sikxe Weinua, Saxel Meriningen, Saxe Coburg-Gotha and Saxe Altenburg.

41n this connection I have fr quently drawn upon the ofoe4 regulations or Al . Brown's work. _

, See W. Loroy, and praktische A utbildung der Af alhematikery.sago Ns

i It is only in exceptional cases that &candidate may spend fess than three semesters in a Fru-Asian uni-
varsity. For candidates who Mpect to teach mathemitics, physics, and chemlistry, regular study in a
German technical school (Technische Hochschule) is reckoned equal t9 study in 'a German university to
the extent of three semesters. it candidats who seeks a telling certificate In French or English and has
devoted himself to linguistic studies alonewith4iditific pursuits in countries where these languages are e,,,,
spoken may, by special perinission, have this period of study count for as muchas two semesters toward
the prescribed period of university work. 3 .

In 1910 the number of rnembirs in the examining boards. varied from 2S at Konigsberg to 45 at Berlin.
In all 10 commLsslons there were 350 members.' Of these, 37 were examiners in mathematics, 21 in physics.
In pure mathematics the examiners were as follows: KonigsperfiMeyer and Scheenflies; Bertha Lampe,
Knoblauch, and Farber; GrWsnaldEngel and Vahlen; "ffauRosanne, Sturm, Kilmer, and Vogt;flat a. ,r--Cantor, Wangerin,I,Gutimer, and Eberhard; IC itlPochhammer, Hefner, and Landsberg;

-Klein,Golfing Hilbert, and Pindau; MunsterKilling, v. Lilllenthal, and Blankenburg; keratin,
Hensel an eu,mann; BonnStudy, London, and flausdortY. All of these are profaners in universities
except Lampe,of the Technischealochschule; Farber, protassor in an 0 tile; and Vogt and Blank-
enburg, professors in Gymnasien, .
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A.,written applies:6mi for examination must be sent by the candi-.
date .t4 the chairman of the commission in the district where thecandidate has spent the last and at least one earlier semester of hisuniversity. course. The application must specify (1) the subjects
and the grades or classes ' for which the candidate expects to qualifyto teach; (2) the field in which the candidate wishes to receive sub-jects for the two home fie ays or theses, one in the "general exami-nation" and one in the "special-subject examination."

The application must be. accompanied by
(a) A biographical sketch in th !andidate's own handwriting,including a detailed account of school training and academicstudies.
(b) The originals. of the certificates showing that the candidatehas done the required work at higher school and university.(c) A statement of military status.
(d) In case the candidate has already received the degree ofdoctor bf philosophy, a copy of the.doctor's dissertation and Of the° doctor's diploma.
The examination consists of two parts:' The general examination'and the special-subject -examination. Both of these are divided into-written and oral parts.
The general examination is for the purpose of testing whether ornot the candidate possesses the general culture demanded of allteachers in higher schools. The subjects for examination are phil-osophy, pedagogy, German literature, and, for the candidate_ Whobelongs to the Christian church, religion. The home thesis -may beon any one of these subjects, and in it the candidate must not onlymanifest- adequate informatien and intelligent judgment concerninthe subject treated, but also show himself capable of a'grammati yCorrect, logically arranged, clear, and sufficiently skillful wenta-doh. For the oral examination it is required-that candidate(a) shall be acquainted ivith the most importan acts in the his-tory of philosophy and with the principles o ogic and psychology,and shall have intelligently read an im I e ant philosophical treatise;(b) shall be *th pedago in respect- to its philosophical

foundations as well as with-the most important phenorneni in theirdevelopment siQe the 'sixteenth century, and shall have already
attained to some understanding of the problenis of his future calling;(f) shall demonstrate that he is familiar with the genoiral course ofdevelopment of German literature from the beginning of the bloom-ing Period in th eighteenth ce.tury, and that since leaving tchool

3 certttestion in 'abjects is of two grades: (a) The second grade for lower and intermediatestages of seoopdaiy schoolsthat is, includingUntersokunda; tb) the first grade for the uppez stagethat* Is, including also the clamed Obersekunda, Unterprima, and Oberprima.
Exclusive of Um stamp to be placed on the certificate, the fees amount to 00 marks ($14.211) for theentitles:imitation. .
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he has also reed with understanding for his own further development
the ithportant works of the present day; (d) shall show himself
acquainted, with the content and connection of the Holy Scriptures,
with a general survey of the history of the Christian church, And with
the- principal doctrines of his denomination. The general examin-
ation is a formidable ordeal, and as each examiner is usually a uni7
versity professor and a specialist in the subject the candidate fre-
quently anticipates this examination with greater apprehensio
than that in the special subjects which he is preparing to teach.

The special- subject examination is to test the acquaintance of
the candidato with the subjects which he expects to teach. The
State regulations list 17 subjects,' in 3 of which,' a major and two
minors, the... catt.didate -must qualify. Choice is limited in several
respects.' For example, when pure mathematics is a major, physics

L must be ft minor; and applied mathetnatics as a major call be chosen
nor in .connection with pure mathematics as a minor. Pure andapplied mathematics and physicsre frequently chosen together;
chemistry with mineralogy, or botail and zoology, or geography
are also elected with pure mathematics and physics, but such a

subjectfeas French or English is also possible.
To pass the srecial-subject examination the candidate must

qualify for the first grade in at least one of the subjects and in two
more -subjects forthie second grade; he may be certified to instruct in
the first grate even though in his application le intended to qualify
only fcsthe second grade.

frli official regulations make the following-statements with regard
the requirements of the svocial-subject examination in pure

mathematics, applied matheMatics, and physics:
Of candidates who wish to qualify to teach pure mathematics there is required:

(a) For the second grade, a thorough knowledge of elemoritary mathematics,famili.
arity with plane analytic geometry, especially the print pal properties of conics, ab

as with the fundamental prinriples of differential and Integra lculus.; (b)Forthe first grade, in addition, an asquaint.nce the iples of her geometry,
arithmetic, and akar!, of higher analysis and ants sufficient to enable
the candidate to work out a fairly difficult prgb n thi. field without assistance.

Of candidates who wish to qualify to teach afpliedisathemtuica there is required,
in addition to qualification to teach 'lure mathematics: Knowledge of descriptive',
geometry, including the principles of central projection and corresponding facility
in drawing; acquaintance with the mathematical methods of technical mechanics,
especially of graphic statics with elementary geodesy and the elements of higher
geodesy, sin addition to the theory of adjustment of errors in observation.

Of candidates who wish to qualify to teach physics there is required: (a) For the second
grade, knowledge of the more important phenomena and laws of the whole field of

1(1) OrLstian religion; (2) introduction to philosophy; (3) Garment (4) Latin: (5) 0,1*.kl (a) liebrel;(7) Frenis; (8) English; (9) history; (10) geography; (11) mathematics; (12) applied mathematics;
(18) physics; (14) ohemLstry with mineralogy; (15) botany wi zoology; (16) Polish; (17) Danish.

34 candidate is not prohibited from chooelng a larger number of subjecti.
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this science; tie! well' as the ability to.proye these. laws mathematically as far as this ispossible withoutethe application of higher mathematics; acquaintance with the mootimportant apparatus required for school instruction add practice in its use; (b) for thefirst grade, in 'addition, a more exact knowledge of experimental 'physics and itsapplicatiops; familiarity with the fundamental investigatidns in one of the moreimportant fields of theoretical physics, and a .general survey of the whole field ofscience.
4 °P.I.N4a

The second thesis is on a subject for which the' candidate :seAs afirst grade. To finish thifi thesis as well as that of the general exami-nation a limit of 16 weeks, beginning 'kith the day of dvlivery ofthe themes, is granted. Under certain circumstahces tho exami-nation commisfation may extend the time not th exceed 16 weeks,more. Foi one of the two theses a dissertation Igegarded by aPrussian faculty pf philosophy as satisfactory for the qogroe of doctor,of philosophy "limy, be accepted as eluivalent. The examination*I commission may roire a' candidate to stand a written examina-: tion on any subject of the special-subject examination. The time
allo.wec'i for this does riot%exceed three hours.

. 6. The oral examinations occur after the written examinations, and.after the theses have beetQanded in. Upon special romiestrof thecfkdidate the chairman of the commission can separate thy oral.examinations of tho general and special subject 'examinations y.. aperiod not 'to exceed three months.
After tho oral examinations the commission dotormines whether

.- or not according to tho results of all tests the certificate is to bemarked "satisfactory," "good,'.' or "excellent." For the predicate"good' or "excellent" the candidattie must leave qualified for .theifirth nide in at least two "subjects. The, certificate is now muchless elaborate than formerly. The following is a sample of a certificate

(

aa,

Mun4or in 1906:
Hevr son of born the .. . ... r . . of.......:......:_, 1882, at 4 ' conf&48ion, graduatedEastqr, 1902, at the' Gymnasium in and studied matfiemati(4 andnattiral science from Easter, 1902, to Eafipr, 1903, at Munster, in .thekNummer of 1903at Gottingen; and from the spring of 1903 to the. spring of 1905 at Munster.On thiPieasis of 'authorization, dated October 25, 1905, to be admitted 4) the exaI;'.. nation ifOr the position-of teacher in the higher, schools, he received the followi

, and of

Ahemesjor,thesee:,
4 In mathematics: ,The geodetic representation'of a surface on a plane. In philosol'phy: The different initrepretations of psychophysical law., The oral exanainati9)ns took place in the period from November 20 to December 4,19W , .4

"anerr ....... 4: . took the examination for the position of teacher in thehighoi schools, and according tag' the entire result .of. written and oral examination; the:fie cats is marlail 4`Gazisi";, he is qualified to teach mathematics 48 well as botanyand sooldgyw the Bigot grade; phyda in the second grade. '
A

i is

rar

a
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For information concerning the wont of the Seminarjaht, you are referrNeel to the ordi-
i nance, dated March 15, 1890, forothe practical education of candidates for the position

as teacher in higher schools.

Munster, Pecember 4, 1906.
ROYAL SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION COMMISSION.

(Signed) CAUBR. &PICKER. e
KILLING. KONEN.
BUSSE. ZOPF. .
FELL. '

-.
BELLowtra.

GEYSER. Bon. . t

-Under certain conditions examinations covering deficiencies in the
first examination are allowed. The percentages of failures in the
Stitats-Examen in alisubjects (therp are no specie Ntatistics for mathe-
matics) are considerable. For the yoar 1908, these. varied from 20
per cent at Gottingen to 47 per cent at .Munster. To most of the
mathematical i candidates wjho ..passed the predicate " Satisfactory "
was assigned. The following$xact statistics may be of interest:

Result's of the Staats-Examen..

Universities.
. .

Satisfac-
tory. Good. F4roel-

lent.

Berlin .28
6Bonn 17 8 0Breslau 3 2 0(lett ingen 18 14 2(I reifsWiiid 9 0 0Halle

Kiel 4
18
4

5
2 0.Konigsberg 7 4 2Marburg.,

Munster Z1
13

0
8

'0
0

Total 138 47 10-Per cent 70.7 241 5.2

Of all dissertations presented in 190, 34.9 per cent wore not ac-
cepted. Less than one-half elf the Prussian teachers have taken the
trouble to secure therdoctor's degree, which they look upon as a.
Somewhat unnecessary luxury. For many years no written exam-
ination was required of candidates with a university degree.
, Anyone who has the above-moiltiOned certificate can; within the

six following years, take an additional ()lamination, either to qualify
for inarucition in new subjects or to extend the certification already
granted, in order to raise the final standard of the certificate, prOvided

'he is recommended for admission to such examination by the Pro-
v in4ialschulkollegium under which he has been working or is appointed
to work. 1

The examination pro facultate docondi was first established in 1810,
and by 1826 Prussia had introduced a plan tecluiring all candidates
who had completed this examination to spend a probationary year
(Probejahr) as trial teacher (candidatus probandus) in some ail;
proved, school. . In time it became apparent! that the Probejahr did
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not adequately meet desired requir nts4, that _something shouldbe done to shut out undesirable candid tag and to elevate the stand-.ard of professional attainments. The, considerations, tind peda-gogical experimits made by Ziller at Lopzig, Stoy at 'Jena, andespecially. yorriok.at Halle; led to a de'cree in lff" establishing a' .Semintirjahr in which the candidates are to be "made familial. with,the theory of education and instruction in its application to thesecondary *heels afid:with the'methods.of the individual subjectsof instruction; they are also to be introduced to the practical workof the teacher an educator." The Probejahr now .serves ilrimarilyas a test of the Leaching skill won during the Seminarjahr. Thefollowing descriptions of'the'two years orpracticalitraining of candi-dates in Seminarjahr and Probejahr are based upon the revised regu-lations of 1908:

Sentiriarjahr.Application is made to the Provinzialsehulkollegium in whose die-- trict the candidate wishes to pass the Seminarjahr. The application must.be accom-panied by: (a) the certificate of- having passed the Stasksexa.men; (b) a certificatefrom an official physician attesting that the candidate has the necessary health andthe physical qualifications for the profession of a teacher; (i') a statement setting foytithe ability of the candidate-to suh art himself during the period of practical training;(d) a statement of military status.
Seminarien areorganized inconnection With various higher schools, and the Pro-vinzialschulkcillegitun assigns the candidates to scho5is at Easter and in. the au.tumn.Not more than six candidates may be assigned in a even yeitr to any one seminar andin their distribution the teaching subjects of the candidates, as well as the specialties'of the,different Seminarien, are taken into consideration.

,

TheA director and the teaqher4 of a Seminar are named by the
Provinzialschulkollogium froth among the staff of the higher school
whore the Seminar is located. The eystematic tfaining and practiceof the caddidates is carried out in accord with the following regula-tions:

.. .

For the instruction of the caddidates weekly sessions of a least two hours each are,
,

to be held'during the whole year (vacation time exeepted) uruiereadershiP of thedirector or one of the teachers named; to thesp. sessions the other teachers are to beadmitted also. in these meetings the academic forniof lectures is to be omitted as faias.possible; on -the other hand, emphasis should ho laid on discussion and instructionConcerning the requirements of practical school life. The following subjects in par-ticular must be treated:
Principles (1f training and instruction, together.with their,applications to the general

problems pf the secondary schools, and with special reference to the %Meet of thesubject in which the candidate is preparing to teach.
Historical survey of the ^volution of secondary echo, including an account of theleaders id pedagogy and also including comments on the most important presenV.daysituatidts in the educational World..

-The constitution and.mani-ation of'secondary schools, the official courtie of study'and regulations regarding examinations, the rules regarding student credentials add
promotion.

.-Principles,of school discipline illustrated so,far as possible by current examples, and
by diacussione of examples of a concrete type which have come up in the school at

.
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-.other times, rules of conduct for students, discussions of to relation between school
,and home.

School hygiene with special reference to equipment of the classroom and to the,conduct of the class work.
4Supervisory authorities, rules, and regulations governing, offictii,4olation8 of

the teacher and class mailers (Ordination '), including the films of official communi-
cations and reports.

, Provision is filr made for 0) Visits to classes by the candidate; (2) supervision of
the preparations for instpiction inacie in the subject which the candidate is himself
to teach, and of the methods of correcting and handing baclogthe work of puirils; and
(3) discussion of tte pereonal or 'other asp6cts of2the trial teaching of candidates.

In the same seCt)on of the regulations we find that
to the requirements of, the chairman, 'th candidate Must delivet short

reports on subjects lying within his field; he must al give lectures in which special
emphasis should be laid on the training of the candidate in fluent speaking.

Minutes of each Seminar meetinglust be prepared by,one of the
candidates. These are' kept as formal record pf 'the work done at
the conference. Parts of these minutes, as well as of the topics
given to the candidates for their repoita and their theses, to be re-
ferred to presently, are exchanged between Seminarien for the mutual
stirrrgration of teachers and directors.

Practice teaching begins as soon as the candi date feels sortil3what
at home in the institution. The regulations state:

S
In these lessons the teaching topics, which at first are limited in time anchirnportance

have to be gradually extended according to tact ability of the candidates, io that they
may have" the opportunity to test (heir own power and to be trained in independent
instruction. For these lessons the candidates must euiline the subject matter, and,
as long as the supervising teachekfthinks it necessary, they must perpare a lesson plea.* It

About once a month the candidates must teach lessons at which, as a role, in additi4ii
to the director, the regular teacher of that subject and the other candidates must be
present. These lessons are to be discussed in the general meetings with reference
to their plan and development (as noted above); in this discu4sion attention must be
drawn 'to mistakes which the candidates have made in their preparation, in the
pedagogical treatment. of the pupils, and in their own attitude before the class. * * *

The candidates fnust also take part in the direction of play Sours, and, when neces-
sary,' also of Work as well as in the physical exercises of the yupils and in school
excursions. .

AS far as the local schdol conditions permit, candidates should sometimes be given
opportunity to attend lessons in the Seminarien of elementary teachers and in Afferent'
kinds of elen,fentary schools. * * *

1 Each of the nine classes of a higher school has a class master br Ordinarlus,who is a regular teacher chosen
by the director to act as hlarepresentative. " The class master is expected to be a teacher, guide, and friend
of his class. All other teachers report to him, and the clasi record is his special care. Pupils must 11
seek his 'advice before goifig to tin director; be becomes personally acquainted with the parents of his boys,
he studies the condition of their home life apci their conducl out of school; he has charge of thi trial teachers
who may be assigned to the class, and sees to it that no harm comes from their teaching; and In all faculty
conferences he acts as spokesman for his class. From he reports of other teachers he kbows just
each boy is doing, and Is prepared to talk intelligently with teacher or boy, as the case may be. Thus,
he is responsible for the industry, progress, and morals of his chargos.1!
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About two months`before.the end of the Seminarjahr every candidate must hand ina thesis on a topic assigned to him by the director. These theses, in the choice oftopica
for which the reasonable wishes of the candidates should be considered, are, as a rule,so constructed that they include theoretical considerations and practical appl.ipations.
They should notrinyolve'the treatment ofanelaborate litekry suhject, but they should
give the candidate the opportunity, to work out a literary subject within his fieldithd 'to et nnect it with his own observations andexperiences. Even if the candidatehas had a very extensive teaching experience, exemption from this final(thesis, is notgranted.

,, The titles of some recent theses at the Seminar connected with theRealgymnasium at Reinscheid are as follows: .

On instruction in plane geometry for beginners.
Introducki to algebra based upon sitnple.equations Unlertia. -The disci tIv )n of trigonometry in Untersekunda.
Differential and integral calculus in the mathematical instruction of the Real-.

schulen.

At the Seminar connected with the Klinger-Oherrealschule iriFrankfort on the Main the themes assigned incliided the following:
1901. Three lessons in Unterprima of the Oberrealsehule forming an introduction

to synthetic geometry of conics.
1902. The area of the circle. Three lessons in Ohertertia.
1903. The reflection of light, discussed in' four Irons in Unterf:ekunda of anOberrealschule.
1905. The circle and proportion. Four lessons in Obertertia--pole and polar withrespect to a circle and other colic's. Four lessons in Unterprima of an Oberrealshule.
1907. The triangle in geometry for beginners (Quints). The complete Anadri-lateral and qundrangle ih Unterpiima. The principle of duality, three lessons.Three lessons on maxima and niimma.
1910. Discussion of the regula falsi and Newton's methbd for approximate solutionsof an equation. Three lessons.

At least three Weeks before the end of the Seminarjahr the directormust present to the Provinzialschulliollegium a detailed chp.racter-
ization of each candidate on the basis of personal. observation madeduring his training. 'This characterization treats of '
the conduct and activity of the candidate during the Se inarjahr, of his amhi in,his capacity for-ecientific work, his ability to teach, am to stage reached. in hi practical training; it further covers his state of health, ht financial position, his socialattitude, and hie behavior toward his colleagues, so that the supervising authoritiesmay be acquainted with special talents as will as Witil striking shortcomings in thecandidate's conduct, ambitions, and attainments. The thesis with the criticism ofthedirector or the teacher in charge .'.and the application for admission to the PrAe-jahr, must accompany the characterization. . ..

If it is the unanimous opinion of the Provinzialsclulkollegium thatthe candidate appears unfit for the teaching profession, .tiae candidateis informs sl that he can' not be admitted to the Probejahr:
In 1900 there were' 125 Seminarien tluioughoUt Germtiny. ' Of,.these thel9 hi Prussia with a capacity of apprOximately-306 midi-

1 The predicatei "satisfactory," "good," and "excellent" are employed In this eonnItlon.
.

, . .
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dates were of two types: (1) The .12 State institutions under the direc-
tion of the Provinzialschulkollegien;, (.2) the much more numerous
class Sof institutions connected 'with leading. Gymnasien, .Real-
gymnasien, and Oberrealschulen, and each under the control of the
director and some associates in the school.k

There are many who consider that the Seminar system of Saxe-
Weimor is founded on sounder basis than is that of Prussia. In this
Duchy the .candidate is required to attend lectures on &eral peda-
gogy at the University of, Jena, to teach at least two hours per week
in the university practice .gchool, and tb carry on the work of the
Seminarjah, and. Probejahr in the city.- Gymnasium where the higher-
sllihool practice teaching is done.; In this.warprospective secondary,
school teachers can avail. themselves of mere ,scientific and. critical
treatment of training than is possible on the part of a busy-director
and his staff.

In the summer semester of 1909 and the winter semester of 1909-10
the following courses were ,given at the _University of Jena: Ele-
ments of empirical' psychology' (2 hours-it week during a semester);
applied psychology (2- hours); attention (1. hour); general didactics
(2 hours); pedagogic seminary (3 houisA week during a year); psy-
chology (2 hours 11 week during a semester); neurological diagnosis
with practical exercises (1 hour); discovery and treatment of Mental
weakness in youth, for physicians and teachers; principal problems
of ethics and 'jurisprudence (2 hours); Herbart (2 hours); Apecial
didactics (3 hotirs).

There are other university Serninailen at Leipzig and'Giessen, but
while. most of the universities giv6 courses which are especially
valuable for the professional training of teachers, some universities
are hostile to teloser.relat ions.- The Universities of Munich and Wurz-
burg are of the opinion that "pedagogy as an isolated science is able.
to produce no emotive, scientific work;" that "the university has
for its purpose the advancement of the scientifiC.and purely cultural
training df students;" that "thekinioli of practice schools with the
ythversities should be opposed not only by considerations of -prin-
ciple, but by great practical ditlictllties as regards the personnel of,.
teachers, the number of pupils, and local relations.!'

The following courses ivtre offered at the University of Berlin' in
the summer semester of 1909.:

General psychology (2 semester hours); theoretical and experimental exercises in
paychologicaPinstitute (3, hours); the soul of primeval races (3 holtrs).; exercises in

.

race psychology (14 hours); pedagogic theorie.!'from Plato to Rousseau (2 hours);
The best book on the subject of the gymnasia( Seminar seems to be Des padorgische Seminar, by Dr.

Karl Neff, of Munich (Beck, 1908). It is the result of 11 years' experience since Bavaria adopted tlyi Prus-sian system in 1897.

!In his work on 7'r/thaw of Teacher, 1. F. Brown gives (pp. 921107),."Regulations for the pedagogical
reminar of the university and its practice school at Jena."

'Cl. Rep. U. S. Commiss. of Educ., 1912-13, vol.1, Washington, 1914, pp. 1123-24. ,

101179*-18--7
1,1,
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scientific -pedagogic exercises (1 hour). In the winter semester: Psychology with
demonstrations (4 hours); lectures, and experimental and theoretical exercises, in
psychological institute (10 hours); general psychiilogy (2 hours); the psychological
foundations of education (1 hour); ethics (2 hours); liant:yethirs (1 hour); problems
of modern culture (2 hours); the theory of instruction (2 hours); ecientifie pedagogic
exercises-(p hours); discussion of experimental pedagogy in connection with lecture
(1 hOur).

Pro. jahr.-fThe Probejahr giVeS opportunity for consecutive
teaching under continual inspection and criticism in an institution
which. is usually different from that in -which the Seminarjahr is
spent.. The candidate is intrusted,:pccording -to, his -qualifications,
with larger connected teaching problefns and S to 10 hours a week'
of &lull) clasS work. The eandiklate is also obliged to exercise super-.
vision, to attend teachers' conferences, to assist .the director in
making out reports 4nd checking lists, and otherwise to identify
himself with the life of the school. For this heavy burden Of work
rig compensation, is *given. In exeeptional cases tho Provinzial-
schulkollegiw may employ- the probandus a4 a scientific. assistant,
for substitute teaching or for additional. worR.' In this case the
candidate' receive remuneration; he also receives the right to .vote
in teachers', conferences on all questions which concern the (lasso
he conducts.

The director must watch the conduct/ and activity of the candidate, visit Rim from
time to time in his lessons, and draw his attention to accidental mistakes and, if
necessary, warn him seriously, by indicating the consequences of disregarding dila,
advice.,

The teacher.in charge of the ttaining,of the candidatois obliged to attend the candi-.
date's lesson very often in the beginnini, later at least twicka month; to-examine the
papers which .,he has corrected; and to advise him concerning matters outside of
instruction. 4 , . ,

-The candidate should learn to use critically Reidt's Anleitunizum
ynathematisehen Unterrieht, Simom's Didakik, and atter's recent
nandbuch, des mathematischert .Unterriehts; similarly .with_ the hand-
books and encyclopedias- of Killing-lloyestadt, Thieme-Parber,
Schwerin, and Weber-Wellstein.2 The candidate should also work
through F. Vorlesungegn iger Elementarnultheinatik vein
hollcreri Skindpunkte aus.3 The study of the history of mathematics
is also specially recommended to the candidate if he has already
Carried on some historia study in.mathematics.

I Itisuch.cases the amount of class tqaching May be as much as 20 to 24 hours a week.
W. Killing and ll. liovestadt, Handbuch des mathemalischen Unterrichts. Leipzig,.Teubner, 1910-1913.

456 +482 pp.
IL Mime and C. Farber, Grundlehren der hiathematik. Leipzig, Teubner, 1909- 1912.. 1 vols.
K. Schwering, Handbuch der Elen;ntar matherr&atik jiir Lehrer. Leipzig, Teubner, 1907. 416 pp.

Weber and J. W41Istein, Enzyklopalle der Elemetat-Mathematik. Leipzig, Teubner, 1909-1912. I vols.;
550+603+1548+681 pp.

s A sketch of the teaching, in Cierinan universities, of elementary inathematic4' trom higher stand
points, is given in Low's Das Studium der .Mathematik an den ieutschen UnIversiteden, pp. 263-271.

1-
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4s. evidence of the amount of pedagogical insight obtained, *the
candidate must present to the director toward the end of 'the. Probe-
jahr a 'report concerning his own work as teacher.

least three weeks beftwe the close of the year the director.
ieports concerning the candidate to die Provinzialschnlkollegium;
The nature of the report is similar to that described above in con-
nection with the. duties of the director of a Seminar.. the basis
of't hese reports, of the. observations of the district advisers (Schulrlite)
and of the result' of the two yearsiof practical training, .th6 Kollegium
soon decide whether or,,z.irot the candidate possesses Ansiellungs-
.1iihigkrit or .qualification to have his nrime inscribed on the list of
teachers eligible to appointment in the higher schools.

If thete is doubt as to the candidate's qualifications, the Prtibejahr
is orolonged six .mont,hs. In any case a certificate' concerning the-
teaching ability of a candidate can never be granted if
in the meantime it has been proved that the candidate either through physical defects
or through unavoidable pedagogic defect's is unable to fulfill his duties as a teacher
or tlucator of youth, or if the candidate on account of his conduct within or with-
out t he :ehool appears unfit for the timaching profession..

It rarely happeipi that a etiOlidate fails of certification at the end
of the Probolahr. since his defects are almost sure to, be brought to
Idit in the Sonilnarjahr whits is extended for a.year or half year
at another seminar when any doubt exists as to liis qualifications for
the Probe ja hr,

Teachers in all seeondary schools, whether under State, city, or
*ot her patronage Must .be selected, from the provincial list. But
while State. institutions are required to select their teacher's with the
desired qualifications in order .of s'enior4y on the list, other schools

p'are hive to select, re irdless of order, from the six highest on the list.
In recent years the appointment of teachers to positionshas followed
4.1. soon after their names Have been placed on the official \list..

For- interesting details regarding appointment and pramotip of
teachers, the reader may consult J.' E. Russell's work (pp. 370-381),
written ahoot 18 years ago.'

To make apparent the 'opportunities' of th.e future teacher
for studying mathematics at the university it may, be well to con7
sider details concerning specific cases. As:' even in Germany the
very large number of courses ill Pure and applied. mathematics Which
are offered each year tip University of Gottingen ate quite excep-
tiona1,2 the following illustrations are cited: (a) The courses offered

kit interesting discussion/of the preparttIon of teachers in Prussia is contain NI in W. killing's " Berner-
kungen iiber die Aushildung'der J.etreebericht der deutschev Mathematikli-Yereinigung:

. 'Band 22, 1913, pp. 2041.
For an account of mathematics at Gotting;11, See Lorey's Das Stadium der .11(alliediatt* an den

deutechen Uniedittaten, pp. 347-359.
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at the University of Berlin' during the summer semester of 1914;
(b) thv'actBal.list of courses of 4tudy (with the. exception of those in
bottury zoology and philosoViy) .which an Oborlehree took at the
University of Bonn iu Rreparation for his 1,11.1.sent psition.' lle
spent the fourth semester of university study at Berlin, where he
heard lectures on the theoly of numbers by Frobenius and on alge-
braic equations by 3: Schur.

(a) Derivation. of the most important properties of conie.sections
.by mealy) of elementary geometry (2 hours a week) by SchWarz:
analytic geometry (4 hours), Schottky; differential calculus (4
hours), Knopp; integral calculus (4 hours), Knoblauch; theory of
determinants.(1 hours), Frobenius; theoi of infinite series, inhinite
products, and continued fractiom:: (4 hours), Knopp; introduction
to the theory of ordinary. differential (Illations (2 hours), Thqtner;
spae curves and _curved surfaces (4 bouts), Schwarz; analytic me-
chanics (4 Ilour-il; lAunaun-Filhes; applications of elliptic functions
(4 hour), Knoidauch; calculus of variations (4/hours), Schwarz;
theory of theta functions (4 hours), .Schottky; exercises in Adder-.
ential calculus (2 hour; fOrtnightlk), Knopp; exereises'in differential
and integral calculus (1 hour), Knoblauch; exercises in nieelenies
(1 -how), Lelunann-1"ilh6s; mathematiCal colloquium -fox .ftdvanced
students (2 holm; fortnightly), Schwarz; mathematical seminury
(2 hours), Schwarz. Frobenius, Schotiky (each. professor directed
the seminary once in three weeks).

(b) 1. Semester (1906): Differential calming with exercises, Kowa-
lewski; descriptive geometry with exercises in drawing, Laudon;
experimental physics (electricity andntics), Kayser. 2. Semester
(1906-7): Laboratory physics for beginners, Kayser; experimental
physics (mechanics, heat, acoustics), Kayser; integral calculus with
exercises, Koii.alowski; elernents of analytic geometry with exercises,
London; introduction to algebra, Schmidt ; theory of determinants,
Selunidt. Semester (1907): Laboratory physics for beginners,
Kayser; experimental physics (repeated), Kayser; physical .tmits
and:constants, Kaufmtum. 5. Semester (1908): Selected chapters
in analytic geometry, London.; foundations and history of higher
analysis, Kowalewski; readings and reviews of selected- writing's of
Leibnitz and Newton, Kowalewski; Mathematical seminary. 6.
Semester (1908-9): Fourier series and applications, liowalcwki;
foundations Of the theory of aggregates, Kowalewski; theory of
electricity with exercises; Huger; mathematical seminary. 7.
Semester (1.909): Differential geometry, study; differential eqUations,

.Aliowalewski;.-theory of "light, with exercises, Huger; .elenients,eof the
theory of elections, Buchoror; mathematical. seminary: 8. -Semester
(190V-10): ,SpAthetie geometry with ekercilles, London; introduction

1W, Lzrey, Da* Studium, etc., pp. 342-43.
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to theory of functions, Kowalewski; mechanics, rfinger; physics
tollogniuM, Kayser; applied theory of physics,, Eversheini; mathe-
matical seminary. . 9. Semester (1910): Analytic geometry, second
part (repetition), London; foundations of. geometry, Ilessenberg;
mat }team icak_seminary, ...

In the tenth semester this candidate passed the Oberlehrer-
....priifung and 'was certified as having scieptiiie Omwly.ige requisite

.for teaching.m pathematics, hysics, botany., and zoology in the first
grade. The .com bination,( botany and zoology with mothematics
and physics appears tat' 'very common at Bonn as well at at other :
universities. .

2. BAVARIA.. s

The method of training 'teachers for. higher schools in Bavaria
differs considerably froM (hot in Prussia., Um what follows there is
given a descripton of .(1) 'the training hived upon. regulations in
force from 1895 to 1912; (II) thC .training required. by decree' of
September 4, 1912.'-

. .

I. The training consists of (a) an examination (Lchramtsprfifung)
and (b) a so-called Seminarjahr. The lAbliramtsprtifung is divided
into Awe) sections. the first at the end of four sernesteN of study in a
university or technical school, and the second after 'eight semelters
at a university or technical school. .

In the first section of the examination the candidate is liable fonex-
inaltion in the following subjects: (1 ). :Algebraic analysis an algebra,

including equations of the third,and fourth degree; (2) illane and
solid geometry; (3) plane and spherical' trigonometry; (4) elements
of differential and integral calculus; (5) 'analytic and synthetic,
geometry of conies; 6) elements of descriptive geometry. About
four hours are allowed for the examination in each of these subjects.
Then live hou'is are set aside for (7) a German essay on a theme the
treatment of .which displatys the .general culture of the candidate.
For each candidate the oral examination, lasting an hour. -covert the
subjects of..the written exam4iation'arrd the founda.tionS of physics.
The following questions were set in :1908:1

Algebraic analysis (2 hours).Prove that the series
, cos cb_Lcos 2d, cos
1T-Th 1 1- 2! 3!

eunverges for t1 values of ccalculate the. sum of this series and Px presa the sum in
real form.

Algebra (11 hours).---For what values of X does the'equation xi- -5x42x=X have the
property that the difference of t*o roots is equal to 3? Determine the/corresponding
system of.solutions of the equatioI;Nsid 'express the linear relation between x and x.

The current questiOns.are.te be found In Bay. Zsitschr. f. Realschultusen or BICItter /. d. pymntisial-
trhultreten. Questions set for many years have been collected in Brtifungaaufgaben d..1..ehrsmt der MA.
find PAys. a. d. KS. bay?. hum. u. tedm. Unterrichisaitataiten (ICS- 1693); Ansbacb, C. Drage) U. Bohn,,18114.I
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Plane geometry .(2 hours).Any three points A', B', C', are taken on the sides BC,
CA, AB, reap ..etively, of atriangle ABC. Prove that- . .

(1) -the-eircy= eiretunscriVed about the ,triangles A'B'C, B'C'A. meetin a point;
(21 the centers of these circumscribed curies ire the vertices of a though, similar

to the triangle ABC -.
greciT:etry SliihouW.--On an equilateral triangle 11W rail -ills of Whosi, (4rtun-.

scribed circle, r, i given, a right pyramid of height hie cnstrileted. From the.
Middle point of the circuths,ribed -circle of the ba....0 per,,,kieulars are droppsi onthe Nees of the pyramid apd through each pair of perpotoheulars plat es are rown_
Find the common area and 'volume of .any.(ui.e of the resulting; pyr tyls anrt theoriginal pyramid. 7

1
Plane trigonometry (,'.1-hatitV.--In a triangle ABC there AB..-4..-1). thelength of the line segmenta'=1:::...41 (*flew C' is the nii.141i of -the itieA6 ,,:41.1Che.

di ffereave-of.the anglesA and Btor a -,t=28=9* 49'.S. Find the ot ter tsto sid - `,tiers
in general terms and then ntimerically)..

Wiikerical trigonainetry 02 hours. ).At a place !a?hjkse i te 5'. and at
3 o'clock in the afternoon- on. the longest day declination of the tin s:,..=-230"27'' it
is cfcyircrl tofuld thO approxinnite elirdinal points of the comp.4.4 from tiR, pvition'of
the on and accordingly it is supposed that the Still is in-thest-itiAliwm. How 1:.A.,Atis the Irrorj-tt turns orientation?

At what hour of the day- would this orientation error, dile to intersihange of
azimuth and 11ur angle, he a ma ximimi on that Fra and at that phfce?

1)iffirro6it co/et/us (1.1 hours -If u ,,..-f(y.) and ,,.--(x,y,z), tint): the dtrivative
xi, XI, din .

dx=dy' Jxdqz.

sad expresS them atderivat ivy, of f and 4..
Integral oikulus (2 liolino,--Pn.ve by-partial differeptiation that

..Nsin x f m (sin x. yo f a? ipitt.,-.xy it, (Fin xy
x j \ 1 i i \ i I x, - . .' i ,

Analytic ()raillery af (-min-A< Itours)'.---A. !hied tangent a of a paralsdn meets thetangent at a arialsh, point Pin T. The-line segment PT is divided at. Q tio that '
----A Show trit _r .

.

0, slim L'.11-ts of Q is a pqrabola tangent ;to the given parabola tit, the point A%. 1 _
.:wilily a is Litizoit. to I lici curve; .

(2) the.1,ti of Q corresponding to different positinna of a are mngruent.
CYntioje P"rnetrY of conio of bolas).- -]n a plane two lines go g2 and two:points ''P and Q are given. VeterryiiiiR. that line thr,..ugli y illicit that the part cut offhy g,:poi g, is-seen fronVQ,under a right angle. 1 s......_

4E10:nr1118_ of drectiplice gctimery (4 hours).--A plane (al, t2) is given by its ;traceig,
.abv) a -pint A by its*projectiona A1, A,: A eirclejhrough A which totiehes the first,trites s, and has at A a tangent parallel to e, ii projected orthogonally on the plane
(so l-J)- 1) J'.(a) therljpetionplan; '

. (h), the true birm of this p-rojection";
(c) the eylinder.employed in the projection; nd '
(d), its development (Abwickltag) so far as it is hounded by- the plane (so t,) and

.thesirele-plant . . ,
The conditions to be satisfied before admissio9 of a candidate to

the second.section.of -the Lohntnitsprafung are (a) Tie 'shall 'have -studied at a university or technical school for at least four years,.of
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4which sovoi semester:4'1'4V° lieut.'. devoted to the study ormathema t-
ics and 'physics; (b) he :shall. have *taken courses in lahorateil:
physics-and theory of history: of pedagogy.; and two Nurses. in .the....
second section of the philesolihical faculty, .especially one in inor-
pone chemistry; (c) he shall have eonipleted .4 scientific the: is in
the iteld.,f pure or applied mathematics

The titles of sop° theses in rtwoit t years are as follows:
on the radii of cui-N'tid tire of tliests,, their envelope and pedai, QUM. re!ipoetcsentei. ,

1:uve101ie urth, plain:4 which cut off (nun s trirectarnalai-trilietkal angle a tetra
taNlr..ito,fot!to,nutt.erel:

v Rhihit three .eoplAnar Concurrent raya,ag the .eentral projection of thrp' rays
,1.- Trent in f,c1:114,...

.

or Itosenhain threefold .priod fanctiohA with -the .aid of Veierp" arti"e'. ittn.ctiotuk. .1;
.

(if,poinio:nf curves tangent tuna a filet' point.t .pace l\' -curve l and weurfacep.
911. the .7,eonietrie-toundations of function theory 'wed upon hyperbolic measure-

moot 4',
- .a,...iterre't4 .eontat. triinsfurtnat.ions.

bobstittitlv which int4 analytically, exhibited as functiotts.'of the
1 titi.t...rm* a..

Ili., employment of elliptirftintstions for the theory of the point eystents Mil n
;',1 111'N iif th third degree.

l'ro-.eittation o,q1-t+ of pollikon of the equation of the fifth degree in their.d,:veloptilairt

fhe oraI.exantimtion consists ,of questions on the thesis, and on
'anarysis, geetnetry,. analyic.niechtmies, and physics. In partietilar.
such subjects e' 10111111Itikill.S of geometry, theory of functillns, 414'
fjtent ia I eoilations; differential geometry of plane and spare may he.
discussed. In conducting tin'', examinatioh tlicVspeCial line of study
of (lie ,aintlit11110 IS taken .info aceount. Fttrthermore,. emphasis
kid 00 maturity in cotineaion with subjects.of the first eiNatnination.
II; Ina theniatie,.-epecially careful consideration

. hestivt-iid ctn
thes(Ltopics whose mastery tends V. a truer understanding of sub...
jots tuugbt in secondary schools. In physics the candidae's flicility
in experimentation is tested. Theory and hisory:of pedagogy.are
also subjects for examination. *The whole examination lasts two"tms.

parts of the telyamtsprugung are held in. Munich before an
en_iiiination.colpmission of the royal State mipistry.

The exam .regulations contain pit anal* regitirement.
The candidate has to -give a trial lesson,(Lehrprobe) on an assigned
theme .in. one of the middle schools orMuniclibefere the itssem. bjed
fiamination.bOard. This test of teaching .abilityfor Which earietial

4-predicate is assigned, is Very peculiar in that the candidate istested
1

I have o tratislited .grimmungiise.ntn of Wieteitner'sretiort op Bavaria).
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.

in soincithitag concerning which he has never been taught. At best
it can Only tend to indicate his mktural ability. On,the other hand a
naturally good instructor may be confused by the large audiencemA
the fact that heiss not acquainted with any of. his pupils. Neverthe-
less, every candidate who satisfactorily passes the Lehramtsprilfung
and the Lohrprobo test is declared-competent to teach all subjects in
secondary school mathematics.

Following the example set by Prussia, certain Seminaries for the
training of teachers in ancient' classics 'were established. in 1893.
It Was not, however, till the spring of 1904 that two mathematical
Semiharien came into being at the Theresiengynmasium and at the'
Re4iymnasium in Munich.. By. 1906 two others had been estab-
lished: One at the Realgymna.sium in Augs4urg aild the other at
the Realgymnasiuni in Wurzhurg, but up to June, 1912, these four.
institutions were .the only establishments of their kind in Bavaria.
Since none of these Seminarion could train more than 6 or 8 can-
didates annually 40: to. 50 were coming from th6 universities,
training in a,Semin tir was not required for the candidate in mathematics.,
With the new regulations of 1912 the Seminarjahr became compuilsory.

In the mathematical Seminar there are two special teachers (Semi-
narlehrer, one mainly in mathematics, the other in jihysics) in
addition to two members of the regular staff rv,ho afro Seminarleiter,
or tAchers who conduct the training. Of the four teacbors only two
are specialists in,rnathematics and physics.

Candidates enter the yseminar at the end of November; .in the first
weeks 'they observe the instruction of their Seminarlehrer and of
the other teachers in ,the institution and. after that give trial lessons
(Probelektionen). at first for half an hour and later for the full hour.
On these occasions the other candidates and the Seminarlehrer are
always present. At the special Seminar meetings,, which usually
take place twice a week, the candidates must report concerning all
classes which they have attended either as instructor or observer.
At these meetings the "Praktikanten" hear discussions of a peda
gogic-didactic nature and give lectures on gedera4 pedagogic questions
or on methods of treating certain pails of mathematics and physics.
The"trial, lessons of the Praktikanten are here criticised and every
lecture is followed by general discussion. At the meetings the
Seminarleiter and Seminarlehrer also give lectures on general ques-

lions, on duties as a'teacher. and to society, and on special topics of
didactics and method. The number of lectures which each candi-date gives varies from.. two to six. Themes employed for such
lectures are as follows: I-I4:Aart'S views on Mathematical instruction;
Klein's endeavors for reform; qUadrature -of the circle in instrue-4
tion, mathematical instruction in France; hygiene in the schoolroom;
the handling of lying in the .school; the best texts in different sub-
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jectS; how is rest in connection with instruction best taken? the
slido ru.141uicide of pupils;1 review of new books; methods of con-
struction according to Adler, Petersert, and Alexandroff; and similar
themes. in'physics.

Minutes of all Seminar meetings must be kept by ,the candidates
in turn. In this way each one has to prepare eight to ten sets of
minutes: Before 'May 1 each one must also hand in a larger peda-
gogic thesis of which the theme was assigned the preceding' January
in consultation with Sominarleiter and Sominarlohrer. The
theses are discussed in Seminar meetings and written judgments are
passed upon them. A selection of subjects (in so far as they are
not in pure physics) assigned, at the four S(minarien is as follows:
.Of what significance for instruction in mathematics and physics are the six "in-

terests" of Ilerbart? Appreciation of the attack. of Ellen 'Key, Forel, and other
moderns leveled, against the traditional rojethods of instruction. Comparison of the
light and dark sides of the system of specialist leachers and of class teachers, Self -
criticism as one of the most necessary Conditions of pri;greas in successful instruction.
Relation'between pupil and teacher both within and without-the school. The ques-
tion of overworking and the humanistic Gymnasium of the day. What place should
arf occupy in a scheme of instruction? Comparative consideration of programs in
mathematics and physics at various German institutions. Mental arithmetic. Teach-
ing of fractions by question and answer. Graphic methods in thg instruction of
arithmetic and algebra as well as of trigonometry. How is the idea of .a function to

,be developed according to the program of the Bavarian Oberrealschule? In the
interests of concentration in mathematical instruction in the upper classes, how
can the study of physics or. nstural science be promoted? (To be discussed on the
basis of the program of Bavarian secondork schools.) Bow din the. interest of a pupil
be aroused to recognize mathematical manifestations in daily 7life? The German
Museum' and the humanistic Gymnasiuni. Introduction to the similarity of figures.
Theory of equality of areas and transfor6tion of areas. Weights and measures in
arithmetic instruction.

At the close of the Seminar course the authorities notify the
ministry of approved candidates who in due C 011-Pli 0 receive Befithi-
gungszeugnisse as teachers. Thorp is no . Probejahr as in Prussia;
and it is also to beobserved that the Seminarien of Bavaria, organized
'for the most part to train* a special subject., are, in this respect,
different from those in Prussia.

At the University of Munich: in the summer semester of 1909 the
following .eourses were offered: Psycholod, with #pocial reference to
pedagogic questions involved (4 hours &week); psychology (4 liour0;
psychological exercises (2i hours); art and race psychology (2 hours);
anthropological psychology (4c-hours); introduction to ethical prob-
lems,(2 hours) introduction to problems, of sociology (3 hours); his-

.

Thls is a serious matter irk Germany. That It Is largely due to overwork seems to be established by the
appalling condition of recruits for theitrmy and nay, from secondary schools of Prussia. sore than
one-third of the students are found physically unfit (see Rep. U. 8. Commis. of Educ., 1909-10, vol. 1, Wash-
ington, 19)0, pp. 482-3)

'Presumably the deutsches Museum von Melsterwerken der NaturwIssenschaft and Technik, in Muniob,
of which the corner stone was laid In 1906.
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tory of pedagogic theories (4 hours). In the winter semester;-1909-10: General psychology (5 hours); psychology seminary (lihours) ;. psychological exercises (li hairs); psychology of Aristotle (1hour); fundamental problems of ;Allies (4 hours).
IA Bavaria, university "vacation courses" for those who areteaching in secondary schools are often largely attended.. Such

' lectures were given for example at: (cs) Wurzburg, April-21-27,
1908Dr. Rost, 6 lectures on the productiveness of the employmentof graphical aid in carrying out geometrical const.ructions, and Prof.Prym, 6 lectures on the deriVation of fundamental functions inpassing from lower to highei' analysis; (b) Erlangen, April 13-19,1909Prof. Gordan- gave 2 lectures on corresponding conics, Prof.Noother 2 lectures on the variation principle in mechanics, and Dr..Hilb 2 lectures on relations between higher and elementary mathe-maties.'

Courses in the. history of mathemiytics are not Liften given inGermany, but at the University of Munich Dingier is a privat-docent for the didaaics, philosophy and history Of mathematicalsciences. His appointment in 1912 was the first of the kind.
II. Regulitions of 1912. The candidate is still required to -pass

two examinations, namely, the two sections of the'tehramtsprtifung,
but the first section does not come till. after at least four years ofstudy in a university or technical high school ,and the second sectionafter the completion of a Seminarjahr. There is also a voluntary
special examination. .

The candidate's choice of subjects is morn circumscribed in Bavariathan in Prussia. He is required to make selection from one of the'following groups:

1. ClassiCal languages, German language, and history.
2. German language, history, French or Engli'sli language.

. 3. Modern 'languages:
4. Mathematics and physics. ir
5. Chemistry, biology, and geography.
6. Commercial science and geography.
7.. Drawing.

Mathematics and physics must be chosen together, and no othersubject may be elected with them.
For admission to the first division of the Lohramtsprtifung inmathmetics and physics the following are required:
(a) The Reifezeugnis of a Gymnasium, RealgyninaBium, or Oberrealschule.(b) The proof of study at a German university or technical high school for at'leastfour years, at least thrbe of which have been devoted to attending lectures onpathe-. matics ttnd physics, to laboratory practice, And to drill in exercises.
(c) A certificate of successful completion of of exercises in mathematics andphysics.

.
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((i) roof of attending two courses of philosophic, historic, or geographic content.
(e) he presentation of two "Zulassungsarbeiten," which must be authenticated by

directors of exercise drill or laboratory practice; one."Arbeit " of moderate scope, on
pome topic in mathematics or theoretical physics, should have been prepared in seminary
or similar exercises, the other Arbeit should be in theispature of a report of work done in
laboratory physics. The Zulassungsarbeiten must each display familiarity with the
wientific subject and its literature, a methodical development, and well-ordered
presentation.

In' these conditions it is notable that practical exorcises in bail
mathematics dud physics are required and that certificates of the
successful pursuit of those exorcises are to be presented.

The first division of the examination is Joth written and oral.
The written examinations all take place within a few days (again
in contrast to Prussian arrangements, where they extencrover months),
and are arranged in thrde groups:
GROUP 1: .

(a) Elementary plane and solid geometry (2 hours).
tb) Plane and spherical trigonometry with simple applications to mathematical

p.:}graphy (2 hours).
e) Descriptive geometry,. including the °temente of allionometry and perspective

with applications, e. g., to construction . of shidows (drawing very carefully done)
(,2-3 hours), .

(d) Algebra (2 hours).
GROUP 2:

Analytic and synthetic plane and solid geometry (2-3 hours).
(b) Diffettntial and integral calculus with applications (2-3 hours).
(c) Elements of the theory Of ordinary and partial differential equations and the

elentents of differential geometry (2-3.hours).
(d) Theory of series and elements of the theory of func ions (2-3 hours).

GROUP 3:
(a) Experimental physics, Division I (mechanics, ustics, theory of peat) (2

hours).

(b) Experimental physics, Division II (electricity, magnetism, optics) (2 hours).
(e) Analytic mechanics of rigid and deformable bodies (2-3 hours).
(d) Elements of theoretical physics (2-3 hours).

In addition to these written examinations, the candidate is given
four hours to write u German essay to test his general culture. The
subject of the essay must be selected from one ,of three fields stated
to him.

The elaborate -home essay, which is the central feature of 'the
written examination in other States and which is regarded as of special
value in determining cultural development, 4 entirely lacking in
Bavaria.

In the oral examination, which is not publicr there is more search-
ing questioning in certain fields of the written examination; these
fields include the foundations of the theory of space (Group 1), the
theory of numbers. (Group 2), and chemistry (Group 3). The can-
didate. is also given opportunity. to prove his familiarity with some
special field of mathematics or physics which he has himself chosen.
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.The oral examination in each of the groups 1 and 2 lasts for 40 minutes;in group 3, 50 minutes.
Between the first and'Second divisions of the Laramtspr:;f119.:

the candidate receives his practical or profess:onal training in aSeminar, to which he is assigned by the ministry. The twininghere has been described already. . .

In the second division of the examination ;tie. candid,ate
(a) Presents his home thesis.
(b) Gives lessons of one hour each in` some topics of mathematicsor physics (in connection with which opportunity is given to indi-

cate.his facility in sketching on the blackboard aid in experimenta-
tion), and conducts an exercise in physics for pupils. The topics
are assigned one day in advapce.

(c) Is examined orally on the theory of education and instruction,
especially of secondary school pedagogy and its history, as well as on

. related fundamental questions in philosophy and psychology. Inaddition to the.general knowledge, the candidate must show a more
thorough acquaintance with the pedagogic theories anti cultural
development in some modern epoch selected by himself. Connectedwi h this are questions on the newer development of methods ofinstru n in topics of mathematics and physics, whereby the

4.......649

candidate is given an opportunity to demonstrate his acquaintance
with separate phases of development in mathematics and physics.

A candidate who fails in the second section of the examination
must repeat the Seminarjahr before he is permitted to try the ex-amination again. A second repetitioni of the examination is notpermissible. The examination is conducted almost entirely by
schoolmen, including the Seminar director and Seminarlehrer.

The optional "special examination" was a feature of regulations
in force frorn..1873 to 1895. In somewhat modified form it reap2peared in 1912. This examination must be taken within 10 years
after the second division of the Lehramtsprilfung; it may, however,
be taken, at the same time or even before, but in this latter case acertificate of having passed the examination will not be awarded
until the Lehramtsprtifung has been completed.

For admission to.the special examination, there is required either
the presentation of a scientific thesis 1 in the field of pure or applied
mathematics or of physics, br the presentation of a practical work,
with proof of thorough scientific study in one of the following fields:
Geodesy, astronomy, technital mechanics, technical physics, ,electro7technical science.

.

The first part of the oral examination is on the field from which thesubject of the scientific thesis-is taken and lasts, about an hour; the
second part covers the whole range of the special subject chosen and

'Or prise essay or doctor's dissertation or other printed paper.

L'Iimmir...morrowirriggromorpirrr
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lasts at least an hit:inland a half. No second trial of this examina-
tion is permissible.

Note that, a scientific thesis and a piece of practicalwork are put on
a plane of eqUality in this examination, of which there is no analogue
elsewhere in Germany, although it is somewhat similar to theeYami-
nation for doctorate. Ia the ear!ier regulations it was ordered that
those who passel the special examination, even though it involved
nothing of a pedagogic character, were to get the better positions in
the secondary schools. This is not necessarily the case in the newer
regulations, and lust what the effect of the examination will be,
remains to be seen. .

In illustration of the excellence of the pedagogically arranged
lists of courses offered at the University of. Munich, that for the
summer semester 1914 is gii,en: rntroduction to higher mathematics
for students of philosophy (3 hours, including one fol. , exercises),
Dingier; differential calculus (5 hours, including one for exercises),
Bohm; exercises in plane analytic geometry (2 hours), Dingier;
descriptive greometry II (5 hours), Hartogs; exercises in descriptive
gNmetry (3 hotirs), Ilartogs; analytic geometry of space (4 hours),
Vo; integral calculus (5 hours), Liydemann, definite integrals and
Fourier series (4 liours), Pringsheim; synthetic geometry II (4 hours),
Rosenthal, exercises in' synthetic geometry (1 hour), Rosenthal; in
seminary, exercises for middle semesters (higher analysis with appli-

,, cations) (2 hours), Rosenthal; theory of algebraic forms (invariants)
(4 hours), Lindemarui; introduction to the theory of partial differ-
ential equations (4 hours), Voss; seminary, theory of ordinary
differential equations (2 hours),, Voss; applications of elliptic func-
tions (3 hours), Pringsheim; on the problem of squaring the circle
(2 hours), Lindemann; seminary (2 hours), Lindemann; geometric
morphology (3 hours), Brunn; elementary theoiy of life insurance
for natural scientists, political economists, and mathematicians
(4 hours, includipg one for exercises), Bohm; lectures and reviews
of mathematial-statistical questiOns, for advanced students ;(2
hours), Bohm. Mechanics of the continua (hydrodynamics, acous-
tics, elasticity) (4 hours), Sommerfeld; seminary exercises on hydro-
dynamics, etc. (2 hours), Sommedeld; physics of the science of
earthquakes (4 hours), Bidlingmaier; mechanics of the heavens II
(4 hours), Seeliger.

II. SAXONY.

The regulations formulated in 1983-9 forithe preparation of teach-
,

ers of mathematics for the secondary schools of Saxony differ very
little from those promulgated in, Prussia in 1898..- The examination
consists x4 two parts, the general and the special subject. The home
theses are to be finished before the oral examination. The general
examination is on philosophy, pedagogy, and Garman literature, but
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not on religion. The special subject examination, more limited thanin Prussia, is confined to(1) pure mathematics; (2) applied nlathe-maticsi (3) physics; (4) chemistry'; (5) mineralogy and gtiology,,The candidate must choose at least three subjects; it is desirablethat he IA also prepared in a fourth; and he is not prohibited fromtaking all five. The following combinations are permissible:(a) Pure mathematics, applied mathematics, physics.
(b) Pure mathematics, physics, chemistry..
(c) Chemistry, mineralogy with geology, physics.
(d) Chemistry, mineralogy with geology, pure mathematics.

For home theses the' candidate is given two problems; one for thegeneral examination, the other for the special subject examination inthat subject in which he wishes to prove himself capable of first grade.In case this subject is pure mathematics' he riteives, in addition tothe problem for the general.examination, two problems for the specialsubject examination to work at home, of which on must be in,math-ematics; in this case
t,

,Oie candidate has no written examination, buotherwise written .examingions in subjects of the special subjectexamination, to the extent of four urs, may he required. For thepreparation of each home thesis eight weeks are allowed. The wholeperiod of examination in Saxony as well as in Prussia thus extendsover several months instea+of a few days as in BaVaria.
The regulations with regard tq, pure mathematics and physics inthe special subject examination are practically identical with thosein Prussia, but in applied mathematics ,the requirements are soMe-.what different by reason of the final clause. The whole paragraphis as follows:

Of candidates who wish to qualify for instruction in applied mathematics there isrequired, in addition to a certificate in pure mathematics, knowleke of descriptivegeometry, including the principles of central projection, and corresponding facilityin drawing; familiarity with the mathematical methods of technical mechanics, espe-cially of graphical statics,, with lower geodesy and tlie elements of higher geodesyitnd.with the theory of adjustment of,errors in observation. The candidate isiree toindicate in which one of the three parts he.would rather be examined.
The pmeration for the special subject examination usually occu-pies not l .than four years and this may be made either at theUniversity of Leipzig or at the Technische Ilochschulo in Dresden.For the student whose special subjects are pure and applied mathe-matics and physics, the following scheme of courses is recorninended

at the Technische Hoch8chule:
.

I There seems to he a discrepancy m A. Witting's report unless different regulations govern candidatep.studying at the University of Leipzig from those at the Technische lloclischule. The regulations quotedabove went into effect for the Hocilscfmje January 25, 1909 (p. 57). On p. 47, however, in connection withregulations is force May 1, 1908, for the university,
German is hot mentioned as a general examinationsubject, whilemine instead of five subjects are mentioned as possible special subjects: the other four arehistory, botany, zoology, ailig geography.

Geography might be elected instead ofchemistry by the mathsmadden. q. Lorey's report on Prussia, p. 65.
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I. Semester (summer).
Higher Mathematics I (analytic geometry and higher analysis), with exercises.
Descriptive Geometry I, with exercises.
Inorganic chemistry.
Inorganic chemistry in laboratory.

2. Semester (winter).
Higher Mathematics II, with exercises.
Descriptive Geometry II and perspective, with exercises.
Technical Mechanics I, with exercises.

Physics I. -

Geodesy 1.
Laboratory physics.

3. Semester (summer).
Iligher, Mathematics III, with exercises.
Analyti geometry of conies
Technical Mechanics II, with exercises..
Experimental Physics II.
Praktikumi in geodesy.
Method of least squares..
Laboratory ph ysics.

4. Semester (winter).
Higher Mathematics IV, with exercises.
Analytic geometry of-surfaces of the socolid degree.
Technical Nlechanis III, with exercise,
Geodesy II;

1.'w- the first., third, and especially the'fourth semester it is recom-
mended that yet of courses the fields of
mathematics and physics. 'Me above=mehtioned (_:ourse4 are simply
those which are fundamental.

Later semesters should serve for deeper study in fields of interest.
For this purpose there are each semester matheinatical .seminaries,
praktika in physics, and special lectures in mathematics and physics,
especially in spherical trigonometry, theory of real and complex
functions, elliptic. functions, higher algebra, differential equations,
theory of space curves and surfaces, theory of geometric transforma-
tions, theory of algebraic curves, and surfaces, geometry of motion,
analytic mechanics, potential theory and other parts of mathe-
matical physics, spherical astronomy, and .insurance.

The following courses in mathematics 'and astronomy were offered
at the University of Leipzig in the summer semester of 1.014:
Descriptive geometry (2 hours), by Rohn; plane analytic geometry
(4 hours), Herglotz; algebraic analysis (introduction to the differ-
ential and integral calculus), Verglotz;.. theory of numbers (2 hours),
Koebe; algebraic curves (4 hours), Rolm; differential equations,
with exercises (4. hours), Koebe; general 'theory of functions of a
complex variable (4 hours), Hader; calculus of variations (2 hours),
Holder; theory of collective measurement (4 hours), Bruns. -Mathe-
matieal Seminary: (1) Vxercises in theory of functions (1 hour),
'Older and ; (2) exercises in descriptive geometry (2 hours),
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Bohn and ; (3). exercises in algebraic-curves (1 hour), Rohn;
(4) introduction to the literature of modern theory of functions
.(conformal representation and uniformization), lectures by the
members (fortnightly), Ilergiotz and Koebe. Exercises in analytical
geometry (1 hour),. Herglotz; practical work in the observatory,
Bruns.

.

Further, all candidates have oppertuqty to hear, at regular inter-
vals, lectures on history of philosophy, lgic, psychology, systematic
pedagogy, and history of pedagogy..

In spite of the statement of P. ZiertmOn in Monroe's Cyclopedia(p. 91.), I am in doubt. as to whether the Probejahr is obli,gatory '.inSaxony, since even the Seminarjahr does not seem to be required
but only iccommended.'' (A. Witting, p. 62.) The single Saxony
Seminar for the riltithematicitin is the practical-pedagogic SeminarwhiCh was organized in 1895 and stands in official connection Withthe Universityof It'is in charge of tie rector of the Thomas
Gymnasium, and Dr. Ernst. Lehmann directs the work of mathematics
and natural sciences. The weekly sessions of. two hours Each in a
Gymnasium :embrace visiting the classes ot experienced teachers,

. practice teaching by stuAts, and criticism of the work done. Thenumber of students is large.

It is not even mentioned by A. Witting. in creme:Von
with the required training of the teacher. True,one does find the following in section. S of the regulations concenting.t

he practical Seminar mentioned below:"Upon his departure from the Seminar every member
can dentiuid acertificate, which is to be given bythe leader of the stiliject group and countersigned ,by the director. These certificates must be affixed tothe petition to the royal ministry of public instruction when the

candidates are admitted to the Probejahr.",(.1. F. Brown; p. 112.)
Upon appealing to the late Miss Anna T. Smith, specialist

in foreigrrodticational systoms at the Bureauof Education, Washington, for references loading to a more conclusive statement, I received the followinginformation:
"I regret to say that I am unable to refer you to any sources of information which ptively nettle yourinquiry, although to my mind it may be inferentially determined. A little volume by Prof. Dr. JacobWychgram, eutitIO Das Adhere and mittlete linterrichtswesen

in Deutschland, and published at Beninand Leipzig in 1913, purposes to give the requirements existing at that time with reference to the qualifi-cations of teachers of the secondary schools in Germany.
IS tl:e introductory chapter, which Ls t generalsurvey for the entire Empire, p. 25, it Is stated that after completing the Seminar and Probejahr the can-didate? receive the certifichte of capacity for appointment as professors and may be admitted into thepublic, State, or city school service unless special difficulties

interfere. This statement is In exact 'accord-ance with the requirements published for Prussia in 1898, i. a., Ordnung der Prilfung filft des Lehnstutan hhheren Schulen von 12. September, 1898.
" By a decree ( Verf(igung) dated Dec.29, 1892, a mutual

arrangement was entered into between differentparts of the German Empire which provided for the mutual
recognition of candidates in the States of theEmpire named. The Kingdom of Saxony' does not appear in the number. (Compare pp. 86-87.) Itis known that, while the general features of She Saxon scheme of qualification are the same as those ofPrussia, there are some slight modifications distinction is indicated by regulations pertaining tothe examiltation of candidates for the higher sehoorservice issued Jan. 25. 1909. Section 29 of this publi-cation shanty states that the candidate for appointment,before receiving the certificate of capacity, musthave sustained the State examination and have passed successfully the Probejahr. No mention is madeof the year in the Seminar. From this It might be inferred that the latter is not essenUistr although jtIs well known that it is customary, (See Bekanntmachung,

fiber die Ordrfung der Prilifungf fir Kendidatendes hoheren Sohulamtes der mathenuttisch-physikelischen
and chemischen tichtung an der Konlgl)chen

Technischen nochschule zu, Dresden, sec. 29, pp. 14450"
11" Uber'das Studlum der Piiciagopn an der Unlversitiit Leipzig," in Klein's dituelle Probkme der.Likr erbildung, pp 18 B.
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4. WURTTEMBERG.

. The present regulations for the training of teachers for secondary
schools date from.1898. Broadly speaking, they require that a oan-
didate shall successfully pass .(1) two service examinations (Dieutt-,
prii fir 'igen), that is, examinations prei,aratory to serving as teachers;
;lad (2) a "Vorbereitungsjahr" or Probejahr.

The examinations are held at Stuttgart, usually in, the spring,.
Before a commission composed ot university professors:and schoolmen
appointed by the minister of church and school affairs. The ,00rn-
mission is under the direction of a member of the department of the
ministry for higher schools.

-

Application for admission to the first service examination.Must be
Iteeuntpanied by (a) 4.scientifio thesis; (b) prod of attendance at
lectures and seminary exercises in a' German university or technical
high school during four years; (c) certificates of participation in the
exercises of a high-school institute in physics or chemistry, and' a'
testimonial descriptive of the success attending this parieipgtioh.

Of the required- attendance at university and technical high sohool
at least two of the semesters must be at. a university, and during'not
lesS than six semesters the candidate must specialize, in the subjects
of examination, in (lass and seminary.

Two advanced lecture courses and.oneili pedagogy
are also required of all candidates.

The first service examination of the mathematics-natural science
cottrse is arranged in two divisions: (a) Mathematics-physics; (b)
xhoinistry-biology, Between which the candidate- has to mike choice.
The subjects in each division are grouped as majors and minors.

Exceptiin cases to, be noted presently the examinations aro both
wtten and oral in all subjects; ,the commission can nevertheless
waive oral examination of a candidate in a special subject, when he
has done exceptionally well in the written examination.

The' majors in the mathematics-physics division are:
1. Mathematics.

(a) Higher algebra, including the theory of elimination.
(b) Differential and integral calculus, 'including partial differential equations

and elements of the theory of functions.
(c) Analytic geometry, including the elements of the theory of higher curve

as well as the theory of curvature.
(d) Trigonometry, with mathematical geography.
(e) Synthetic geometry, including surfaces of the second degree.,
(f) Descriptive geometry...

*2: Mechanic, especially mechanics of a rigid system.
3: Physics.

(a) Experimental physics.
(b) Theoretical physics in the fourfields: Mechanics in phYsics, optics, theory

of heat, electricity andtmagnetiani (written examination only).
(c) Exercise in manipulation of apparatui for physics.. 16

101179°--18,--41
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In the written examination the
_
candidate is expected 'Co solve one

or more of thp "not too diflitult exercises" of the pubject in question,
while in the oral examination the candidate's comprehension of the
theory is ascertained.

Ln mathematics, the candidate has a choice'in the written examina-
tion between (a) and (b); in theoretical physics exact, acquaintance
with only two of the four fields mentioned is required.

The exercise in manipulation of .tipparatus 'consists in carrying out
certain experiments; tht"), 'commiss ion. may waive this exercise if an
official certificate from the authorities of the Institute of Physics or
of the State University, or of the-Technical High School in Stuttgart
indicates suffititently long drill and adequate dexterity in such exercise.

The only minor of the first part. is chemistry, in which a knowledge
.of,the most.. important: theories of general chemistry and acqrlaintanee
with the presentation and the properties of the most important corn--
pounds is required. Furthermore, demonstrations suitable for school .
instruction-may be called for.

The majors of the chemistry-biology division are chemistry, min-
eralogy with geology, botany, zoology.

The minors of this part are:
1. Algebra and lower analysis.
2. Elements of differential and integral calculus.
3. Elementary geometry, includin trigonometry and the elements of modern

geometry.
4. Elements of plane tutlytic geometry.
5. Elements of descriptive geometry.
6. Experimental physics, in which the demonstration of acquaintance with the

most important apparatus for instruction in physics may be required.

Mathematical questions. which have been set in Wurttemberg 'ex-
aminations in both the mathemkics-physics and the chemistry -
biology. divisions are given in Appendix E:

For upper classes the teacher is allowed to instruct only in the sub-
jects of his .first service examination; in the two 'upper classes he
must usually confine hiniself to the major subjects of 'this same
examination.

Cemeerning the second service examination the regulations. state:
After the first service examination the candidate is assigned to a
RealSchule fora year in/order to acquire a methodical introduction
into. the theory and .practice of teaching (1)(orbereitungsjahr); The
second service examination consists of (a) a German essay; (b) an
examination in free-hand drawing; (c). a supplementary examination
(Erginzungsprilfung,), in which the extent of the requirements is de-
termined by the .needs of instruction in middle real classes; and (d)
the delivery of three trial lessons'

The peculiar. supplementary examination of the mathematics-
nattii'al science group includes (1) French and (2) English, and is a
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.surviral pf- other days: In practice, however, the young teacher
'equippedac instruct in -Mathematics has to 'start out in a country
school and..p_ossibly instruct in just such subjects.

The Vorbefeitungsjahi is never. properly practical because of the
greii t scarcity iif teacherl: Hence the professional training of the
teaclicr in Wurttemberg really .amounts simply to a year of teaching.

At the University of Tubingen in the summer semester of 1909 the
felkwing 15.etures were given: General psychology (4 hours a week);
church and in the nineteenth century. In the wintersemoter,.

Psychology (4 hours -a week); philosophical ethics and
Jurisprudence (4 hours); exercises in ethical questions (1 hour).

5. BADEN.

The examination ordinance of 1903 for teachers in secondary schools
in Baden is copied in its 'essentials from the Prussian cif 1898.

Before admission to the examination the candidate .must have pur-
sued special studies at a German university for not less than eight
semesters (instead of six). Irmathematics or natural science is to
be the major of the examination, regular study at a German school of
technolou may be counted equivalent to study at a,German imier-
$it up to four semesters (ordinance of 1909).. Diming at least four
seesters of the period of acadeink study the etpd.idate must hive
successfully participated in scientific or practical exercises in school of
-technology or university seminaries, or laboratories, ter institutes.

The examMation, which occuwvery spring in Karlsruhe before a
special vomMiksion, ..consists of two parts, the- general and special
subject examinations. Both are. written and oral; the written usually
precedes the oral.

The subjects for examination are:
A. In ihe general examination for'each candidate, (1) philosophy, (2) German lit-

erature.
B. In the special subject examination, according to the choice of the candidktes:

In the mathematics-natul science .field of instruction: (1) datheinatics,'
(2) physics, (3) chemistry and Mineralogy, (4) botany and zoology.

.,, Geography' may be chosen in 'combination with mathematics,
zoolo ,gy, and botany, or as another subject)

The candidate must choose at .least three exanfination subjects
two as majors and a third as minor.

Candidates in the mathematics- natural science diviA'on must always
choose mathematics. The' candidate with mathematics a -a major
mnst present a certificate indicating his participition in the exercises
of a university seminar or other school of higher education during
at least sour senaesterti:

Applied mathematics does not occur as a special examination subject.
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In the general examination all candidates must cremonstrateel
Their general knowledge of qv most important facts in the history
of philosophy, the prifiCiples of logic, and the chief facts of empiric

.

psychology; (6) their acquaintance with the general development of
eiernian. literatpre front the beginning of its ",blooaing period': in
the etghteently century (c) their thotough knowledge of a jait roc
limited field iii philosophy and literature:.

Forthe examination in mathematics there i!3 required
(A.) As ntinor Knowledge- ot..the elements of ',higher analr6s,-

plane analytic and spithetio geometry; spherical trigonometry, de-
thets ()Pesti-many.

(It For mathematics as major in addition to the knowledge re-
quired. in A: Acquaintanl with the foundations of arithmetic and
geometry, of atttlysis and. algebra, including the the4try of functions,
of analytic .and synthetic geoMetry of space,- and,pf analytic mechan-
ics, well .as with the elements of descriptive geometry and with
the ebief facts of the history of mathematics.,

For th? ,hoMe theses every candidate receives two problems, one
for the general examination, the other Tor the spesrial subject examine-
-0)4n one of the subjects chosen by the candidate as major... The.
.exammation conimis ion may, however, so choose a theme that the
latter home thesis involves hoth`majom, .

For e preparation of the two home theses a period.of .20 weeks
is alhiwe(

The extent of the requirements in this connection may be: judged
by some of the themes assigned in the years Ms and 1909:

Derive the necemary and sufficient eonditiona for the validity of the theorem eon-
.

cetning,the independeive of the value of,the integral w= f(z)dz taken over the

path of integral lot% ,.and apply the theoreth to some examples (Cauchy) for finding the
valhe of denitile

Synunetrie functions.
The proofs of thii tninscendente QJ v exhibited in their characteristic features.
Connection between the theory of functions aturhydrodynamics, especially explana-

tions of I:irclihofra theory of watervouts.
A piesentatioof the most important theor'erna in the theory of eylindricid functions.
The addition ili,gorenv of elliptic integrals of the .linst, second, and third species

according to I.:olers development, n1 their principal geometric applications.
The derivation of Lagrange's diff irential equatiuuemf the second kind in mechanioa

after the presentation of Boltzmann-aud.,tha researches of Von Bolder offlhe Ilanlil-
tOuian principle:"

Development of the most important properties of spherical harmonies according to
the leoures of liehnholz, due regard being paid .t :the, works by Heine, F. Neu-

'
inaan,.atrd C. Neuinann. . . :

On the numerical sohitionof algebrilic eqnattons."
On the tmnAformation of Laplace's differential equation of the potential by Jacobi,mono others,, together with applications to individual problagia..
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On those plane Curves of tbeinurth order which have the imaginary circular piiints,
-at infinity as double point&

singular asymptotic curves, and eurfaeo -(inaugural dimertation).
eyclitiew

.1 prize memoir crowned bj the factilty of philosophy or natural
.:ience in a. State high sehool or university, or a dissertation accepted

such a faculty may be considered by the examination conniiission
as equivalent to the home thesis in the specialwiubject examination.
in determining the result of the whole examination slight lack of

knowledge in one'part May be compensated for by goil performance
suother. The Candidate has passed if he has met the requirements

of the general examination, is sat i;factory in at lettst one of his chosen
majors, and has shown a knowledge of two more subjects at least equi-,
vulva to that required for minors, If the examination is- passed, one
of the predicates "sat isfactkiry,"!-I'lgood,'.' or "excellent't is assigned,
according to the itharacter of the written and oral exatninations and
home theses. In this connection The majors are to be considered as
lirst in importance,. the minors and general examination as secondart.
If the candidate has failed in his examination, he may'trylagain within
two years, at the latest. If he tails a seetilid time., permission for
further trial may be granted Drily by the ministry:

!laving pas;:ed tUb\examiliation the candidate most next become a
Pniktikant the training of a "Trohejahr.." which is more in the
nature of s, Prussian Seminarjahr..

The activities of the Praktikant i4 the institution-consist(d) In
visiting classes which vill.aid in his development;. (b) in trial teach-
ing, first for part of it lessen, then for whole lessons, and finally fore
continuous instruction:. fe) in study of notable works in general an)
sNcial' pedagogy and didactics, which are to\be founA in the library
of the institution. This study is directed by the teacher in charge
of the candidate.

From this teacher at the beginning of the seconititalf of the year
the Praktikant receives a theme 'Oil which helm to prepare
of not more than 20 written quarto pages in extent. This theme
relates to the activities ofthe Praktikant hi the institution, but ,its
treatment also serves to indicate his knowledge of the. related pads
gogic literature ,of. ancient and.modern times. The thesisi accom-
panied by the critical jedgMent, of it on the part of 'the-director of
the institution, is laid Isbfore the inspector.

..1 Furthermore, the Praktikant has to give a trial Itsson to. a class,
which he has taught consecutively for at least two weeks, before
the director of the institution and the guiding teacher. These each
make indepindent_reports of the trial lesson to the inspector. The
repoi1 of the director is alSo accompanied by a statement concerning
the candidate's -industry and his general bearing both inside, and.
outside of the institution.
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. .On the basis of the various reports the inspector decides on thecandidate's. qualifications as a teacher. If he decides that therequirements of the "Probejahr" have not been met, the probation-

iiry period may le extended for a year.
At the UniverSity of Freiburg in the summer-semester, of 1909,the following courses were offered: Psychology (4 hours a week);

physiological psychology (1 hour); history of pedagogy (2 hours).In the winter semester: Physiological psychology (1 hour); thehigher' school systems of the present (2 hours) , school hygiene (1,hour),,
In corresponding semesters at the University of Freiburg the fol-

lowing'courses were offered: Ethics (5 hours a week for A semester);
pedagogical classics, Reusseau and Pellozzi (1 hour a week;:As in Bavaria, university "vacation courses" are given from time., to 'time. For example, at Freiburg, Easter, 1906: Lowy lectured on.matlfavatics of life insurance,-and Laroth on some fields of infinitesi-
mal calculus which are suitable for introduction into instruction in

-secondarS, schools. At Easter, 1908, Lurrh gave three lecttres, of
an hour each, on spherical trigonometry.

S. ALSACE-LORRAINE.

Since 1899 the regulations for the scientific training of the'teaeher
for the secondary school have been the same as those of Prussia.

The examination is conducted at Strassburg by an imperial scien-
tific examination commission.

The professional training of the teacher in Alsace-Lorraine has not'changed in fork since. 1871; The young expectant is sent as
"probationary.candidate" to-some higher school where he is required
to give instruction for six or eight hours weekly. The pedagogic
and didactic direction, the fixing of class hours when the candidate

. listens. to the instruction of other /teachers, e giving of advice int,
the choice of works which serve to advance 'pedagogic and didactic
development, are either undertaken by the director, if he is a

( specialist in mathematics, or (as happens more frequently in larger
institutions) by a capable teacher who exercises a more or less satis-
factory guidance. At the end of the Seminarjahr the candidate must
present a thesis on a theme given him in the first hal of the year.
As usual in such cases the theme gives the candidate an opportu-
nity to treat some practical pedagogic question on the. basis of his
own teachitig experience and of his study of related literature.. The
repOrts to the inspector are of the same nature as in Baden, and he
decides as to the candidate's "AnstellungSfithigkeit." ..

Wirz well remarks: In this organization for the training of -candi-
dates, it is evident that chance plays altogether too prominent a role...
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When Reye and Weber were at the university of Strassburg dick
courses of lectures were arranged according to a plan which considered
the needs of those preparing to be teachers in secondary schools.
In the list of courses for the summer semester of 1914, however, there
is little, evidence of any such plan, as there is only one course, on the
theory of numbers, which can be possibly considered as a course
foi. beginners. The list is as follows: By Faber: Integral calculus H
(4 hours); theory of numbers (2 hours); mathematical seminary
(ale distribution of prime numbers) (2 hours). By Schur: Theoret-
ical mechanics (4 hours); theory of ordinary differential equations
(2, hours) ; mathematical seminary (2 hours). By Simon: History
of mathematics in the Middle Ages (2 hours). By Wellstein: Elliptic
and hyperelliptic functions (4 hours). By v. Mises: Technical
mechanics II (hydraulics and aerodynamics) (4 hours); integral
equations- and their applications (4 hours) ; seminary exercises in
applied mathematics (technical mechanics) (2 hours). By Epstein:
Calculus of variations (2 hours). By Speiser: Theory of aggregates
(2 hours) ; the equation of the fifth degree with exercises (1 hour).

Arrangements for the scientific development of the teacher of
mathematics are wsholly lacking and there are no "vacation Courses"
as at several universities in Prussia, Baden, and elsewhere.

In the summer semester of 1909 and the winter semester of
1909-10 the following courses were given at the university of
Strassburg: Psychological exercises (2 hours a week through a se-
mester) ; history of philosophy (2 hours) ; psychology (4 hours);
introduction to experimental psychology (1 hour); ethics (2 hours);
history of Greek ethics (2 hours).

7. HESSIL

Accordiriibto as ordinance of 1908 the scientific capabilities of a
candidate are tested by an 'examination commission at the Univer-
sity" of Giessen. The commission is composed only of professors in
the faculties of philoSophy and theology, the idea being that after
candidates have studied at the university their teachers are best
qualified to examine them., In addition to the examination, a pro'-
fessional training of two years is required.

Candidates for admission to the examination in mathematics and
natural science(a) must have a Reifezeugnis from a Gymnasium,
Realgymnasium, or an Oberrealschule; (b) must have attended a
German university for at least eight semesters, three semesters at
a technical high school being counted as equivalent to those at a
university.

The examination consists of a general examination and a special
subject examination. The general examination is on zhilosophy,
pedagogy, and German lOrature. In philosophy a lioniesis is
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required, six weeks being assigned for completing it; otherwise the
examination is oral. It is expected that' the candidate have a
general knowledge of the history of philosophy, acquaintance with
the most important laws, of psychology and of the facts of empiric
psychology, and also familiarity with the history of pedagogy, the
essentials. of method (Methodik), and with the general development
of German literature.

The regulations with regard to the special subject examination are
almost word for word the same as those in Prussia.

The first of the two years of professional training must be obtained
at one of the six pedagogic Seminarien connected with and conducted
by, the officials of some of the secondary schools. Candidates are
here familiarized with the pedagogic theories required in their special
scientific development for the purposes of instruction and education,
and are guided in the practical application of knowledge, thus won.
This training takes place (1) at meetings which occur once or
several, times each week for introductory instruction in the theo-%
retical pedagogy and method of individual subjects;. (2) in the class-
room, where the candidate first observes the instruction of a vial
subject teacher and then after sufficient preparation and as sta
gives some trial lessons. At the end of the Seminarjahr each candi-
date must present a thesis on a pedagogic subject.-

The second year of professional training isat one of the secondary
schools, where the candidate gives consecutive instruction udder the
direction of one of the teachers or of the director. After successfully
meeting the conditions of professional training the candidatie who
has 'up to that time borne the title of Lehramtsreferandar, is named
Lehramtsassesor.

At the University of Giessen it the summer semester of 1909
id the winter semester of 1909-10 the following courges were
offered: Exercises in experimental psychology; history of education
and pedagogy since the age of humanism f3 hours per week); the
nature, origin, and development of speech (2 hours per week);
Pestalozzi in philosophic seminary (1 hour); psychology of will (1
hour).; introduction to scientific works in the sp,o4pre of psychology
and pedagogy,; ethics; outlines of pedagogy (2 hours per week).

S. HAMBURG..-

For the training of their teachers for secondary schools the Hanse-
atic cities of Hamburg, Lubeck, and Bremeni.re governed by the
regulations in Prussia. The scientific training of the prospective
teacher for these States,aas well as the professional training in
case of Bremen, takes place in other States, such as Prussia or
I shall, therefore, confine my, comment to the professional training
of the candidate in Hamburg.
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The candidate in mathematics and natural science is assigned, as a
rul.., to an Oberrealschule or a itealgymnasium. The number of
Seminar candidates at one institution varies from 4 to 12. Each
candidate is assigned to an experienced teacher in A special eue-
jee t.' This Oberlehrer decides what lessons the candidate must
attend in order Jo prepare him most quickly to give instruction
himself. The period of simple listening rarely exceeds two weeks;
then follow the first attempts at teaching in the presence. of the
Oberlehrer. A candidate showing some aptitude gives one or more
lessons alone, even during the first quarter of the year, that he may
display his powers of preserving discipline. Not till this chrysalis
stage has passed does the director listen to a candidate's lesson and
discuss it with the Oberlehrer. Such conferences are frequently re

occurs, as it is re ized that the loss suffered by the candidate's
l'zpeated. Interrup of a lesson by Oberlehrer or director rarely

authority is greater than the benefit which would accrue. Moreover,
at the end of the lesson there is ample opportunity, to point outany
error. In case of need a written preparation for the next lesson
may be required. It is arranged that the candidate gives at least
four such inspected lessons, so-called "Anleitungsunterricht," weekly.

At the same time, in accordance with the advice of the Oberlehrer,
he visits classes, first, in all grades of his own special subject, then
also in other school subjects 4o a moderate extent. He has 'to render
an account of his activities to the directOr every week. In some
institutions a written report of lessons heard and given is' required.
This proceeds by way of the Oberlehrer, who suppresses indiscretions
or evidences of poor judgment. Since in a large faculty frequent
substitutes (Vertretungen) are necessary, the candidate is early and
frequently called upon to act as deputy. In these cases he is quite
alone and must report to the Oberlehrer what he has done. The
weekly amount of Anleitungsstunden, hours of visiting classes, and
Vertretungsstunden should not exceed 18 and usually varies between
12 and 15- hours. .

In the second quarter the candidate gives frequent instruction in
one or two classes of different grades. He must direct practical class
exercises in physics unassisted. If a class is divided into two sec-
tions for carrying out exercises, it is customary for the Oberlehrer
to take the first section, while the candidate assists in the lesson.
The candidate then conacts the second section himself. When the
candidate has the necessary independence, especially with respect to
discipline, the attendance of the Oberlehrer during his teaching hours
is confined more to regular visits. t

4 In the second semester ,regular teaching houke are frequently
assigned to the candidate, and for these he receives remuneration.
In addition to this he retains Anleitungsunterricht iu bne subject.

% , v``'
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.. In the Seminarjahr the candidate 'must becothe thbroughly
acquainted with the school equipment, and the laboratory exercises
give the necessary incentive. In addition all Seminar candidates
of physiCs ore required to attend the weekly instruction (2-3 hours)
in practical physics in the Oberrealschule at the Uhlenhorst.

For theoretical instruction a conference of one hour a week is
appointed. This is led by the director. So far as possible, general
questions of instruction and education are dealt with by discussion.
Experienced specialists lecture on methods of instruction in individual
subjects; discussion follows immediately or a week later in' the
presence of the lecturer. Every candidate must present a---4:evieir
of some valuable work; for example, by Locke, Basedow, Pestalozzi,
Herbart, Jager, Forster, Wernicke, Lietz, Wetekamp, Reidt, Simon,
Schwering, Klein, Wellstein, Killing, or publications of the Inter-
national Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics. The zealous
use of the Seminar library is promoted by the director. In some
institutions the minutes of the Seminar conferences are taken by the
candidates in turn. At others each candidate has to prepare minutes
of all general ospecial conferences.

The candidate has to take part in all conferences and class examina-
tions in so far as he' is hot pre ceiited I y his own instruction. When
the reports of these examinations are decided upon by class teacher
and director, the candidate has the right to offer a dissenting opinion;
indeed, he is expressly summoned to declare himself, if the higher
courts disagree.

At the end the Seminarjahr the candidate must Present a
scientific 'pedagogic thesis, and a more practical report on his total
teaching experience is due at the end of the Probejahr. In the
Pnibejalu.-the candidate is usually busy with a large amdunt of
remunerative teaching. If he remains at the same institution OS

that in which he spent the Seminarjahr, the directing Oberlehrer
js frequently changed in order that different .methods may be learned.
Monthly revisions by the Oberlehrer and a thorough examination of
the classes' by the director at the end of each semester are the rule.

nip inspector follows the development of the candidates with
special. attention. At each of his visits to the institution, Or when
the 4Irector appears before the school authorities, all candidates
are`Thscussed in detail. Special occurrences are *immediately cool,
municated either orally or in writing. Thsinspector hears 4he
candidate at least( once in each'semester, anreonsiderably oftener
if doubt r.arises as to the desirability, of admitting him to the Probejah
or of awarding him an Anstelltmgsfahigkeitszeugnis. On the basis
of his' own observations, of repeated oral reports by the drrector, and
of written final reports by the Oberlehrer and director, the inspector
passes upon the candidate's fitness for the Probejalr or for s. teaching
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certificate. The refusal of the first as well as the second occurs
repeatedly, either by postponement (when the work- is usually con-
tinued at another institution) or with finality.

In conclusion, gome titles of seminar theses may be. mentioned.
The related literaturels collected by the candidate from Rethwisch's
Jahesberichten fiber this hohere Schulwesen, and the director then
furnishes the more iidi3ortant" original works for thorough study.
The problems are ad chosen that the candidate has opportunity to
test theory,,in practice or to modify it. Since he receives the theme
in the first month, and does not render the thesis till the ninth,
ample time is allowed to assemble personal experiences. Tie title
are as follows:.

What limitations can be imposed on arithmetic-algebraic instruction in .the
st,eondary scht)01 laSses

On what grounds can the constant use of oblique parallel projection be recom-,
mended in commencing the instruction of descriptive geometry?

how far can and how far should arithmetic in the lower classes of the higher schools
prepare for the instruction in algebra?

What part of the theory of circles may be placed at the beginning of instruction in
plane geometry)?

Geometrical instruction in Quarts., with special reference to M. Schuster's Geo-
metrisihe A ulyabcn

How may instruction in spherical trigonometry be built up on the theory of rigLt,
angled dihedral angles as found in solid geometry?

The treatment of the integral calculus in Oberprima, starting from definite integrals.
Logic in the program of the Oberroalschule. .
flow formuIste in Sekunda the tre atment of trigonometry that has the closest possi-

bk connect ion with plane geometry'?
To what extent is history of philosophy connected-with instruction in physics and

chemistry?
fastructional value of drawing.

Induction and deduction in geometric instruction.

When a candidate for a teaching position in a secondary school -

takes up the work of his preparation in the German university, ho
is not without suggestiims for his guidance. Two illustotions of
weight,) pronouncements of this nhture may be indicated: I. The
plan recommended in 1907, after three years of labor by the com-
mission oil instruction of the Gesellschaft deutscher Natutforscher
and Arzte (resulting in the formation of the Deutschen Auschusses

I Ourmetrische Aufgaben and Lehrbur Geometric, Nach konstruktiv-analytischer Methods bearbeitet.
Nach dem nide des VCr1A5l egeben von W. Lietzmann. Ausgabe A: far Vollanstalten, 3 Teile,
Leipzig, Teubner. I. Tell: Planimetrie, 3. Audage, 1906, 168 pp.; II. Teil: Trlgonometrie, 2. Auftage, 1911,
126 pp.; III. Tell: Stereomdrie, 2. AuBage, 1906, 110 pp.

'Cf. A. Gutzmer, Die Tiltigkeit die Unierrichiskinnmission der Gesellschaft deutscher Naturforscher sad
Arzte. 1,4dpzig, Teubner, 1*. The plan and recommendations were also. published in Universitill end
&hale, Vortrdge auf der 114ammlung deutscher Philologers unirSchtilindriner zu Baal,' 1907. Leipzig,
Teubner, 1907. Bee also W. Lorey, Dee Siudlum der Magmata an den deutschen Vniversit&en, pp 294-296.
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far den mathetnatischen and natUrwissenschaftlichen Unterricbt);
II. Advice (Vorschltige)t issued in 1913,' at. the Uuiversity of Gottin-
gen, to students of mathematics and physics.,

tiI. In this plan it is recommended that the general studies n
mathematics and physics should betaken during the first six semesters
according totbe following scheme:

Sem-
ester.

1
Specialty studln '

General studios.

1 Differential and trite-
gral caltulus, I.

Exercises,
'

_,,,,______

Analytic geometry. - 1 Experimental phyt;les,
I I.

Praktika,' Seminaries.

2 Differential and into-
gral calculus, IL

Exercises,

Descriptivecriptive g ometry
(with projectivegeoni-.
etry .

i'rektika, Seminar

.

Experimental physics,
11.

.
es. .

,

. i

3/ Differentialequations.

Exercises,

Lillementary mechanics
(with graphical and
numerical methods).

Praktika, Seminaries.

'Introductidn'tocberq;
istry.

,

4 Algebra with theory of
numbers.

Exercises,

Curves and sinfaces.. JI Higher mechanics.

Praktika, Seminaries.

History. of philos-
kbphy and peda-
gogy.

5 Theory of functions.

Exercises,41'raktika,

Curves and surfaces.
Surveying with calcu-
lus of probabilities.

Seminaries.

Theoretical physics,
I.

Logic.

6 A comprehensive lac- 1

Luxe.
Exercises,

Astronomy With geo-
physics.

Praktika, Semln

Theoretical physics,
II.

es.

Psychology.

I In the Prak1ikum of .a German university or technische Hochschule instruction s not confined to infor-mative lectures, but Incltnies guidance in practical application of the knowledge gained, as in laboratory
work for physics and chemistry, case procedure for law, and so on.

In addition to this there will be added in most cases two to four
semesters duting wpich
the industrious student finds time to,complete these studies in some direction which
appeals to him. Abdo al i it is of importance that he deepen his study in some special
field, in which it may well happen. that he is led to the doctorate. Candidates with
other gifts will strive for a suitable extension, not too far-reaching, of the "specialty
studies" in the scheme outlined above.

As the most essential point of this scheme one may well put forward the miariftstly
impelling effort to make the mathematical training of the average candidate as far as
possible independent of the special fields of investigation standing for the time being
in the foreground of interest.

II. The Gottingen Vorschhig,e.

The employment of years of study for the acquisition.ok general training, by virtue
of which the candidate may later understandingly becOme a part of the whole organiza-

Ralselalige filr die Mudierenden der Mather2Hk and Arra an der Univerrit& Gottingen, Leipzig, Teubner;
1913, pp. 30-31. See also Jahruberieht der deutschen Mathernatiker- Vereiningung, Band22, 1913, pp. 99-100,
and W. Locey's Das Stadium der Methematik an den deutiliken Universitdlen, pp. 291-292
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ton of the school in which hehasato work, and may'have the lability to make himself
potently felt in his department, is indeed a very important matter. Important, too,
is appreciation, for the time being, of the pedagogic pioblems which stand in the
foreground in the later activity of his calling.

In connection with these matters, however, there are two contrary conceptions.
The one.' sustained more by historical tradition, understands general training as 1

knowledge. of an encyclopedic nature, as it were, of just those &Ads which are far
removed from the special studies in mathematics and natural science, such as historical,
literary, or even artistic phases of human development. According to this conception
the pedagopc instruction puts in the foreground the general ideas which have been
suggested ut th,e course'of history with regard to the prz.blema of education.

The other more modern conception demands that the candidate in mathematics and
natural science shall be in a position to establish the significance of his mastery of a
particular field of instruction. In this sense we must refer to the importance which
mathematics and natural science possess for the logical and theory of knowledge side
of philosophy, for psychology, for history of civilization and technology, for geography,
finally for the general field of civic interests. The biological side of natural ecienceis,
besides this, the basis of the rational theory of health, and it has to that extent also a
quite particular importance for school management. Corresponding to this conception
it would be desirable that the candidate at the aniversityshouldsoon acquire a certain
ti rid erstand ing as :o the significance which his scientific sttidies peg ass for the didactics
of his subsequent field of instruction. On the pedagogic side, however, the great and
important field of child study opens up.

At the present time examination procedure always follows the first of the concep-
tions. We would not, however, omit to mention the other which is.ever gaining cur-
rency. We do not recommend definite lectures or Praktika in one or the other direc-
tion; rather do we believe that very much which is worthy of attaktnentitere is better
obtained by private study or. in some cases, by association widi-lthose who have a
similar purpose. Whichever course the candidate may follow, we urgently recom-
mend that during the years of his university study he shill not lose sight of the UR;
portance of the formation of his own style and delivery; and in any case shall attain as
great knowledge as is requisite to the successful pursuit of his studies. We must also
think of and observe the 'necessity for physical exercises so that on the side of the
managemeqt of instruction special weight be laid upon the acquisition of ability to
give instruction i,n gymnastics. ,

On account of conflict of statements in authoridtative sources, it
seems well hero to formulate definitely the observation that even th
general requirements for the training of teachers of mathematics in
secondary schools are not the same for all the eight States we have.,
specially considered. Prussia, Alsace-Lorraine, and Hanaburg each
require not less than three years of study in a university or school of
technology, but all the other States require not less than four years.' All
States except Wurttemberg, apparently, now require a Serninarjahr;
this has been true of Bavaria only since 1912, and there is some doubt

I According ton new Prussian project, which had been formulated when the war broke out, the following
changes in the training of secondary-school teachers were contemplated: (1) A minimum of four instead of
three years of study at a university or school of technology; (2) instead of a major and two nanors in the
special- subject examination, two majors and one minor; (3) following4he lead of Bavaria, an exatignation
at the Wale of.the profeaslimal training. (Bee L' Enseignement malAimafigne, tome 18, 1916, pp. 356, 356, 368;
Lorey's Dee Stadium der Mathematik an den deutschen Universitilten, pp. 254- 256, 296; and .41erickts and
Mitteilungen, veranlasst durch die Internationale llathematiache Unterrielits-kononiseion, No. a, Leipzig,
Teubner, 1915, p. 56.)
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regarding Saxony. The Probejahr is not required in at least three, o
the eight States. In Wurttomberg.the eo -called Probejahr is simply
a year of teaching. Statements made to the effect that two years of
professional training are required of all German teach in secondary
schools must therefore he accepted with consiaerable reServe;s at
least four States do not have two years. The facts may beexhihited
in tabular form. Note that the requirements in Hesse are more
extensive than those in aft) other States.

States.

L

'Least

;

;

11 I I M-

her of
. years re-
quire i at

university
or techni-
ea! school.

Semintir
Jahr

require.i?,
l'rebejahr
required?

1. l'rus,ia
:1 Yes Yes.2. Bavaria
4 (1) No.3. Sas ony
4 T 74. Wurttemberg
4 No Vas (T)5. Baden
4 Yes No.6. A Isace-l.orraine

; 3 Yes No.7. Howe
I 4 Yes Yes.8. Hamburg

3 Yes Yes.

No. before 1914 yes, sine, 1912.

itIt seems a little curivms if the man who has just completed his
Semina,rjnhr in Alsace-Lorraine, where there is no -Rrobejahr, shotild
be immediately qualified to teach in Prussia (becau4 of the inter-
changeability of certificates) when a Prussian must submit to another
year of training.

Salaries in Prussia.The following scheme of salaries went into
effect in 1909:'
1.. Salaries of Provinzialschulnite: 6,300-8.100 marks ($1,4991041,727.80).2 The in-

, crease of 600 marks comes at the end of three. six, and nine year periods of service.
2. Salaries of directors of nino-year &Arno's.: Ca) In Berlin, 6,600 -7,800 marks ($1 .500.80-

$1,856.40); 2 (b) in other cities, 6,000-7,800 marks ($1,428 -$1,856.40).2 In
addition to these. salaries directors receive a rent indemnity of 1,800
marks ($428.40) in Berlin and 900-1,500 marks ($214.20-$347) elsewhere.
Salaries in both (a) and (b) increase by 600 marks every three years till the
maximum' is reached.

3. Salaries of directors of six-year schools: 5,200-7,600 marks ($1,237.61741,808.80).3
Th rate of salary increase and rent indemnity is the same as in 2.

4. Salari of the Oborlehrer, teachers of science: 2,700-7,200 marks $622.60-
$1,7 3.60). The salary increases o, cu? af ter every three years of service. The first
three increases amount to 700 marks each; the next four to 600 marks each.
The Oberlehrer's rent indemnity in B clin is 1,200 marks ($285.60); in other
places 560-880 marks ($133.284209.44).

5. Salaries of scientific assistants from whom the Oberlehrer are chosen: 2,100 marks
($499.80) for the first year, 2,400 marks ($571.20) foi the second, 2,700 marks

Statistieches lahrbuch der hoheren Schulen, XXXIII. Jahrgang. 191211. Leipzig.
This computation is made on the ha-is of 23.S cents to the mark. These salaries each include GOO marks

"pensionsfithige
These salaries each include 400 marks "pensionsilthige Zulage."
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($642.60) .for the third, and 3,000 marks ($714) for the fourth year. The rent
pity for Berlin ie 72O marks ($171.36); for other plicee,290480 marks

..!;024138.04).

In other parts "of Germany salarres are' sometimes not quite so
high (for example in Hesse), but in Hamburg directors receive as
much as 13,000 marks 'without residence or 11,000 `narks With
Tesidence* land salaries of the 'Oberlehrer range from' 4,000 to 11,000
marks without rent indemnity.'

Pensions.In practically all of the States of the German Empire
the teachers of higher .schools make no contribution to thb State
'pension funds. Such pensions may therefore be considered as adding
to the attracti6hs of the .teachers' positions.

If a Prussian teacher`is retired after 10 years of service, ho receives
33i per cent of his salary. The. antount of pension increases with
each additional year of service' after 25 years it is 58i per. cent of
his last salary, and after 40 years of service the 'maximum of .75
per cent is reached. The period of service includes time (1) spent
on leave of absence; (2) in the.Seminarjahr, and Probejahr; (3) in
'military service if performed after the ago of 20.

Sixteen of the German States give larger pensions after 40 years
of service than Prussia does, and: several States grant 40 per "cent
of the salary to teat...here-forced to retitre after 10 years of service:
Three States (Hamburg, IIessen, 4nhalt) give the full salary in
pension after 50 years of service. (Statistisches Jathrbuch,.1913-14.) *

Prof. J. W. A. .Young has Calculated that a very rough approxi-
mation to the annual Cash value of a Prussian teachers assurance
of a pension after 10 years of service is,$222.2 If this be added to
the salaries. and rent indemnities, we find that the range of income
of directors is from $1,673.80 to $2,506.80;. of Oberlehrer from
$977.88 to ir2 , 1 4 5 . 04 , this last salary being the reward after 21 years
of service.

Concluding comment Characteristic features have been outlined
to indicate a fair uniformity of procedure throughout the Empird
in the selection of teachers of mathematics for the secondary schools,
and it has appeared that,in very few of the 26,States does the standard
fall below the remarkably high one set by grussia. The possibility
of this uniformity is largely caused by the standardization of all
secondary schools ."for the purpose of administering military priv-
ilege which is under the control of the Central GoVernment."

In Prussia the secondary teachers as a class noW.form an important
group in the social system of the country as the result of struggle
during more than half a century for economic equality . with the

For further details with regard to different. States the current flialietisches Jahrbuch may be consUltad.
*. The TeacMng of Mather:mews in the Higher Schools of Prussia, London, 1900, p. 29. Prot Yotuiesstate-

:: ment of 8224 is derived on the basis of 1 mark as the equivalent of 24 cents instead of 23,8 cents. It should
also be remarked that Prof. Young's estimate was based upon a lower scale of salaries than is now in fort*
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R or judges of the lower courts. 'In his delightful volume. Ii14
th 9berlehrer, Mr. Learned writes as follows:

Owing to the peculiar Structure of theperman State, the dames of public servantsare numerous, and their rants, rights, titles, and privileges are elaborated with greatrue e nine ;grades in the civil service make a fairly accurate basis for measure-
ent of public importance, and class differences are minutely scrutinized. Now ithappens that. of all State officials, the judges in courts of the first instance are mostclosely comparable to the Oberlehrer. They are members of a court organized onthe 'collegiate principle; they have approximately the same training as the Oberlehrer,and are not fir from the latterin numbers.
It was clnimedlhat---

the professional qualifications, the conditions of service, and the social obligatins ofthe Oberlehrer were fully equal to those of the Richter; that the service of the Clym-4(asien to society was not inferior to that of the laNcOurt; and that, primarily, for t%e''sake of these schools, an equal rating was necessary to secure the ablest brains for theprofession and to give the prestige.necensary for the Oberlehrer in the discharge ofhis duties.

The Kaiser, Bismarck,( and- Paulson were among the Oberlehreei--
champions in the light which was &finally won by parliamentary 4)decree in 1909.

The instructors in a secondary school of Prussia consist of (1)the Probandus, or candidate on probation; (2) the -11ilfslehrer, ur-
part -time inst ructor, who is qualified for a higher position but

(3) the Oberlehrer; (4) the professor;. (5) thedirector. The title ofvrofessor is purely honorary and W E IS granted
EIS an offshoot of the struggle referred to above for improving the
social standing of the teaeher... The ministry may appoint one-third
of the regular staff of the higher school to a rank equivalent to that
of university. profess-or,. and all those so nominated are authorizsed
to use th'e title. Although it was intended that the honiir should be
a reward of merit, in practice it is awarded irrespective of merit
to the upper and-older section of the faculty, f

As for the number of hours of service per week, German teachers
compare well with American- and EngliSh, but badly with their.
French colleagues. Special, teachers give 26 hours of instruction
per week; 1-1ilfslehrer, 24; Oberlehrer, 22; and professors, usually 20;
but all are liable to extra work without, as in-France, extra remuneration. The teach-
ers are expected to watch over their pupils"health, to prepare their lessons carefully
and mark their exercises regularly,. to consult the director before undertaking anyprivate work and the Provinzialschulkollegium before venturing to marry, and above
all to refrain from political controversy and pampltlerwriting. It will be noticed that
French Masters, though equally civil servants, are bound by none of these petty
regulations.

.-
. In addition to an aWost overwhelming burden of official duties,
the director must usually also teach 12 to 15 hours a week.' But inspite of' his great responsibilities, heis warned. that 'even in official
relations with teachers he should not 'emphasize the fact of his pre-
cedence. As Mr. Learned remarks, "He is but piimus inter pares,5
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and the members of the/ Kollegium do not allow him to ignore or
forget the fact.'

Although the school obligatior/s of the Oberlehrer are arduous, it is
common practice for him to supplement his small salary by private
tutoring and by boarding students at .his limit.. He can by frugal
mana,..!ement comfortably rear and educate a large family, while con -
stantly enjoying it senst(of security in the tenure of his offiee and in
provisions mode for disability and advancing age. Moreover, his social
status in the community is of importance commensurate With that of
one whom Bismarck declared to be " the most important. factor in
patriotic education of the rising generation."

To such training, career, and rewards the candidate who presents
himself for preparation as a teacher in a secondary 1hool in'Gerrdany
nia look forward.

schoolsThe scientific publications of professors in secondary schools con,
sist mainly of textbooks and of discussions .of methods in teaching.
Among. mathematicians who have produced purely scientific work

Auring professional activity, the notable case of Gra:smann may be
cited.

It was ,formerlv (norMal
for a kniversity professor to start his

career by teaching in a secondary school. .For ekamble : Weierst rass,
Alebsch, Fuchs, .Kumnier; and timing those living. Sturm, Killing,
Lampe. and Wangerin. But since about 1870 this has happened
rarely At the Technische llochschule in. Berlin certain courses are
given by secondary school professors; some of wham have been called
to universities; for instance, Jahnke and Salkowski. At Strasslwrg
Simon has been both professor in it secondary school and honorary
professor in the university since 1903..
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. ROTTE, 'Enseivemert des sciences mathimatiques et physiques dare renseigne-
. meta secandaite des gamma en allernagne. (Publicationa du muzsr.e pedagogique,

nouvelle stirie, no. 7) Paris, Idiprimerie.natifniale, 1905: 121 pp.
Enrykloptidisches, ilanaliedt.111Y POdagogik. '2. Atitlage mit 3 Erganzungsbande. 10

... Bind°. Ilentusgegeben von W. Rein. Langensalza, Beyer, 190.3-1912.
1,,c,frlopadie des geeausten Erzithungs- and l'nterrichistresens. Auflage. 10 Bande.

llerauagrgeben von K. A. Schmid- u. a. heipzig, Fucs..1S76 1887.
Handbuch de?..Erithzungs: and Unterriehhtlehre fur hohere Sc.hulen. 2. Aufiate, 4 Bitnae.

Ilerausgrgeben von A. Baumeister. Munich, Beck'. .1902-1910.
In particular, the work euntams Simonb didactic questions of niathematios, which b also

published separotcty.

1. E. BROWN, The Training of Tune-hers fife Secondary Schools in Germany and the United
States. New York. Macmillan, 1911. 10 fr 335 pp.

;be chapter on Certification of Teachers in Prussia contains s useful eompleArtaet ion ot the
regulattotts.

W.1111§, LEARNED,. The Oberlehrer. A ..Study of the Social and Professional L'uolution
of the German- Schoolnumtcr. (Harvard 1;i-tidies in Editeation: volume 1.)
Cambridge, Harvard University Press. 1914. 14+150 phi._

E. it( the Secondary ScirOot System of Germany. (international Education
'Series.) Now Yorl;,_Appleton, 1900. 19+398.

U. 11. JUDD, The Training of Towhees in England; Scotland, and Germany. (Bureau
of Education,' Bulletin, 1914, No. 35.) Washington, 1914.

-.The 'Training of Poschrrs in Ovrmany:" pp. M- S4. woutlary leachers. p. Z41 f.

NRWl1(lb and A ;II: The Higher Education of Boys in England. London,
Murray, 1909. "

"Second Edgiest lonin Germany," pp. 102-177, " Proftsmottal Insinfng In 0 onnimy,"

I . E. SM1T11, "Gerina'n y(..rsusAnnTkii-n Conditions, Teachers C9Ilege Record,
Columbia University, New York, March, 1912.

5-11 of The !'morns Teething of Mathentatich in Gomm/.

M. E. SADLER, "The Unrest.in Secondary Education its Germany and Elsewhere!'
(pp. 1 192'; A. E. TWEN(TYMAN, "Note on the revised Curricula and Dv-
grammes Work for Higher Schools for Boys in Prussia, 1901 " (pp: 193-2k),
Education n Germany (Speial Reports on Educational Subjects, volume 9).
London, Board of Education. 1902.

Al E. SAILER, "Problems in 1'ru,sian Secondary Education for Boys, with special
A, reference to similar questions in England " (pp. 83. 252); II. E. D. HAMMOND,

"The Higher Schoels of the Grand Duchy of Baden; their Development and
Organization" (pp. 322-4141. (Spec] Reports on,Educational Subjects vol-
ume 3.) London, Board OfEducation, 1898. 76

1'. ZIERTMANN, "Education it Germany," Monroe's Cyclopedia of Eheatiem.,
vol. .3, New York, 1912: Pp. 6,S .93.

G. B. M. (OGRE, "Edimation: National Systems; Encyclopaedia Brilannira,
eleventh edition, 1910.

Germitny.has two periodicals which are specially devoted to promoting the-teaching
'of mathematics: (1) Xeitirrhlt fair mathematischenund naturwieserisehnftlichen Unterrirht,
(Leipzig, Teubner), founded in 1870; and (2) Unterrirhtsbliilter file Mathematik und.
Naturuissenschaften, (Berlin, Salle), established in 1895 u the Organ of the %Wein zur
Forderting des inathematischen uti naturwinsenschaftlichen Unterricht.

White current volumes 6f the rrairvitats Kalendor indicate all lectures delivered.
at German universities, from semester to Sellienfer, titiccs of most of those on mathe-
matical topics are probably more readily accessi6lein. the Bulletin of American Mathe-
matical Society or in 1,'Enseignemcy Mathematique.

it.
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IX. 1117NGARY.

Exclusive of Croatia and Slavonia, Hungary is about 109,00p square
miles in extent and has a population of over 18,265,000e of which
more than one-hall are Hungarians (Magyars).

.Hungarian education is administered, for the most part, by the
miiiistry of worship 'Ind public instruction, which is organized in 10
departments, including the departments Of elementary; secondary,
and higher education. Although not all schools are controlled by
the State, all are subject to State inspection.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The right of inspection over all secondary schools was given.by the
secondary school act of 1883. Another significant feature of this
law was that it gave to the national speech, the Hungarian language,
its proper place in instruction by directing that it should receive
attention in all school courses.

'Secondary schools are divided into Gymnasia and "Reat Schools."
The aim of .these schools is to provide boys with a higher general
training, and to prepare them for the universities. The Gymnasia
attempt to carry out this aim by means of a humanistic training,
especially classical; the Real schools by means of modern languages,
mathematics, and natural science;

The secondary school course of eight years (Classes IVIII) is based
upon the first four years of the primary school course.' In the Real
schools, the pupil studies 9-11 subjects each year and receives 28-30
hours of instruction per week. In the whole course 30 hours per
week of class work have been devoted to mathematics and 22 hours
to drawing and geometry, or two-ninths 9f the total humber of hours
in the course has been assigned to these two subjects. In the Gym-
nasia this proportion is reduced to two-thirteenths. Here arithmetic
is taught in lasses IIII; algebra, plane geometry, and plane trigo-
nometry in Classes IVVI,; algebra, solid geometry, spherical trigo- ,*
nometry, and graphs in Classes VIIVIII. In the Real schools these
subjects are developed at greater length, especially the section on

iThe six-year courses of the "burgher" schoola (PolgAri iskolalc) for boys are also based upon this course
but thi form and manner of instruction is that of higherelementary schools.

In Croatia and Slavonia the eight -year course of secondary education is Is the Realgymnasia.
The Hungarian scheme of secondary education is almost identical, even to the programs, with that ofAustria.
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graphs, which becomes a course in plane analytic geometry. Eight
hours of descriptive geomet?ytlso come into the program of Classes
VI-VIII of the. Real schools.

A public examination takes place at the close of each school year.'
At the end of his eighth school year the pupil must take the final
examination. This examination is partly written and partly oral.
The oralipart is public. The student who passes this examination
sueressfinly receives a "certificate of maturity." He is-then usually
about 18 years of age.

The certificate of maturity from a Gymnasium entitles the pupil to
entrance into any Hungarian. university. The certificate of maturity
from a Real school entitles a pupil to entrance into a Polytechnikum,
or thermathematical or science department of a university.

THE UNIVERSITIES AND POLYTECHNIKUM, AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS.

In Hungary there are five universities maintained by the State:.
The Universit± of Budapest, with over 7,000 students and the chief
center of classical and scientific study and research in the Kingdom;
the University of Kolozsvar, with over 2,000 students; and the uni-
versities at Zfigrab (Agram), Pressburg -(PozAony), and Debreczen,
the last two of which were .founded in 191221 The Royal Josefs-
Polytechnikum at Budapest has about 170 professors and about
1,500 students.

The secondary school education act of 1883 gives definite instruc-
tions concerning the training of secondary school professors. The
candidate must meet the following requirements:

(a) He must have graduated from a Gymnasium or Real school. In the latter case
she must,,be Ole to read and understand easy Latin, -for example Ciesar's writings,

Ovid's poetry, and Cicero's letters.
(h) He must have spent four years in a university or Polytechnikum devoted to the

study of the special subjects he wishes to he qualified to teach. He must choose at
least two subjects, and he is strongly recommended to take three. He must also show
(I) proficiency in the Hungarian language, litemtbre, history. and general Hungarian
culture; (2) a thorough acquaintance with pedagogy, history,principles and methods
of education; (3) it knowledge of the-special methods or teaching his special subjects;
and (4) that he has studied logic. psychology. and' the history of philosophy.

.

(c) A year of practical teaching in a secondary school after the completion of the
four-year university course, or five years at the university and at least a Complete
year of secondary school teaching accompl' hed during that time..

The candidates are examine&b a special examination Zit mmission
organized by the universities:. mem rs of the commission are

Neither of these universities has a faculty of mathematics and science. The University of Pressburg
was developed fronithe Royal Academy of rressburg, and the University of Debte&en from a high school
which had been In existence for over 300 years. Cy. Rcpt. of U. B. Commis. Educ., 1416, vol. 1, Washington,
1916, pp. 6844.
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mostly professors from the universities and Polytechnikipin, but some
are also Privatdocenten or eminent secondary school professors.

According, to an ordinance of 1888 the candidate must choose at
least two special subjects which he wishes to teach, t. g., mathematics
with physics or descriptive geometry. The ordinance recommends
that the candidate should also make a special study oT a third sci-
entific subject 1'or else of philosophy.

The examination is threefold: I: The general examination at the
end of the fourth semester; II: the examination on special subjects
at the end of the eighth semester; III. the pedagogic examination
at the oxid 'of the next year, which the candidate usually employs in
professional practice.

Th6se who fail in an examination may come up again six months
later. Those who fail a second time may not again present them-
selves for examination till a year later, during which perionhey.

. must have attended lectures al a university or at the Polytechnikum.
I. The General Examination is composted of two parts, an oral and

a written examination. The former is public. In the latter and in
other written tests .10 hours are allowed. The candidate must write
a theme in the Hungarian language on some subject of interest in
Hungarian literature.

In the oral examination the mathematical candidate is examinedin
(1) Plane and spherical trigonometry; (2) analytic geometry; (3) analysis complex

numbers, infinite series, elements of the theory of equations and of differential and
integral calculus; (4) descriptive geometry (a) orthogonal parallel projection, axo-
nometry, oblique parallel projection, central projection and collineation; (6) elements
of the constructive theory of lines and surfaces; (c) shades and shadows; (d) perspec-
tive; (5)2 physics(s) experimental physics; (b) elements of analytic mechanics; (6)
Hungarian language and literature; and (7) one modern language (German, French,
English, or Italian). with the literature of he same.

At this examination the candidate must be provided with cer-
tificate of birth, a medical certificate, his certificate of graduation
from a secondary school, and a certificate to prove that he has
studied the requisite time M a university.

It may be well to give indications of what knowledge is expected
for the above examinations in analytic geometry and in analysis: .

In analytic geometry: Points, lines,' and copplete .discussion of conic sections;
generation of conics by projective pencils, parabolas through four points; conics
through five points, common properties of two conics, pencils of conics and circles, '
'radical axis; line coordinates, trilinear coordinates, principle of duality, conics in
line coordinates, generation of a conic by. projective ranges, theorems of Pascal and
Brianchon; point coordinates in space, lines and planes in space, coordinate trans-

It to not uncommon for a candidate to offer as three subjects plathematIcs, physics, and descriptivepometry.
ill a candidate has not elect* to specialize iii both (4) and (5) he is examined in only one o. them.
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formation; facility in mining geometric loci.In analysis: Thorough discussion
of irrational and complex numbers, De Moivre's theorem, general theory of root ex-
traction (binomial equations), properties of roots of unity; infinite series, conditional
and unconditional' convergence, series with complex members; convergency of
power series, circle of convergence, continuity of power series; definition of ele-
mentary functions by power series; binomial, exponential, and logarithmic series;
connection between exponential and trigonometric lima:ions; Taylor's and Mac-
laurin's expansions; maxima and minima of one an several variables; multiple
integrds, surface, volume; fundamental theorem of algebra that every equation has
a root; symmetric functions of the roots; cubic and biquadratic equations; approxi-
mation methods of Horner and Lagrange; elimination, methods of Sylvester and
Bezout.

II. After two more years of university study the candidate may
present himself for examination in his special subjects. Five months

....yore he presents himself he is given ,a time in each of his sub-
jects, upon which he has to write a dissertation. In this dissertation
the candidate .must show familiarity with the literature of the sub-
ject as well as originality and knowledge in its presentation. All
authorities must be carefully indicated. These themes are passed
upon by the professors of the examination commission. If a dis-
sertation is regarded.as "insufficient," another one has to be prepared.

In addition to these dissertations an,oral examination is required.
In this the candidate must show: decided proficiency in each of his
subjects. All aids, except a table of logarithms, are forbidden. In
case of failure at the oral examination, another trial may be.made in
six months. The oral examination in mathematics is on: (1) The
mathematics of the secondary schools; (2) certain parts of geometry,
algebra, and analysis common for all candidates; (3) the. following
five subjects, or of which the candidate must. know thoroughly,
the others in a general way(a) Modern geometry and the theory
of algebraic forms; (b) number theory and higher algebra; (c) general
theory of skew curves and surfaces; (d) general theory of analytic
and elliptic functions; (e) advanced portions of integral calculus.

In connection with (1) the candidate must not only display such
acquaintance with the subjects is requisite for graduation, but
also a deeper scientific insight t o elementary mathematics and a
thorough appreciation of rigorous analysis. Facility in geometric
drawing is also required. As to (2) the geeeral examination is sup-
plemented by consideration of the following topics:

Elements of synthetic geometry, ranges and pencils, harmonic and anharmonic
ratio, involution, projective properties of conics; point coordinates in space, different
tonna of the equation of a plane, tetrahedrons, classification of surfaces of the second
degree, general properties, particular surfaces; pencils of quadrics; adjoint and com-
pound deterninants, volume of tetrahedron and other geometric applications, func-
tional .determinants; continued fractions and indeterminate equations; infinite
products, Wallis's formula; total differential equations, .existeneii of a solution,
'general and particular solutions, simplest differential equations of the first and second
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order, integrating factor, linear differential equations, variation of the c2natant,
application of differential equations to geometric questions.

Under (3) the candidate is examined in the subjects indicated in
the following synopses:

(a) Homogeneous coordinates in the plane and in space; conics and quadrics in
these coordinates; symbolic notation; line coordinates in space; line geometry;
projective properties of lines and surfaces; singularities; algebraic forms; binary and
ternary forms; the mostAmpdrtant invariants and c6ariants;"general theory of
quadratic forms; orthogonal substitutions. .

(b) Elements of number theory; congruences; general theory of quadratic residues
and quadraticplasms; general theory of algebraic numbers; substitutiong and groups;
rational functibias of ,roots of an equation; rosolvents; cyclotomy; Abel's equations;
conditions for the'solution of algebraic equations; theorems of Sturm, Sylvester, arid
Hermite on the separation of roots of an equation; theory of elimination; chief proofs
of the fundamental theorem of algebra (Gauss, Cauchy, etc.).

(c) Skew curtres: Tangent and normal planes, first and second curvature, evolutes;
curyed surfaces; tangent and 41 or mal planes, lines on surfaces, surface erements,
tangency of surfaces; theory of curvature, lines of curvature, orthogonal surfaces,
confocal quadrics, Dupin's theorem, elliptic coordinates, conformal representation
of surfaces.;- geodesic lines; partial differential equations of surfaces; theory of ruled
surfaces.

.

(d) Functions of a complex variable: Single and multiple- valued functions, Pie-
Mann's surfaces, integration of functions of a complex variable, analytic expressions
for single and multiple valued functions, Dirichlet's principle; algebraic functionS,
logarithms, trigonometric integrals; the three kinds of elliptic integrals and reduction
of general elliptic integrals, the modului of periodicity of integrals; periodic func-
tions in general, fundamental properties of elliptic functions, theta functions,
development into series; Abel's theorem, the,problem of transformation.

(e) The more important definite integrals, multiple integrals, __Fourier series and
integrals, gamma functions, spherical harmonics; fundamental ideas of the calculus
of variations, variation of functions, simple and multiple integrals, maxima and
minima, second variation; simttltaneous differential equations (general, complete,
and singular solutions), partial differential equations of the first order; piitial differ-
ential equations of the second order, integration of partial differential equations of
Mathematical physics by means of infinite fiertes, methods of Afonge and Ampere.

In descriptive geometry and physics; elaborate requirements are
also made. To this oral examination the candidate mu t bring his
certificate to show he has passed the general, examination, and a
certificate to show that he has studied two years. further in the
university or Polytechnikum.

.III. A year after the special examination, the candidate may pre-
sent' himself for his examination in pedagogy. This consists of a
philosophic or pedagogic dissertation, and an oral examination in
history of philosophy, logic, psychology, pedagogy, history of ritxia-
gogy, and special methods for teaching mathematics. The exam-

4,, .
exam-

iners have constantly in mind the candidate's qualificat'ons with
regard to teaching all classes of the secondary schools.
such thing in Hunoty as a teacher's being qualified to each only

ere is noh

in the lower classe<of the State secondary schools. We have Ewen
that this is not unusual in Austria.
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In pursuing .the courses leading to these examinations brilliant
students '-may receive an annual stipend of 1,000 crowns MOW.
The plan of ,study requires not less than 20 hours a week of lectures.
In the first two years are:

History of Hungarian literattire (2 semesters, 2 hours weekly); Hungarian language
(1 s., 2 h.); Hungarian cuhure (1 e., I h.). In the third and fourth years are: Logic
(1 s., 2 h.); psychology (1 s., 2 h.); theoretical pedagogy (1 6., 2 h.); history of philos-
ophy (1 s., 2 h.); history of pedagogy (1 s., 2'h.).

Lectures on subjects of the group matheinatics and physics- are dis-
tributed as follows (all subjects run through the year):

First year: Geometry and analysis (9-12 hours); algebra and number theory (3
hours); experimental physics (7t hours).

Second year: Analysis, continued (3 hours); geometry, continued (2 hours); algebra
or number theory (3 hours); exercises with reference, to the program of the secondary
schools (2 hours); mechanics (6 hours); numerical exercises in physics (2%ours).

Third year: Special lectures in mathematics (5 hours); mathematical exercises (2
hours); scientific treatment of the subjects in the secondary schools (2 hours); theo-,
retical physics (4 hours); exercises in experimental physics (5 hours).

Fourth year: Special lectures9in mathematics (5 hours); mathematical exercises
(2 hours); scientific treatment of the subjects in the secondary schools (2 hours);
theoretic physics (4 hours); chemistry (2 hours).

For the group mathematics and descripkve geometry, the schedule is
as follows:

First year: Geometry and analysis (9-12 hours); algebra and number theory (3
hours); desCriptiye geometry (5-6 hours); constructive drawing (7 hours).

Second year: Continuation of analysis (3 hours); continuation of geometry (2 hours);
algebra and number theory (3 hours); exercises with reference to the program of the
secondary schools (2bours); projective geometry (2 hours); special lectures on descrip-
tive geometry (2 hours); review and questions of descriptive geometry (3 hours).

Third year: Special lectures in mathematics (5 hours); mathematical exercises (2
hours'r; scientific treatment of secondary school mathematics (2 hours); special lec-
tures and exercises in descriptive geometry (4 hours).

Fourth year: Special lectures in mathematics (5 hours); scientific treatment of
secondary school mathematics (2 hours); mathematical exercises (2 hours); special
lectures and exercises in descriptive geometry (4 hours).

In Budapest the student may attend such courses in both the uni-
versity and the Polytechnikum.

The Baron Eavos College in Budapest is an important institution
the cibject of which is to give deserving students of the Budapest University who
intend to enter the teaching profession an opportunity for holding social intercourse
with their fellows and for acquiring the theoretical and practical knowledge necessary
to qualify them for their work. The college is directly subordinate to the minister of
public instruction, who delegates his authority to the curator. For expert guidance of
the telident students four tutors (chosen by the curator from among the teachers in
the service of the State) are appointed by the minister (for periods of threi years in
rotation) for special duties. They are present in the college during the hours devoted
to private study to give individual or combined instruction to the candidates, and, as
occasion arises, to hold special courses of lectures.
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We have yet to consider the institutions where our future second-
ary school professor, who has completed, four years in the univer-
sity, receives a year of professional training. -

Under the direct control of the minister of education is a State
Training College (founded in. 1895) for Secondary Teachers. It is
established at Budapest, and its aim is to train university students
for the profession of teaching. Tho students all live together in the
training college, and continue their university'studies simultane-
ously with their pedagogic training. At the head of the eollege is a
curator, and under him are four professors who are appointed by the
minister. It is the duty of those profeS4m to teach the students the
principles underlying education, and to show -them how they can be
applied. The students teach in a Gymnasimn connected with the
training college for that purpose. .The methods adopted are Her-
bartian as worked out by Ziller and Stoy. At, the end of each school
year the curator and professors formally confer together in.regard to
the students' progress, and weed out the unsatisfactory ones. Stu-.
dents may not remain in the college longer thall\ four 'years.

There is also the famous Pedagogic' Seminar at Budapest, foun(hq
in 1872 by Dr. Karmtin.' This institution was modeled on tiller's
"Seminar" at Leipzig. It has three distinct aims: (1) To be a gym-
nasium; (2) to be a practice school fdr secondary teachers; (3) to bo
an institution for promoting special methods of teaching in Hungarian
secondary schools.

The students in the Budapest Pedagogic Seminar are young lien
who have spent eight years in a secondary school and four years in
univers0 and have passed the geperal and special examinations
given by the examination commission.

They make a thorough study of the theory of pecial secondary
school teaching in connection with practical experie co, of the same.
Their philosophic and theoretic studies are already col pleted. The
staff consists of.,,leading professors .of special subjects, a professor of
'pedagogy, and a director.

After each candidate announces the special subject he *wislie*Qo
- teach, he is placed under the direction of the professor of that sub Pct.

At first he is not himself permitted to teach, but ho must attend all
the lessons the directing professor gives to the various classes; lie
must then work out' series of lessens under the direction of the pro-
fessor; and after about three months he may' begin' to teach. *The
professor is always pres,t at his lessons to offer him advice and
criticism.

.Every week there is a Praktikum or criticism lesson. In the early ;
part of the 'year these lessons are given by the -professors, with the

I For a description of this Seminar the following articles on "Das Padogogisehe UniverSitits-Seminar
in Budapest" In reidapegfache Studien (Keno Folge herausgegeben von W. Rein at Dresden) may be con-
sulted in Jahrgang 8 (1887), pp. 219-222, by E. Leonhardt; in Jahrgang 9 (ISKS),,pp. 99-103. It will alsobe of interest to turn to M. KAIMAN Bets*, eines regionallen Lehrplans fur Gifinnaaien, Hallo a 8., 1890.
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wh 4 Seminar present. In the latter part of the year the candidates
lessons; and conferences are heldtwo days after each lesson,

In Ml points raised by the Praktika are fully discussed. Twice
a week a Theorctikum is held in which general principles and special
methods of secondary school teaching are discussed.

Teachgts of secondary schools 'attain to full service after three years' probationary
service. At this stage they receive an annual salary of 2,000 crowns ($400) in the
capital, and 1,600 crowns ($320) in the provinces. The teachers under full appoint-
ment are divided into two classes. Salaries in the lower class begin at 2,600 crowns and
rise by periodical increase, to 3,200 cro*nc.in the higher classes the salaries increase
by successive additions, frpm 3,600 to 4,400 crowns.- Directors recd e from 4,800 to
6,000 crownii.

After 10 years' service, according to the regulations of 1894, a
teacher is entitled to a pension of 40 por cent of his salary, and for
each year of further service the pension increases by 3 por cent, so
that at the end of 30 years' service the teacher may 'retire on full
salary.

Teachers contribute to the pension fund one-third of the excess of
a year's salary above 690 crowns, and one-third of every increase in
salary. These sums are paid only once.
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Italy is about 110,600 square miles in- extent, and its population
of upward of 36,000,000 is in general perfectly, homogeneous in
language, except for about. 250,000 people of French, Teulonic,
Slavonic, Albanian, Greek, and Spanish origin.

'410 The educational system of the country is under the direction of a.
minister,, who is a member of, the cabinet and either a deputy or a
senator. 'He is assisted and in some respects.controlled by t'he con-
siglio superiore or higher council which, in accord with 'legislation (If
1909, has 36 members. These members consist of 6 senators elected
by the Senate, 6. deputies (not university professors) elected'by the

?Chamber of Deputies, 12 members nominated by the mtmster, and
12/designated by the ordinary and extraordinary university pro-
feSsors. The consiglio, on request of the minister, prepares and
examines all bills and general provisions relating to the organization
of schools, appointment of professors,-etc. The power of control on
the part of the consiglio is illustrated by the fact that the minister
can neither dismiss nor suspend a professor without its consent.

Three departments of the ministry of public instruction, are .c,-
cerned, respectively, with elementary and normal education, secondary
education, and higher education.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS. -,i. '
The secondary-school training of Italy is based. upon four years'

preparation in the elementary schools (pupil's age to 10 years).
Apart from certain normal schools there are two brcLad typQs of .

secondary schools: (1) Clas cal sehlls and modern schools with 'without

Latin; (2) modern schools without Latin, and technical schools. Of
the first type there is the gi, nasio, with a five years' course leading
up to the liceo, whose three years' course prepares for entry into the
ilnivr9iti, The second typo\includes the scuola tecnica and scuola
comp e, each with a three years' course, They are preparatory
for such s6 ools as the istituto teciiico; with a four years' course,'
and the istituto nautico, ,with a course of three years.

L M- .

I As an exception the course for the industrial section of the Istituto dl Bergomo, lasts five years.
Concerning mitheinatical instruction in technical schools and institutes, see O. Scoria, L'insepriamentif,
della yatematica vette senate. e negli ietituti !cond. (Commissions Internationale l'insegnamento mote-matipo.) Roma, 1911. 39 pp.
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In 1912-13 the relative numbers of those schools for boys and girls
"primMows :

1
Government. Private.

Normal schbols -. I 4 4 124
Ginnasi 291 262
Licei. 162 77
Technical schools 344 207
Technical institutes 79 32
Mercantile marine institutes 20 0

No student is admitted to a secondary school unless he has passed
an examination called maturita.

The course of study in the classical ginnasio includes the. Italian
'language and literature, Latin,, Greek, French, mathematics, and a
little drawing and natural history, In the 'corresponding liceo,
philosophy, physics, and chemistry are taught-in addition to all the
subjects (except Frencli) of the ginnasio. 'In the "modern" ginnasi
and licei, established by an act of 1911, Greek is no longer taught;
instruction in Italian, Latin, French, German, or English, geography
and history,. mathematics; natural historj, qiawcing, and physical
culture is given at these ginnasil Besides these the course at the
corresponding licei includes, in addition, political economy, phil-
-osophy, civics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, and physical geog-
raphy. In cities having a ginnasio and a liceo, the two schools are
combined in a liceo-ginnasio. The "modern" schools with Latin
are being established in those cities which have more than one liceo-

innasio. The licenza ginnasiale, or diploma, of a ginnasio repre-
sents the standard of training for minor posts in the civil service
-and for the licei. The diploma licenza liceale, awarded after the sat-
isfactory completion of the eight-year period of secondary education,
admits to the universities.

At this time the student who has taken the possible mathematical
courses of the liceo has been taught,

In algebra: Equations of the first and second degree, progressions, theory of indices,
theory of logarithms, binomial theorem. irrational numbers, prime numbers and
divisibility, indeterminate equations of th; first degree. 'In geometry: Relations of
positions, .equality of solids; proportion and similitude in plane geometry; measure-
ment; theory and application to plane geometry; practical rules for the measure of
curved surfaces and of solids; equivalence and similitude of solids; theory of the
measure of curved Surfaces and of solids-, applications of algebra to geometry. In
trigonometsy. Through the solution of plane ind spherical triangles.

This work is covered by four hours a week of work in the first year,
three hours in the second, and two in the third.

From these indica-Lib. ns we observe that in the lioeo-ginnasio
mathematics does not occupy the central position, as in corresponding
. schools of other countries such as France.

In the physico-niathematical. section of an istituto tecnico six
hours. a week are devoted to arithmetic, algebra, and *geometry in

0
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the first year; five hours to the same subjects in the second year;
and five lours in the third year to. algebra, geometry, plane and
spherical trigonometry, and the elements of descriptive geometry.
All of the mathematical subjects of the liceo-ginnasio are here treated
much more fully. The following topics are sometimes introduced:.
Geometry of the triangle, geometrog,raphy, derivatives and their
applications to maxima and minima, equations of the third and
fourth degree, probabilities, determinants, History of elementary
mathematics.

Thorough grounding in g.eometry is- characteristic of Italian
secondary schools. It is only necessary to recall inthis connection
the works of Sannia and D'Ovidio, Faifofer, Lazzeri and Bassani, and
do Paolis.

Having.thus gathered impressions as to subjects in Which a teacher.
of matkematics in leading secondary schools has to give instruction,

let us next consider those schools where the math6matical teachers .
are trained.

THE UNIVERSITIES AND TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS.
.

The term "university" is applied in Italy only to those schools
of the highest grade in which students are instructed special
branches .for the processions of their choice. There are in Italy 21
universities,' 17 bearing the description "royal and receiving State
subsidies and 4 thdependent of Government control. The free uni-
versities are at Perugia, Ferrara, Urbino, and Canwrino. 'file
oldest universitywas founded .at Bologna aboul 1200 and the'youngest
at Palermo. in the early nineteenth century. The other universities
are at Patina, Macerata, Noples, Genoa, Pavia, Rome, Pisa, Siena,
Turin, Catania, Parma, Messina, Sassari, Ob.gliari, and Modena! The
largest university is at Naples, where there were more than 4,000
students in 1913-14; in. point of size the university at Rome, with
over 3,000 students,, ranks next.

Repeated efforts have been made to reduce the number of royal universities, which
exceed both the needs and the resources of the nation. As a consequence a few
vigorous universities are found in thy' same class with ; number of struggling insti-
tutions that are quite unable to maintain standards and prestige. The condition
has been the subject of much discussion in the legislature, but so far no-modification
has resulted. Meanwhile complaints have 'arisen that the standards of secondary,
education are depressed as a consequence of the competition for students on the part
of the universities.3

There are about a score of schools known as "superior institutes," which have the scholoAt te program
of universities. Though private they are more or less under the er/htrO1 pf the Government. Probably
the oldest now in existence is that founded at Florence in the fourteenth century. An aceettnt of mathe-
matics taught in the five-year course of the Reale Istituto TecnicoSuperiors at Milan is given by V. Snyderin" Mathematics at an Italian Technical School," Penn of the American ifatbematical Society, December,
1916, vol. 23, pp. 149-151.

Rep. Commis. of Educ., 1913-14. Washington, 191.1:ivol. 1, pp. 7,57;758.
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The faculty of sciences in the university as- a section' of mathe-
matics in which the object is twofold: (1) give to futuie engineers
the preparation which will fit them for e Scuole di.AppliCazione
(schools of applications); (2) to prepare candidates for th'e degree of
doctor in mathematics.' This degree is a prerequisite for teachers of
mathematics in secondary schools.

Preparation for the degree requires four years of study,. the first
two leading to the licenza. The courses followed during this period
are in physics, inorganic and organic chemistry, algebraic analysis,
infinitesimal analysis, analytic geometry, projective.' geometry,
de,,criptive geometry, and drawing.

The licenziati deltuniversita then attend lectures at a school
preparation of secondary school teachers (scuola di magistero) and
follow.c,ourses at the university in five or six. of the following subjects:
Higher analystA, higher geometry, higher mechanics, theoretital
geodesy, astronomy, mathematical, physics. The scuole di magistero
are connected with the faculties of sciences, an'd in them one or two
profesSors give lectures on methods of teaching, etc. The diploma di
magistero obtained from these scuole isa.distinct advantage to its
holder when he is seeking. a positiipn in secondary teaching.

At the end of a year the lice_ nziato generally offers himself for
examination in at least. three of his five d.,urses; his second year is
largely occupied with his dissertation and the- preparation of his
minor theses. The-final examination, which is oral, is held before a
commission of 11, consisting of 7 professors of the faculty and 4 privati
doceiti. If the examiners award the candidate a mark of not less
than 60 per cent, he is proclaimed dottore in matematiche purd by
the.dean of the faculty.

It very often happens that candidates add to the required four
years of\study a fifth, for the preparation of the dissertation and
for attendance at special courses such as those of the R. Scuola
Normal() Superiore of Pisa and of the "Thtituto consorziale" of
Pavia, orof the recently established mathematical seminaries of the
faculties of 'science at Rome and Naples.

While the. annual number of mathematical dottori in Italian 'uni-
versities has not appreciably increased in the last 30 years, the
number of secondary-schools has greatly'augmented, and the problem
of procuring properly qualified teachers has been a very difficult 'on©
to deal with. Furthermore, the problem is not altogether one of
numbers. It is strongly felt by many that while the larger universi-
ties furnish an admirable scientific training, far too little attention
has been paid to the professional and practical training:

The first appointment of a teacher inwa secondary school is for three years, after
which the app intment may be made permanent if the inspector's report is favorable;

doctor's degr is required for admission not only to the professions (physician, lawyer, tetcher In
secondary school, etc.), but also to the highest grade clerkships in the Government service in all branches.
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if tot, the appointment is \extended for another year, when the teacher is definitely
appointed or dismissed. .During this probationary yeriod the teacher (proftstrore) is
called extraordinary (airsordinario); after the definite appointment, ordinary (or.

r
tdinario)1 As a rule a to her is appointed for a single study or for two related subjects.

Teachers in the st three classes of the ginnasio recei t,e its salary
A

about $347 (1,800 lire)' a year (if exy,aordinary) and from $3S6 to
$926 (2,000 to 4,800 lire) if ordinary. In the case of the teachers in
the licei and in the fourth and fifth'classes of the ginnasItthese sal-
aries are increased to $414 if extraordinary and $482 to $1,042 k2,501)
to 5,400 lire) if ordinary.'

.

.

All ordinary teachers receive four quinquennial increases in strtarY
of.500 lire each. An increase of one-tenth of this salary is made at
the end of two six -year periods, "In this 47iy they' pass from the
minimum tethe maximum salaries as given above. Two of the four
fixed increases, but not two consecutive ones, may be anticipated'ene
year in the case of exceptionally able teachers."

Headmasters in schools are appointed from teachers who have
taught for thirteen 'years, and ficini -a list compiled by the consiilio

,..,..esuperiore--
in 'accordance with results ofd inspections. They are appointed for a first period of
five years, during'which they teach and receive extra compensation varying front
750 to l ,000 lire a year. After the probationary period they are permanently apt winteit
and receive salaries not higher.than 5,750. lire for such schools as ginnasf and 6,; tit lire
for schools of she heel standard. Schools equivalent to Government schoola' must
pay the same salaries. sk

. .
The teacher is entitled to a pension proportional teihis salary and

the length of his service. A pension equal to the full salary at the
time of retirement is due to the teacher who hits served continuously
for 25 years or more. In (Ise of his death two-thirds of the pension
awarded to the husband or father is paid to the widow or to the
children if orphans.

NORMAL SCHOOLS.

The normal schools film a third tyfe of schoolin secondary edu-
cation. All that has beet) stated above with yeference to the appoint-
Mint, salaries, and pensions of licei teachers applies to teachers in the
normal schools. Their courses are desi-g4, led_ to qualify teachers for
the primary schools.

In certain does when a teacher would have only.a few hours a week a temporary appointment is made.
Such appointments are also made if a regular appointee can not be found for the place, and in schools N, ith
a large number of ptivil when it is necessary to divide classes and the regular teacher cairnot take chargeof all.

2 The lira equals 19.3 cents.
.11 A comparison of these salaries with those of university professors may be of into t. -In. accordannr

with a recent law, the Salary of the ordinary professor of State unicrsities is fixed at ,000 lire minimum',
that of the extraordinary professor at 4,500 lire. The salary of the ordinary professo may lakincrp.sfd
until a maximum of 10,000 lire Is reached through quinquennial isicrenses of 750 lire each. The salary of the
extraordinary or special professor has a onetenth quinquennial increase, but must neve exceed the initial
salary *Lana ordinary professor.
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A licenziato of a scuola teenica is prepared to enter a scuola normal° )
with its course of three yeani. To students with the licedza ginnasiale
many ginnast offer a two-year eilwo magistrale.

The plan of studies for a scuola Aornia le includes pedagogy, ethics,
I t lan, history, geography, the elements of mathematics,' accounting,
physics, chemistry, natural history, and hygienewing, peninap-
,hip, singing, agriflulture, gymnastics, practice in elhientary schools,
and manual tgaining.

In England and the United. States it is important that a teacher-
should be able to maintain discipline in the classroom.. But in Italy
matters are ordered differently.

Youngsters in their early teens aim to shakes municipal policies: they get up (leon-
stizttions and indignation meotings, and go on strikes when their instr(itors fail to
c,,mport themselves to their liking.,

In the university-7-
there are uttannounA.d, holidays. At. periods of politica excitement the students
have a patriotic.custom of marching en the professors for speeches. Should the doors
lie lockiA they will applaud enthusiastically .thereon with hands and feet. As (here*

no discipline to d'eal wit lither eases, and it is notetiquette to introduce the police,
.the authorities frequently ad* the prudent etyA. ch-sing the, university until
a arrives that the students aft' ready to return' to ordinary academic ways.

Ii1111,10GRA Pll Y.

,t" St 'A R 11 I A, Vinsequarnento (Ifni matematica mile smote elassirhe. I. I suceessivi
programmi dal ISbl al 1910. kCommissione Internationale del/ insegnamento
ntatematico. -Atli dells sotto-commissione italiana). Itoma, cooperative
tipografica Manuzio, 1911, 11 pp. .

FAZZARI, L'inseynomemto ddle mateinatiehe tulle creole classiche. II,Cr-itiche
proposic. (C. I. i. m.1 Roma, Manuzio, 1911, 16 pp.

A. CONTI, L'insegnooleri to della matematica sidle scudte norntali. (C. I. i. m.) Roma,
Manuzio, 1912, 71 pp.

S. PIN( li Sugli studi per la laurca itematematica e tuna serione di maternatioa
(Idle smote di magistd.o. (C. I. i. m.) Roma, Manuzio, 1911, 16 pp.

A. PAI)OA, Osserazioni e Propste circa l'insegnautento della matemaica nelle mole .

elementari, mphe e di mayistero. (('. I. i. tn.) Roma, Manuzio, 1912, 22 pp.
SOMIGLIANA, Intorno all'ordinamento degli studi inatematici ne/ prima biennio

universitario in Italia. (C. I. i. tn.) Roma, Manuzio,.1911, 11 pp.
SCORZA, "Sui libri di teeto di geometria, per le kook seconding superkri"

Bolkttino della "mathesis,".Itorn?, Nfanuzio, Anne IV, 1912, 15 pp.
Cf.' E. Chatelain, L'Envignemenl-Jlathtmatique, tome 14, 1912, pp. 156-161, 249-253, 416.424;

tome 15, 1913, pit; 170:-176,427-430. .

.1.i. COOLIDGE, ."The Opportunities for MatheMatical Study in Italy," Bul in of
theAmerican Mathematicalgocitty, vol. XI, 1904, pp. 9-17.

T. de SUZZAZA-VERDI, and A. OLDRINI, "Education in Italy," Report of the
Commissioner of Education for 1901-2, Washington, Government Printing Office,
1903, pp. 7j1 -787.

FANTI, "Education in Italy," in Cyclopedia ,of Education, edited by Monroe,
vol. 3, New York, 1912.

It. BETTAZZI, "Un eseai do reforme-des 4tudes moyennes claasiquea en Italie,"
L'Enacignentent Mathiiatique, tome 7, 1905, pp. 400-106.

i Two hours a week: Arithmetic, plane and solid geometry, accounting.
I Rep. of U: 8. Commis. Educ., 1906, vol. 1, Washington, 1907, p.



XI. JAPAN.

The area of Japan proper is less than 150,000 square miles, and its
total population is about 56,000,000.

One of the most prominent features of its educational eystem is the
est absolute centralization of authority. Educational affairs

are dministered by a'opartment of education, at the head of which
is the minister of education, who is a member of the imperial cabinet\
and is directly or indirectly in charge of everything pertaining
to education. Ho is assisted by a vice; minister, several directOis of
bureaus, and a number of councilors and secretaries. The depart-

' ment of education. was first definitely established in 1871, andin the
following year there was issued anode which stipillated that the whole
country should be divided into 8 large educational districts, each w
a university.' Each of those districts was to.be sufAivided int( 32
intermediate educational districts, each with a secondary school, every
one of which was in turn to be further subdivi td into 210 small fdu-4.cational districts, each with an elementary sc . This plan, which.
bore striking resemblance to the French scheme, was found- too am-
bitious to carry out in its,ontirety. Elementary schools wt re indeed
established largely as plamied. The standard for secondary schooli

,

is still unsettled although, since the promulgation of the code, reforms
in secondary education have been of a swooping character. As
recently as April, 1912, certain now reforms went into effect. Of
theses' will take no account in what follows. As to tile universities,
not more than one of the four in existence is 20 years olds() t at this
branch of the educattional system falls far short of the'fdeal of the.code.

Immediately alicivejthe elementary course of silt years is the middle
school course of five years, "socially obligatory" for membership in.
the educated class. A one-year supplementary course is sometimes
offered. Pupils begin in the middle school at the age. of 12 years.
Next in order to the middle schools comes the higher middl school,
whose course extends over thiee years. Much of the disassion as to
secondary education is centered upon the Niestionwhethtr this school,
intermediate between the middle,school and the university, is to be
affiliated with the former or with the lat&r. On the whole the ten-
doncy seen* to be in the-direction of giving. greater prominence to the
higher general education: the aim of the higher middle sehOol
is preparation for the di Culties of the tthiversity. There-are

144 ,
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four ikaperial universities at .present, namely, those at Tokyo, at
Kyoto (the ancient capital),'at Kiushiu (the southern island), and at
Tolioku (northeastern"). The normal ag ('of a student prepared to
enter a university is about 20 or 21. In the higher middle school he
has cowered the work of about the first two years in an American
college of the better class.

Baron Kikuchi writes:
. .

. In all cases graduation from one school is a qualification for entrance into the next
higher stage, but in recent years the demand for higher education has increased at
such a rate that, notwithstanding the very great and rapid expansion of educational
rezaurces, a competitive examination for admission has to he held at almost every
tage, the number of candidates for admission being from twice or three times to even
in some cases as large as 10 times the number of those that Can be admitted.

This is particularly true of the higher middle scloollof whicll there
are only eight. The students who arrive at the university are thus
likely to be the elite of the youthfukintellectuals.

The only branch of mathematics taught in the elementary schools
ik arithmetic. There is much practice in soroban calculations.'

In the middle schools: Arithmeticg(conclusion); algebra throih
such subjects as ratio and proportion, progressions; permutations drid
combinations, binominal theorem with positive index; logarithms;
elements of plane and solid synthetic geometry, as in Baron KikAhi's
book which is based upon the syllabi- of the Association for "Ow Im-
provement of Geometrical Teaching; plane trigonomotiy, through
the solution of triangle's.

The competitive examination for entrance into the higher middle
schools is excessively s9vere and of a nature that is fat from winning
general approval. Tile examinees are picked boys from over 300
middle schools scattered all over the country. Among them, are
those ho h44' av ,,pAiled ono, two, three, or even more times. The
percen age of th(-3 who succeed on first trial is small. .

In the higher middle schools there are three sections; the first is for
thoseFwho wish to enter tho faculty of law or literature in the unil
vorsity ; the second for tilos() who wish to enter the faculty of science,
technology, or agriculture, or a certain part of the faculty of medicine;
the subjects in the third section are religion, the Japanese language,
foreign languages (German and either \English or French), Latin,
mathematics, physics, chemistry, zoology, botany, and gymnkstics.
The chief mathematical training is given in the second section. The
subjects of study include trigonometry, algebras analytic geome,try,
and calculus.

.

In trigonomeh, Todhunter's "Plane Trigonometry for th6 use a
Colleges and Schools" is usecjas a textbook.

'The obals a variety of abacus.
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In dlgebra, besides R. Fujisawa's "Sequel to Elementary Algebra"
(written in Japanese), Todhunter's "Algebra Tor the Use of Schools
and Colleges" and C. Smith's "Treatise on Algebra" are used as texts.
Some of the topics discussed are: Inequalities; theory of determinants;
theory O?' probabilitr theory of numbers; continued fractions; inde-
derminaie equations; convergency and divergency of infinite series;
symmetric, functions of roots; c and biquadratic equations;
methods of elimination.

In analytic ge6inetry, besides Kikue i's.' Plane and Solid Analytic
Geometry," Puckle's "Conic Sections and Algebraic Geometry"
and N. S. Aldis's "Treatise on Solid Geometry" are used as texts. .

In differential and integral calculus the textbooks used are those of
Todhunter and Williamson.. The chief books of reference in current
use, though not necessarily confined to higher middle schools, are the
calculus treatises by Kiepert, Czuber, J. A. Serret, Byorly, Lamb,
Greenhill, a sc I well as Appoll's "Element d'Analyse Mathematique"
and J. W. Mellor's "Higher Mathematics for Students of Chemistry
and Physics."

THE UNIVERSITIES.

The higher middle schools are preparatory institutions for the
iMporial universities, where the greater partof the students enter tie
college of engineering. Tho first article of the imperial ordinance for
the founding of imperial universities reads: "Imperial universities shad
have for their objects the teaching of such arts and sciences as are
required for the purpose of the State, and the prosecution of original
research in such arts and sciences." e second article of the same'Ti

ordinance runs: "Each imperial tmive ty shall consist of a univer-
sity hall and faculties, the university hall being established for the
purpose of original research, and the faculties for instruction theo-
retical and practical." At present only three of the universities have
faculties of science. The length of a course is either 'three or four
years. At the end of every year there is a thorough examination.
A graduate is entitled to call himself salcushi or "graduate of a
university faculty."

Owing to the insufficiency of schools, boys are often required to pass
competitive examinations in going rom an elementary to a middle
school as well as from a middle to a igher middle school. Moreover,
as is only natural, some of ,them ay not be able to' finish a school
course in the proscribed number of years. Thus it happens, not
infrequently,. that a student reaches the age of 30 or thereabout
by the time he has finished his :university course.

The newer universities are modeled upon the University of Tokyo,
which is far more completely organized. At this university the fol-
lowing, mathematical courses are offered in the faculty of science:

111-
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FIRST YEAR.

Differential and integral calculus, four hours a week throth the three terms of the
year. This includes discussion of: Volume and area of surfaces; moments of inertia;
integration of ordinary differential equations of the fiyst anii higher orders and their
applications; linear and simultaneous differential equations; calculus of variations.

Solid analytical geometry, four hours for one term. Lines; planes; surfaces of the
second degree; elements of the general theory of surfaces.

Projective geometry, two hours a wee in second and third terms. Synthetic and
analytic discussion of projective forms of he first order;,Turves of the second degree
asecond class.

Select chapters in elementary mathematics, three hours a week in second and
'third terms. Elementary algebra; domain of rationality and divisibility of integers,

vi of rational integral functions of one variable and of many variables; algebraic solutions
of the general equations of the first, the second, the third, and the fourth degrees.
SturbSs theorem, etc. -

Astronomy and least squares, three hours a week through the year. Some of the
topics are: Spherical trigonometry; fixed stars: sun: calendar; planets: moon; eclipses;
rotation of planets; precession and nutation; theory of probabilities; law of errors;
method.of least equates.

General physics, three hours a week through the year.

SECOND YEAR.

General theory of functions and theory of elliptic functions, three hours a week
through the year.
yifferential and integral calculus and differential equations, two hours a week

through the year. Topics here discussed are: Fourier's series and integrals: Legen-
dre's and Bessel's functions and .total and partial differential
equations, etc.

Theory of numbers and algebra, five hours a week through the year.
Higher geometry, three hours a week through the year. Differential, noneuclidean,

or descriptive.
General dynamics, three hours a week through the year.

THIRD YEAR.

The titles of the courses in this year are practically the same as those in the second;
the student is lead on to deal with advanced.topics.

Othei courses in astronomy and theoretical physics are also given,
but further details are not germane to ow, subject.

PREPARATION OF MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS.

To become a regular teacher in a middle school it is necessary to
have a license granted by the minister of education. This is given
(1) without examination to graduates of Government schools and
institutes especially establish6d for training teachers and to others spe-
cified later, and (2) after examinations to-still others. The examina-
tions are conducted at least once a year by 'an examining board

orsfrom among the profes ors of the imperiatuniversitiesof
higher normal schools, of higher tec ical schools, and of similar insti-
tutions. The examinations for teache ' licenses in mathematics are of
four grades: The first consisting of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry;

4
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the second of trigonometry; he third of analytic geometry; and the
fourth of .differential and integral 'calculus.' The examinations are
held separately for each grade, and at the same time there is a test
as to sufficient knowledge of the outlines of pedagogy and of pedagogic
methods. Teachers of mathematics in the middle schools are not
regarded as fully equipped for their work unless they have been success-
ful in passing the examination for all four grades. The ;najority, how-

. ever, simply have licenses in the first grade. Graduates of the regular
and special courses in mathematics in the higher normal schools, as
well as certain others, are regarded as having successfully passed the
examinations in all four grades and are entitled to licenses in
them all.

HIGHER NORMAL SCHOOLS.
I

The'schools specially established for the training of teachers con-
sist of higher normal schools, of which there are two at present, one
at Tokyo and the other at Hiroshima. The single temporary institute
engaged in training teachers in mathematics is located at Sendai.

Each of the higher normal schools has a four years' course, one
year preparatory; and throe years' regular course. The preparatory
course is common to all students. The regular course, in which only
special subjects are taught, is divided into five departmentA, that
having special interest for us being called the `ID4Opartment of mathe-
matics, physics, and chemistry." This in its turn is divided into tve
minor divisions, one for students of mathematics ani/ physics, and
the other for students of physics and chemistry..

Students entering the preparatory course of the higher normal
schools are mostly graduates of middle schools or of normal schools,
or aro students recognized to have scholarship equal to that of the
graduates of either of these schools. In the Tokyo Higher Normal
School, out of applicants from all parts of the Empire only those
are admitted who have the highea grade in the entrance examina-
tion. .At present, in the department of mathematics, physics, and
chemistry, about 50 are admitted as preparatory students gut of
three or four hundred applicants. In Hiroshima the method of
selection is different, but. the number in this department is less than
at Tokyo.

In both schools students enter at the average age of 21; so that the
average age of graduates is 25.

The students in the preparatory course of the Tokyo Higher Nor-
mal School are required to take 30 hours' classroom work a week, of
which, 4 'hours are devoted to matheiaaticsmaking a total of '160
hours.for the year. Of these, 20. to 25 hours are given to arithmetic,
40 to"45 tours to algebra, some 50 hours a geometry, and about

Copies of these examination papers for 1911 are given In Appendix F.
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30 hours to plane trigonometry. The work is based upon that of the
'middle school rather .than that of the normal school, which is fuller
and more advanced. Nearly the same instruction is given in the
preparatory course at Hiroshima.

In the Tokyo Higher Normal School the first-year students of' the
department of mathematics, physics, and chemistry are required to

7' take a total of 26 hours of classroom work a week throughout the
year, in addition to hours for laboratory experiments in physics and
chemistry. Of the 26 hours, 2 are devoted bo algebra, 2 to trigo,
nometry, and 2 to geometry. The topics taken up are:

In algebraInequalities; theory of quadratic equations; maxima and minima; equa-
tions of higher degree; simultaneous quadratics; ratio, proportion, and variation;
series; progressions; permutations and combinations; binomial and multinomial the-
orems; limiting values; exponential theorem; logarithmic series; determinants.

In geometry-,Foundations of geometry; definitions and axioms; noneuclidean geom-
. etry; demonstrations of theorems; maxima and minima; geometric loci; problems

of geometric constructions; geometry of the triangle; modern geometry; history of
elementary geometry.

In trigonometry-Identities; relations between the sides and angles of a triangle
and a quadrilateral; measurements of heights and distances; inverse trigonometric
functions; trigonometric equations; trigonometric inequalities; maxima and minima;
trigonometric solution of algebraic equations; use of tables of trigonometric functions,
and tables of logarithms; construction of these tables; rules of proportional .parts.

The courses in algebra and trigonometry are required for all stu-
dents in this department, but students specializing. in physics and
chemistry may substitute for the course in geometry described above
a course in cartesian geometry.

'The secotid and third year students are divided into two sections,
the one consisting of those who take mathematics- and physics as
their specialties and the other of those who take physici and chem-
istry. The students of both sections have 23 hours of ,classroom.
work per week in all subjects. To students of the first section exper-
iments in physics and exercises in mathematics are assigned outside
of these hours. In the second year, 6 of the 23 hours are devoted to
higher algebra, modern geometry, and analytic geometry. In addi-.
tion 4 hours a week are allotted'to mathematical exercises or to lec-
tures on mathematical subjects.

Higher algebra, two hours a week. . Some of the subjects treated are: Infinite prod-
ucts; continued fractions; indeterminate equations; properties of rational integral
functions; algebraic equations; syMmetric functions of roots of equations and their
applications; solutions of numerical equations; elementary theory of numbers; divis-
ibility; congruences.

Analytic geometry, four hours. Some of the topics are Straight lines; circles; par:
abolas; ellipses; hyperbolas; general equation of the second degree; systems of
conics; homothetic and similar conics; coordinates in space; :lines and planes; sur-
faces of the second degree.
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Qf the four hours for mathematical exercises two are devoted to
supplementing the above- mentioned course of algebra, with assigned
exercises in algebra. The remaining two hours are devoted to lec-
tures, some subjects of which are as follows:

Complex numbers; De Moivre's Theorem; roots Qf a number.; binomial equations,
relations of surds; trigonometric factorizations; powers $ complex number the
exponent of which is a complex number; logarithm of a complex number; expan-
sions in trigonometric series; demonstrations of theorems and solutions of problems
in Euclidean space; problems impossible of geometric constructiontrisection of an
angle, duplication of the cube, quadrature of the circle; transcendence of c and r;
constructible regular polygons.

In the third yelir the,slikients are engaged in practical teaching
during the whole of the last term. "hiring the first two terms 23
hours r. week are devoted to lectures, of which'10 hours are in mat he-..

matics, as follows:

Differential and integral ealc7ilus, six hours. Some of the topics are: Higher differ-
ential coefficients and4lifferentials; curvature of plane curves; evolutes and invo-
lutes; 4unctions of two variables, partial differentials; total differentials; ..urfaces and
osculating paraboloids; indicatrix; principal curvatures; curves in space; tangent,
normal, binomial, priiicipalnormal, rectifying line and cone, curvatures and spher-
ical curvatures; Gregory's series, evaluation of r; existence theorem of integral al-
culus; differentiation and integration under the integral sign; quadrature of areas;
center of gravity; moments of inertia; Lagrange's interpolatiq for,pittlic; mechanical
quadrature; nofiequidistant ordinates of Gauss; Eulerian integrals, Stirling's forum-
lee; linear differential equations with constant coefficieptEur characteristic equations;
particular and general solutions; differential equations of the first order, singular
solutions; existence proof according to Lipschitz; uniqueness of solutions; linear,
equations of the second order; Fourier's functions, trigonometric series; equations of
potential functions, of small vibrations, and of heat diffusion.

Two hours a week are given to discussion of additional work in Analytic geometry:
General theory of curves; construction of curves in rectangular and polar coordinates;
singular points; limaeon, ippicyloid; spiral of Archimedes; logarithmic spiral; stro-
.phoid; etc.

The remaining two hours are allotted to problems in calculus and dynamics: Veloci-
ties and accelerations; straight motions; circular Motions; parabolic motions; ellip-
tic motions; constrained motions; elements of rigid dynamics and hydrodynamics.

The m athematical requirements in the Hiroshima Higher Normal
School are very similar to those in the Tokyo school. The aim in
teaching mathematics in both of these schools is to develop in the
student a well-disciplined logical faculty, to lead him to acquire a
practical knowledge, and to heighten his testhetic sense of scientific
beauty.

Among the graduates of the higher normal schools there are a very
limited number who, instead of immediately engaging in teaching, take
the graduate: course. This course, still looking toward the teaching
of mathematics in middle schools;prestribes theories of mathematics,
considerably in advance of those discussed in the regular course.
The aim is to Strengthen the-student's grasp .on the fundamentals of
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mathematics prescribed by the curriculum of middle schools. Au
account of the condition of mathematical instruction throughout
the world is generally given. The theory of numbers, higher algebra,
theory of curves and surfaces, hydrodynamics, etc., are sometimes
offered. The timb allotted is from 6 to 12 hours per week.

Very few of the graduates of the higher normal schools enter the
imperial universities for further study.

The mathematical requirements in the Sendai Institute are almost'
identical with those in the higher normal schools.

Besides the three institutions mentioned' above whose graduates
are given teacher's licenses, there is aprivatke school in To'kyo, called
the Tokyo Butsuri Gakko (Physics School at Tokyo), most of whose
graduates go out to teach in the middle.scheols. The graduates of
this school, however, are required, in order to obtain teachersiemses,
to pass the examination conducted every year by the educational
department. Similar conditions obtain in Connection with the
recently established Waseda University, a private institution which
has established a higher normal course containing a branch for
training teachers of mathematics. .

Teachers' licenses in.mathematics are also given without examina-
tion to the following:

t. Graduates of the schools named below or of their special courses,
having the approval of the minister of education: (a) Mathematical
course, astronomical course, theoretical physics course, experimental
physics course of the Science. College, Tokyo Imperial University;
(b) mathematical course, physics course, of the ScLnce and Engineer-
ing College, Kyoto Imperial University; (c) mathematical course,
physics course of the Science College, T6hoku Imperial University.

2. Graduates of a normal or a middle school who have studied
three or,more years at any of the schools recognized by the minister
of education as qualifying students for teachers' positions.

3. Graduates of a normal or a middle. school who have studied
abroad at a university or at a school of similar grade and have degrees
or diplomas from such schools.

4. Graduates of schools abroad similar in grade to a normal or
middle school in Japan, who have studied at a university or at a
school of similar grade abroad and have degrees or diplomas from such
schools. .

5. Persons who have teachers' licenses for schools equal in grade
to, or higher than, the one in which they. wish to teach.

Teachers with a license have the title Kyoyu; otherwise, however
learned or proficient they may be, they are known as Kyoyu Kokoroe

'(temporary or 'substitute Kyoyu), assistant Kyoyu, or assistant
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Kyoyu Kokoroe. 'hose licenses are granted either to those who pass
th© examination or to those who are considered able. to pass it. The
supply of teachers in mathematics is entirely inadequate to meet the
demand... It has also bepti felt by .soine" that the lack of genetal

,education on the part of the teachers is a serious defect in the training,
however admirable may be the extensive special knowledge which
the teacher has in the subject in which he instructs.

I find no information in the reports with reference to the prepara-
tion of teacher for the higher middle schools of Japan. Prof. Hayashi,
of the Tohoku Imperial University, has, however, very courteously
supplied me with the following facts: In the eight highv middle
schools during 1915-16. there were 256 professors, and 27 assistant.
Kofessors, and about ZO lecturers. Among these instructors wore
27 mathethatical teachers, almost all of 'whom were gakushi. But
some of them were not gakushi, and only one was a hakushi (doctor)
as well as a gakushi. There are no special regulations with regard .to
the training of teachers of mathematics for higher middle schools.

Although competition is keen for the various teaching 'positions,
there is little monetary inducement to take up teaching as a pro-
fession. As Baron Kikuchi writes:

The salaries of teachers, from the university professors to primary-school teachers,
are very inadequate; thin, no doubt, is one of the reasons why the supply of tea leers is
not sufficie(t to meet the 1,emand. More than half oPthe 140,000 primary-4(.110ot
teachers have salaries rahging between 15 and 24 yen ($7.50 to $12).a month, which
even allowing for the low rate of livingn Japan is very inadeolate; the highest salary
for a university professor is about 4,000 yen ($2,000). All teachers in Government or
public schools and colleges are entitled to a prnsion equal to one-foiirtit4he amount of
their salary at the time of retirement if they retire after 15 years of service, and to an
additional one two-hundred-and-fortieth of the amount of their salary for every year
exceeding 15.'
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XII. THE NETHERLANDS.

The Kingdom of the Netherlands has an area of about 12,600
square miles, and its population at the end of 1914 was about
6,340,000..

Every grade Of education in the Netherlands is under the control
and supervision of the State, the work of ,-administration being
handled-by-a special department .under the ministry for the interior...
So-called secondary schools (burgher schools, higher burgher schools,
agricultural schools, and industrial, trade*, and technical schools)
were established by a law of 1863. This law requires that.every
commune with a population of 10,000 provide a burgher school.
All'of these are now organized. as evening schools, and they, as well'
as the'igher turgher schools (Hoogere 'Burger Scholen), are mainly
intended for those engaged in industrial or agricultural pursuits,

The higher burgher schools are divided into two classes, those with
a throe-year course and those (about two-thirds of tine wbole nww-
ber) with a five-year .course. Pupils commence thi five-year course
at the ago of 023 or 13 years, after having had six ye rs of training in
the primary schools.' The instruction in mathem tics (which in-
cludes arithrneticgebra, plane geometry, solid gee etry, elements
of plane trigonometry, descriptive geometry, geometric drawing,
mechanics, and cosmography) occupies about one-quarter of the
30 to 32 recitation periods (50 minutes each) per week. Algebra is
taught in Classes I-IV; geometry in Classes'IF-V. In algebra such
topics as theory of indices,,logarithms, progressions, compound'
interest, and equations of the first and lighehdogree in one or several
unknowns are taken up. "

The diploma of a higher burgher school entitles the pupil to go to
the polytechnic school at Delft or to one 'of the univoisities to study
medicine or natural science.' The examination for the diploma is1
decidedly severe. iithin a period of nine days the pupils, have to
write. 42 hours'in he examination room: Algebra (3 hours), Dittch
(3 'hours), geometry (3 hours), French (3 hours), nature study -(4
hours), bookkeeping (2 hours), trigonometry (3 hours), free-hand

N2Irawing (6 hours), mechanics (3 hours). This is followed by an
oral .examination, which inclUdes certain subjects not mentioned in

All pupils entering the higher burgher schools and the gymnasia, to which I shall presently refer, Must
pass an entrance examination. Usually about 25 per cent of those who try the examination fail

"For other departments of the universities, oxaMI4ationts iu (Ireek and Latin must be passed.

153
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the above list. The examination is held at some convenient center,
before 'a committee appointed by the provincial authorities. In
some cases two or three Provinces are combined for this purpose.
The examination lasts for. three days, not more than three hours a
day. t t

Higher education, as defined by the law. of 1876, is that, given in
the gymnasia (public and ivivate), at the athentemulater the com-
munal universityat Amsterdam, and at this State univerkities.
The pupils entering the gymnasium and higher burgher school are
of the same age, and the7courses of these schools are to a great extent
parallel, although the duration of the course in the gymnagiunills
six instead of five years.' It is, accordingly, somewhat remarkable
to find gymnasia classed with institutions *of higher education.
This classification of gymnasia is found only in the Netherlands.
Every town with- a popullition of 20,000 (and there are at least 30
such in the Netherlands) must protide -ftgymnasium unless specially
relieved from the obligation. The affairs of each gymnasium are
administered l y a college of curators nominated M- the municipal
council. , This council also..appoints the teachers, upon the' recom-
mendation of the curators and the advice of the inspector, dismisses
them when necessary, and fixes the rate of their salaries, subject to
the approval of the minister of the interior.

The gymnasia
the

students to- enter directly the .various
departments of the universities. During the first four yews of the
course this preparation is the same,. but in both the fifth and the
sixth year there are,, along with hours common to all, certain hours
for (a) the "humanist" alone, and (b) the "realist" alone. The com-
mon mathei1iatical program in the fifth and sixth years for (a) and
.(b) includes discussion of quadratic equations, theory of indices,
and solid, geometry. &But students of section (b) are also taught
Mathematics in three extra hours per week during the two years. .
They have such subjects as the progressions, logarithms, indeter-
mMate equations of the first degree; permutations and combinations,
determinants, probabilities, plane- and spherical trigonometry, and
elements of the theory of plane analytic geometry. They also review
their 'arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, and are taught applica-
tions. The (b) courses in geometry' Maude at times such topics as
the theorems Alf Menelaus -.and Ceya, radical axes, centers. of simili-
tude, Euler's line, nine-point circle, prismatoid; Euler's theorem,
harmonic ranges and pencils, poles and polars, and "Guldin's
theorem4' The mathematics of section (b) occupies the.student for
about one-sixth of his time.

Graduate of a higher burgher school with a five-year course are usually better prepared to take up the
study of physics and mathematics in a university than are the graduates from a gymnasium.
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The final examinations are conducted by the staff of each school,
under the supervision of Government delegates, usually three in

. numberc As *a rule, the inspector is one of them. The examination
is similar to that for graduates from the higher burgher schools, and
covers practically all the studies of the ,course. These include
Greek, Latin, Dutch literature, French, Germ\ftn, history, geography,
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and natural history. The Dutch
would, therefore, seem to have taken as a motto Lessing's saying:
"Aus eineiii tuchtigen Philo logen lasst sick sites machen." .

In the Netherlands there are live universities. Besides the State
universities at Leyden, Utrecht, and Groningen, there are the Com-
Munal and the Free Universities of Amsterdam. The Free Uni-
versity has no faculty of mathematical science and physics.

The mathematical instruction in the universities of the Nether-
lands varies to a certain extent, but in all it includes mathematical
physics and theoretical mechanics.. During the first two years
(courses are reckoned by years, not semesters) the prOgrams.of study
contain higher algebra (determinants; irrational and complex num-
bers, theory and methods of solution of equIttions of higher degree,
linear substitutions, theory of invariants); digerential calcUlys and
an introduction to the integral calculus; analytic geometry of the
plane and of space (lines, curves of the second degree, planes, sur-
faces of the second degree) ;- dmeriptive geometry (methods of projec-
tion, applications to the theory of curves,and surfaces)

. The subjects of study in later years are very varied, but some of
the principal ones are: Integral calculus, differential equations,
theory of functions, general theory of curves and algebraic surfaces,
differential gehinetry, calculus of probabilities, caledus of variations,
theoretical mechanics, and mathematical physics.

The title of doctor is obtained afte*r two academic examinations
and the submission of a dissertation. no student geNally pre-
sent§ limself for the first examination, called "the examination for
candidaturei".after three years of study. For the candidate in mathe-
matics and physics. this examination is on higher algebra, analytic
geometry, descriptive geometry, differential calculus; astronomy; and
physics. In the. second examination,' the examination for the doc-
torate, the candidate is examined onintegral calculus, theory of
functions, calculus of probabilities in its applications to physics
theoretical mechanics, and physics. It is especially notable' that
even for the Mathematicians, higher geometry is not a subject for
examination.

For itaent; in mathematics and astronomy the course Vmuch the
same as in mathematics and physics.

Candidata:3' generally present themselves for the examination for
the doctorate three years after the examination for-candidature, brit.
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the total period of the study for this degree is often more than six
years, since .the time ordinarily spent on the dissertation is one or
two years. Occasionally a student accomplishes the work for this .
degree in less than six. years. It...occuns more frequently, however,
that a student passes the examination for the doctorate:and then
presents his dissertation one or several years after having left the
university. -

According to a law of 1905 the stutnt who has succyssfully passed
the examination for the doctorate has the right to ,teach in a gym-
nasnim or other secondary school; in one of th6 sulijeets in which he
was examined./ It thus happens that those who have arrived at pro-
fessorships in this way have received an admirable scientific prepara-
tiou (rein a theoretical point. of view, but have had absolutely no
practical preparation for the 'chairs which they have- been appointed
to till. In most eases theluture teacher is transferred directly ;from...
the university to the sch6ol, without. ()vimr having taught. and without.
any knowledge of theoretical and practical peda.gogr his only ex-
perience is what may be gained by conducting from time to time, in .

the presence of a professor, a.lecturo on some mathematical subject,
either on a paper which has t.appeared in a periodical or on a subject,
chosen by the student. or proposed by the professor. Through these
lectures and t.lii) criticisms to which they lead' the student becomes
somewhat a.ccustomed to the method of formulating personal scientific
research; but for development. as professor these lectures have slight
value, since the subject of a conference is almost. invariably taken
from some part of higher mathematics, and but rarely is a scientific

. treatment of elementary questions given.
Those who have passed the examination for the doctorate are not,

however, the only ones who have a right to teach in secondary schools.
The law of 1%63 established a series of State examinations leading to a
Certificate of Capacity for secondary teaching. ' For mathematics and
mechanics there are two examinations, of which the first, examination
A, accords the right to teach. the branches of this examination .i/n a
secondary school with a course of three years, while the second,
examination B, accords this right for a secondary school with a course

of .five years. Examination. A includes arithmetic, algebra, 'plan.)
geometry, sad geometry, plane and spherical trigonometry, princi-
ples of descriptive and analytic geometry, principles of theoretic and
applied mechanics, machinery and teohnology, physics, chemistry,
cosmography, geology, mineralogy, botany, ,and zoology. I 010.50
years that the law has beep in force a very small number of : rsotis

te
have passed this exceedingly elaborate,examinatiet But the law
also perMita special certificates of capacity for mathematics alone,.
for theoretical mechanics, .machinery, technology, etc, .Thns-exam-

'illation A is dtkomposed into four less' onerous examinations, and
-
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the candidate whet has passed any one of themcmay Nita) the branch
named in a secondary school with a three-year course. Examina-
tion B includes doscriptivo goometrY, analytic geometry. , differential
and integral calculus, theoretic and applied mochailics. Those who
have passed the tWo examinations A and B completely may teach
mathematics and mechanics in a secondary school with a course of
five years.

Those who present thelpselvos at these examinations have rarely
if over attended any cou .- in knathematics or theoretic mechanics. /
Thu r.iajority of the cundi hnvo been prepared by private tutors
or by personaLeffort. The percentage of failures is consequently
.very high. /

The salaries of diroctoN- of higher burgher schools range from 2,254i'
florins (with home) to 4,000 florins ($.904.S0 to $1.,60S) per annnn4;
those of professomfrom 1,000 florins to 3,050 florins ($402 to $1;225).
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-XIII. ROUMANIA.

Roumania contains about 7,500,000 inhabitants.
The general control of its education is vested in the minister of public instruction,but othef ministers have charge of schoolt pertaining to their special provinces. Theministry of public instruction is organized in three departments: (1) Primary instruc-tion, including primary normal schools; (2) commetcial, technical, and private schools;(3) secondary and higher education.

The real organization of secondary education dates from the lawof 1898, which was modified in'1909 and, again in 1910 in the direc-
tion of ',increasing the modern character of the curriculum. Inaccordance with these measures secondary education is arranged intwo cycles of four years each: The lower course (first to fourth, I-IV)and the higher course (fifth to eighth, V-VIII). Those secondary
Schools which have only the lower course are the gymnasia. Thosewith both cycles aro the lycoes. The higher course is organizedin three parallel sections after the model of the French lycee; namely,
science-modern languages, Latin-Greek, and Latin-modern. languages.
In each section the material forms a unit of study. At the end of the
eighth class the pupils Who successfully pass the final examinationsobtain the "certificate of secondary study."' In general, the pupilsleave the. lycee at the age of about 19 years. They are then prepared
to enter various higher schools, including the universities, of whichthere are .two, one at Bucharest, the other at Jassy.

In the first cycle the subjects taken up in mathematics are.: Prac-% tical and rational arithmetic, elementary geometry (plane and solid),
elementary algebra, and notions of bookkeeping and _surveying.With regard to the secoltd cycle, reference is made only to the science;
Modern language section from which the future mathematiciahs
come. The special object of the mathematical work in the second
cycle is to develop the reasoning powers. Because of this some of the
more subtle questions, of arithmetic are introduced. The studyof algebra is developed at length in courses extending through allfour years. This study includes convergencQ and divergence ofseries, the numbere, derivatives of exponential, logarithmic, and'.circular functions, and Homer's method of solution of equations with
numerical coefficients. In plane and solid geometry such questions
as transversals, harmonic division, poles and polars with respect toa circle, areas of polygons and of a circle, anji Dicta, and voile of asphere are taken up with many problems and applicatkons. Thenthere are, also plane trigonometry in VI, descriptive geometry and
mechanics, in VII, analytic geometry and cosmography in VIII.
Mathematics occupies 6 hours out of 28 a week (21.4 per cent) in
V and VI, 5 out of 26 (17.9 per cent) in VII and VIII.
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For the pupils in the science-modern languages section who sps"-
cialize in mathematics there is a special publiCation Gazeta mate
viatica, which has appeared since 1895. It is somewhat Aimilar
to the Revue de mathimatiques spgciales prominent in the French
lycees. Quite apart from the obligations, connected with their
courses of study, the mathematical pupils of the section not only
solve the problems in pure and applied mathematics in the Gazeta,
but also propose ithers and contribute notes and articles. The
progress of mathematical science in Roumania stands in intimate

Such then is the nature of the work which the mathematical
professor has to conduct. There remains the cons ration of his
preparation for the work. . a

The directors and professors in the secondary schools are univer-
sity men and receive their appointments from the Government.
Since the law of 1898 the mathematical professors are appointed
from among those who have passed the "examination of capacity,"
which is held every three. years. To register- fcfr this examination
it is necessary to have (1) the diploma of licence es sciences mathima-
tigues of a university; (2) the certificate of a pedagogic seminar.

"The students who have passed the examination of licence ()s
sciences mathematiques have sufficient theoretical preparation to
become good professors in secondary education," as it is modestly
expressed by Prof. TzitzOica. The examinations for thelicence are
in higher algebra, analytic geometry, descriptive geometry, differ-
ential and integral calculus, theory of functions, mechanics, and
astronomy. These examinations require at least three years of
preparatipn. - e

During his university studies and afterwards the future. mathe-
matical teacher takes a course ih pedagogy at the university. He
also commences at the same time his practical training at a pedagogic
seminar. The pedagogic seminarien in connection with the uni-
versities were created by the law of 1898.

The examination of capacity consists of (1) three written,examina-
tions on the elementary material of secondary education and on the
more advanced material of the hem* (2) two oral examinations,
one on mathematical questions proposed by the lury, the other on
pedagogy; and (3) twos practical examinationsthat is to say, two
lessons such as the candidate might deliver to pupils in a lycOo.
In order to claim a teaching position' as a right, one must hove

passed an examination of capacity fa a secondary specialty. For
example, physics - or geography may bo offered with mathematics.

fi

P
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XIV. RUSSIA.

It has been estimated that the Empire of Russia contains. more_
than 182,000,000 people. Since the treaty of Portsmouth its area,
exclugve of inland waters, is about 8,400,000 square miles.

Finland (q. v.) has a separate system of publicisehools much more
highly developed than that of the remainder of Russia, where the
general education of the people has been of a very low order. Except
in certain parishes of the-Baltic provinces, education is not compul-
sory. The numerous central authorities in connection with Jtussian
education include the ministry of public instruction and the Holy
Synod. The former controls the universities and.the great majority
of the secondary schools of all classes.

The secondary or middle S"ChOols include: 1 (1) Seminaries for
teachers, of which the ministry established 63 2 in 1891 for the prepara-
tion of teachers for certain primary schools; (2) institutes for teach-
ers (33 in number in 1914) which prepare teachers for another class
of primary schools; and (3) establishments such as the progymnasia
(of which there were 29 in 1914), gymnasia. (441), "real schools" (284),
and technical schools (68 in 1910),3 under the control of the ministry
of public instruction and providing general instruction for the youth.

The progymnasia are incomplete gyninasia, with four or six classes
instead of eight classes (IVIII), one for each year of the course.
Among secondary schools, only the gymnasia and real schools are
considered here. Bobynin has given the mathematical programs of
the seminaries and institutes for teachers.

GYMNASIA.

.Pupils normally enter the gymnasia at the age of 10 years. In the
explanatory remarks prefatory to the program of the course of mathe-
matics in the gymnasia for boys, the ministry of public instztiction
sets forth the object of the course: -

Mathematics as an exact and abEttmct science furnishing a simple, and consequently
appropriate,.zneans of assuring suitable development of the mind constitutes one of the
foundations of general instruction. The essential object of study at the gymnasium
being the intellectual development of the pupil, the mathematical instruction should
be charaCterized, before all else, by the thoroughness and systematic rigorof a theo-

1 Bobribl, 1903 (see bibliography); aid A. T. Smith in Cyclopedia of Education, edited by Monroe, Is ,

article on Russia.
Since increased, according to a typort of Jan. 1, 1914, to 122 (Statesman's Year-Book, 1917).
In 1912 there were 30 technical sohools of secondary school grade.
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retie course; practical applications should be introduced, first, as illustrations of the
theory, and then, to habituate in computations.

The gymnasia of the ministry of public instruction are of two types:
(1) Thoie in which only one ancient .language, Latin, is taught; and
(2) those in which two ancient languages are taught! There were
only five of those latter gymnasia in 1910.

While the whole number of hours devotedouathematics in these
two types of gymnasiaa is not the same, the pi.ograms are identical.
The subjects taught are aithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
physics, mathematical geography (cosmography), and notions of
mechanics.

Arithmetic is taught in (lasses I-111 and reviewed in Class VIII, where certain parts,
omitted earlier on account of their difficulty, are taken up. In the third year topics
of discussion are: Ratio and proportion, problems relating to the so-called rule of three;
interest and proportional parts.

Algebra (III -VI II). Some of the matters taken up in Classes VI-VIIIare: Progres.
Sions and logarithms; calculation of compound interest; indeterminate equations of
the first degree in two Unknowns; continued fractions; binomial theorem; resolution:
of a system of equations by the method of Bezout.

(kometry (I V-V I), with review in .VII V-VI the student is Instructed in the
measurement of lines and angles; proportionality- of Segments; sirailitude of triangles
and polygons; regular polygons; notion of a limit; length of-the circumference; tigpions
on the calculation of r; area orrectilinear figures, of the circle and.of its parts; simple
emblems of instruction, and numerical applications for each article of the program;
regular polyhedra; -evaluations of area and volumes of prisms and pyramids; cylinder,
cone, and sphere, evaluation of their areas and volumes.

Trigonometry (VII-VIII).Elements of plane trigonometry, including the use of
tables, solutions of triangles, calculation of areas and applications to problems in sur-
veying. Trigonometric equations- and inverse trigonometric functions are not
d iscussed .
. Cosmography (VIII).Rotary motion of the celestial sphere; rotary motion of the
earth; true shape and size of the earth; apparent annual movement of the sun; annual
movement of the earth round the sun; measurement-of time; constitution and dimen-
sions of the sun; moon; eclipses; planets; comets; law of grayitation; tides.

Mechanics (VI, VIII).Motion and force--laws of motion, law of inertia, law of rela-
tive motion,equality of action and reaction; force as a cause of motion and ofpressure;
resistance o: motion (friction); equilibrium of forces; composition and decomposition
of forces; levers. Theory of gravitation. Theory of motionuniform motion; ,ve-
locity; acceleration; uniformly accelerated and retarded motion; motion of a projec-
tile; notions regarding curvilineakmotion and centrifugal force; pendulum. Theory
of energy work; lever; pulley; inclined plane; toothed wheels; kinetic and poten-
tial energy; transformation of mechanical work into heat and inversely; principle of
conservation of energy.

In most gymnasia the pupils have the same teacher of maths tics .
in all of their courses. This arrangement scorns to cause the pu 1 to
think of the bonds uniting one course to another. As to the.Connec-
tion between mathematics and physics and mechanics, the courses
in physics and mechanics (as well as in cosmography) are conceived
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in such a way as constantly to give the pupil occasion to apply his
knowledge and his experience of mathematics.

About one-third of the pupil's time in the ordinary gymnasium is
devoted to the study of Latin and Greek, and about one-fifth to
Mathematics and physics.

At various stages in his course the pupil is required to pass written
and oral examinations. In the final .examination the written portion
in mathematics lasts five hours and requires the solution, with detailed
explanations, of two problems, one in algebra and to other in trigo-
nometry applied to geometry. The mathematical portion of the oral
examination is in arithmetic, algebra, solid geometry, and trigo-
nometry. The student who has successfully passed this examina-
tion receives a certificate of maturity (attest zrelosti). The bond
between secondary and higher education is formed by the require-
ment of this certificate for admission to the universities and that of
either the gymnasium or the real _school for admission to the higher
technical colleges:

.1 "REAL SCHOOLS."

The normal age of entrance into these schools is 10 years. Most
schools now possess, in addition to theformer regular six classes (I-VI),
a seventh class (VII). Each class lasts for a full year.

The subjects common to all real schools are: Russian, with Sla-
vonid; modern languagesGerman, French; geography; history;
mathematics and geometric drawing; natural history; physics;
oil-awing; calligraphy. In .a comparison of Real schools with the
gymnasia, it is to be noted that logic and the classical languages have
disappeared to make room fir more of science and of modern Ian-.guages.

The students of the teal school cover in six years about the same
amount of mathematics 'as those in the gymnasia cover in eight.
Special reference may be made, however, to the five-hour course of
mathematics given at many real schools in the supplementary,
seventh year. The subjects taught are arithmetic, algebra, trigo-
nometry, elements of analytic geometry, eld infinitesimal calculus.
The leading topics taken up are:

Arithmetic: Principal propositions on factoring of 4pumbers; the highest Common
divisor of two numbers; soltition in positive integers of indeterminate equations of
the first degree in two unknowns.

Algebra: Complex numbers; fundamental properties of an integral function and its
roots; special cases, the functions z" a° and ax2P-1-bxPl-c; discussion of equations of
the first degree with one unknown and of asystem of two equations of the first degree
with two unknowns -- indeterminate case, contradictory equations.

Geometry: Relative positions of lines and planes in space; principal properties of
dihedral and polyhedral angles; regular polyhedra; measurement of the surface and
volume of the right cylinder, the right cone, and the aphere'an its parts; examples
leading to computation and construction problems.

N.

Cf.
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Trigonometry: Inverse circular functions; trigonometric equations; etc.
Analytic geometry: Rectangular and polar coordinates; transformation of coordi-

nates; circle, parhbola, ellipse, hyperbola; equation of ellipse and hyperbola in
bipolar coordinates; loci; diameters.

Calculus: Fundamental theorems in limits; application to the measurement of
circumference and area of circles, of the surface and volume of cylinders, cones, and

spheres; limit Bin Z., limit (1+
n

Y; differentials of algebraic anecl transcendental fvnc-zo z nop
lions; geometric explanation of Rolle's theorem; Lagrange's theorem; increasing and
decreasing functions; equations of tangents and normals of the conic sections; definite
integrals.

Since 1911, students who have satisfaetAbrily completed the seven
years' coursettf the real school are admitted to the universities with''
out examination. Teachers in the real schools'are, for the most
part, graduates of a university in the subject which they teach.

To form a true conception of secondary education in Russia, one
should bear in mind that, taken as a whole, the boys attending the
.secondary day schools are drawn from a lower social stratum than are
those attending such schools in England or France. As a rule neither
the children of the aristocracy nor those.of the, higher officials attend
the gymnasia; the former are educated for the most part by private
tutors, the latter in special schools open only to the nobility.'

THE UNIVERSITIES.

In Russia, exclusive of Finland, there are' 10 universtties. The
largest and oldest is at Moscow; The others, in order of foundation,
atre at Yuriev (formerly Dorpat), Kliazan; Kharkof, Petrograd, Kief,
Odessa, Warsaw, Tomsk, -and Saratov.2 The last was founded in
1909, and neither therdnor at the 11.r4versity of Tomsk has a faculty
of physics and mathematics been established.

While secondary education in Russia still leaves much to be de-
sired, they standard of teaching in the universities is, on the whole,
very high, and may be compared to that of the German universities.'

The scholastic year consists of about 27 weeks of lectures, and the
course of study at the university covers four years.

The Rugsian faculty of physics and mathematics is composed of
two sections: The section of mathmatictd sciences and the section of

This paragraph is equivalent what Darlington states in this connection on pp. 347-348 of his report
(which sought to represent actu 1 e editions at the end of 1904). The Bureau of Education at Washington
has, however, kindly volunteered he information that "about 50 per cent of Russian gymnasium
students are sons of nobility and m rchants. 'Aristocracy' is represented by at least 20 per cent of the
students. The special ache* for a ocracy have long ago become insufficient and now areillscarded."
The bureau states that the authority it quotes is: Russia, Ministry of Public Instruction, Report for 1912,
[in Russian], I'etrograd, 1915, pp. 60 and 11.

"A Popular University bearing the name of Gen. Alphonse Shanlaysky, who has given the funds
neCe$sary for Its creation, has existed at Moscow since autumn, 1908. In 1916 a Woman's University was
created at Petrograd with the power of conferring the degree of doctor ."Stalesman's Yearbook, 1917.

Encyclopaedia Brilannica, 11th edition, 1911, Article "Russia." W, S. Jeslen has recently reported
great improvement in Russian secondary education during the past decade.
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natural sciences. With the exception of general courses in physics
and chemistry given to students ilitoth sections, all subjects in thetwo courses are. different.

Since 1906, several universities, including those at Moscow- andPetrograd, have divided the studies in the mathemafcal section intothree groups: (1) Mathematics and analytic mecha les; (2) astron-
omy; and,(3) physics, subdivided into (a)physics and ) physical geog-''raPhy and meteorology:* The student m_ ay else to take up thestudies of any one group.

The courses for the mathematics and analytic Mechanics groupatthe University of Petrograd in 1909.10 very asfollows:
Semester 1.Sphencal trigonometry; introduction to analysis; analytic geometry;exercises on analytic geometry; higher geometry or descriptive geometry; physicsof molecular forces; descriptive astronomy. Recommended: Course in 'generalchemistry.

'Semester .t.---Analytic geometry -ant exercises; differential calculus and exercises;higher geometry or descriptive geometry; descriptive astronomy; physics; heat.Recommended: Course in general chemistry.
Semester 3.-41igher algebra; applicatift, of differential calculus to geometry;' integration; spherical astronomy; optics; acoustics and electricity.
Semester 4.Higher algebra; integration; geometpic applications of integral calculus;exercises on the integral calculu..i; statics, optics, acoustics, electricity; sphericalastronomy.
Semester 5.Definite integrals; integration of ordinary diffipential equations;finite differences; kinematics.
Semester 6. Definite integrals; integration of ordinary differential equations andthe calculus of variations; theory of numbers; dynamics of a particle and exercises.Semester 7.Partial differential equations; finite differenc4s; calculus of probabili-ties; elliptic functions; mechanics of systems and exercises., jtecommended:Theoretical astronomy.
Semester 8.Partial differentiar equations; calculus of probabilities; theory ofattraction, hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. ReCommended: Celestial mechanics. .

In addition to the general and recommended courses there arecertain special courses nOt'given every year, for example:
1. 'Theory of Abelian integrals (1906-7).

. 2. Theory of Surfaces (1907-1909).
3. Analytic theory of differential equations (1907-1910).
4. Vector. analysis (1908-1910).
5. Historical and critical review of the principles of rational

.niechanics.(1908-1910).
These courses are given, for the most part, by the Privatclocentan.The final examination for the students in the faculty of scienceis conducted by a commission appointed by the State. The examina-tions are both written and oral.. The programs of the State examina-tions divide university courses into two classes: (1) Fundamentalor' principal courses, (2) complementary courses. The programs ofthe principal courses are the same for all universities and. containonly the most essential and elementary parts of the four sciences 4
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(mathematics, mechanics, physics, astronomy), which are taught, in
the mathematical section of the faculty. In these subjects there are
two written, and five oral eXaminations. The programs of the cora-
plc ,entary courses are not fixed. The choice of two comphimentary
r .urses, is made by the student himself. In mathematics he may
choose theory of numbers, theory of ellipti6 functions, higher gedin-
etry, or some other course of three semester ,hours per week. The
,examination is oral.

A student who passes all the examinations' receives a diploma
of the first or second grade, which gives certain civil rights, such as
the right to tgach in the secondary schools without any 'special
examination. The diploma conferred by the State examining com-
mission is not technically a degree, though it is fully equivalent

. in value to the B. A. degree conferred by British or 'American
universities. With this diploma the groat majority of students rest,
satisfied. Only a select few remain at the university to prepare for a
degree, awl most of "these do so with the view of ultimately obtaining
a professorial chair. There are tweiclegrees, magister and dottor,

., but discussion of these.is beyond the scope of this sketch.

TEACHERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Ji, v ery teacher of mathematics in a gymnasium under the control
he ministry of public instruction must be a graduate of the

mathematical section of the faculty of scienc in a Russian univer-
city. Until very recently such aqraduate ha no training in peda-
gogy and no practice in teaching when he t presented himself
at a gymnasium as a professor. In 1909, however, a provisional
set of courses for the preparation of teacheri of Mathematics and
other subjects was organized in the educational district of Petrograd.
This plan has teen followed by other. .educational districts.

At Petrograd the courses are under the direction of a council com-
posed of the directors of establishments of secondary educition and
presided over by the inspector of the district. Ivrformation issued
to pupil-teachers by the council includes the following:

1. The c urses of one year in duration are, especially designed
to give practic preparation to teachers of mathematics in second-
ary schools.

2. The course are open to those students who have a diploina, from'
the mathematical section of a faculty pf science and are' 'bearers of a
certificate of good conduct.

3. The more necessitous of the candidates for the course receive a
stipend of 300 rubles ($156). In addition to this assistance in money,
student teachers may, under certain circumstances, earn money as
tutors, or. as substitute teachers during the absence of the incumbent
of a chair.

1161111Limmilirre..0'
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4. Pupil teachers o the same specialty are sent as probationers,in groups of two or three, intu gymnasia and real schools.5. The immediate direction of the work and courses of the pupilteachers is conned to chiefs of probationers chosen from the teachingpersonnel of the establishment by the administration of the district.6. The obligations .of the pupil teftpthers are the following:(i) To study carefully, -in works and books indicated by the chiefsof the probationers, the parts of their specialty which figure in secon-dary education, as well, as the methodology of the subject.To attend lectures by the chiefs of the probationers or by otherprofessors in logic, psychology, history of pedagogy, pedagogy, andto make report of 'these lectures to the chief.
(iii) To deliver lessons, as often as possible, before the chiefM theprobationers, other professors, and other probationers in the specialty,in accordance with a plan arranged in advance and approved by4thediaief.

,

(iv) To attend' the trial lessons of other probationers of their group.'(v) .To take part i the discussion of the trial lessons of 'proba-tioners of Their group. s
(vi) To prepare papers on questions of general pedagogy, studies ofmethodology in the specialty, reviews of textbooks.
(vii) To seek to, understand the .child's mind, by contact with andobservation of pupils in general, or of a particular group, whileengaged in recreations, games, excursions, and walks.
(viii) To Attend the pedagogic council.
(ix) To attend the conferences and pedagogic discussions (threetimes a week) and make report.,
7.- In case these requirements have been met, the probationers are" &mines du contingent" and are qualified to teach.At the end of the school year, in a general conference of the corn- -mittee and the various chiefs of probationers, the results of the workof the year and the characteristics of the probationers are discussed.The preparation of teachers in the real schools is practically thesame as of those in the gymnasia.

Apart from the question of supply, the two main difficulties whichremain to, bo solved in connection with the teaching staff of theRussian secondary schools are (1) the question of remuneration and(2). the question of professional training. An attempt to dispose oft tter difficulty has been described above. With regard to thefirst pot t there seems to be general agreement, Mr. Darlingtonwrites, that the present rate of remuneration, which was fixed 30 yearsago, is' not sufficiently high either to attract the best talent into theteaching profession or to enable teachers to give their undividedattention to their school duties. An assistant teacher in a State sec;ondary school, teaching 30 hours a week, which is accepted as the
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normal limit, receives 1,830 rubles (about $915) a year for the first
five years of-his. service, after which his salary is increased by 15U
rubles, thus reaching 1,980 rubles (aboyt $993) a year in all. Extra t
payments (e. g., for correcting exercises and acting as "class tutor")
may raise the remunerationito 2,230 rubles a year, but in any ordinary
ease, so long as he continues to be an assistant teacher, his salary
remains as above stated from the sixth to the twenty-sixth year of
his. service,. when ho receives his pension. An income of less than
2,000 rubles a year may be sufficient to enable an assistant teacher to
live in a manner suitIble to his position; so long as -he remains a
bachelor; it is whcitkinadequate to the needs of a married man with
a family. With the most rigid. economy a moderatesized middle-
class household can not be mktintained, at any tate in the larger
towns of Russia, on less than 3,000 rubles a year. A married teacher
is therefore under the absolute necessity of earning on an average an
extra thousand rubles a year in addition to his official salary in order
somehow to keep soul and body together and provide proper educa-
tion for his children.

The salary of an ordinary professor in a Russian university is 3,000
rubles a year; of an extraordinary professor 2,000 rubles.

The pension rights attached to the teaching profession in the higher
and secondary branches fire v y considerable in Russia. Twenty
years of work gives to such a to h a right to a pension epial to half
his salary; 25 years' service emit s him to a pension °Val to his full
salary. Mogeover, if the teacher is revented IV. shattered health or
some incurable disease from continuing in the exercise of his pro-
fession, ho is still more generously treated.
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XV. SPAIN.

At the close of 1913 continental Spain had an area of about 194,00A
square miles and a population of over 19,600,000.

The whole syStem of public instruction ts controlled by the minis-
ter of education, an advisory council, and a corps of inspectors, one
for each of the 49 ProVinces or administrative divisions of the country.
The second y schools and universities are intimately associated, by
reason of t fac that Spain is divided into 11 university districts, ,,

the secondar id higher education in each of which is under the
control of a rector. Ile is assisted by a university Council which
acts in an advisoryCapacity.

The State secondary schools, of which there must be one, at
least,in every Province are styled institutes de ser:iunda,enseanza.
The colegios de segund enserianza are boarding schools in charge of
local authorities and are feeders for the ifistitutos. Pupils who enter
the institutor are shout 10 years of ago. The general course is di-
videdinto two parts, one part covering two years and the her four.
In the first part the only subjects of a mathematical i Ore are
arithmetic and drawing. Algebra, geometry, and trigonometry are
studied in addition to arithmetic in the second part. Physics and
chemistry are also taught in this part. The .student who li suc-
cessfully completed the six years of study and passed the corre-
sponding State examination is called a bachiller en artes, and is
entitled- to proceed to a unitersity.

The University of Madrid has the largest attendance; the Univer-
sity at Salamanca is the most ancient. Other universities are those
established at Granada. Sevilla, Barcelona, Valencia, Santiago,
Zaragoza, Valladolid, Oveidlo, and Murcia.' .

The bachiller who-wishes to prepare himself to teach mathematics
in the secondary schools must study in the faculty of sciences of a
university and secure the title of licenciado (licentiate). At Madrid.
candidates may then proceed to the doctorate; Barcelona and Zara-
goza are the only other universities which have a faculty of science
preparing completely for the licenciatura.

The mathematical studies leading to the licenciatura are as follows:
1. Mathematical analysis.- -First and second courses, supplementary to the work in

the institutes. The first course comprises theories, of arithmetic not ,explained in

This university was established in 1915 or 1915. cy. The Statesman's Yearbook, 1915-1917.
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secondary education, the..whole field of elementary algebra, plane and spherical
trigonometry with analysis of circular functions. Thesecond course deals with higher
algebra; and the general theory of equations, as well as an introduction to moderns

..higher algebra; is presented. During one yele at the University of Madrid, for
example, this introduction. dealt with the t ory of binary forms (discriminants;
Iabi/um, Hessians, and .Wronskians; linear substitutions: invariants and covari-
ants: canonical forms).

tt. Metric .4cOmetry.This geometry is Simply the ordinary Euclidean geonietryl
modified by the use of modern synthetic methods. The course in the faculty of
sciences is divided into two parts: The first deals with fundamental theories, those
ott which the theorems of all previOns questions are based; the second consists in
studies of each group of figures in detail, without losing sight of the groupings which
facilitate'the employment of the principles of duality, projectivity, etc.

(a) Fundamental theories: First notions; angles; perpendiculars and parallels; rela-
tion betn'een the elements of triangles and of trihedral angles, isosceles or scalene; dis-
tances and inclinations large and small; elementary cases of symmetry and of equality
of triangles. trihedrals, and tetrahedrons: equality and orthogonal aymmetry in general;
gesometric loci; circle, cone. and sphere: proportional lines: similar figures: prod-
uctS of.aegments in triangles; concept of length, of curves in general and of the areas
9001asks: plane and spherical trigonometry.sufficient for the solution of right triangles;
orthogonal projections.

(h) Studies: More complete consideration of each of the following figures: Ranges
of poilits, pencils of rays or of planes:4,14i cross ratios and projection; segments and
angles; triangles and trihedral angles; quadrilaterals. tetrahedral angles. and`tetra-
hedrons; ordinary polygons, polyhedral angles. (and polyhedrons in general, and in
particular thohekwhich are regular and semiregular; prisms and cylinders; pyramids,
prismatoids, cones. and spherical figures; systetns of circles; of cones, and of spheres;
particular determination of length. of areas. and of volumes; their comparison and
proportionality; homology, homothety, involution, and symmetry_ in general; po-
larity of a circle, of a cone, or of a sphere: inverse, figures: stereographic projection.

3. Analytic grometry,This course is basedon projective "bw's and is especially
developed at Madrid.'

. Elements of infinitesimal calculus.This course inc. tides a discussion of theory of
limits continuity, orders of infinitesimals derivatives and differentials of functions
of one or of several vtiriablis; .changelof variables; hyperboliunctions; Legendre's
polynomials and developments into series by formula of Taylor, Maclaurin and
Lagrange; maxima and minima; elements of integral 'calculus; differentiation and
integration under the integral sign with application to tits calculation of definite
integrals and of the Eulerian integrals. ra sorneo.;prograths this first. part.. of the
calculus course concludes with a discussion of curvilinear and surface-integrals and of
integrals in the formulae of Green, of Stokes, and oftpirichlet, and their applications in

.mechanics and physics.
5. Cosmography and-physical geography.
6. Geometry of position.
7. Derriptive geometry.
8. Rational mechanics.
9. Spherical astronomy andgeOdesy.

The title of licenciado in matbeinatical science is obtained .by a
candidate after, three examinations .are successfully passed,:' (a) A
written examination on two questions. drawn, by jot, from .these
4roposod by the tribunal; (b) an oral interrogation by the three

J. REY PASTOR, Fundamentos de la gra melril proyeeliva superior. Tomo 1. Madrid, 1916. 22+444 pp.
CJ. aisuetin des sciences mathematigues tome 41. 1917 p. 229.
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judges,, for half an hour each; (c) a practical exercise consisting in
the solutie0 of a problem in descriptive geometry or in rational
mechanics drawn, by lot, from the problems of the questionnaire,
and response to observations of the tribunal.

The examinatiomslor secondary school professorships are open only
to licentiates and comprise: (1) A written examination fOur hours *in
length, consisting of the development, of th-o themes of a question-
naire; (2) an .ora) examination consisting of response to five ques-
tions drawn by lot; (3) a practical exercise; and, after the exclusion
of those who have not met with success, (1) delivery of a lesson after
eight hours of preparation to be criticized by one or two opponents;
and (5) exposition of a given topic and replies to criticisms of the
tribunal.

The best mathematiCal positions in the secondary schools are
obtained by the doctors of mathematical sciences, who are also eligible
for positions on the faculty of sciences of a university. To prepare
for the doctorate it is necessary to follow courses at, the university in
higher analysis, advanced parts of geometry, ast ronoiny of the planet ar
yStem, and mathematical physics, and to present a memoir on a
object selected by the candidate and satisfactorily sustained against

objections on the part of the tribunal.
The titles of sonic advanced courses offered to those preparing for

the doctorate. may be given:' Ordinary differential equations; calculis
of variations; integral equations; quaternions; functions of a cm-
plex variable; elliptic functions; Galois's.theories.

It usually takes four years in the,university to pass the licenciatura,
and one extra year, for those who are apt scientific, investigators, to
make the doctorate.

The professors of secondary and I igher educat ion are appointed -4) y
the King; in the case bf the institutes on of the professors is
appointed as director.
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C. J. Itt'.EDA L'enseignentent des nuithentatiques en Espayue. Memoires presentee ati
eongres do Cambridge par M C. J. R. delegue en Espagne de la commix:40n
interitationale de l'enseignement mathematique. Tome 1 Madrid,. Tip. de
1a "Rev, de Arch., Bibl. y Museoe,'.' 1912. 143 pp.

Among the memoirs in this volume are: "M. TorroJa et revolution de la geometric en Espagne"
by' M. Vegas; "Enseignement de is geometrie metriquba is Facultddes Sciences" by C.J. Rueda.
"Les cours d'analyse mathematique aux Facultes des Sciences espagnoles" by L. 0 de Tolecio.
"L'enseigneinent du eaten) infinitesimal aux Facultes des Sciences espagnoles" by 1' Pedal-
ver; "En.seignement des mathemaUques aux Ecoles Normales" by L. Ferrero&



XVI. SWE1)EN.

The area of Sweden is a little less (excluding the lakes) than
170,000 sly are miles, and the population' AILS estimated to be on
December Al, 1918, about 5,757,000.. Of these, all but about 100,000
belsmg to the established Lutheran Church. It is, therefore, not sur-
prising to find church and school both placed under the administration
pf. the 1.1. ItlesiastikdePartementet, or the ecclesiastical department.
The trend of circumstances recently has been toward their separation.
I .was not so long ago that the chapters (dontkapiteln), composed of
iinisters and laymen, ,Were still the local boards of administration,
gat merely of ecelesi ical affairs, but also of itilti. relating to the
condary schools and tO the elementary school sy-Mmb Since 1905,

..

however, the central government of the State secondary.scho is and
equivalent educationial establishments receiving State aid has n in
ilte.hands of a boardlcalled-the Royal Board of Secondary Sch ols; the,
result, has been that the powers of the chapters as regards these edu-
cational institutim s have been very considerably curtailed. In 1913,
by, the eat ablislment of a central board for the elementary schools,
these also were placed under the administration of expert laymen.

The royal board of secondary schools deals with such matters as_
curriculum, dis lipline, training of teachers,. appointment of teachers,
etc. It isqilso the duty of its members to inspect the schools per-
sonally and to give instruction and advice -in the course of their
inspection. I .

Since .1905 'the' State secondary schools for boys have been 'elm-,
allied. into two groups: Realskolor or modern schools (independent),
and hogro a Minna Ifiroverk, each comprising a realskola and s
gynm ['skim. I

There a 77 secondary schools for boys (allminna .laroierk), .38
of these ark h6gre allmanna lfiroverk and ,39 are independent real-.
skolor. Among the latter, 18 are coeducational schools. There is

.

no indepenident State gymnasium.
Into the/ realskola, which has six one-year classes (one, the lowest,

to six), ..tle boy .may I enter at 9 years of age.' .w The course. at' the
gypinasil 'is based upon the work .of the five lower classeS of the

'Note that secondary education i j built on the third year of primary education,insteed of the fifth.
as in Denmar . The primary schools give a six-year course, while in some cases continuation courses are
offered for three years longer.
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Valskola and is divided into two "sides"; the Latingymnasium and
the realgymnasiune, each consisting of four one-year classes called"rings" (I to IV). The boys in the sixth class of the realskola arethus of the same age as those in the first ring of the gymnasium.

REALSKOLOR.

Mathematical instruction, which occupies about one-sixth of thepupil's time, is here given during five hours weekly in each of theclaSses except in tbo first and fifth, where it occupies four hours.
The subjects taught are arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. In thesixth class the pupils are instructed in: (1.) Algebraevolution and
involution, proportion, equations of the first and second degree withone unknown, graphs, and problems; (2) geometrygeometric exer-
cises and amplification of preceding course, which has dealt with
circles and polygons and .*imple,problems.. Drawing exercises of the
Realskola include, in class 74, geometric. construction of parallel lines,
triangles, parallelograms, and polygons; in class 5, drawing of regular
figures, such as the ellipse and limacon4 elements of descriptive
geometry; in class 6 further exercises in descriptive geometry.

In 1904 -5 about 60 out of 75 schools used Euclid's Erements astextbook in geometry. Four years later, itlythe development of
the more practical or modernized scheme of secondary education,
about 60 out of the 75 schools had adopted texts similar to the
school geometries now so common in England.4

General scheme of stfuiies in a realskola.

Subjects.

'tarh
Garman
English

rkwYinreph y
Mathematics
Biology
Physics;
Chemi
Writing

stry
s

Drawing.

Total number of hours a week

Classes.

2 3 4 5

a
8
6

2
2
4
2

2
1

3

6

a
2
5

, 2

2
1

3
6
6

3
2
5
2

2

2
4
4
5
3
2

It
2

2

'2
3
4
5
3
2
4
2

2

2

a
4
4
2

2
2
1

2

27 29 30 30 so so

The final goal of the realskola is a State examination (Realskol-
examen), which gives admittance to various technical schools and toschools of forest7, agriculture, and mining,. and qualifies for various

intments in] the post office, railway or telegraph service, etc.
The ex : inatien consists -et two parts, the-one-written' and the her

I I

oral. The questions of the first part (in Swedish, German, English,
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and mathematics) are the same for the whole country and the require-
month are moderate.

GYINASIA.

In 1913 about 57 per cent of the pupils in the gymnasia were in
attendance at the realgymnasia.

The number of class periods per week in the realgymnasium
(including gymnastics, fencing, singing, and religious instruction) is
38 to '41, of 45 minutes' duration. Thore must be a pause of 10 mini,
utes between two periods. About one-quarter of tho total time,
apart from instruction in gymnastics, fencing, etc., is given to mathe-
matics and drawing. In order to avoid overpressure and to permit
of a pupil's devoting himself to some special study forsivhich he dis-
plays' marked aptitude, some options (valirihet) are allowed in the
last two years of the gymnasium course.

The extent pf requirements in the different rings of the gymnasium
may be seen in the following table:

4..

The realgymnasium. The LatIngymnasiam.

Subjects.
Ring

I.
Ring Ring

IlL
Ring
IV.

Ring
I.

Ring
IL

Ring.

Religion 2 2 2 2 2 2
SwNlisb 3 2 3 3 3 2 3
Latin 6 6 6
german 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
English
French
history

3

3

3
4
3

2
4
3

4
4 ,
a

3

3

2
4
3

2
4
3tteogkaphy.....ie?A '2 1 2 1

Elements of philosoplk- 1 1
Mathematics I 6 6 6 4 '4
Biology 2 2 1 1 2 2Plysies 8 2 4 3 2 1 2Chemistry 2 2 2 2
Drawing 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total number of hours a week 30 31 33 33 30 81 33

Ring
IV.

2"3
6
2
2
4
4

1
16

1
2

2

I Those pupils who havd elected Greek (7 hours a week) in Ring HI drop mathemal es, drawing, and
one hour of English: in Ring IV Greek (7 hours) is then substituted for mathematics and drawing.

As tolnathematics, instruction in a realgymnasium includes: (a)
Algebratheory of indices, logarithms, arithmetical and geometrical
series, compound interest; (4) geometryproportion applied to ge-

4,metry, problems (especially in plane mensuration), solid geometry;
(c) plane trigonometry simple computations in connection with
right, and oblique triangles; (d) analytic geometry -I-cury es of the
second' degree; the notion of a derivative is made clear and much ,

emphasis is laid on graphic representation of functions.
The comp° in .a, gyzanatiur is concluded with a final examination

(studentexamen, or afgangsexatnen, or matpritetsexamen).Nyhich,
either "side,* entitles those who have passed it to inatriculatim at
the universities. Exanlination commissioners called "censors"
appointed by the government tq superintend. each .examination.

..
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They are chosen for the most part from piofessors of the universities,and usually number about 18. The censors are assisted'by "exam-iners," who are the teachers of the schools; the examiners alwaysact under the direction of a censor and in his presence. Quest/loutfor the -written part of the examination are drafted by the - censorsbut must be approved by the royal board of secondary schools., Tnisexamination takes place simultaneously in all the schools someweeks before the oral examinations and lasts four Or five days.The written examinations in botfi "sides" include Swedish, modernlanguage, and' mathematics, and in the realgymnasium physics, inthe LatingymnaSium Latin. French may be substituted for eitherof the "modern languages," which, are German and English. Thesingle examination. in mathematics lasts six and one-half hours.The paper contains eight or nine questions. An adequate discussionof three at least is necessary for passing.' The Answers are firstlooked over by the teacher himself and one colleague, find are gradedwith one of six predicates, the fifth of which in descending order is"satisfactory," and the sixth "unsatisfactory."
The candidate is not admitted to the oral part of the examination

unless in each of his papers he gains at least Ole mark "satisfactory."When the teachers have thus arrived at their decisions, the papers
are stitched together into hooks and sent to the royal hoard, whichdistribute's them among the censors for their inspection, much of ,which they make as they travel in the train from school to school,from one end of Sweden to the other.' Tho final decision is notreached until censors and teachers sit together in conclave somewhatlate ;.

The oral examination is wider in range than the,writto examina-tion and embraces all the subjects taught in the later years f schoollife. The rektor or headmaster in each school arranges the candi-dates in grOups of five or six in a room; and in these rooms they are
,
kept throughout the examination, while the censor is sometimes in
one room and sometimes in another, according to the subjects of theexamination. Various arrangements emphasize the imaortance ofthe occasion. .At least three persons of position, nominaTed by theinspecting local authority, represent the public. Evening dress isde rigueur for censors, examiners, and candidates; and the censors. and the teachers,wear their ro and decorations. The teacher of.the candidates is geherilly the e aminer; and, as a rule, puts all the

questions under the direction and 'guidance of the censor. The ex-amination, 'though apparently of the pupil alone; is really quite asmuch a- test of the teadher, ena 'bling the censor to judge of the effi-ciency of, his work. jt is also deemed useful for university profes-sors to be brought-for a few days in each year into such close t9uch
I quote freely from Kr. Thornton In what follows.
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with the pupils graduating from the public schools in the country,
and for sch* and 'university thus to: be brought into relationship.
As in the case of the written, so also in the oral examination, each
candidate is given one of six grades, of which the sixth is unsatis-
factory.' It is so, difficult for an ill-prepared candidate-to be iiro-

oted t6 the highest class that the number of rejections at the final
examination 2is exceedingly small.

The aim of the realskola is to provide a common citizens' educa-
tion of wider scope than that of the elementary school.. 'The aim of
the gymnasium is to add to general education imparted in the real-
skola a preparation for the universitielf pr equivalent educational
institutions. In 1912 the number of graduittes from the ,realgym-
nasia was 675, and from the Latingymnasia 510. Of these 1,185 pupils,
160 continued their careers at business or commercial colleges, 144
entered on a military career, 111 went to higher technical, schools,
and 535 to \universities, -cite.

I . THE UNIVERSITIES.
.4 0

.There are two State universities in Sweden; one at Upsafa, founded
'in 1477 and tho oldest in Scandinavia, and the other at .Lund,
founded in-1668. 'Both of these are in provincial cities. There are, \
however, two privately organized univoinities, tho 1-16g,skola at
Stockholm and the Hogskola at Goteborg (the second largest city in
Sweden). Furthermore, the State supports a medical toll:y:3, the'
Karolinska Institutet, at Stockholm, which it establishM. in 1810.'

According to statutes of 1418 the direction of the State univer-
sitiesand medical college is exorcised by a chancellor appointea. by
the Crown, without salary,' on the recommendation of certain au;

.thorities in these institutions. It is the duty of the chancellor to
see that the statutes are observed, to issue instructions regarding
the administration of the university finances and ,estates, to pro-
nounce "finally and officially in questions of nomination, and, in
general, in all university matters which are submitted to the decision
of the Government. * * * The immediate management anthsuper.
vision of all Matters relating to the university Is in the hands of its
rektor, who is elected for a term of three year" (but is eligible for
reelection) by certain university professors.

I These giades are usually named A (mark of distinction), a (exceedingly satisfactory), 44.11, Bei, 13,
(satisfactory), and C (unsatisfactory).!. The words in parentheses are doubtless Mr. Thornton's trans-
lations Of the corresponding Swedish expressigps given on p. 177.

IAA a rule only about one-fourth of the pupil's entering the gymnasia 'aver pass this tlxamination.
4 There are also two foreign universities founded in the .seventeenth century under Swedish rulo,
namely, the tmlvelsities at Helsingfors In Finland and at Dorpat in Russia.

4 The chancellor is entitled to appohlt a snarled secretary.

101179° -.18----12
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In 1913 there were about 5,200 students at the Swedish univer-
sities and medical college: 2,461 at I_Ipsala, 1,421 at Lund, 395 ' at
the Karolinska Institutet, 741 at the Stockholm Hogskola, and 235
at the Goteborg' Hogskola` -

The Hogskola of Stockholm is under the superintendence of the
chtincellor of the universities. The govdrning body is.. a bat of
nine members, tho president of which is nomina&d by the Govern-
ment. The rektor of the university is an ex officio member of the
board. Six other members are elected by the Swedish Academy, he
Academy of Sciences, the Stockholm city council, and the facul y.
The ninth member' of the board is elected by the board itself.

It is under the direction of professors at the Stockholm Hogskola
that Acta Mathematica haa-been publis'hed.2 This has been made pos-
sible by the 'annual grant of 3,000 kronor.

At each of the universities (except that at Goteborg) mathematics
is taught in the facility of philosophy; and in this faculty, till lately,
three degrees were conferredthose of candiate, licentiate, and-
doctoir; According to a. statute of 1907, however, the examination
for the first of these degrees was replaced, for thbse expecting to go;
into secondary school teaching, by a secondary school teachers'
e,xaminatiott (filosofisk ambetsexamen). All candidates for teaclaing
positions in a gymnasium must have , passed this Xamination,
Should the candidate aspire to be a professor (lektor), he'must also
pass the second university extunination (filosofie licentiatexamen),
and defend a thesis fOr the degree of doctor (filosofie doktor) f The
first of these examinations requires about seven or eight semesters
(that is, about four years) of study.; the seiond, about ft)uryeari more.

Filosofisk 4iimbesexamen.The faculty. of p osophy is divided
into two sections: The section of the humani es, and the mathe-
matics-natural §cieliCcs section. To ,the at section belong
mathematics, astronomy, physics, mechanics, chemistry, geology
and mineralogy, botany,. and zoology. -.Sice 1909 political economy
may, under ceAin circumstances, beincluded in this section. Geog-
caply belongs to both sections. The filosofisk ambetsexamen is
is-based upon the following groups of pets:

l In the State universities "every student is obliged to belong to one of tile hnions called nalionsforeningar,
or simply nation, or landskag (literally, province), into which the students are grouped, according to the
part of the country from which they come, the object of these unions being to opcouragoluird study ana
pure morals, as well as the of mutual aid. At Upsala there are 13 and at Lund 12 of these nation
societies, each under, contr an inspector chosen by the society from among the prOfessors of ant*
versity. At Ups& these unions have as a rule their own club premises *; at Lund there is oile
h ove common to all the ' nations,' that of the Akademleka These unions have played
important role in the life of the students, both in its serious and its M convivial aspects. The cllstino.

_ toads of thrstudents' dress is the white cap (WM milasan), knownibroad from the tours of student,/ .
choral unions."

The first number of its forty-first 'volume appeared receel77.

A
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Group 1, Northern languages, Latin. Group 8. German, romance languages.
Group 2. Northern languages, German. Group 9. English, romance languages.
(*imp 3. NOrthern biazguages, English. Group 10. History, geography.
Group 4. Northern laRguages, Itistory. Group 11. Geography, botany, zoology.
Group 5. Latin, Greek. ' group 12:Mathematics, physics. 7

Group 6. Latirehistory. GrOup 13. Physics, chemistry.
Group 7' German, gnglish. Group 14: Chemistry, botany, zoology.

A lication for the Ambetsexamen must be accompanied by--(1) a
statement of the choice of subjects; (2) a certificate that the appli-
cant eas been-a member of aoation.society.sluring the term in which
'l ie examination is to take place; (3Y the certificate, showing that
the candidate ` has passed the studdtexamen; (4) the candidate!,
record book of university work (tentamensbok); (5). cr fee qj 15 kronor
(about _$4.09), plus A 'kronor' for making out reports, plus 1p krona
for janitor service. -

As we shall be frequently referring to the grades which the can -,
didate obtains in university examinations, it may; be stated at once,

ythat, as in the case of secondary school marking, they are six in
number.' If, for definiteness, we employ, the- letters trfat have been
already mentioned, these grades are: A, with honor (ber6nafg); a,
with exceptional praise (med utmarkt berom godkand) AB, with
praise (med berom godkand); Ba, not without praise (icke utan berom
godkand); B, satisfactory (ggdkeind); "C;iot satisfactory (icke godkand).

To pass the examination we are considering, the candidate must
obtain seven ponitii. He has three points to his {edit foi each A
,which he receives in the, subjects of the 'examination, tioipoints fdr
each a or 4B; and one point for each Ba or B.

From this we see that mathematics and physics,' the subjects of
gsoup 12, could contribute at most six points. Ilut the candidate :
must also pass an examination in some third subject, as well as in
psychdlogy and the history and theory of. pedagogy, 4.11. the case
of group 12 the third subject may e any outer subject in the mathe-
matics -.n tural science section. Mathematics may be taken as. a
*third subject with an "two - subject group.

WhItever selectiofi of group is maae for the major, if it is a two-
. kbject group, the candidate must obtain at least'a mark AB in each;

if it is a three-:suliject gr4uTo at least a ma AB in two subjects and
B the -third. Moreover,. is the maths atics-nsturat seines
section six of thg seven points.must be obtai id in subjects selected
froin the follifwittg list: -Theoretical philoso y, literary historyand.
poetica,,*Germa,n, English, romance langu es, pedagogy, geographyA_

4nathematics, astronomy, physics, meth as, chemistry, geology and °
mineralogy, bqtany,:and zoology.

In the Ambetsexainen at the University of Lund, the requirements
in inatkematicp for Boyers' irades assigned are as follows: (1) For B
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the candidate must show that he has a good general knowledge of
analytic geometry, elements of thedifferenlial calculus and of the
most important parts of the integral calculus ;10) for AB the candidite
must be familiar with the subject matter in (1), With 'differential
calculus and its geometric applications, with an extensive and thor-
ough course in algebraiC analysis, with a' good course in integral cal-
culu's, with the elementary theory of equations, wills ttle foundations.
of theory- of numbers and theory of probability, and with a short
course in. modern geometry, particularly the application of the tliry .

of projection and reciprocation to conic sections; (3) for A the can-
didate must show remarkable facility in handling the material of

:(1) and (2),. and also of some impbrtant course the, cont4it of which
may be optional with the examinee to .a considerable extent, but
each particular choice' must be approved by the examiner.

The exrrinination. in every subje is oral. The professor reports
to tile examiner his personal opii ion of each candidate whom he
has taught. He not only indicates the extent of work covered, but
also' expres es an opinion as to the thoroughness of the student's
knowledge nd as 'to the independence and maturity of judgment
whit as manifested. ,

The-titles of some courses offered at the uniprsity will he given
later, and it will be seen that certain of these ftre foftuplated to pre-
pare the student for the searching.teStal Among the 'great number

of books which are 'found usefull by the mathematician in preparing
for the filosofisk timbstsixamen the following are officially listed at
Lund: P

K. R. COLLIN, L?irobo$ i plan analytisk geometri. 2 upplagan. Stockholm, 1898.
(Rather brief.)' d .

C. P. E. BJORLING, Ltirobok i differentialkalkyl och algdrraisk anal .2 3. upplagatt.
BRIOT et BOUQUET, Lecons de geometric analytique. 17e ediln. Paris, 1900.

''*'Lund, 1909.
,- C. F. E. BJORLING, I,tirob4 i integralkalkyl. Upsala, 1877.

ERRET-IIARNAUK, I,ehrbuch der Iliferential- and Integralrechnung. 'Bearbeitet
von Scheffers. und 5. Auflage. BandkI:, Differentialrechnung. Leipzig,
1908. Band II: rhtegralrechnung. Leipzig, 1911.

W. NERNST und A. SCHONFLIES, Einfithfung in die mathematische Behandlungt
dtr Naturwissenschaften. Surzgefatster-rehrbuch. der Differential: und Integral-
rechnungemit besonderer Ben2cksichtigung der Chemie. 7.. Auflage. Mtlacheit
und B ,1913.

TODHUNT heory of Equations. 4th editiA. London, 1880.
WEBER und WELLSTEIN, Encyklopddie der Elementar-Mathematik. 'Band 1: Alge-

'bra und Analysii,3. 3. Auflage, Leipzig, 1909; Band 2: Elemente der Geornettie.
2. Auflage. Leipzig, 1907; Band 3: Angewandte Elementar Mathematik. 2.
Auflage; 2. Teilen. Leipzig, 1910-1912. di

This comment and others of a similar nature which Colley! occur Ili the original Mt.
11.n this work, applications to plop, geOlnetry are considerably more exteandve than is usual, in books of

asimfiar nature.'.
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TODHITNTEit,Algebra for the use of sehoala and colleges with numerlsits tramples. 5th
edition. London, 1871. (For theory of numbers and theory of probabilitim)

C. F. E. BJORLING, Larobok i nyars plan geoatteri.' Lund, 1896:
The requirements in mechanics and Mathematical physics,' in the

filosotisk ambetsexamen at the Univeirsity of Lund, for various marks
are: (1) For the mark B2 the candidate Must know the elements of
the kinematics and statics of rigid bodies, including computation of
stability, the elements of dynamics of a particle (also relative !notion),
the elemen'ts of the dynamics of 'solid bodies movjpg in a plane,
and central impulse with friction, and .Must have, the ability to
solve simpler problems within the limits of the course in a reliable
manner; (2) for the mark AB the candidate must be familiar with
the ubject matter in (1), with discussion of statics of a flexible
strini., with more extended development of rigid dynamics, including
Lagrange's equations of motion and the elements of the theory of
the motion of a rigid body about' a fixed point, with hydrostatics,
with differential equations of hydrOdynamics and Bernoulli's theorem,
with the theory of small vibrations applied to organ pipes and strings,
and with attraction between spheres, and he must also have facility in
the solution of problems within the range of the c9ufse; (3) for the
mark A the can.didate.must complete the course .in (2) with respect

eneral dynamics and by means of a detailed study of some field
in athemaical physics or in-mechanics of continuous media, chosen
by -the candidate in consultation- with the examiner: He must also
have skill, in applying practically the theoretical knowledge apper-
taming to the courses..

Prerequisites in mathematics. For it B in Mechanics it is necessary
to know .what corresponds 'to the requirement for Ain matheinatics.
For an AB, in addition to the requirements in-analysis 'far the same
predicate in mathematics, the cindidate must have some notion of
ordinary differential equations Wnd the most elementary ideas of
partial differential equations. For the mark A there may be required
in addidon to ordinary and partial differentiarequations important
branches in one part or another of mathematical analysis.

Studies and te-xtbooks.The studies are eripropriately btgun in the
free preliminary. course (for B) as prescribed every spring term in
conneCtion, with-practical exercises.. In order to attain any advan-
tage from this it is, however, necessary.at the same time to workat
hoine, partl iy carefully reviewing the notes takeri at every 4ecture

The principal parts of this Work include a treatment of the theory af conics from projective and dualistic
points of view, in addition to a presentation of the theory of invariants in lineir substitutions for binary
and ternary forms, and, finally, after a secticn on "putves &higher ordyr" where among other results the
rIllekerian formula are derived, a treatment of the i.heory of cubic,Ourves. Other works, not mentioned
above but widely used In Sweden,. are: L. Riepert, Grutulriss der Differential- told Integralreallaad.
umgearbeitet von IL Stegemann. 2 Bands. Band 10. Auflage) Hannover, 1905; Band II, 9. Auflag,
1908. De la Vallee-Poussio, Chars d'analyu Infinittitmal. 2 tomes. . et 2. editions. Louvain, 1912 and
1914. Goursat, Cours d'anplyse tnatigynatique. 3 tijmes, tomes 1-2. 2. edition. Paris, 1910-16.

Btadiehandbok, p. 108-173; oaskroncitAy and physics are treated on pp. 1W-10A.
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and carrying on collateral reading in approririate textbooks, and
Partly by diligently solving problems in addition to i1119.4k\ie, which
has been taken up in the practical ,exercises.

At the conclusion of the preliminary course similar regttlarly
rectirnn. g lectures and exercises for the next higher certificate can be 4
taken up. (To profit by these the home work should be somewhat,
of the same nature as that in connection with the preliminary course.)
,Really satisfacto'ry textbooks for lly?ginners are not readily -found

at present. For /the time being, hOwever, the most suitable work
which can be' recommended is Lindskog's Ltirobok i mekanik, Stock-
holm, 1894, which also contains- practical problems. Chapters 13
and .17 may be omitted, and for the certificate B also paragraphs
140-142, 155-159, 167-168.

For the certificate .413 a more thorn gh knowledge of Lindskog's
mechanics is required. It is not exped ent to recommend a definite
textbook for this cortyifinite, because a few of this kind which are
worthy of notice are just now being published or revised. The fol-
loWing may be mentined first:
P. APPELL et S. DA HEVILLE, Pritis de micanique rationelle. Paris, 1910.
A. G. WEBSTER, The Dynamics of Particles, and of Rigid, pslic,,,nd Fluid Bodies. -Leiszig,VO4. (Out of print, but a German as well as a new English edition

is pr ed.) 1

The first -named book, which contains also a collection of practical
problems, corresponds most nearly to the prescribed course. Still,
partsrf chapters 14, 16, and 18 can be omitted. The latter book r
contains comparatively more of the mechanics of fluids and of elastio
bodies and is specially to be recommended to those who intend totdevote

themselves o physics.
Among problem coil ions we nay mention:

H, L. as ST. GERMAIN, Recueil d'exercices sur la meanique rationelle. 2. edition.PaN7 1889.
A. FITHRMANN, Aufgaben aus der analytischeti Mechanik. 2 Biinde. Leipzig

Bad I, 3. Auflage, 1904; Band it, 2. Auflage, 1882.
W., WALTON, A sollection of problems in theoretical mechanics. 3. edition. Cam.bridge, 1876.

A collection of problems in hydrostatics andhydrodynamics. Cambridge, 1847.
M. JIILLIEN, Prsoblemes de micanique rationelle disposes pour. ;ervir d'application.s nut

principes enseignis dens lea tours, 2.4edition. 2 vols. Paris, 1866-67.
K. W. F. KRAFT, Sammiung von Problemen der analytischen Mechanik. 2.Banda.Stuttgart, 1884-85.

Filawfielicentiatexamen.--Those who have passed ',the 'filosofisk
limbetsexalnen are eligible for the filostafie licentiatexainen. In each
leaminatialA subject the candidate must make AB t least. An
acceptable' scientific, thesiS must also be written.

I The second English edition -was published in 1912, shortly after this was written.
. I

-
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Application
,
for dm examination must be accompanied by(1)

a statement of the choice of subjects; (2) a certificate that the appli-
cant has bien a member of a nation societyluring tbizi term in which
the examination is to take place; (3) the certificate showing that
the candidate has passe'd the filosofisk 4betsexameil; (4) the candi-
date's ,record book of university' wo4atentamensbok); (5) a fee of

.15 kronor (about $4.09), plus 3 kronor for making Notreports, plus 1
krona forjanitor service.

The present reUlations governing the licentiatexamen went..into
lect in 1911. They provide that kvery student .wlio has passed
either that examination or the filosofiA iimbetsexamen has the right

. to ask for an examination ki. supplementary subjects, for the sake
of obtaining higher reports.5 No one may take more than one sup-
plementary examination. The standing in supplementary exami-
nation carries with it the same rights as in other subjects. The fee
for this examination is 5 kronor for eacksubject, plus 3 kronor for
making out reports, plus 1 krona for janitor service.

The lice atexamen calls for insight into the more fundamental
partis of m dery higher mathematics. The higher certificates require
an exceRti al/ scientific tl sis Jased upon speci l studies appro-

4
)upriatelY chosen. There is considerable latitude in ma ng the.choice.

t !'however the -subjects' are atranged" the announcement con-
cerning till examination reads, 41one must neither thrust to one side .
modsent insistence ow logical exactness nor neglect geometrical intui-
tive methods." - kJn prepftratiOn for tire filosofie licentiatoxamoil in mathematics,.
the lectures in higher nuithematics delivered by professors or assist-.
ants are intended either` tad illuminate such parts of broad fields as
are little available on account of gaps in texts, etc., or else to orient

. the student in some special topic. The seminary exercises have
1

..e same end in view.
Among the texts whiCh are useful in. preparing for this examina.

tion in the most fundamental fields thd following are mentioned in
the Studiehandbok :Of, the University of Lund

...
k. PICARD, TrattEd'ariatase. 2. edition. 3 tomes. Paris, 1901-1909.
W. F. OSGOOD, Lihrbuch der Funktionentheorir. Band I. 2., Auflage. Leipzig, 1912.

(More complete in some respects than Picard.) .

N. NIELSEN, Laerebog i elementaer Funktignzteorr. Kebnhavn, 1909. '

if. DUREGE, Elemente der, 'core der Funklionep einer koMplezen veranderlichen
Grape. 5. Auflage bearbel*t von Maurer. Leipzig, 1906. -

. can Ile used with advantage for an Introductory Course. .

C. JORDAN, Count d'analyae de l'Ecole Polyterhitiga;. 3. editiari. S tomes. Paris,
.. :19091935. . . .

.

4..
Separate sections on elliptic functions and also introductory chapters on partial differential

eqUations. : .
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O. A. A. BRIOT et J. C. BOUQUET, Theorie des fanctions elliptigua. 2. ddition.
Paris, 1875.

In marry respects now antiquated, but can still be used with profit.

L. SCHLESINGER, anfihrung in die Theorie der Differenlialgleichungen. 2. Au-
tinge. (Sammlungjchubert.) Leipzig, 1904.

15. HENSEL und G. LANDSBERG, Theotit der algebraischen Funktionen einer l'aria-
blen und ihre Anwendung auf algebraische Kurren und Abelsche Integrale. Leip-
zig, -1902.

C. F. E,BJURLING, Ldrobok i nyare plan geometri (och algebra). Lund, 1896.
G. SALMON, Traiti de geometrie analytique: courbes plans. 3 edition par 0. Chemin.

Paris, 1903. ,

tr. WEBER, Lehrbuch der Algebra. 2. Autiage. 3 Biinde. (Band III: Elliptieche
Futactionettt-vd'algebraische Zahien.) Riau W el g, 1898 -1908.

'E. NETTO, Substitutionentheorie und ihre Anwendung auf die. Algebra. Leipzig, 1883. ,
J. P: C. PETERSEN, De algebra iske Ligninger's Theori 1:01mhavn, 1877. (For an

introduction to the subject.)
J.- TANNERY, Introduction a l' ilude de la tHorie des nombres rt de VcrIgebre superieure.

Conferences redigees par E. Sorel et J. Drach. Paris, 1895. ,For en introduction toile subject.
0

r KLEIN, Vorlesungen iiber das Ikosa&ier und die AuflOsung der Gleiehungen von
funften Grade. Leipeig, 1884.

SCHEIBNER, Beitrage zur Theorie der linearen -Transforrnationen als Einleitung in,
die algebraische Invariantenthforie. Leipzig, 1905. . .

G. SCHEFFERSJ Anwendung der Differential- mut Integralreehung auf Geometric.
Band II: EinfCthrung in die Theorie' der Fliihen: 2. Auflage.
1913.

P. BACHMANN, Grundlehren der neuern Zahlentheori. (Sammlung Schubert). Leip-
zig, 1 907.

A. R. FORSYTH, Treatise on differential epations. 4. edition.' London, 1914.
Contains a great number of useful examples, but is not satisfactory from a .flieoretical point of_.

view.

SERRET-HARNACle, Lehrbuch der Differential- und Integralreehnung: Band
Differentiaalgleichungen und Variationerechnung. 3. Allitage. Bearbeitet von
G. Scheffers. Leipzig, 1909.

G. Bohlmann and E. Zermelo were n editors of the second German edition in 1904.

The statements of the University of Lund concerning the filosofie
licentiatexamen in mechanics are as follows:

'To obtain the mark B, the requirernents are the same as for the
highest certificate in the filosofisk timbetsexamon in mechanics.

To obtain the tharkAll, the candidate must (a) have prepared
himself in a complete emirs() in general dynamics and mechanics of
a rigid body in conformity with the requirements for the highest
certificate in the filosofisk iimbetsexamen; (b) have some acquaint-
ance, with the most important brandies of :mathematical physics
and of the mechanics of continuous media; (c), have a thorough
grasp of tit, least one of the Nieces. (for example, hydrodynamics,
or theory of elasticity or thermodynamics, etc.), together with a

1 The second edition by W. Jagobsthal of B. Maser's German translation (with the solutions of the prob.
lams) of the third EnglistkeditIon of Forsyth's work was ptblished at Leipzig In 1912.
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detailed study of the modern literature .'connected 'Tip-. the' science
in question"

To obtain the mark A, the candidate must not only meet the
mustjust indicated, but ust also prepare a piece of research

work of actual scientific value.
The porsoli who intends to devote himself specially to mechanics

or .mathematical physics is advised to direct his studies for the
, anthetsexamain in such a way as to 'enable him to obtain two certifi-
cates in physics and* the highest certificate in matheinatics. In

I the latter subject the main emphasis should be on analysis, such as
ordinary and partial differential equations, calculus of varia 'ons,
general theory -of functions, elliptic functions, fog with
spherical harmonics and Bessel's functions.

LiOrature list.The literature, list given below lays no claim to
conii)leteness.,1 and the entries are chiefly of .works §uitable as text-
books. Among books in one and the same subject those stand last
which on account of size or character are better suited to profound
study in the special subject. Short or popular texts come first.

WPIIIER, Die parliellen Differentialgleichungen der matliernaiischen Physik. 2
Biinde. 5. Auflage. Braunschweig, 1910-1912. r

A. WANGERIN',. Theorie des Potentials and der lagelfunktionen. (Sammlung Schu-
bert.) Band I. Leipzig, 1909.

A. &RAY and G."13; 'MATHEWS, A Treatise on Bess'el functions. London, 1895.
C.'11RISTIANSE*MIALER, Elemente der theoretizchen Physik.' 3. Auflage.

Leipzig, 1910.
P. APPEJL, Tra0 de 7nicanique ratiOnelle. Tomes 1-2, 3. 6,dition. Paris, 1909-1911;

tome 3, 2. & ;Won, Paris, 1908.
*4"The first vol me may be dispensed with, since it has been already teed for the-eerlfueete isthe itmlletsexa en. The third y111111'10 contains the theory of potential, hydrotnechanics, and

theory of Mast lilt T.

E. MACH, Die Jfeehaik in ihrer historisch-kritisch dargestellt.' 7.
Auflage. Lt ipzig. 1912.

.

Critical presentation of the foundations of mechanics. Receimmended even for the highest
certificates in the km betsexamen.

G. R. laItCHOFF, Vorlesungen ber martlematische Physit Band 1: Mecpanik. 4.
Auflage Ni*,on W. Wien. Lei nig, 1897.

Succinct pregientationespecial fro:n the mathematical "standpointof the whole of
mechanics. `

W. TIIOMSON and P. G. TAIT, Treatise on. Natural Philosophy. New edition, 2
volumes. 'Cambridge, 1903.

A masterly piresentation of mechanics from the' physicist's standpoint, but unsystematic and
for that reason unsuitable as a text. In part perhaps somewhat out of dater, but none the less

'readable. Complements Appell and Kimball in valuable manner.

J. ROUTII, Treatise on' the Dynamics of a System of Rigid Bodies. 2 volumes.
. Volume 1: the elementary part, seventh edition, London, 1905. yolume 2:

The advanced part, sixth edition, London, 1905.

English translation of the first edition by W. F. Magic. London, 1897.
:English translation from the second German edition by T. J. McCormack, Chicago, 1893. 2d edition,

revised, 1902. Supplement by I'. E. B. Jowdain, Chicago, 1915. 'I`
!
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H. R: HERTZ, Geseirsmelts Werke. Band 3: Die Prinsipien der Methanik in neue
Zusammenhang. e dargestellt. Herauagegeben von P. Lenard. 2. Auflage,
Leipzig, 1910.

Short courses in bydronacchanics and theory of elasticity were written by
Webster, Appel', Ad Kirchhoff (see above).

W. WIEN, Lehrburh der Ilydrodynamik, Leipzig, 1900.
H. LAMB, HydiOdynamics. 3. edition, Cambiidge, 1906. (Also in German by

Friedel, 1907). 4. tnglish.editiiii, 1916.
A. E. H. LOVE. A Treatise on the Phematical Theory of Elasticity. Second edi-

tion, Cambridge, 1906.
Also translated into German by Tine, 0107.

H. LAMB. The Dynamical Theory of Sound. London, J910.
J. W. S. RAYLEIGH; Theory of Sound. New edition. London, 1894-1896.
M. PLANCK, Vorlesungen fiber Theiinodynamik. 4. Auflage. Leipzig, 1913.
W. VOIGT, Thermodynamik. 2 Ban 1o. (Sammtung Schubek. ) Leipzig, 1903-4. -
E. MACH, Die Prinzipien der Warrnelehre historisch-kritisch dargesullt. 2. Auflage.

Leipzig, 1900.
G. JAGER, Die Fortsehritu der kinetischen Gastheorie, Braunschweig, 1906.
0. E. MEYER. Die Kinetieche Theorie der Gam.' 2. Auflage. Leipzig, 1899.
JEANS, The Dynamical Theory of Gases. 2. edition. Cambridge, 1916.
L. BOLTZ/if ANN, Vorlesungen fiber Gastheorie. 2 Biinde,.2. Auflage. Leipzig, 1912.
J. W. GIBBS, Elementary Principles in Statiitical Mechanics. Developed with special

reference. to the rational foundation of thermodynamics. New Haven, 1902.
(Also in German by Zermelo, 1905.)

P: DRUDE, Die Physik des Gathers auf elektromagnetiechen Qndlage. Stuttgart,.1894.

A. FOPPL-M. ABRAHAM, Theorie der Eleetricitlit. Band 1. 3. Auflage. Leip-
zig, 1907.' i -

P. DRUDE, Lehibudi der Optik. 3. Auflage von E. flehrcke. N Leipzig, 1912.
U. A. LORENTZ, The Theory of Electrons and iu Applications to the Phenomput-of

Light and Radiant Heat. Leipzig, 1909. .
M. PLANCK, Vorlesungen Ube,. die Theorie der Warmestrahlung. .. : ig, 1906.

Doctorate. -In order to procure the degree of do r of philosophy
the candidate must° have passed the filosofi a centiatexamen, and
have published and publicly defended origiiThl scientific' thesis
on a subject connected with the s ies in which he has received
commendatfon in the licenti: amen. The thesis and defense or
disputation must be satisfactory to the faculty.

The members df the mathematics-natural science faculty are
supposed to be present at the disputation, in which a r'epresentatiie of
the faculty and two supporters of the candidate take part. The
regulations seem' to imply that such functions are not always of an
amiable chaacter: "The can, or some other- professor whom he may.

appomti, &sail see to it that order and decorum are preserved. In
case 'disorder or disturbancarises and ,can not be quelled by pleasant,
means by him or his deputye has the right to dismisslhe assembly.
Whatever he requires must.:he immediately observed by all presefft."
The paragraph then cohcludes, "After the disputation has lasted four

1 English translation of the second reviefd edition, by R. N. Bevies. London, 1899.
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-hours the dean, or his deputy, may conclude the same if he is so
inclined."

.
.

Courses.In IStl regulations as tO .the nature and method of
instruction in. Swedish universities were formulated. They provided
that all instruction given with a view to preparing for examinati
must be .so arranged that- "scientific lectures in each exa 'na-
tion subject shall be given each year, and that exercise. con :es,
partly introductory courses, and partly seminary courses shall be
furnished." They provided also that "one course within the pur-
view of the facultripstruction-should conclude will an oral or other
examination suitable for those electing !elle. course,"

Consequently, as far as the number of instructors will allow, an
endeavor is made to provide annually the essential requirements for
the predicate AB in the lilosofwk ambetsexamen, and in .addition at
least the especially fundamental, parts of analytic geometry. and
calculus, which properly belong tol a prepaedeufic course. In 'Spacial
exereiset, on which great stress isj laid, an attempt is made to have
the students acquire tile habit ef.s4lving with facility harder problems.
such as giro generally treated in the courses. In Lund these courses
and exercises...fire compulsory to a certain extent; in Upsala, require-
ments of this kind have not yet, been introduced in connection with
m a Oiain a tics.

The public lectures aim to giye, on the one hand, broad general
presentations of fields whiehproperly belong to examination MINOS;
on ;the other hand a thorough discussion. of special questions.. In
the seminary exercises analysis of memoirs and report and jiscussion
of original papers encourage the development of Indowndent scion-

.tific
The following courses in astronm4, pure mathematics, and

mechanics.were offered at the nine of Lund during the four
semesters (which are now reforr lib first, second, third, and
fourth), from the autumn sernest . o the spring semester, 1916,
inclusive:

During the first; semester Prof. (1. V. L. Charlier lectured do "Motioni of star
clusters"; during the second on "Multiple correlation" and "Use of the kinetic
theory of gas in the motion of star clusters," three hours a week; during the third on
"Selected parts of the theory of enumerating the stars "; and dOring the fou?th for
three hours a week, on "Selected parts of star statistics." In each. of the semesters
Charlier and an assistant conducted a seminary in astronomy for theie aspiring to the
marks B, AB, or higher in the filosofisk iimbetsexamen.

T. Braden, professor of mathematics,' conducted; (a) In the first semester (") a
preliminai course with the aid of an assiftant; (ii) a course of about 20 lectures on
the theory of functions; (iii) an elementaiy course of about 10 lectures on infinite.
series; (iv) an elementary seminary course, two hours every fortnight. (b) second
semester(i) a preliminary course; (ii) a course on selected topics of the iimbetsexa-
\tnen; (iii) a course on theory of functions (about 30 lectures); (iv) a course on some
'phase of the modern theory of aggregates; (v). an elenymutry. seminary course. (c)
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Third semester(i) a course in theory of equations, a preliminafy course in calculus,selected topiein theory of conics and certain arithmetic applications of higher analysis,three hours a week; (ii) an advanced seminary course on the connection betweenanalysis and the theory of numbers, one hour. (d) Fourth semester(i) puliminarycourse; (ii) elementary course in algehrikic analysis and arithmetic al)plicalions ofhigher analysis, two hours; (iii) advanced seminary exercises, 'one hour.X. W. Ekman, professor of physics: First semester(i) mechanics, two hours aweek for two certificates in tie ambetaexamen; (ii) hydrodynamics, one hour; (iii)exercises in mechanics, one hour. Second semester (i) mechanics (first course),three hours; (ii) motion of liquids and theory'of friction, one hour: (iii) exercises inmechanics, one hour. Tifird semester(i) mechanics (cor)tinvation course andcourse for two reports in arnbetsexamen); (ii) theory of elastichy, one hour; (iii)exercises in mechanics, one hour. Fourth semester(i) preliminary course inmechanics, two hour's; (ii) theory of elasticity, one hour; (iii) exercises in mechanics,one hour.
N. E. Nor lund, professor of mathem'atics. First semester (i). elliptic and auto-mOrphic functions, three hours: (ii) advanced mathematical seminary, one hour.Second semester(i) elliptiC and automorphic functions, one hour;1(4) theory ofaumbers,eone hour; (iii) adVinced mathematical seminary, one hour. Third semesterautomorp

.
unctions and r algebra, ree ours; (ii) e enentary Rat ematicseminary, one hour. Fourth se ter(i) higher algebra, three hours; (ii)lelemen-tary mathematical seminary, on9 hour.

F. A. Engstrom, astronomica observer: X 11 four semesters i 1100 o -simp er astro-nomical instruments for deterniinatipn of the time and of latitude, one boil?,(li) exercises in astronomical observations.
H. G. Block, docent in astronomy: First, second, and third semestersin each,celestial mechanics, 15 lectures.
N. G. 0. Kuylenstierna, docent in mathematics: First seniester- pri Laplae's equa-tion,.15 lectures. , Second semester--integral equations. 20 hours. Third semesteriselected chapters in the theory of Linear differential e.quations, 15 lectures.
K. A. W. GyMenberg, docent inastronomy: Third semester(i) spherical astronomy,for meeting requirements for AB in filosofisli. ambe.tsexamen;. (ii) general astronomyand the stars (requirements for B in same examination). Fourth remester(i) deter-raination of orbits of comets, 3 tours:. (ii) spherical astronomy (for A B in iimbetsexa-.men), 20 hours.

Wickttell, docent in mathematical statistics: Third semesterelementaryprinciples of mathematical statistics, 213 hours.. Fourth semestertheory of correlation, 25 hours.

At the University of Upsala in the s:priftg term of 1916 courses inthe following subjects were offered: Linear differential equations,theory of functions, differential equations, trigonometric series,t6ory of electricity, rational 'mechanics, integral equations, andtheoietical astronomy.

SECONDARY-SCHOOL TEACHERS.

Where has been given above an outline of the work that a mathe-matical teacher must do in the State secondary school.-, and of work'in school and university which he mast havp completed by way of
preparation. But Sweden requ,:!res still more, namely, a year ofprobation (provar). This year of professional training is taken atone of the solon,schools officially fprsscribed for this purpose, three of
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which are located at Stockholm, one at Upsala, one at Lund; and
two at Goteborg. The number of "candidates" is about 70 a year.

Having finished his university course in the spring,' and having
decided to become a teac'hor in secondary schools, the candidate
sends to the royal board of secondary schOols copies of his final
examination certificate and of his various university certificates,
naming it- the same time the three subjects he wishes to be trained
in, which are, shy, mathematics, physics, and chemistry: In the
autumn he is assigned to some one of the schools along with perhaps
nine others. After he has had ani,..interview. With the head master
or rektor, there are assigned to him from the members of the staff,
various supervisors or_ directbrs, :under whose particular direction he
remains during his training. A man may hive one supervisor given
him for matlwmatics in- the lower classes, another for mathematics
in the higher, and a third fo$physics and chemistry. The first two
or three weeks may be spent in watching the work of the classes (the
lowest for the most part) and listening to the instruction given.
Then combs a little teaching, first in th6 presence of the 'teacher and
then in his alisence. After, that comes the first. "criticism lesson"'
given, perhaps, to theloweSt class, in the presence of the rektor and
the teacher of the class and the rest of the students in training. As
soon as possible after the termination of the Jesson all those who thus
witnessed it moot with the candid to and discuss its matter and
manner. And so in the second, third, and fourth classeS there might
be listening and teaching and a second "criticism lesson." In the
fifth class there- is possibly continuous teaching fora month, both
with and without *the teacher; then "criticism lessons" follow; and
the first term closes with the class leaving the roalskola for the
gymnisium. .

In the spring term the candidate watches the teaching of algebra
and geometry in Ring I, going through his first "criticism lesson" in
those subjects in Ring II. He may have a criticisi)ri)lessori in Ring III
in trigonometry and solid geometry, and in Rings he may have
criticism lessons in physics and chemistry, or ho may give amonth
of continuous instruction in One of these subjects followed by a criti-
cism lesson. In additidn, h.:Isis expected to take class teaching if one
of his supervisors is kept away on account of illness.

Besides all this, an elaborate series of lectures is given to the, candi-
dates on the theory and history of education and pedagogy. Lec-
tures are ilso given on method in connection with special subjects:

The rektor, having heard the criticism lessons and received peii-
odical reports both from the candidate and his supervisors, holds a.
scrulinium, attended by those of his colleagues who have taken part

From Mr. Thornton's report.
A "criticism lesson" is a lesson specially prepared for criticismon the part of his fellow candidates and

of his teachers.
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in the training; and the precise character of the- certificate to be
given the candidate then settled by discussion and by full- inteit'
change of opinion and evidence. This certificate becotnes an im-
portant asset in the teacher's stock in trade, one upon which the
character of his first emplbyment largely depends. A sample fpllows:

4.
TRAINING CERTIFICATE..

X Y Z, Licentiate in Philosophy,

who in autumnAr-mt.489,1 and spring term 189-$ according to the regulations in
force has undergoa-a training courst' at the Elementarlaroverk in this place, has
displayed

in the theoretical course:

an exceedingly satisfactory '` knowledge of the theory and history of education;

in the practicat course:

In Mathematics (Class V,*VI 2, VII, 1)2 a distinguished' capacity for
teaching.

In Physics (Class VI and VII 1) an exceeding1;$atisfactorycapacity for
teaching. .

In Chemistry (Class VI and VII 1) au exceedingly satisfactory capacity
for teaching.

In (Clays
and there has therefore been awarded to him, as a public testimony to his capacity
for teaching, thecertificate exceedingly satisfsktory." lie has besides shown
distinguished' industry and exceptional aptitude for the:teticher's calling.

Upsala, the 2d of June, 1894.
(Signed) A. B., .

Principal in the
practical course.

I (Signed) C. D.,
Principal in the
theoretical course.

The teaching staff of a gymnasium consists of le rektor or head
master and three ranks .of permanent teachers: (a) Professors
(lektorer) who teach chiefly in the upper classes of the higher schools
and who must be doctors; .(b) assistant professors (actjunkter), who
teach in realskolor, in lower classes of large gymnasia, and in the
smaller gymnasia, an4 who, as far as the .tiniversityis concerned, need
only Co have passed the filosofisk iiinbetsexamen;'4 and (c) instructors
(6vningslarare) tetogiing drawing, music, gyiiina.sties, and the use of .
arms.

According to the official regulations the applicant. for a position as
a lektor or adjunkt on the sail of a State secondary school must

(1) Be 2.3 years old, at least.
(2) Be in good health and' not crippled in such a .way as to be

unable to.get about.
That th, a. .

'These Classes VI 1, 2, and VII 1, 2, are now knoWn as Rings I, 11, and Rings III, IV.
'That is, A.
4 The prospective adjunkt of mathematics who Ras passed this examination may have, taken mathe-

matics as a,third subject with one of the groups in the humanities.
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(3) ,Be own for honor and probity, and in casethe chair includes
ruction in religious matters, niust confess belief in the

true evangelical faith. -

Be conspicuous for. aineerity and stgligthsof charao416r, and for
the good temper necessary in the puidance of youth.

(5) Be endowed with ability easily -and clearly to impart instruc-
tion.

.

(6) Be thoroughly conversant with the subtacy; connected with
the chair he seeks. ' ,

(7) 'Be prepared by a year of professional training.
(8) Have' performed, with industry an skill, for a period bf not

less than two y ears, the.duties wicb devettve upon a lektor
or adjunkt in (a) a boys' high school; or (b) some institution
of learning under the juritidiction of the royal board; or
(c) a training seminkry f7r elementary schools; or (d) a
technical elementasry school; or (e) the royal naval academy;
or (f)a high school supported by-the State. Or have served -
as docent in a university for not less tihim.two years, in such
a manner a;; would entitle him to an honorarium.-

The prosp-ective lektor must also (a) have obtained AB or higher,
in all those subjects of the ambetsexamen. which correspond to
subjects in which the chair. has been announced as vacant',.. (b) have
passed the licentiatexamen with the grade AB or higher in one
of those subjects; (c) have satisfied the requirements for the doc-
torate. The lektor who teaches mathematics mist also be conversant
witIrthemechanics and astronomy in the course for the licentiate.

In the larger gymnasia the rektorer are required ti9 teach, from
12 to 16 ho a week, in the smaller from 20 to 24; the professors
from 18 to 72; and the assistant professors from 20 to 28 hours
a week. A rektor at a realskola'is'obliged to teach from 18 .to 20
hours weekly.

An adi\unkt begins with a salary of 3,000 kronor (about $818)
which may be increased 500 kronor every five years until the' max',
mum salary of 5,000 kronor is reached. In Stocholm, Gohborg,
and Norrkoping se tools the municipality also .makes. a grant to*ard
rent of apartments. The salaries of lektorer range from 4,000 to
6,000 kronor. s. There are two scales of salaries for the rektor; namely,.
6,000 kronor in the higher schools, witia an increase of 500 kronor
after 10 years, and 5,000 kronor in the realskolor with like increase
after 10 years. In addition. tdithis, rektorer have free lodging or till
equivalent allowance.

All teachers are obliged to contribute an annual quota (maximum,
200 kronor). to their future pension( On attaining the age of 65 and
after 3kyears of service, teachers on the permanent Araff are entitled
to a,pension-7-,4,000 kronor (about :$1,090.80) for lektorer and 3,400,
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for adjunkter. The rektot receives his pension (5,000 kronor in the
gymnasia, 4,000 kronor in ,the realskolor), provided he has held the
post of rektor for at' least 15 years. The widow and children' of a
teacher on the permanent staff receive a considerable pension from
a State-aided and State-contirolled Widows' and Orphans' Pension
Fund.
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,VII. SWITZERLAND.

Switzerland is a confederation of 25 Cantons. It has a total, area
of less thari .16,000 square miles and a population of about 3,900,000.
The Cantons vary greatly'in size; for example, Bern (Berne), Grau-
bunden (GriSons), Valais (Wallis) are each over 2,000 square miles
in extent, while the area of the Canton of Zug (Zoug) is less than
100 .square miles.' German fs spoken by the majority of the inkab-
itants- in 19 of the Cantons, French in -5, and Italian, in 1. AMA'
two-thirds of the.,total population speak German; about 800,000,
French; and about 300,000, Italian.

There is no tentritlization of control in educational matters. Each
Canton N almost completely autonomous in the arrangement of its
school system, and while, there are many similar features in the
'organization, the ide:'als are often widely divergent. But it is cer-
tainly true that in no country is the' importance of training for the
primary sellA-teacher more clearly recognized than in SWitzerland.
'HIM% are no fewer than 4 State or private training .colltges for such
teachers-in this little Repnblic.

.SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The secondary schools leading to higher studies have different .

names in the different Cantons! College, gymnase, Oberrealschule,
Tt'anto . This last is the most common in the.German Cantons.

Examined frcirn the point. of view of their external organization,
these establishments Tresent many notable differences. We'gener-
ally find two -ye/es. The first cycle is of three or four years and
forms the college or gymnase infrieur; the second cycle, comprises
from four to four anti one-half years. Pupils enter this Bitter cycle
at the age of 14 or 15 years-.

A gymnasium may be. dividettlinto two, three, or even four sec..
tions, according to tiT foreign languages taught. The two main
sections common to all the gymnasia are: (a) The classical section) t
which leads to all the university faculties (and to the Federal Poly -
technic.School after special preparation in mathematiCs), the special
studies being Latin, Greek, and philosophy; (b) the technical orinclustrial
section, which lelids more particularly to scientific, technical, or indus-e
trial.careers. The students who go out from this section are 'admit-
ted directly to the faculties of science and .pf letters, to the technical

I *though Bern is not the largest Canton, its population of about 665,000 is the greatest. The Canton
of Zurich, with an area of some 670 square miles, ranks next, with a population of about 540,000.

101179*-18,---13 191
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,faculty at Lausaithe, and to the Federal Polytechnic School. Thegymnasium ,at Geneva possesses two other sections: (c) The Real sect.tion, in which Latin' is taught in, addition to modern languages. (ItCorresponds almost exactly to the section Latin-sciences in Franceor to the Realgymnasium in Germany, and its cert ificates of gradua-
tion admit to university faculties.) (d) The pedagogic section, which
prepareS candidates for teaching in the primary school (in(' Whichalso leads to the faculties of science and 'letters.

Although secondary schools are under cantonal or municipal direr-
.tion., there is in their programs a certain necessary Common mini-mum brought about by Federal influence in connection witli require:

mat for examns jiWrauxde'matUrite pour les cdudidats aux professions'
meeticales. The requirements in mathematics for 4,his examination
are 'as follows: (a) Algebra.---Equqtions of the first: and the .second
degree in one and several unknowns; logarithm; arithmetic andgeometric progression.; compound interest and annuities; permu-tations and cipmbinations; probabilities;. binomial theorem with inte-gral exponent. (b) Geometry. Plane and solid geometry; plane
trigonometry; facility in construction of geoMetric figures; analytic
geometry of,point, line, circle, and conic; application of the theoryof graphic representation to simple analytic functions and elemen-tary functions'of physis:s arid mechanics.
.Tire mathematical requirements of secondary schools often exceedthese. In the Oherrylschule 9f Basel, which is open to suitably

prepared students who aie 14 years of age, the scheme-of courses isas follows:
clam 1. Arithmetic and algebra to Num ions of the first degree in several unknowns(3 hours). Plane geometry at the beginning of solid geometry (3 hours). Geoma-ric drawing (2 hours).
Class 11. Algebra: Theory of indices. logarithms; equations of the second degree(3 hours). Solid g, .imetry (2 hours). geometric draN'ving (2 hours).
Clam III. Algebra: Progressions; compound interest, annuities and applications toinsurance; determinants (3 hours). Plane and spherical trigonometry(3 hours). Geo-%metric drawing; with practical exercises (2 hours).
Class IV. Algebra: Binomial theorem; series; complex nuthbers; solution of °qua-tions of higher degree; transcendental oq (2 hours). Analytic geometry (2hours). Descriptive geometry and geometric drawing (4 )io\mo.
Class V (1 semester). Elements of differential calculus with simple applications to'geometry and physics (3 hours)! Analytic. geometry of three dimensions (3 hours).Descriptive geometryond drafting (4 hours).
At' the end of the gymnasium course a certificate of maturity is

a arded to those, wile° pass written and oral examinations on thestildies of the previous year or two years: The examiner is theteacher, but the examination is conducted. under the supervision of)'!.ogle
of the various forms of "commissions" 'to be found in' the Cantons.In nearly all the examination rules, it is noticeable that greater
haSis'is.laid*on the display df intellectual maturity, thanon rangeof knowledge.' The "inaturity.1.ules" of the gyrahasiura and Real
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school in Zurich state: "/n mathematics and descriptive geometry
the pupil shall indicate any new problems or applications which sug-
gest themselves to him." At the Realschule in Zurich the oral exami-
nation is conducted in a manner similar to an ordinary class. The
inspector makes a choice of three subjects proposed to him by the
teacher. Some of the examination themes during the years 1907-
1910 are as follows: Maclaurin's series; the equation x= tan .i; maxima
stud minima 'problems in optics; sketch of the applications of the idea
of the derivative; Huygens's approximate construction for the recti-
liation of a circle; prof ms on geographic and geocentric' latitude;
analytic treatment of problems from Steiner's paper f`Ueber das
Maximum. and Minimum bei den Figuren;" curvature of conics,
perspective of circular cones; construction of sun dials.

All schools unite in the opinion thilt the grade in the Certificate
of maturity shall not, in general, depend upon the examination hut
rather on the peiformance of the pupil in regular classroom work.

HOCHSCHULEN.'

Pupils- with appropriate certificates of maturity may be regularly
admitted to: (1) The Eidgenische Technische llochsckule (Federal
Polytechnic School) in Zurich; (2) a cantonal E'eole Ingenieurs in
Lausanne; (3) seven universities. In all of these training in advanced
mathematical work is given.

(1) The Polytechnic School, which is the only Swiss scholastic insti-
tution under the direct supervision of the Federal authorities, is one
of the greatest institutions of its kind in the world. It is organized
into 11 sections, each with a course of 4 to 8 semesters. Most of
the students ,turn to the engineering and chemistry sections. But
Somewhat over,a score are inthe section of mathematics and physics.
The wotk of this section, is supplemented by the general section, one
part of which is known as the t`Mathematisch-naturwissensehaft-lich-
techrrische Sektion."

Scheme of lectures in the mathematics and physics section during the first three semesters.

I.erturee. Exerdiyes. Colloqhnn.

1. Semester (2.1 hours): Hours. Hours. . Hours.
11 igher mathematics 1 A 2
Analytic geometry . 1 1
Descriptive gerelletry 4 4 1

Mathematical exercises 2
2. Semester (25 hours): II

Higher mathematics 11 5 2
Applications of descriptive geometry 2 3
Mathematical exercises,
Mechanics 1 2

3. Semester (22 houre):
Higher mathematics711 3 1

Geometry of position %3-1
Mather exercises. 2
Mechaffce 11 ac,Physics (heat)

4
4

1.

Of note on p. 78.
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Some of the topics in Higher Mathematics 11-111 are the following:
, Space curves, tangent, principal normal, and binermal, osculating

plane; ordinary differential equations; equations of the first and higher
order.; linear equations of any order; systems of simultaneous linear
differential equations; curvilinear integrals: Green's formula and
harmonic functions; conformal representatimi; Fourier's series; ele-
ments of calculus of variations. In analytic 'geometry: Analytic
treatment of projectivity, cylinders, and cones of revolution, general
surface of second degree, focal conics, generation of ruled surfaces
by projective pencils. In geometry of position: Projective forms of
the first, second, third,, and fourth species.

From the fourth to the eighth semester there is no fixed program
of mathematical work, hilt the, following courses are given periodi-
cally: Function theory, elliptic functions, algebraic equations, num-
ber theory, differential geometry, plane curves,' algebraic surfaces.
During the last two-yeas, such instruction is supplemented by dis-
cussions in the mathen4tcal seminary, and lectures on special
topiCs such as: Quadtaliiqiirms, theory of definite integrals, theory"
of -tranSformat ion groups, axiom of alit lunet ic and of gi,ometry;line
geometry. In applied m,athemat it's the titles of some of the emrses
given in recent years are:. Partial differential equations of physics,
cylindrical and spherical harmonics and their applications in.physics,
ekrtro-mechanics, thermOdynam ics, celestial mechanics, ast rophysics,
nip making, theOry of probabilities, mathematics of insurance.

To able students who have assiduously applied themselves to the
work in.* a section' a diploma is *given after successful extfinination.teThe examination comprises three par ,.. (a) The Vordiplompriifung,
on subjects of the courses of the first:- ee semesters; (b) the Schluss-
diplompriljung, on function-theory; synthetic and analytic treatment
of geometry, higher arithmetic and algebra, theoretic physics and
astronomy; and (c) the pip/omizrbrit, or thesis.

At the polytechnic school theniathem afield stuclent may proceed' to the doctor's degree in the usual way. The standard for the thesis
is high.

. .

(2) L'Ecole d'Ingenieurs, although part of the faculty of sciences
of the University of Lausanne, has a certain measure of autonomy.
The classwork (39-43 periods a week) of the first four semesters
includes about the same 4mount of mathematics as in the first .three
semesters of the above-mentioned section in the Polytechnic. L'Ecole
gives diplomas in. civil, mechanical, electrical, and chemical engi-
neering..

(3) The Swiss Universities are situated at Basel, Zurich, 4Bern,
GeneVa, Lausanne, Fribourg, incl. Neuchatel. In the winter semester
of 1913 -14 Zurich and BOrn had the largest teaching staffs and the
largest number of students; Geneva came next. r
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the university of Basel three, t Tes of lectures are given: (a)
uctory lectures, (Lb) course le urea, (c) special lectures. The
ctory lectures consist of an4tic georhetry of the plane and of
4 hours, I semester), and lifferential An integral calculus
, 2 semesters). These, an 1 some supplem Lary lectures on
analysis and descriptive/geometry, are to prepare. suitably
up course lectures' Students who, though they may have the
`8Niaturity, are not adequately prepared in mathematics.
lertufesIreat of sucl subjects as algebra, function theory,
ctions, drdinary cliff rent ial equatiOns, partial .differential
lillear differential ec uathins of mathematical physics, pro-

y of surfaces. The program of the
but it includes lectures on elementary ,

yy on account of their application in
. school instr ction, and on c culus of variations'because of its signifi-

cance in ma heniatical ph sics.,
AttAndan `on .course ectutes, special lectures, participation in

seminary ex 1.cises. and o preparation of a suitable thesis lead to
the doctorst in about ightsemesters.

At the 1:7 ivera-ity 0: VBern there are also threes classes 'fit' math-
ematical lect ires: (a) ,ight or nine himrs a week during four &mos.-
ters in prep ration t candidates for Positions as teachers in the

.. -

higher prim ry scho s, the so-called "Sekundar-sehulen"; (b) 12 or 14
hours weekly durii six semesters for future secondary schOol teachers r

p ,and those who 'a specializing in mathematics; (c). i., met lectures".
on such topics a. theory of hypergeometricseries, selected chapters .
from the theory- of differential equations, non-Euclidean geometry,
calculus of variations, and method of least squares. , s

^,

In the courses for teachers in the higher prilfiary schools, practical
geometry, plane and spherical trigonometry, descriptive geometry?,
analytic geometry, and calculus (2 hours, 2 semesters) are taken' up.,

'The subjects for themathematical specialist and secondary school
teacher include:, Definite integrals (6 semester hours), differential
equations (4 seinester hours), °function theory (4 semester hours), .

theory of determinants (1 semester hour), anslytic geginetry of space
(3 semester hours), - theory of higher-plane curves (3 semesterhours);
gamma functions (3 semester hours), and c'ourier's series and integrals
(three semester Wours). . .0

Examinations for secondary school teachers will be referred to
later. The requirements leading to the doctorate are similar to those
In the other universities. -

At the Unitersity of Geitiva the first two years may be spent in
preparilag for the baccalaureat es- sciences mathematiques, which is,
a sort of licence es sciences. The examination for this consists or"

% .
'Course lectures are often taken simultaneously with Introductory lectures.

Ai.
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two parts, an oral and a written. The oral -examination is qn fune-
tionsof a real variable, series, theory of equations, plane and solid
antilytic.geOinetry, descriptive geometry and the elements of pro-

. jective geometry, differential and integral calculus, Mechanics, ,

astronomy, physics, physical gegraphy anti meteorology, in'orgaate
cl?enustry.find miikralogy. The written examinations cover all of
the above-mentioned 'subjects except the last four.

In 190S, the univenity established the certificat d' a ptitude ei

enseig mien,. des sciences dans les Ito hli.5semratspfrOndaires ,rupirieu rg. -
A cam idate for this certificate must (1) have the diploma of the4 ".baccti aureat" from the university; (2)-span-I four soasters in fur- V)

Cher at Oy at the university ;. and (3) finally show himself well versed
in six. tliciidemic studies.- The examination epiisists of twee parts,-
both of Which may be taken at once. The first part of the examina-
tion is at thesis 00 a theie selecte from the field of the major subjeti,
and two trial;lessons related to th minors. Theseetind Part, Consists
of an oral exaMinatiMi in the dire% subjects chosen. The major and.
one minor are seleeted from the- following: Infinitesimal analysis,
'algebra and higher geoMetiy, t wehanies, astronowy, , physic*,
chemistry. The third subject, or s q.ontl minor, is, "the science of
edUeation," unless the candtidate has he certificate of maturity from
the pedagogic sect ion of the ;:'7.yloiiisit o in Geneva, or ii ti equivajewi-/
certificate, when philosophy or experimentalysychology it; substituted
for the .ciente of education:
'In the oral examination some choice of subjecia is poksible, Iii

Mfi mai Anal ysis two of the following subjects maybe selected:
(a) Theory of analytic ItInetions;.' (//) theory of elliptic functions;
(c) differential equations; .(d) partial 'differential equations of the first
order; (e) calculo of variations; (f) introduction,. to mathematical'
ph Nits (trigonometric serieis, Green's formula,. Algebra -aril
Higher Geometry thelexanunation eoveN: (a) Theor of equations,
equations solved by squkre roots, applications in geometry; tran-scendence of e avid (b) meihoda in -geometry (c) infinitesimal
geometry, curves traced on surfaces, applical e surfaces, and
(d) one Of the follOwing: (i) Theory of algebraic orms; linear trans-
formations; invariants; geometrical applications; (ii) notions on tple
theory of stitution .groups and its applications to the theory of
eqttations ; iii) projective geometry; principal properties of conies
and quadrics; study of some transformations: (iv) line geometry.;
ruled surfaces; congruences and complexes of lines. In Mechanics
two of. the following subjects may be solected: ( (A) General method
for integration of equations in mechanics; (6) kinematics and machin;
ery; (c) hydroststic's and hydrodynamics; and (d) theory of elsaicity.
In Astronomy the examinotion is on practical *sill* 0-ty and geodesy,
and either spherical or theoretical astronomy. .
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Upoi satisfaction of. the 'usual requirements, the university also
confers the degree doctorat es sciences mathMatiques.

.1t the ilaityrsity of L;nr,w, rine a student who has pursued certain .

courses for; four`-semesters may present himself- as .a candidate for dal
Licence -es sciences matlatmatiques purer.' The eraminatilms for
,this degree -arc? oral, written, and practical. The oral covers differen-
tial and into/gral calculus; theory of analytic functions; elliptic
functions; analytic geometry; _descriptive geornftry; geometry of
posit ion ;- rat ional .anechatijcs; applied. Holm ; ast roinoiny ; mat he
naaliral phy i. es; and selected chapter! front rinalysi0 geometry.,
and ana ti( mechanicS.-

,

The \ ritten examination coinsists . of three tests in analysis,
-goomet v:and in,.chtnics. The prattical examunition is a ge.nnetric
drawl g (epurie).

.

T e Licence es sciences physiques et mathosmat nines is giveti under
sin Jar conditions. At the University of Lausanne the degree of
( ctorat es-sciences is alSo conferred...

I have already referred to the -WA, d'ingocnicurs- comected with
this-univeNity.

According to the organizatiou Of the .i'hicorgit,y of .Framurg, the
diploma -Licence its sciences mat h 6tuat nines is imordod to-lUtkilts
W110 have attended and 111\'i:ikon liartth ktirliculyxertises of a
llochschule:4ibr- not less than,eight 'semesters (two at least at Fri;
bourg), and havY passed suceessfni examinations in four subjects:
(a) Differential and integral calculus, incluoling the theory if definite
integrals,.of differential :oquat ions, ant1.44 differential geometry; and
(b) analyticand_synthetie gepinetu. Thr other two sulijects can be
chosen from c,) 'function theory and (11) higher algebra, or ,)-experi-
mental physics and analytie! mechanics, or e ) experimental physics
and mathematical physics. .

The degree doctor ,pliiiosophiae naturalis is also conferred at-
Fri b o u rg."'

SECONDARY- SCHOOL TEACHERS.

Forsecondary school teachers in Switzerland there are no fixed
examinations similar to those for tetielnv in primary schools. Nor'
are there colleges for training such teachers, although, 'tIS we }Cave
seen, the University of Geneva has. a pedagogie department. For
most of the teachingTosit ions is t ho secondary schools (Mitt elschulen)
the majority of the cantons demand Chat /the Candidare'shall have.
completed a Ilohschnle course of four or five. years. Snch are the
demands, for_exaniple,"in the Canton of Fribourg where the Licenti:-.
alsdighme is necessary, and in the Canton of deneva with its'eeriffic0.

ptilude h remei/ntnient des firiewes*ns..P.9 Ilabiissernents tiee4n-
dairm superieuri. ,!Tliqse candidates with a record of but two year*
in a llohsehule can, usually, only be-appointed as teachers in the
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lower classes of the better secondary schools. As an exception,howevert according to a law of 1908 for the. Canton Vaud, the licence
certificate, which a candidate may secure after two years at the
University of Lausanne, is the only necessary preparation for ateacher in the secondary schools. Students with a diploma from thegcole d'Ing4nieurs with its two-year mathematical course are alsoin demand..

Several Cantons prefer that prospective teachers who. have com-pleted their studies shall have been engaged for several semesters asassistants in the Technische Hochschule; others prefer candidates
'who either before or after university studies have taught in one ofthe lowerschool grades. And still others have recently made some
appointments tamathematical positions in Realschulen, of candidatesholding engineering diplomas; nett so much because of the lack of
well-trained mathematical teachers as on account of the ,desire toemphasize, in the instruction, the applications of inathethatics. Butwhatever the basis may be upon which the selection of secondary
teachers is made, the standard is mire to be of a high order of its kind.At this place further comment should be made with regard to workat the University of Bern. We have noted tile six semester coursefor the oral and written Patcntpriifungen von Kandi.daten des holterenLehramts. According to regulations of 1907-1911, the Corresponding
diploma entitles men to give instruction in the higher classes of thegymnasia. This diploma implies that the possessor has had, in
addition to class instruction in -mathematics and pedagogy, at leastfciur weeks of practical experience in listening, or giving instructionto higher classes in the gymnasia.

For more than *a decade past the Verein Schweizerischer Mathe-
matiklehrer (Societe suisse des professeurs des Mathematiques) has been
a source of inspiration to teachers through the opportunities which itoffers both for social intetcourse and exchange of ideas, and for
methodic organization leading to advances, in instruction of thescience. The feeling is very general among moinbers of this organi-zation that the preparation Of secondary school teachers shouldalways include adequate professional training by means of coursesin psychology and pedagogy at the university, for example, and.by
means of actual teaching in schools.

As to the remuneration of secondary school teachers, in the Canton
of Zurich in 1900 the salaries ranged from about $780 to about$1,460. The head (raktor) of the secondary school is chosen from the
staff. He serves for a period of three years and may be reelected.
In Bern the ordinary teacher (25-31 hours a week) would receiveabout $750. Increases in salary, amounting to about $60 each are
'made at the end of 4 :8, and 12 years of service.
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the image of pensions for secondary schools in Zurich, in 1893, was
from $200 to $600 annually. More recent information is not available.
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XVIII: ;THE UNITED STATES.

Like Germany and other federated States, the United Stales has
no national system of education. It is, however, a notable fact that
the educational systems in the 48 States and Cormsnonwealths of the
country are all constructed on the same general lines, and that t he
differences, although of local importance, are of a minor character
when the systems are viewed as a whole.

In each State one finds that the pupil normally passes in order
through: (1) The kindergarten, where the pupils are from 3 to 5 years
of age; 2 (2) the elementary school, which has an eight-year course
for pupils 6 to 13 years of age; (3) the secondary school or high school,
with a four-year course for pupils of 14 to 17 years; (4) the college
or institution of collegiate rank, for students from 18 to 21; and then
on lo (5) the university or institution of university rank.

The American secondary school, unlike similar schools in Europe,
takes theipupils at 14, on the completion of 81i elementary course
covering 8 years. This is due in part to the earlier establishment. of
elementary schools which aimed to give a re ileral education extend-
ing in some -cases to 9 or even 10 years. High schools are now very
important establishments in the educational system ,9f the country,
and the increase in their number in recent years is enormous. In

, 1910-11 the number of "accredited secondary schools" in the United
States was 12,213. In .1913-14 this number had increased to 13,714.3
By an "accredited secondary school" is meant one=
which is equipped to prepare students for colleges requiring at least 14 units' for
unconditional admission and which has been investigated and approved for this
purpose by one of the followink agencies: A 'State officer of education, a university or
college inspector or committee on admissions, or an officer or committee of an accred-
iting associaVon.'

This standard imposes4light restrictions on the latitude of the
program of study, so that it is quite impossible to indicate a program
in any winrepresentative"for even a large proportion of high schools
in the country. But it may be worth while to give (1) a single pro-

I As different phases of mathematical instruction and Its problems In the Cnite.1 States have already
received detailed treatment in reports of the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics
published by the Bureau of Education. thisAketch is wided mainly for the sake of completeness. It is
Intended merely to emphasimsome outstanding features and to give supplementary information.

111ere arid in what follows I shall assume that the normal lower limits of age at the beginning of each
year are considered.

8. Capen, Accredited Secondary School* (Bu. of Edtic., But., 1910, No. 20), Washington, 1916, p. 7.
4"A unit represents a year's study in any sublect in a secondary school, cofistittiting approximately a

quarter, of a full year's work." This statement takes(1) the four-year high-sthool course as a basis and
assumes that {-2) the length of the school year is from 36 to 40 weeks: that (3) a period Is from 40 to 60 minutes
in length';. and that (4) the study is pursue I four or five peilo is a week.

68. P. Capen, Accredited Secondary Schools (Bu. of Educ., I3W., 1910, No 20), Washington, 1916, p. 7.
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gram, and this of a well-known school founded over 270 years ago;
and (2) illustrations of the variations of accrediting .gencies.' These
illustrations roughly indicate the relative importance in which sub-
jects are regarded by large groups of schools.

(1) The program selected is that (without Greek) of the Roxbury
Latin school in 1915-16. The course of study there is designed tb
afford training for boys between the ages of about 12 and 18 and to
qualify those who complete it to enter Harvard College, or other
colleges or scientificschools, like the Institute of Technology.2. The
entering students are'in the sixth class, those graduating in the first.
The work covered in the fourth, third, second, and first classes ilk that.
which corresponds to the typicarhigh-school course. The nufibers
in the different columns are class periods of 40 to 45 minuteS.

Class periods in the Roxbury Latin School, 1915-16.

.

Sixth
class.,

Fifth
-el

Fo .
ass. class. class.

rst
class.

......__--------

Total.

f
Per.

cent-
age.age.

English e .
Latin
French
German .

History
Mythology
Geography J
Physics
Chemistry
Elementary science
Trigonometry and solid geometry
Plane geometry
Algebra
Anthmette
Writing '
1)rawing
Gymnastics
Music

Total
.._

190
190

,

76

4.

114
76
76
76
38

836

152
190
190

76

76

114

76
38

152
190
190

114
3s

190

,

38

114
228
1.52
190
114

in

950

.16
190
1.52
190
114

"

190

012

114
190
190
190

228
228

152

798
1,178

874
570
342

3.'
78

228
228

76
152
266
342
228
78

152
152
38

13.7
20:3
15.0
9.8
5.9
.7

1.3
3.0
3.9
1.3
2.6
4.6
5.9
3.9
1.3
2.6
2.6
.7

912 912 1,292 5,814 100.0

(2) The range of work accepted by accrediting agencies is shown
by the following.fflustrations:

(a) ,The College Entrance Examination Board recognizes the fol-
lowing subjects as permissible in a standard high-school course:'

Units.' Udnits.f
English, up fo 3 Spanish 2
Mathematics 8 4i history. 4
Latin 4 Science 6
Greek 3 Drawing I
French 4 Music 2
German 4

1 For a discussion of entrance to college by examination see " Eraniinotions in mathematics othir than
thou set by the teacher for his own classes." International Commission on the Teaching of kdathematles.
(11u. of Educ., Hui., 1911, No. 8.) Washington,41.

Quinquennial catalogue Roxbury Latin Bch 1915-16.
'College Entrance Examination Hoard. Document 68, New York, ilee.1, 1914, pp. 11-12.

In each case the number of units given is the maximum number which can be taken in the corresponding
subject. In mathematics credit may be obtained for any number of half units up to nine.

Three quinquennial volumes of "Examination Questions in Mathematics" of this board hale been
published in Boston. One volume is for tee period 1901-1005, another for 1906-1910, the third for 1911-1915.



202 TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS. (. (b) In, contrast to thisogchedule there are State universities nd
privately endowed institutions, like Leland Stanford Junior Un ver-
sity, which permit a widt, range of electives. The University of
Minnesota, for example,' accepts the following:

Units.'
ft l' Units),English 3 -4 Vocational'aubjects (made up of the

Mathematics... 2 -31 following) HLatin 2 -4 Business arithmetic
Greek 2 Business law
French 1 -4 Bookkeeping 1 -2
German 1 -4 Stenography a& typewriting... 1 -2
Spanish 1 -4 Freehand drawing 2
Scandinavian 1 -4 Mechanical drawing 2
history and social science i-7 Shopwork 2
Natural science

F

71-6 Modeling and wood carving 1
Agriculture 1 -4 Domestic art and science, up to.. 4
Normal training subjects. 1 -3

(c) Finally, it may be of interest to give a composite picture of
class work in the 15 States of the North Central Association (Colorado,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Mon-
tana, Nebraska, Nortt Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin). The percentage of units given in the different subjects
of the high schools of these States in 1913-14 was as follows:' English
(13.1), Latin (11.5), history (9.5), commercial (9.2), German (S,5),
algebra (5.2), geometry (4.8), manual training (4.7), physics (3.3),
domestic science (3), chemistry (2.6), cooking (2.5), drawing (2.5),
sewing (2.4), normal subjects (2.4), agriculture (2.0),.botany (2.0),
French (1.7), physical geography (1.7), music (1.6), civics (1.5), physi,
ology (1.2), zoology (0.9), education (0.8), other subjects (1.4).

After completing his high-school course our future teacher in onb
of the secondary schools must of necessity take a college course.
There are upward of 800 so-called "colleges" and "universities" in
the United States, but many of these are really secondary schools.
In 1908-9 there were only 261 colleges which had 100 collegiate
students enrolled in the four regular college classes, or which had an
endownient to the amount of $100,000.4 There are about 40 endowed
and 40 State universities 5 in the United States. The student who
wishes to go to one of the chief university.mathematical centers would

Illustration given by ('apes (1. c.).
1 In each case the number of units given is the maximum number which can be taken in the.corre-

sponding subject.
0. B. Counts, A Study of the Colleges and High Schools in the North CentralAssociation. (flu. of Educ..

Bul., 1915, No. C.) Washington, 1915, p. 115. Boo also the association's "investigation into the status of
the teaching of almost all subjects appearingin the secondary schools, programs of study," by L. V. Koos;
The Administration of Secondary-School Units, Supplementary EduCational Monographs, University of
Chicago, vol. 1, No. 3, July, 1917.

Monroe's Cyclopedia of Education, vol. 2, p. 74. ,

. *There are also about 50 Sfate colleges. See Statistics of State Universities and State Colleges (Bu. of
EduC.;Bul., 1917, Nb. 55), %Vashinglon, 1918.

r.
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probably select one of the following: Harvard, Chicago, Illinois,
Princeton, or Columbia.

The college course 14.cls to the degree of A. B., Sc. B., Litt,. B.,
Ph. B., or some other degree of similar rank, but ,e title alone does
not convey a very definite idea of achievement.'

As to work leading to the degree of A. B., some colleges do not
require any courses in mathematics; others. require higher algebra,
solid geometry-, plane and spherical trigonometry, plane and solid
analytic geometry, calculuS and differential equations. But the
normal requirement -is a three-hour semester course in each' of the
subjects: (1) fligheralgebra, or (2) solid geometry, and (3) plane
trigonometry.' If our undergraduate student wishes to proceed in
mathematics beyond the required work, the opportunities for doing.
so vary widely with different colleges. In one none but required
courses in mathematics are offered; in another so many courses in
mathematics areoffered that under the "elective system" there in
vogue it wo1,1,1d be possible for the student to elect the major part
of the courses he takes for his degree frOrn those given by the depart-
ment of mathematics.

THE TRAINIA1G OF TEACHERS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

But before going into this question more particularly let us con-
sider ho,-a, student whó is taking a college course may definitely
prepare himself to be a high-school teacher. To get a broad view
of the question, we should recall the "joint recommendations of the
committee of seventeen on the professional preparation of high-school
teachers," adopted by the National Education Association.

The committee on the preparation of high-school teachers recommend: -
I. That the academic preparation include the following elements:

A. A detailed and specialized'study of thestibjects to be taught. The program
of studies selected by each student should include work in subjects out-
side of those in which he is making special preparation, sufficient to give
some insight into different fields of knowledge and to avoid the dangers
of overspecialization.

B. .One or more subjects from a group including history, economics, and
sociology, which will give the teacher a proper, outlook upon the social
aspects of education.

C. A course in general ,psychology and at least one from a group of, subjects*
including history of philos)phy, logic, and ethics, which will give the
teacher a proper outlook upon education ias the development of the
individual.

1 In 1911 the Bureau of Education published an interesting Classification of Unitcrsities and Colleges with
Reference to Bachelor's Degrees. The author, Dr. K. C. Babcock, a specialist in the bureau, dividedthe
institutions into four classes. The first and highest class he defined as "Institutions whose graduates
would ordinarily be.shle to take master's degree at any of the larger graduate schools in one year after
receiving their bachelor's degree, without nehessarily doing more than the amount of work regularly pre-
scribed for such higher degree." In the first class were only 15 State and 44tndowed and private institu-
tions. See also Rap. of U. B. Commis. of Educ. for 1914, vol. 1, Washington, 1915, p. 168116

'Compare Undergraduate Work in Mathematics in Colleges of Liberal Arts and Unicersitiesrinternational
Commisaion on the Teaching of Mathematics. (Bu. of Educ., Bill 1911, No. 7.) WadGgton, 1911.

1
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II. That definite study be given to'each of the following subjects, either in separate
courses or in such conihinations as conkenience or necessity demands:

A: History of education.
1. history of general education.
2. History of secondary education.

B. Edticational psychology with emphasis on adolescence.
C. The principle of education, including the study of educational aims,

values, and processes. Courses in- genera) methodare included under this
heading.

I). Special methods in the secondary-school subjects that the students expect
to teach.

E. Organization and management of schools and school systeros.
F. School hygiene.

'III. That opportunity for observation and practice teaching with secondary pupils
be given.
-,The committee recognizes the difficulties involved in this recommendation,
but believes that they 'are not insurmountable. Each of the following plans
has proved successful tri sonic instances:

A, The maintenance of a school of secondary- school grade that may be used
for'observation and practice.

B. Affiliation with public or priv:igh schools so situated geographically
that practice teaching can be done without interfering with other work of
the college course.

In addition to the al ove. the committee Suggests that where competent
critical supervision is r)08,gible. cadet teaching. in schools more remotely
situated, may be attempted. In such cases. a teacher's diploma might be
granted after a year's suc-cessrul work as .a cadet teacher.

IV. That the minimum requirement for a-secondary-school teacher be graduation
from a college maintaining a four-year course and requiring four years of high-
school work for admission, or from an institution having equivalent requirements
for admission and giving equivalent academic scholarship.

A year of graduate work divided between academic and professional subjects'
is desirable. Oiscuasions of the relative value of college and normal schools fOr
secondary-school teachers are to he found in the references

V. That the study of subjects mentioned under II be distributed through the last
two years of the college course.

The proportional amount of time given to these subjects will vary with local
conditions, but an irreduhde' minimum is one-eighth of theeollegS course.
They should he preceded or accompanied by the subjects mentioned in I B,
Recommislidations as to the amount of time given to particularcourses will be
found in several of the accompanying papers.'

It will now be illuminating to consider:in detail a definite scheme
involving practice teaching in a manner which has won high praise
from prominent authorities in recent writings.3 I refer to thdpioneer
system at Brown University, in Providence, R. I., where it has been
in operation for over 20 years. The fundamental principles of the

Given on p. 538, Proc. Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1907.
'Bee tbeireport in Proc. Nat. Ed. 'Assoc., 1907, pp. 521-868.,
J. F. Brown, The training of teachers for secondary schools in Germany and the United States, New York

1911, p. 2421. W. 9. Learned, The Oberlehrer, A study of the social and profeasignalevolution of the German
schoolmaster, (ilarvalelludles in Education, VOL 1). Cambridge, Mass., 1914, p. 131f,
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scliecno which has boon advocated as worthy of wide acceptance have
been summarized by Prof. Jacobs as follows:'

I'. Practice teaching should be :peen only to graduate students; that is, students
who hold a bachelor's degree. Thilt.rule is 'inflexible and has never been broken.
Brown University looks, askance upon the n which has developed of including
practice teaching and extended professional preparation as a part of the four years'
work for the first college degree and "regards it as a lowering of standards. It.holds
that a fifth year of college work is nects3an- to the proper preparation of .econdary-
school teachers.

2. Practice tca0hing should be underajinal schoolroom conditions. Hence. Browl
University uses for its practice teaching the public and private secondary schools of
the city of Providence and neighboring cities and towns.

3. Practice teaching should include the continuous instruction and control of a
clam for a long period. At Brown University the amount 9f practice teaching
required varies from a minimum of 5. periods a week to 15 periods a week for one year.
Student teachers teach very fe'w classes, but they teach them continuously for a
semester or a year. After many trials it has been found lest to limit the studerit
teachers to one or two subjects. To give a few sporadic lessons before a class is one
thing; to teach a subject continuously is quite another matter.

4. Practice teaching must be under the continuous direct Or indirect supervision
of an experienced teacher who knbws the school, the class, and the detailed progress
of the subject taught. Hence, all supervising teachers at Brown University are
selected from the experienced teachers of the schools. Each student teacher has one
supervising teacher, and each supervising teacher one student teacher. The work
is stric4 individual.

5. Practice teaching must .be closely correlated with the university work. At
Brown University supervising teachers are selected by the university and paid a.
small remuneration. Each student teacher is visited once a week by the professor
in charge of the practice teaching, and priyhte conferences are held. He also meets
once a week in a general conference all the student teachers. Plan, books for the past
week are presented and discussed and Inter returned to the student teachers. Student
teachers are at the some time pursuing other coursed (1) in education, a course in \
secondary educaticin and a seminary in current edueational problems, and (2) in
departments allied with the subjects they are teaching.

Student teachers who teach more than-five periods a week usually receive some
remuneration for their work from the school. In the case of the city of 'Providence
this is provided for by an agreement betWeen the university and the city of Provi-
dence. In other cases it is arranged as the cakes arise. Student teachers who have
shown themselves efficient are assigned other classes under supervision. For this
work they receive remuneration. The work then becomes closely similar to what
is known as "part-time work" in vocational education, The work at Brown Vni-
versity, however, long antedates the vocational "part-time work.'"

Graduate students who are admitted to the practice teaching at Brown University
usually have taken as undergraduates four semester courses in education. These
courses are: History of education, principles of .education, educational psychology,
and general method. In the last course there is some systematic work in observa-
tion ancl.aome teaching of the class by members of the class. For this last purpose
the class is divided into sections of about 10 each. The student, then, who is ad-
mitted to the graduate practice teaching, is not a mere novice, but one who has

..already had some experience.
Q. The last principle is one which is fundamental and appears in all of the work.

Practice teaching must not be an injury to the school or to the pupil, but rather a

.

I School and Society, A pr. 8, 1916, vol. 3, p.4-034,
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benefit. Hence the etudeat teacher is called upon freely to assist the supervisingteacher or the principal of the school in doing' a limited amousit of clerical work,work with individual puils, or other work which can be assignea with profit to thestudent teacher and to the school alike. The student teacher becomes, to all intentsand purposes, a part of the school staff, subject to regulations as other teachers andworking as the other teachers are, in harmony with the general purposes and spiritof the schogl. The work of the student teacher is frequently superior to that of manyof the regtilar teachers. He has more time for preparation and individual workwith pupils and frequently more enthusiast.
.But, quite, apart from these general riquiremqts for all teachers,the department of mathematics at Brown University lays 'down aminimum course of study which it requii4s students who are pros-pective teachers of mathematics to take if theY wish the backing ofthe department in starting on their careers. In outline the courseis -ts follows,: Plane trigonometry (3 semester hours), higher algebra(3), solid geometry (3), plane analytic geometry (4), differential andintegral calculus -(8), teachers' course in, algebra (6), and teachers'course in geometry (6). The teaQhers' course in algebra 'constitutes

. an introduction to some of the concepts of modern analysis. Amongthe topics treated are: The number system. with special reference toirrational numbers, limits, infinite seritrs, the fundamental operations, ,

..

e; and determinants........

4Ps; In the teachers' course in elementary geometry the student is taught: -
_....

c.Metpods for attacking Euclidean prOblems; discussions of famous 7-,.....,
Vroblems; .the existenv. of transcendental numbers and the proofs of..Ilhe transcendence of e and r ; means of rigorouS discussion of the more*cats and difficult parts bf the subject, such as the systems ofaxis; something about (a) the history and literature of elementarygeogitry; (b) the most important French, Germali, and Italian texts;and *mu-Euclidean geometry.

The" 'dents are alsoturged to take a year each (three hours a week)ilphysiVind chemistry, in addition to the courses in education. andpuehologfpeferred to above. For the A. B. degree they are requiredto ...like, 8181;542 hours in rhetoric, composition, and English littra-6 hou European history; 6 hours in 4Conomics and either4or politi -science. Other courses are elective. . - ,its prepir Mg to teach it'Noodary'schools constantly elect.
4---furt Apthemat work, suet as .,0 the -hour course in differ-, . entiaFpliu4ions; th urse in;'iheory of functions of areal vriabgr (text, rst pa o ASWariteenedrick's MathematicalAnalysit).; (3f-the six-hour cortestin functions.of a complex variable(text., Pierpontes Gurkha, t-ibiattr;a, wark); (4) six-hour coursein differardial gr -.'r..,,,,-....,...,:.,;,:,....... oursat- Hedrick's workand Gausloie menf (5), sii''houttourse ilt.proj etry, .(6)'.,&%7,,. three-hourxourse...- .. lid Cialytic"rometi; (7) three-ho course, .4 ., ,. . 1, . . ,,-.., , ,.. iii....

1, r i,*''' ..--
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in tangential coordinates (French 'text by Pape lier); (8) three-hour
course in algebra (German text by Weber, Bind 1), .

In the-United States, as in Germany, the general courses in colleges
and universities have exerted more potent influences in molding teach-,
ers of secondary schools th.an any courses in professional training.
All the'better secondary schools now require that newly appointed
-teachers shall be college graduates. Moreover, the ideals embodied
in the report of the committee of seventeen are rapidly becominggen-
eially accepted and have led to yet higher standards on the part of
many schools of the best type.

From.the Atlantic to the Pacific there is constant development, of
schools of education, and the greatest in the country are associated
with, or integral parts of, universities. Perhaps the School of Peda-
gogy of New York University, Teachers College of Columbia' Univer-
sity,' and the School of Education at the University of Chicago are
the most prominentthe last two being the only schools of the type
organized for research work in the teaching and history of mathe-
matic leading to the degrees of A. M. and Ph. D. .

Another great source Of benefit and training to secondary-school
teachers, is the opportunity offered by the recent unparalleled devel-
opment of summer schools. In 1913, in a group of 29 university
summer schools, 282 course's of the character of professional courses
in education Were offerei1.2 Such courses are 'specially, valuable in
.inspiring those teachers who desire to continue their studies during
vacations.

T io-he enormous increase 'in the number of high schools during the
past 20 years makes the problem of training teachers for them a
seriou6 one. While the State normal schools' throughout the coun-
tr3r deal effectively with the problem of preparing teachers for ele-
mentary schools, the training of high-school teachers is a small part
of the work Of a few of .the schools. In no case can this training be
considered adequate from the point, of view of the standard set by
.the "Committee of Seventeen." But apart from normal schools,
although-in practice this standard is fully maintained in such a
State as Rhode Island, for example, there and in every other State
except California the legal requirements for certification of high-
school teachers are not commensurate with that standard.'

I Tim Teachers College, Columbia University, was changed into a Sip:lust° school in 1914.
I tie!), of U. S. Commis. of F,duc. for 1913. Washington, 1914, vol. 1, pp. 546-531.

Statements spade in this connection are based upon Ch. XII in Problems involved in standardising State
,NoAnal Scbools, by C. H. Jtidd and S. C. Parker. (Bu. of Educ., W., 1916, No.12.) Washington, 1996.

For full details on "The Certification of American Teachers," see p -235 of The Training of Teathere
' for Secondary School. in Germany and the United Slates, by J. F. Bro New York, 1911.

101179°
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As to the "tangible rewards'' mhich form an attraction to thehigh-school teacher we are able to give some statistios':but recentlyaccumulated andpublished.1
'the salaries for men and women in city high schools range aboutas follows:

1. In cities having more than 250,000 inhabitants.

Minimum Ilishmum. Avert

Principal .
61,700 6.5.000 $3, 'AiVice prinfi pal .

1,1100 2. 50 - 2,104/lead of department
1,:o0 4,010 1 1,14.1Teacher...

4,59 3,150 1,710-at

!. In eitir.1 haring 5,000 and ewer than 10,000 inhalitaute. P

/diuirnnin. NtaNinnim. A. enwe

Principal I 1360 V.500 11,311/lead of department ... ...............
1, S011 917Teacher

100 .1 1, wo 1 :95

Cities with a population'ormare than ?50,,t00.
San Francisco:

Principal
Vice princ,ipal .

Ile ad
Teacher

, . 13, 000-13, :on
....... ... 2, too

2,010
1, SOO- 1.6,41

N cs York:
Principal
Teaeher

,.-

Boston:
Principal .

53.15045, .1
9t/0- 3,1,0

2, ts44- 3,924Chicago: l lead
2, 340- :1, 2114Principal 3 000- 3,000 Teacher .. 1,260- 3,000Vice principal 2,10- 2,000

tIcaelior 1, t1I0- 2,600

,Ciites.ifith 9 population less than 250,000.
Albany: Oakland:

Principal
13,1«10 Principal $i,000-$3,300,Head it, 900- 2, 70 Vice principal 2, 1140- 2, 200Teacher.... ' 900- 1,900 Teacher

1,3807 2,100Providence
. Principal 3,000

Vice principal. 2,200
Teacher 150- 2,100

Cities with a population of less than 100,000 but greater than 50,000.
Springfield: Troy:

... Principal.
treat!

12,800
1,300

Principal
Vice principal

S.?, SOO

1,600readier. ,,,,,,a POO- 1,400 Head
1,600Teacher S
1,500

Cities with a population of less than 50,000 but greater than 25,000.
Ban Diego: SalemPrincipal 1'4700 Principal

14 700Vice principal 2, 20S Teacher $400- 1,600Teacher 61,416- 2,001
I The Tangible lietrords of Tiaehinc. A detailed Statement of Salaries paid to Mt sacral Classesal Teachersand School Officers. (Bu. Educ., Hui., 1911, No.' 16.) Washington, 1914.
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In the 15 States of the North Central Association already referred
to, G. S. Counts gives the following table of median aalaries for cities
of different sizes:1 -

Median'salaries in 15 cities!

II

l'nder
2,500.

2,501-
5,000.

5,001-
7,500.

7,501-
10,000.

10,001-
15,000.

15.001-
50,000.

5i2.(111

over.
Teem.-"'"'

clian salary for superintendents $1,628 111,7,n $1,950 $2,000 $2,290 $2,700 $2,700 . 111,R21
tmlian salary for pnncipals 1,058 1,140 1,292 1,445 1,587 2,005 3,014 1,338
Mien salary for teachers 723 985 :ViI 861 908 9:0 1,381 919

The first system of teachers' pensions to be established in the United States ap
to be that of Chicago, which was inaugurated in 1593. By the year 1900 nine othYfr
systems had been founded. By 1910 there were 25 more. Nearly half (31) of
of the systems, however, have come inta,existenee since 1910. There are
now State-wide 'pension systems for teachers in 2.2 States. There are local s,'steme
in 10 more. Thus more than half of the.States are represented in the movement."

The 65 pension systemsare generally administered by special boards, in which the
teachers constitute a Majority. Provision is as a rule made for retirement on the
basis of service and disability, but Usually only for teachers entering the service
after the establishment of the system. Funds are in most cases provided by teachers'
o.ntributions and by public appropriation in approximately equal amounts, but the
funds'arranged for are frequently insufficient to pay the pension's that have been
pr, an ised .

.
In all the systems retirement is on the basis of from 20 to 40 years'

service, most frequently 60 years. Teachers contribute to the funds
in four-fifths of the systems, most frequently lor 1i or 2 per cent
of their salaties. The repreSentative salary (the median, ave"ages
ranging from ,$307 to $1,107) of the teachers in 61 systems reporting
is $065 a year. The repuisentative pension iri those systems (60.
reporting) is $500, a year (the median of 'averages ranging from $181_
to $1,050).

For full information regardi'1g systems of teachers' pensions the
reader should consult the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth reports of tlie Carrogie Foundation, and the bulletin by
Ryan and King.'

'A Study of the Colleges and High Schools in the North Central Association (Bu. of Edue., 1iu1., 1915,
No. 8), Washington, 1915, p. 87.

This paragraph and the Ewa which follow are taken from the admirable "Summary of Teachers'
Pensions Systems" In the Tenth Annual Report of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teachjng. New York, Oct., 1915, pp. 1,11-102. In organizing the pension systems no distinction has
been made between elementary and secondary,.teachers.

W. C. Ryan and R. King, State Pension Systems for Public-Sehool Teachers. Prepared for the com
nilllee on teochers'salaries, pensions, and tenure, of the National Education Association. (Bu. of Edam,
Sul, 1916, No. 14). W'ashington, 1918. 48 pp-.

Bibliography, pp. 23-26. Typical pension and retirement laws, pp. 27-39.
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Wo consideration of the various forces which influence-4nd tend
to raise the standards for the *Rifling of teachers iu the United Stateswould be complete without- reference to.the exchange of teachers-
between Prussia and the United .Stag` 'In response to enine:A
from Ihe,Prusian minister of °education the trigteN'of the Carnegienunaation for the Advancement of Teaching. voted in 1907 toauthorize the piesident of the foundation to milt as the agency in
America for an exchange of teachers of English between the. UnitedStates and Prussia. Since. that time about 40 of our college and
high-school teachers drawn from it than a score of States havebeen coraially received in. Prussian secondary schools,'and a likenumber of Prussian Qberlehrer sent to us were located. in college,
.university, academy, and high' school: Stweral of our teiichem sent,over' *ere teacher of mathematics, one of them Ieing a college.
professor.

The advanives, direct and indirect, accruing from the exchange
have been xerf great, and more general acquaintance wi1th the effi-ciency and-worth of .Germany's spotem of secondary education willsurely he a sonrce of weighty influence for progressive reform in thiscountry.!

BIRI.101; RA PIIY.

In 'addition a, refeicnces already given in this chapter, the titles of the (Amin::publications which hate a bearing on the subj.-Os under dLieussion may be mentioned:
luternatiimal tOmmismion on the Teaching of Mathematics. Amertran Reports;publizthed by-the Bureau of Education, WashiVOIT:

1. Report of the American Commissioners. (Bulletin, 1912, No. 14), 1912.2. Training of Teachers of Elementary and Secondary
Mathematics. (Bulletin,1911,No.-121, 19t1.

3. .Mathematics in the .ftkblic and Private Secondary Schools of the United)tates.t Bulletin, 1911. NW 16), 1911.
4, Modirmatic., in the Technical Secondary Schools in the United States. (Bul-letin, 1912, No. 41, 1912.
5. Undergraduate Work in Mathematics in Colleges of Liberal Art; and Ifni.

varsities. IT I.No. 7), 1911.
6. Graduate Work in Matheinaties in Universities and in ;Cher Institutions of

Like Grade in the United States. (Bulletin, 1911, No. 6), 1911.
7. Influences Tending to Improye, the Work of the Teacher of Mathematics.

t Bulletin, 1912, No. 13), 1912.
.

A Corn paratire Study of the Salaries of Teachers and School Officers. (Bur. of Ethic.,Bul., 1915, No. 31), WaShington, 11415,
It. C. BROOKS, National Education Association.. Report of the Committee on .Tcachers'

Salaries and Coat of Living. Ann Arbor, 1'913: 20+328 pp.

For details concerning the exchange of teachers between prussia and theUnitid States, the followingpublications of the foundatton should be Consulted: (11 A flan firr an &chew of Teachers between PrussiaGni As Uttitett Stotts, 1908; (2) Annual Reports, 3 to 8, inclusive.
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D. E. SMITH, "The Teacfting of. Mathematies In t e $eeondary Sa le of the

United States," 4Ui del lvV cangraso internazionale dci.. nuarsis Roma,
Loescher, 1909, tomo 3, pp. 465-4177. (French translation by J. P. mur in
L'Enseignenitnt mathimatique, 1905, tame 10, pp. ?69 -2M.)

W. STAMPER, .."The Training of Teachers of Mathematics in the &seam
Schools of the United States:" School Science and ilathernatia, April 1910,

,

vol. 10, pp.: MI-289.
,t; A. MILLER, uThe'Preparation of Mathematics Tel:Iem in the United States:ot

America," L' Enseignentent mothimanque, 1915, tome 17, pp. 3.25-333.
r." NV, E1,10T and E. NELSON, Needed Changes in Secondary Education. Two papers

presented at the Pan American Scientific yongrere at Washington, D. C.,
December 27, 1915, to January, 1916. (Bu. of Educ. Bul., 1916,
Washington, 1916.

0



XIX. SUMMARY AND COMPARATIVE REMARKS.

A summary of some of the principal facts in connection with the
training of teachers. for secondary schools a well as comment,
mainly of a comparative nature, is given in the following paragraphs.
All statements should be considered in the light of the fuller discus-
sion in earlier pages. if

I. Australia.The standards for the training of secondary teachers
in 'Ott toria and Now South Wales are those to which all States of the
Commonwealth are approaching.. In the Teachers' College and
University at Melbourne, Victoria, the usual eburse of traiking lasts
four years---thYee-yeari to obtain the B. A. or B. Sc. degree and oneyear of special . professional training. The professional training
includes (1) attendance at lectures in the university on theory of
education with special reference to the method of teaching the various
subjects; and (2) 120 hours of teaching under supervision in primary'
and secondary schools.

Q In New South. Wales similar requirements
of at least four years of training after leaving the high school are
maintained. Professional work is taken up after graduation from
the university. This consists in part (1) of study in philosophy, edu-
cation, principles of teaching, and. school hygiene; (2) of continuous
practice teaching (8-10 hours a week). In neither Victoria nor
New South Wales is it necessary that the teacher shall have had
special courses in Mathematics in the university. On the other
hand the better schools prefer graduates with "honors" in mathe-
matics.
'II. Austria.To a certain extent the prOvisions for the training of

secondary school teachers and the conditions under which they work
are similar to those prevailing in Germany:

The training required for candidates as teachers in the Austrian
Gymnasium and Realschule is practically the same. There must be
not less than three and one-half years of scientific and other prepa-
ration (not always good) at a university. After five semesters the
preliminary examination in philosophy and pedagogy may be taken.
When this is passed application may be made not earlier than the
end of the seventh semester for the Lehramtsprtifung, with its Haus-
arbeiten and oral examiriations. After this, in theory only one year

'of practical training at a Mittelschuiseminar is required, while a second
year is permitted. But in practice very few candidates have had

212 .1
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more than a minor part of the training of even a single Probejahr
before taking up actual teaching.

The written and oral examinations for the Lehramtsprufung
may include mathematics as (1) a major or (2) a minor. In the
former case .(1) the candidate must be familiar with "general arith-
metic," the foundations of higher algebra and theory of numbers and
their significance for elementary mathematics, elementary geometry,
synthetic and analytic geometry, differential and integral cal-
culus and its applications to geometry, the elements of the cal-.
cultis of variations and foundations of the modern theory of functions,'
alai the principal results of investigations concerning the founda-
tions of mathematics. (2) When mathematics is a minor it is demanded
that the candidate shall have knowledge of elementary arithmetic,
insight into.the structure of the field of real numbers and into opera-
tions with them; knowledge of elementary geometry to 'the extent
of what is taught in secondary schools, and exercises in space per-
ception; accuracy and speed in the solution of simple examples
applying the idea of a function and the 'elements of differential and
integral calculus to functions coming up in secondary school work.

The candidate is given three months to prepare the yausarbeit
on some subject not discusSed in the lectures at the.. university.
With mathematics as major recent Ilaubsarbeiten have dealt with
such topics as: "The theory of Fourier series"; "Theta functions and
their applications in theory of surfaces of the fourth order " ; "Method
of derivation of large prime numbers"; and "Algebraic treatment
of the 27 lines on a cubic surface." With mathematics as a minor:
"Weierstrass's theory of irrational numbers," "Properties of the
nine-point circle," and "The theorems of Fermat and Wilson."

The Probejahr includes observation of teaching methods, practice
teaching under directions, the inieparation of reportS and *eekly
conferences with the staff of the Seminar on such matters as teach-

. ing, school discipline; pedagogy, school hygiene, and new publics -
tions of interest to teachers.

It is deplore.d that"teachers of mathematics in the Untergymnasia
and Unterrealschule may have had only the scientific training
required when mathematics has been taken as a minor.

III. Belgium. The diph5me de sortie of an athOnee royal, or of
certain of the colleges entitles a student to enter one of the uni-
versities at which all- teachers of the ath6n6es are prepared. The
inspectors of studies and professors in an athenee and the rector (or
head) of it lower middle school must . have secured the doctor's
degree, and th% masters (surveillants) in an athenee insatkave the
university diploma of "candidate." (The four 'universities include
two State establishments, the free university at Brussels, and the.
Roman Catholic University at Louvain.)
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During tpe first two years the student prepares for examinations
leading to the certificate as "Candidate in physical sciences and
mathematics." ' The examinations of th© first year are on: Ana-
lytic geometry, plane and solid; descriptive geometry; higher alge-
bra and the elements of the theory of determinants; differential andintegral calculus (first part); analytic statics; experimental and
laboratory physics. For the second year: Logic; psychology; moral
philosophy; projective geometry; integral calculus (second part);
elements of the calculus of variations and calculus of differences;
pure kinematics; crystallography; and laboratory exercises.

The first examinations for the doctorate occur at the end of thethird year. They are on: Higher analysis; dynamics; general math-
ematical physics; spherical astronomy and elements of mathematical
astronomy; elements of the calculus of probabilities with the theory
of least squares.

The subjects of the second set of examinations for the doctorate
(in the fourth year) include: Mathematical methodology; elementsof the' history of the physical sciences and mathematics; and oneof the five following groups chosen at pleasure by the candidate:
(a) Higher analysis; (b) nigher geometry; (c) analytic mechanics
and celestial mechanics r (d) mathematical' astronow and geodesy;
and.(e) experimental physics and mathematical phyics. The exam-ination in the "group" chosen is somewhat searching, as th2 thesishas to do with the development of some part of it. The this must
be publicly defended. 'Prospective teachers must also give two public
"lessons," the subjects for which are designated in advance by the
jury and chosen from the progl'am of the athenees.

The young doctor is qualified to teach in an athen6e at once'without
any professional training. In general, it is, however, only after
several years in some such minor position as surveillant that he mayreach the status of a prAfessor in an athenee. In the large cities,
the salaries, corresponding pensions, and social position connected withsuch a chair are attractive.

IV. Denmark. Thp university course for the scientific training of
a teacher for a secondary school usually ends in about six years,with the Skoleembedsexamon. This examination consists of two
parts, covering the major and two minors; if the major is mathematics,the minors are astronomy with applied matIllihnatics, and chemistrywith physics. But in addition to these at the end of the first yearthe candidate must pass the "Filosofikum," an examination inlogic, psychology, and the elements of the history of philosophy.This entitles him to the degree candidatus philosophiae. Havingpassed the Skoleembedsexamon he is candidatus magisterii. After

This certificate very nearly corresponds to the bachelor's degree In this country.
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two years of professional training (a year in the State Pedagogic
Seminary and. a year as assistant, .or regular teacher, in a SSA or
private secondary school), or its equivalent, the candidate is finally
examined as to eligibility to teach. In yiew of the eight years of
such training, the salaries are pitifully small.

In the first part. of the Skoleetnbedsexamen the mathematical sub-
jects include: Plano and solid analytic geometry, theory of infinite
series, differential equations with a single independent variable, total
and partial linear differential equations in three variables, differ-
ential geometry, statics, kinematics, hydrostatics, and advanced
portions of gymnasial mathematics from a higher point of view. The
second part of the examination with mathematics as a major includes
questions on such subjects as function theory, elementary number
theory, methods of descriptive geometry, synthetic and analytic pro-
jective geometry, and mathematical history.

V. England.The amount of mathematics taught in English sec-
ondary schools varies from such a program as the elements of arith-
metic, algebra, and geometry required for a London University
matriculation examination, to programs which include trigonometry,
synthetic and analytic geometry, theory of equations, differential
and integral calculus; statics and hydrostaticsindeed all subjects
necessary to prepare for an entrance scholarship examination in
mathematics at Cambridge University, for .example. In the mathe-
matical training of the teacher there is corresponditig variation. In
practically all cases it is necessary for a candidate for a positiort
to be a college graduate. But on the one hand'he may have re-
ceived a "pass? degree, in three years, without any college work in
mathematics; and on the other hand he may have spent four years
in obtaining a degree with first-class honors in mathematics. As to
the extent of the professional training, this does not exceed a year
in the training college of what we call the graduate school of a uni-
versity, but even this is not yet always insisted upon. Athletic abil-
ities are a valuable asset for a man seeking a position. The salaries
are often very low.

That first-class scientific and professional training is not generally
demanded of candidates for positions as teachers of mathematics in
secondary schools indicates a marked similarity .1)etweeri the stand-
ards in England and the United States.

VI. Finland.The steps required in the preparation of the seo-
ondary school teacher of mathematics after leaving the lyceum are:
(1) To pass the examinations for a "candidate of philosophy," or for.
the "certificate of aptitude in teaching" after four or five years of prep-
aration in the university; the (2) to spend a year of professional,
training in one of the normal lyeeor; and (3) to pass an examination
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in theoretical and practical pedagogy. In each of the. examinations,
grades approbatur, approbatur cum laude, and laudatur are assigned.

A professor in a secondary school must have the degree of "candi-date of philosophy" with highest grade in the major subjects requiredby the post. For the assistant professor, the same degree, or "cer-
tificate of aptitude," with at least the second highest grade in the
Major subjects required by the position,-is necessary.

The "candidate of Oilosophy " has had courses in spherical trigo-
nometry, analytic geometry, differential and integral calculus, differ-
!ential equations, theory of numbers, theory of functions of a complexvariable, and occasional courses in such subjects as minimal sur-faces, theory of groups, and elliptic functions.

VII. France.The highest type of secondary school in France isthe lyeee. The following remarks are with reference to preparation
of teachers for this institution. The tendency of recent ,legislation isto demand that all teachers shall have passed the examination of theagregation. The requiremehts of this examination in respect to
lmbwledge of mathematics and dextrous handling of materials are un-
paralleled by any other country. Professional training, in comparison
with the amount required by Denmark or Prussia, is comparatively
neglected, and this has been judged by some as a weakness in the
French preparation. _It should be borne in mind, however, that itis difficult for an intelligent Frenchman (and the agreges are theibélite of the country's intellectuals) to be otherwise than interesting,
effective, and elegant in his exposition of any subject.

The bachelor who wishes adequately to prepare himself as a
mathematical teacher in a ly,cOe usually undergoes. .the strenuoustraining of the classes do mathematiques speciales in mathematics,
physics, chemistry, descriptive geometry, drawing, German, and
French. This preparation, covering at least two ye equips him
for the university, where the three-year course continu of
a highly specialized character. The best students pass the examina-
tion for the licence at the end of the first year, other tests at the end
of the second, and present themselves for the terrific concourse of the
agregation at the end of the third tear. Pedagogics and .practice
teaching form a' very meager part of the'training of the teacher.

The annual number of agreges has never weeded 14. For the
years 1885-1909 there were only 300, of whdiE 178 were trained at
the famous Ecole Normale. In 1909, of the 300 agreges 51 had also
become docteurs es science mathematiques. Such a doctorate ranks

far higher than any German doctorate, qie acquisition of which hasbeen made part of the preparation of may dberlehrer.
,Afi to the mathepatical attainments of the agrege, they areequaled by those of only a very small percentage of professors of

mathematics in American colleges.
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_VIII. Germany. Among the nations of the world, Denmark,
France, Sweden' and *Germany certainly maintaM the highest stand-
ards in the_selection'of teachers for their better aecondary schools.
And no small part of the remarkable training which these teach-
ers get is from master minds and master teachers in the schools
themselves. Germany insists much less than Franc on brilliancy
and breasith of mathematical attainment, but, like enmark and
Sweden, decidedly more on theoretical and practices professional'
training.

The candidate for teaching in a secondary school in Prussia.is
examined by a commission composed partly of professors a d partly
of State officials. Before the commission he must place (1) his
Mo.turitatszeuffnis from a Gymnasium, Realschule, or Oberre schule;
(2) documents to show that he has spent at least three years its study
at one or more German universities (in point of fact candidates
usually spend four or five. For three of the six semesters required
the mathematician may have attended a technical high school); (3) a,
statement of thesubjects (for example; pure mathematics and physics'
and applied mathematics) and classes (Sexta to Untersekunda, inclu-
sive, or Ohersekunda to Oberprima, inclusiv'e) for which the candidate
hopes to prove his qualifications; and (4) a statement of the field cn
which ha wishes receive subjects for required essays. Not more
than three mont s,ordirloxily six weeks, are allowed 'to prepare
the essays. For o e Of, them some publication of note, such as the
candidate's doctor' diAprtation, may sometimes be substituted.

The written and ral .c..aminations are in philosophy, pedagogy,
religion, German li eratur0,, and" the candidate's special subjects...
For first-grade rank -1.1 pure 'Mathematics the. candid to must show
that he is thoroughly acquainted,with the principles of gher geome-
try, arithmetic- alge a, higher analysis, and analytic mechanics
and can solve fairly d cult probleMs without assistance.

Having passed the examination* pro facultate doc ndi, the
Schularntskandidat m t still underg4 two years of sev re pro-
fessional training, (i) t e Seminarjahr rd (ii) the Probejahr.

When favorable repor has been made Ol theiwork of tI4 Probe
the candidate's name is ut on a list of tetke hers eligible to Appoi
ment in the higher schoo ithe province \which the examinati
was held.

Several German States ollow Prussia's met d of training teach-.
ers for secondary schbols. ethers differ in var I us ways: Bavaria,
Saxony, Wurteri)berg, Bad , and Hesse each re\ ire fpur years at
a university; in Wurteinbe the Seminarjahr nnecessary; and
Bavaria, Baden; and Alsace- orraine demand no Pr ,bejahr. Thert
are also differences in detail even when geneal re o uirements are
the same. , But throughout t 4Mpire the attra, ions of the teach-
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,1 'er's position e suciently strong tb draw some' of the best mathe-
atical talent f the ountry.
X. Hungary. Th method of training secondary school teachers in

Hu gary iS piorea,! t'_ :ate tit that ip Austria. Recruits for such
training are drawn fro arnii' g the graduates of the Gymnasia and,t.,

Real Schools. The elaN ate .)and searching training is carried on
during five years at a uni' itsy, or in the Polytechnikum, and at a
training college. In starti but;he candidate must elect two sub-jects which he wishes tolleli ; tfre selection of a third is recom-mended. Mathematics, pi s - and%,descriptive geometry are pot
uncommonly chosen togetlipiM . . ,

.

The examinations in tlAs A' ariAlveefold: (1) The genel
examination, at the end of khe f th semester; (2) the examination k

on special subjects, a the k,nd q -the eighth semester; and (3) the
pedagogic examination at flip end'N the next year, which the'candi-.
date usually employs in profission0 practice.`.

i

Iu the general examination, Vie oral part contains Trestiow_in plane
and spherical trigonometry, avalytic geometry, angys.is, d'tfiCiiptize
geometry, physics, the HungarNn la*uage, and on4 mod4h.)anguage
(German, French, English; or ItOian)\with the literature of1:the same.

Five months before the exam latioli in special subjects' the candi-
date is given a theme in each of is subjects, iwon whikh he has toof' is

a dissertation. These dissektaqons must itidicate originality,
familiarity with literature, and br di knowledge oye'themes. In
the oral examinations on special ubjects the cendiiiatepust show..,decided proficiency. The oral e amiriation in maqietkaiics is on
(1) The mathematics of seconlihry schools; (2)icertatin parts of
geometry, algebra, and analysis *ommon for all ciindidarOi, and (3)
the folloWing five subjects, one cif which ':must be" known groughly,.
the others, in a general way: (4) Modern geometry and t4 t,heory
of algebraic forms., (b) numbet theory and higher algebra 1(c) gen-eral theory of luilow curves amf surfaces; (d)Sgeneral theory)of ana-
lytic and elliptic functions; aiad (e) advanp.ed portions of iiitegfal\ icalculus. : '

The examination in pedagogy consists ofa.dissertation and 4044,r. al
1. il, .examination in history of phifosOphy, logic, pry hology, pedagogk,.

history of pedagogy, and special ini34.hodsj for tea hing mathematics.
While this examination occurs at the end ipf the fif year,,most of the ''

university. The fifth year is largely d' 19ted tart initig and practice
icourses of study have been taken du0 g the foup-'Years at the

f .steaching in a Seminar, such as liarman's',\Or the tate training col-:lege. Teachers do not attaur to fiill servi4 until after three years
of probationary activity. , .:;:1:,

.X. Itali.A candidate for a position as teat* of mathethatits in
a Secondary school must possess the 'degree of Dottbre in matematiche
pure from one of the universities. After the candidate has graduated'
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from a liceo or an istituto four, sometimes five, years are devoted
to securing this degree. With an exception to be referred to pres-
ently, the courses of study are wholly in pure an-rapplied mathematics
and allied fields.' An idea of the breadth of some of these courses
may be obtained by recalling that the following works consist mainly
of university lectures: F. Severi's Lecione di geometria algebraica
(1998); E. Ciani's Lezione di geometria proiettiva ed analitica
(1912); *rid G. Castelnuovo's Lezione di geometria analitia (1913).

The first two years of study lead to the certificate licenza dell'
universitti. During the last two (or three) years the student (1)
carries five advanced courses (theoretic geodesy being put on a plane
with higher analysis), (2) writes a dissertation, and, if he wishes to
occupy an advantageous position with respect to appointments, (3)
attends lectures on methods of teaching leading to the diploma di
magistero' (thee lectures are given in the scuola di magistero of the
university). The final examinations of the university lead to the
laureate, of which there' aro many giades.

The student who has read nothing but what was suggested in lecti., ea ie not likely to
pass out with "full wishes and praise, " as the highest grade is called, nor will the most
Ittverable opportunities probably be waiting for him in future; still he has the highest
Zlegr which the university confers. The dissertations, as is natural, present great
varj tion in value and originality. The candidate is required to publish a full resume
offas results, but not the thesis itself; whereby a long-suffering mathematical public is
:lived much, for the feebler dissertations never see the light. Tho better ones find
roady,acceptance by the mathematical journals or are laid before learned societies.

The first appointment of a)kacher in a secondary school is for
three years,'after which the appointment may be made permanent
1if the inspector's report is favorable; if not, the appointment is
-extended for,another year, when the teacher is definitely appointed

/ or dismissed.
In the preparation of the teacher the lack of professional training

is regarded as. serious by many; his scholastic equipment in his
special subject is probably equal to that of the Oberlehrer.

XI., Japan.--The usual method' of preparation as. a teacher .in a
- middle schohl is (1) to take the course of four years in one of the

higher normal schools whose grikduates are granted teachers' licenses;
or, (2) to attend some similar institution and pass the four grades of
examinations set.by the department of education for the license. A
gakushi of the faculties of science in the universities of Tokyo and
Kyoto, who has no professional training, is entitled to receive, a
license witliout examination. Similar privileges are accorded wit
graduates of femeign universities. .

The courses in the higher normal school which prepare teachers of
mathematics and physics include professional training, teachers'
courses in algebra and geometry, higher algebras plane and solid
analytic geometry, and differential and. integral calculus. The four
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-_.
Fades of extutpation in mathematics set. by to depariind e2tM of
education are ire61) arithmetiC, algebra, and *tnetry; (2.1:ttigo7
nometry-; (3) analytic geome
calculus.

Teachers in the eight higher Ilk
to the universities in their organizati
mathematics. At the university the gakushi have passed examina-
tions in calculus and differential equations, solid Analytic geometry,
projective geometry, astronomy and least square.sgeneral physics,
general dynamics, and theory Of numberS. I

XII. The Netherlands. Gymnasia prepare students to enter
directly the various departments of the universities, but graduates of
higher burgher schools must. pass university examinations in Latin
and Greek. The first examination after entering the university is
the examination for candidature, at the end of about three years; the
second examination, that for the doctorate, occurs at the end of about
six ytntrs of study: If, in addition to passing the latter examination,
the candidate prepares for the faculty an. appropriitte thesis, he is
entitled to the degree of doctor. It is from those who have passed
the examination for the doctorate that teachers for gymnasia daek
higher burgher schools are almost wholly recruited. They have I d
absolutely no professional training.

.

''' " A candidate for appointment as teacher in a three-year or five-year
higher burgher school may also prepare himself for the position by
passing a series of exceedingly elaborate examinations, the prepara-
tion for which is made entirely outside of the universities. For the
five-year school, examinations on the following subjects, among others,
must be passe& Plane and spherical trigometry, descriptive geome-
try, analytic geometry, calculus, theoretical: and applied mechanics,
physics, chemistry, cosmography, geology, and mineralogy. During,
the past 50 years exceedingly few have qualified themselves as teach-
ers in this way.

Some of the subjects leading to the examination for the doctOi.ate
are higher algebra, calculus, plane. and solid analytic geometry, de-
scriptivegeometry,. differential equations, theory of functions, differ-,
ential geontetry, calculus of variations, and mathematical physics.

XI II. Raumania.Graduating from the lycee when about 19 yearsof age, the student prepares hirhself to be a secondary teacher by
study for (1) the diploma, licence es sciences mathematique§ of a
university,- and for (2) the certificate of a pedagogic seminar. : The
examinations for the license are in higher algebra, analytic geometry,
descriptive geometry, differential and integral calculus, theory of
functions, Mechanics,

. and astronomy. It takes at least three years
to prepare for these examinations. Professional training is obtained
at a (pedagogic seminar.

y; and (4) diffontiaand itral

,*hich are closely ailed
re nearly all gakushi in

echo
111:
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vndidate, for the' position of secondary teacher should have
passed the examination a capacity. To be admitted to thisexam-
Mat ion the student must possess the diploma and.certificate mentioned
above,

.

The organization of the secondarpschools and the training of teaCh-
crs for them is very similar to that in France. In Rommania perhaps
more emPinsis is put on professional training.

XIV. kussia..Graduates of the gymnasium and of the seven-year
"real school" are entitled to register in faculties of the univ(Irsities.
The course for teachers in the gymnasia, as well as for most teachers.
in the "real sehnols," occupies four years and leads to a diploma of
the first or second grade.' The oourses for the mathematics-ana-
lytic mechanics gronp, at the University of Petrograd include spher-
ical trigonometry, analytic gettmetry, calculus, partial differential
equations, theory of numbers, theoretical mechanics, hydrostatics
and hydrodynamics, and astronomy and celestial mechanics.

It was not till recently that any provision was made to give pro-,
fessional training to candidates for teaching positions in State second-
ary schools. This beginning was made in 1909, when a year course
including lectures in logic, psychology, pedagogy and its history, as

- well as practice teaching, was organized for the arrondissewent of
Petrograd.

XV. Spain.. The bachiller en artes of an instituto may prepare
himself to teach mathematics in an instituto at any one of the three
universities: Barcelona, Madrid, or Zaragoza: The courses in the fac-
ulties of science lead to the licenciatura certificat)ti about four years;
the apt scientific investigator may procure the doctorate 'in another
year. Every candidate for a professorship in ,the institute must
have a licenciatura certificate; the best positions are obtained by the

'doctors in mathematical sciences.
The mathematical courses leading to examinations for the licencia-

tura are as follows: Mathematical analysis metric geometry, analytic
geometry, infinitesimal calculus, cosmography and physical geo-
graphy, projective geometry, descriptive geometry, rational mechan-
ics, and spherical astronomy and geodesy. (This list of. subjects
strongly reminds one of those required for the licenza in Italy.) The
examinations take on different forms and imply a certain amount of
professional training.

. To prepare for the doctorate the student must (1) attend courses
in higher analysis, higher* geonietry, astronomy cif the planetary sya-
tem, and mathematical physics; (2) present a memoir on a subject

_selected by the candidate; and (3) successfully defeat the memoir
before a tribunal.

This is not a degree; the degrees of magister aM doctor require longer preparation.
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XVI. Sweden.The very thorough course of the gymnasium con-
cludes with the studentsexamen, the sole means by which a student
may enter one of the universities; mathematics is there taught in
the faculty of philosophy. The courses for secondary-school teachers
are very elaborate and lead to (1) the filosofisk imbetsexainen, at
the end of about four years of study; and (2.) the filosofie licentia-
texamen, after about eight years of preparation. Candidates for posi-
tions as teachers in the Realskolor are required to pass the first of
these examinations; those seeking higher posts in the gymnasia, the
second; but in this latter course the candidate must also defend a
thesis for the degree of doctor.

In each case the candidate has to spend a prob tionary .year
in connection with some one of five special school* w ich organize
excellent professional traininF. Moreover, before/re lar appoint-
ment as professor or assistant professor in the Go Vern lent second-

' ary,schools, the candidate must have spent at least wo years in
successfully performing the duties attached to the posi ion. Sweden
probably leads the world in the extent of scientific reparation re-
quired for her professors (Lektorer) in the gymnasia.

The subjects of the iimbetsexamen include proj live geometry,
theory of \equations, calculus, analytic geometry, th cry of numbers,
theory of probabilities, ordinary differential equatic ns with constant
coefficients; and generally for the highest predicat elements of the
theory of (a) differential equations, (b) analytic unctions, and (e)
differential geometry. In the-Preparation for the li entiatexamen the
candidate is introduced into various important fields of modern'
mathematics, including ordinary and partial di erential equations
of mathematical physics.

XVII. Switzerland.Considering the country as a whole, there
are no fixed examinations for secondary-school te chers; nor are there
any colleges for training them, although there is a department of
pedagogy in the University of Geneva. For ost of the teaching
positions in the secondary schools the majorit o_ f the Cantons de-
mand that the candidate shalt have complete a university course,
or its equivalent, of four or five years. Typictil of such Cantons are-
Fribourg and Geneva. Candidates with two years' training in a uni-
versity, or its equivalent, can usually only be appointed as teachers_
in the lower c)aSses of the better schools; an exception requiring the.
qualifying word is Canton Vaud. There is a general tenckincy to
favor candidates who have had technical training such as a student
derives from an assistantship in the Polytechnic School.

On the whole, high scientific standards .of training are demanded
on the part of secondary teachers, but their professional training is
almost entirely neglected.
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Subjects included in examination requirements for secondary-
school teachers in courses of. the Polytechnic School and the Uni-
versity of Bern are of the following types: Descriptive geometry,
calculus, analytic geometry of three dimensions, projective geometry,
theory of functions, .Fourier's series and integrals, differential geom-
etry, and theory of transformation groups. .

XVIII. -United Stalee.Practioally all of the best secondary schools
require, as a general thing, that. a candidate for a teaching position
shall-be a college graduate. It is usually unnecessary to have had
any courses in the theory of educnt ion, or any special work in the sub-
jects for which the candidate applies to teach, or any professional
training. Other things being equal, ctindidates equipped in these
respects are, of course, more .readily .employed. Some schools de-.
mand suck preparation, and colleges and- training schools in the
country have made provision. for meeting such demands.

The standards throughout the United States for the training of
secondary-school teachers appear to be very similar to those in Eng-
land, although the professional training is now, possibly, more insisted
upon in the latter country. ! As a general thing, stilaries constitwte
perhaps the chief attniction to collegc-trained men to take up
secondary-school work in the Unit'd States.

'ONCLUSION.
. 1

i n the preceding pages an (attempt has been made to bring together
411from a very-limited numb* of sources facts concerning the .develop-

ment of-the teacher of mat memat.ics in the better secondary schools
of different countries. Apr sentation which would be at all adequate
and complete in its different aspects would require, for each country a
volume based upon a far avid r range of sources of information: Here
simply the descriptions of tl e few features which happen to be dealt
with in available authorities, are epitomized; there has been no opporl-
tunitylar uniform treatmen . It is therefore only in a very general
way that definite statements inay.be made in comparing.the methods
of different countries. .

/
i

Few will deny that if the econdarywedueation in a country is of a
high order, and i4 extended ver a period of seven Or eight years,,it
must materially contribute o the training of the pupil who, after
further development in luny rsity or profes'sional school, returns to
the secondary school as teacler. It is therefore pertinent to inquire,
What period is devoted to secondary education in-different countries?
TO what extent is this based upon work of primary.schools I When-
is primary instruetidnigiyeri in secondary .schools? When does .the
pupil enter the university / .Bearing in mind the types of schools
which have been excluded from consideration in,, this report,. and the
fact. that, in general, only the better secondary schools (under Govern-

101179° - 48.-15
4

/I
ii-
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Wilt orfate control) leading directly or indirectly to a university
have 1)4n considered, Nrlydefinite answ06to all of these questions
may Ike found in the acCOMpanying synoptic table.

The age there given is the normal lower limit, and in any one of
the countries it is possible for t pupil or student of the given age to
be at the stage of scholastic ac vanoement indicated. It, should not. -

be inferred, however, that this rate of progress is necessarily charac,
teristic of the country; for example, in Japan the pupil just graduating
from the middle school is

1
usually nearer 20 than 17 years *of age; and

in Germany,. while a small percentage of students are ready for a
university career at 17 years..of age, more than one-half are at least
19, and more than one-third not less than 20 years of age. In the
'following discussion I shall, however, use the normal age given in
the table. .- ... .

. -

We remark that in 15 of the 18 countries the normal ag of enter.
ingthe university is 18 or 19'...' These countries are: Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, England, Finland; France, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Netherlands,' Roumania, Russia,` Sweden, Switzerland, and theUnited St Os. When the extent of secondary school preparation.
for the university is considered, we find Wide variation of custom.
AustraWa-*ml the United States are at the foot of the list with only
4 years; but 7 countries (Austria, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Roumania, and Russia) devote 8 years, and 3.countries (France, Ger-
many, Sweden) 9. years tq secondary education.

Since the period of school education leadingto a university in 14 of
the countries is 12 or 13 yeas, the wide difference of views which these
countries hold with respect to the portion IA this time. which should

\be assigned to secondary education proper is interesting. On the
one hand, the United States holds that during 8 of the years the\ methods of elementary education should, be employed; while, on ,

\the other hand; France and Germany coniider that lest results arehbtainod when even the 3 or 4 years allotted to primary instruction
.lfe given in connection with secondary. schools'. It is, then, not
stifprising to find that there is great difierence-betWeen the scholastic
egkiipment of students coining from these two type; of school. Thegraduates of the classe do math6matigyes speciales or of the German

yriviasium are about on a par with the youth wh has finished his
jun i r year in one of the better American colleges. And in other coun-tries c, like Denmark, Japan, and Sweden; the graduate of .a
highe secondary school h'as-done More or less work wpose equivalent
is don in colleges in the United:States. It is only in the lightof
such isiderations that the full.force of, say),, Sweden's requirementof 10\oi .11 years of preparation 'before $ graduate of \a gymnasium-May ES rn as a regularly appointed professor can im adequately
appreeia

.
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Again, it should be 'home' ire mind that even with eoursea of see-
ondary schools covering the same number of years the content may
he vastly different. Contrast the A years of the Gerhian gymnasium,
where 19.8 per cent of the time is devoted to mathematics, sciences,
and drawing, and 34.2 per vent, to ancient languages, with the 9
ears of the French lyc6e iagre science - modern language section

and classes de mathematiquespeciales with ab,egt 36.8 per cent of
cits course in mathematics, science, and drawing, and no time spent
on ancient, languages. France offers a much. more extensive mathe-
matical course in her secondary'schools'than does any other coluitry
in the world.

Fnm such different tyt)e.s of, schools come the futurejeachere of
nffithencaties. Let us next consider in a general way how these
.teachers were prepared after leaving the secondary schools. Broadly
speaking, the training is derived from: 1. Courses in a university Or
similar institution; II. 'Professional training.

I. All the countries require -some university training on the part
of candidates for. appointment as secondary school teachers.' The
maximum requirements are in Denmark and Netherlands, each 8

and in Sweden about 8 years. On the other hand, for minor
positions in the athicnee's of Belgium and regular positions in Can-
ton Vaud, Switzerland (where roost Cantons require 4 or 5 years),
only 2 or 2i years of attendance at a university are compulsory.
The complete record is as follows: Australia (Victoria and . Now
South Wales), 3 gents; Austria, 3i to 4; \Iltah.t.itim, to 5, 2 fo'r
minor positions in ath6hees; 1)enniark, 6: lirigland, 3 to 4; Finland,
4 to 5; France, not less than 3, in addition to 2 years in classet de

"mathkiatiques qpebciales; Germany, 3 to 4, but rarely 3 and often 5
are taken; 1Iu, rsry, 4: Italy, 4 or 5; Japan, 3; The Netherlands, 6;
Roumania, not less than 3; Russia, 4; Spain, 5, for lower positions, 4;
Sweden, usually Switzerland, 4 to 5 years for the most pan, in
one or two cases 2 to 3; United States, 3 to 4. . /

Let us consider a single ekample, to bring out more deal the
implications of these statements. Since the future mathematical
teacher entering a German university-. ia:About on a scholasti,t par
with the student who has finished. the junior year at a college in the
United. States, we may state, roughly, that the German teacher has
generally had at least three years more of scientific training than the
American teacher in ai secondary school has had.

H. In addition to attendance at universities, some countries
require- pmfossional training. Australia (Victoria and New South'
Wales), England (generally), Finland, Roumania, and some States
of Germany each require one year .(it is only in theory -that Aus-1

As tar u this statement concerns Japan, nderros to mad* to the higher middle schools.
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that requires ,a year); other States of Germany and Denmarkrequite two years each; in addition to a year in a Seminar,
Sweden requires two years of probation as teacher before regular
appointment and in a similar way Hungary requires three; and
in Italy after four SiNrs of trial a teacher may be dropped. InFrance the-professionallvaining may possibly be estimated at half ayear. In seven eouutries no professional training is made compul-
sory. These countries are: Belgium, Japan (in higher midalc
schools), the Netherlands, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, and theUnited States.' The. question of the far greater efficiency of the
training in some countries than in others is not takeh up here.

When the courses required for the candidates in different countries
are considered, the unenviable conclusion is reached that Australia;
England, and the United States are largely in a class by themselves.
For in these countries mathematical teachers know practically
nothing of their Subjects, as they have had no special mathematiar
training in the universities. Perhaps England is less of an offender
on account of the number of trained specialists necessary at schools
preparing for Scholarship Examinations.. All other countries re-quire of their professors a more or less broad scientific training, andthe minimum mathematical requirement is a knowledge of the dif-
ferential and integral calculus. Most countries include also amongtheir requirements differential equations, analytic geometry of threedimensions,' descriptive geometry, projective geometry, mechanics,and physics. A doetOr's degree is required of higher teachers in
Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden; and the standard
for teachers in France and Germany. is certainly not below that for
the degree of doctor in those countries (indeed much of the training
for teacher. and doctor is identical).

In the American Report to the International Commission on theTeaching of Mathematics on TrainiKof Teachers of Elementary and
Secondary Mathtematics, the folloWinaines occur (p. 13):

Yet with.us, where the public is now beginning to recognize that teaching is a pro-fession, a feeling which will certainly increase as the years go by, the time will un-doubtedly come when secondary teaching will be sufficiently attractive financiallyt.o enable us to demand from the prospective teacher some such preparation as thefollowing: On the side of pure mathematics we may expect the calculus, differential
equations, solid analytic geometry, projective geometry, theory of equations, theoryof functions, theory of curves and surfaces, theory of numbers, and somegroup theory.On the applied side we should demand a strong course in mechanics, theoretical and
practical astronomy, descriptive geometry, and some mathematical physics with athofough course in experimental physics.

We have seen that this ideal for the scientific training of teachers is
now a matter of coutse in a number of countries.

The occasional requirements inItussia, Switzerland, and the United States are neglected. For mostof the teachers in the middle schools of Japan a certain amount of training ls demanded.
.
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On the whole, the salary, pension, social position, and scholastic

status of -the secondary-school teacher in France and Germany seem
to combine to give to the profession an attractiveness not to be
found in other countries.

TABLE.

In this table it should be noted that: (1) The separation lines be-
tween the primary and.secondary schools 40 not always indicate that
regular primary instruction ends there, but only that portion of it
preparatory to the secondary school in question; (2) five only, of the
six years of the course in the realskola of Sweden, slam as prepara-
tion for a gymnasium; and (3) some university .courses extend be-
yond the limits of age in the table,.o. g., .3e.lgium and in Japan.
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APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A.
ENGLAND. .

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, SENIOR STUDENTS.
December, 1915.

'GEOMETRY.

X

(Two hours.)

The answers to questione marked A and B are to be arranged and sent up to the esaminer in separate bundle..
N. B.Attention is called to the alternative questions B Ix, B x, B xi at the end of the paper.

A.
A 1. In the triangles ABC, DEF. LB= LE( L C= z F, and BC=EF. Prove that

the triangles are congruent.
Show that the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.
A 2. In a triangle ABC, AD is drawn perpendicular to BC; show that, when theangle Cis acute, -

A1P=ACI+BC3-2BC. DC.
Prove that thc sum'of the squares on the four sides of a parallelogram is equal to the

sum of the squares on the diagonals.
A 3. From a point 0 outside a circle two straight lines OPQ, ORS are drawn, the

fitst cutting the circle at 1' and Q, the second cutting the circle at Rand S. Prove that
OP. 0Q=OR .0S.

In the triangle ARC, the angle A is a right angle. From a point 1) on B.? a line
OEF is drawn perpepdicular to BC, meeting AC at E. and BA produced at F. Showthat

DE2=BD. DCAE. EC.
A 1. Inscribe a regular octagon in a circle of radi'us 2 inches. Produce alternate

sides of the octagon, so asp form a square.
Measure the sid6' of the square.

Show clearly all the construction lime in your figure.

B.
B 5. Show that if a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a cliord

be drawn. the angles which this chord makes with the tangent are equal to the angles
in the alternate segments.

Two circles intersect at A and B. At A, tangents to the circles are drawn, meetingthe other circles at X and Y. Show that BA bisects the an KB Y.
B 6. Two triangles ABC, DEF are similar, AB and DE being corresponding sides.

Show that their areas are in the ratio .4I1 :DE1
Through each of two opposite corners of a rectangle perpendiculars are drawn to the

diagonal which joins the other two corners. Show that if the three parts into which
the diagonal is thus divided are equal, the squares on the sides of the rectangle are in
the ratio 2 : 1.

231
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B 7. The tangents to a circle at P and Q meet in T, and Cis the center of ,the.circle.
TC meets the circle at A and B, and meets PQ at X. .

Show that CX. CT= CA2nnd that AX . TB.
B 8. Two circles (not in the same plane) intersect in two points. Show how to

obtain the center of the sphere on which both circles lie.
A, B, C. D, E. Fare six distinct points in space, such that A, B, C, D lie on a circle,

C, D, E, F lie on a circle, E, F, A, B lie on a circle, no two of khe circles lying in the
same plane. Show that the three circles lie on a sphere.

N. B.One or more of the following questions B ix, B 413 xi may be taken instead of an equal number of the
questions B 5, B 6, B 7, B 8, but lower marks will be assigned to them.

B ix. Show that the sum of the.aligles of a trianglp is equal to rwo right angles.
ABC is an acute-angled triangle, and 0 is the center Of the circle which passes

through .4. B, C. Show that the angles ORC and B.4C are complementary.
II x. Illustrate and explain by means of a figure the geometrical theorem corre-

sponding tothe algebraical identity
(ct b)2=412-1-2ab4-52.

.4BCD is a square: points E, F. C, II are taken on AR. BC, CD,' D.4 spch that
AE=BF=CG=DH.-.1 of the side of the square. -'Show that the area of the square
EFGIJ is of the area of the square ABCD.

B xi. Draw two .perpendicular lines AB, BC. Make AY3---;- I} inches. BC=2+
inches.. Construct a circle to pass through 6 and to touch AB at A. MeasUre thefaditis of this cir0e.

Show clearly all to construction lines in your figure.

ALGEBRA.

(Two hours and a half.)

Squared paper and tables of logarithms, etc., can be obtained from the presiding eraminer..
N. B.Attention,is called to the alternative questions A, ji, C at the end of the paper.

1. Show that --- I 2 1
4.0 4x2 I 8i2

(x+1)2 (x-1)
2. Find the Lectors of

(i) ebb3+ abc
(ii) x4-0x2+21thr b2;

and show that if u+b--r=0,

3. Solve the equations:
aa-1-0-1-c3=3u6c.

x
.

(ii.) !(xI2) (y 3)=3,
1(i 13) (9-2)=4.

4

4. A room is such that its length is 10! feet more, and its height 13 feet less, thanaits
breadth. If it had been '1 foot less 9ach way, it would have contained 1,524 cubic feet
less.. Find its dimensions. 1

5. Find by logarithms the value of 1.6,58X( .0247)1

(9.892)1
rn what year must £1 have been pu out at compound 'interest at 5 per cent per

annum to amount to .£100 at the end of 1915?
6. Show how to obtain the formula for the summation of n terms of a geometric

progression.
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fist term is 9 and the ratio of the sum of eight terms to the sum of four terms
is 97 : 81, filid the series.

7. If A is the arithmetic, G the geometric, H the harmonic mean, between two
numbers", show that AH=G3 aild that A]G]fI.

A -G =
'-

If
*it

G-11 =11
find the numbers.

8. Filid the condition that ax2+2bx+e bas always the same sign for all real values
of r.

-4Show that, if ' x3- F px+q=0
and x3A-qx3-Fp=0
have a common 'root, either

p f q = -1 or (p q)3 = - q2(p3 pq q2)
9. Find the number of different pairs (irrespective of order) that can be formed with

2n things.
If, of 14 numbered cards, 5 are red, 6 white, and 3 blue, find the number of groups

of three,.one of each color, that may be formed.
how many more groups can be formed if any two, but only two, may be of the same

color?

10. Enunciate the binomial theorem, and write down the middle term in the
12

expansion of (1-

Find the term independent of x in'the expansion of

( 1-4P

x+1+-X+x2

11. Plot the graph

3x2 ix
Y 2- + ) -4 from x=1 to x=7,

and find its gradients when x=2, when x=4, and when x=6.
Draw the tangent at the point (4, 2).
12. Plot the graph 1y=8+5x-3x2 from x= -2 to x=3, and show by intdgration

that the area of the portion on the positive side of the axis of z is ( y )3..
N. B.Any of the following questiohl may be taken instead of an equal number of the questions b,9,10,11,12,

but considerably lower marks will be assigned to them.

A. Solve the equation: .

a (x-1:10 b (x-b)
-a-Fb.b a

B, A cask is filled with wine and water in the proportion of 3 : 1; 4 gallons are drawn
off, and the cask filled up with water. If the proportion of wineo water is now'3 : 2,
find how many talions the cask can hold.

C. Divide a2(r+c-')+P(c-1-Fa)-c-2(a+b)l-abc-1 by a+b-c'.

TRIGONOMETRY.

(One hour and a half.)

Squared paper and tables of logarithms, etc., can be obtained from the presiding examiner.
N. B.Attention is called to the alternative questions,A, 13 at the end of the paper.

1. (a) Find to the nearest minute the angle which an arc of length 4 inches subtends
at the center of a c,.irclo whose radius ia 5 inches.
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(b) Find' by drawing and measurement the least positive angle whose tangent is
4.2; and.calculate the cosine of this angle, correct to three significant figures.

(r) The length of the slant side of a cone is 4.3 inches, and the angle at the vertex is
115°. 'Calculate the height of the cone correct. to a tenth of an inch.

2. Determine, by drawing the graph of sin x+2cos x for values of x between 0° and
45°, the value of x between these limits f..r which sin x -l-2cos x is a maximum.

3. Prove that
A- f -B . B,(a) cos Acos /3= 2 sin ---2 811k, --

(b) cos (A B) [1+sin (A -1-1B)1=(sin A+ cos B) (cos .4 +sin B).
4. Find the length of the side AB of the triangle ABC, given that

B C= 23.4 inches, L ABC=42°, z ACB 67°.
5. An airship is sighted at the same time from two points A and B at the same levtl

1 mile apart. 1 t iy due south of A at an elevation of 34° and due east of B at an elevation
of 23°. Calculate its height in feet.

6. (a) Writedown all the cube foots of sos 0 -}-31L1 sin 0.
(b) Separate into real and imaginary parts the eNpression

(1-4-1/-T-1)4

7. (a) Express tan (01-1-02-1-03+04+06) in terms of tan 01, tan 02, tan03, tan 04, tan Bs.
(b), Prove that, if tan a, tan 0, tan y are the pots of the equation x3+ax2 +x +b=0,where a, b are unequal, then a +$ +7 is an odd number of right angles.

N. b.Either of the following questions may be taken instead of eitherof the questions 6, 7, or both may be taken
instead of the two questions.6, 7, but considerably lower marks will be assigned to them.

A. :t is the foot of a flagstaff AB, and Cisp point on it such that A C= AB. If the
flagstaff subtends antangle of,:48° at a point X on the ground, calculate eke value of
tan BX C.

B. (a) Find all the solutions of the equation sin 30+cos 0=0.
0

(b) Prove that cot72- cot 0 =cosec O..

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS.

( Tuo hours.)

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.

Tables of logarithms, etc., may be obtainedfrom the presiding erami*.

1. The cornets of a triangle are the points (2, 3), (3, 8), (-1, 5). Find the tangent
of the angle at (2, 3).

2. Find the equation of the two bisectors of the angles formed by the two straight
lines ax2+2hxy-l-by2=0.

The straight line 3x-I-2y=1 meets the circle x2-1-e=8 in two points P and Q. Find/.
the equation of the straight lines joining P and Q to the origin.

3. Obtain an expliession for the length of the tangent from the point (x', y') to the
circle x2 4-y2+2gx+2fy-Fc=0.

A point P moves so that the tangents from it to the two circles
x24-y2 =4

and `x' -4-y'+ 8y+3 =0
are in the ratio 3.: 2. Find the equation of the locus of P.

4. Find the equation of the polar of the point (x', y') with respect to the parabola
Yar=kix-

P a variable point on any fixed line, at right angles to the axis of the parabola.
From P a perpendicular is drawn to its polar, meeting it in Q. Prove that the locus
of Q is a circle with its center at the focus.
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ondition that the line y=mx+e may be (i) a tangent, (ii) a normal to

2.2 y2
a1. =1' b'

f the tangent and normal at any point I' of the ellipse meet the major axis in Tand
T'.'so that. TT'=a, prove that the eccentric angle, 0, of P, is given by the equation

e' cos' cb+cos 4)-1=0,
where c is the eccentricity.

CALCULUS.

6. Obtain the values of

dIrc d dr,
' if; in 7' Va2-2:2 (r3+224) dr'_1

Prove that. y=.4 cos 2x+B sin 2x+ Ce2 satisfies the differential 'equation

diy dy
7-1

dx-4y=0.
.A U.&

7. A hollow none. of height 20 inches and radius at the base 10 inches, is inverted,
and water is poured into it at the rate of 12 cubic inches Rex second. At what rate is
the area of the water-surface increasing when the cit. p al of the water in the cone ish inches?

8. A circle of radius 6 inches is d; ..ided into two segments by a chord, at a distance
of 1 inch from the center. Prove that the rectangle of greatest area which can be
inscribed in the smaller segment has an area of 27.8 square inches approximately.

9. The curve y=r3 meets the line y=4x in three points. Find the coordinates of
these points and obtain the equation of the normal to the curve at each of them.

lf P is the one whose abscissa is greatest. find the area contained by the y-axis, the
normal at P, and the curve from the origin to I'.

APPLIED MATHEMATICS.

( Two hours.)

Squared paper and tables of logarithms, etc:, can berabtained from the presiding examiner.
The acceleration due to gratify may be taken as 35 foot-second units.

1. Three forces of 30 pounds, 50 pounds, 90 panderact at a point. the angle between
the directions of any two forces being 120°. Find the magnitude of their resultant,
and the angle which its direction makes with the greatest force.

2. Prove that the algebraic sum of the moments of two concurrrnt farces about any rpoinkin their plane is equal to the moment of their resultant about the same point.
Forces 2P, P, P act along BC, CA, AB, the sides of an equilateral triangle ABC.

Shim that the resultant is a force P parallel to BC and at a distance from it, on the
side remote from .4, equal to the height of the triangle.

3. Two light rods AC (2 feet long), BC (3 feet long) are hinged to one another-at C
and to fixed'points at A and B, the plane of the rods being vertical. The horizontal
distance between A and B is 4 feet, and A is 1 foot higher than B, and Cis above AB.
From C is suspended a weight of 10 pounds. Find by graphical construction or ether-
Nis° the thrusts in the rods.

4. A body is placed on a rough plane inclined to the horizontal at an angle a. Show
that it can remain in equilibrium if the of friction is greater than tan a.

A eirdular hoop of weight Whangs in a vertical plane over a rough peg. Prove that
the greatest weight which can be suspended tangentially from the rim of the hoop

sin ewithout causing the latter to slip is W, . , where e is the angle of friction.Slil

r
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5: A steamer is moving along a narrow canal when a man steps ashore after walking
across the deck in a line making an angle of 60° with the line from stern to bow. He
finds himself 25 feet farther along the canal than if he had, stepped off on the other
side before walking across. If the vessel is moving at 2 miles per hour and the deck
is 25 feet wide, how fast did the man walk?

6. Prove the formula s=iit-t-71ft9.
A mass of 35 pounds is pulled up a rough plane of inclinati(m 1 in 16 by a rope parallel

to the plane whose tension is 150 poundals. 1f the resistance duo to friction is 12
poundals, find the velocity acquired by the mass in 10 seconds.

7. A body is projected with velocity I" in tiiiIirection making.,an angle a with thehorizontal. Find the greatest height that it reaches and its horizontal range.
Find, in foot-pounds, the least energy of projection which must be given to a 1.311

of 3 ounces in order that it may hat o a horizontartunge of 30() yards.
.

8. A particle moves in a straight line with an acceleration directed toward a fixed
point in the line and equal toµ times the distance of the particle from the point.
Show that. the motion is periodic, with period

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS EXAMINATIOI*130ARD.

EXAMINATION FOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATES.

July, 1910.

ARITHMETIC.

( Two hours.)

1. Find the number nearest to 9;999 that can be divided exactly by 3, 4, 5, 7.
2: Simplify} (II -4- 11+ (i 1 of 111.
Divide .003125 by .02Q -18, obtaining the answer correct to three decimal places.
3. Find the cost of 3 tons 7 cWt. 2 qrs. 11 lb. at £4 8s. 8c1. per cwt:
4. If it costs 6 dollars 30 cents to carry 41} cwt. a distance of 500 miles, find, t,p the

neatest cent, the'Cost of carrying 8 cwt. 360 miles.
5. A bankrupt owes £6,000. He pays 12s. 60. in the t, and defrauds his creditors

by concealingeh of his assets. Find the value of his estate.
6. Find to the nearest penny, the compound interest on £2,525 at 2i [Kw cent

per annum for four years.
7. A square field contains 2 acres 3 roods, and is to be fenced witli hurdles 6 feet

in length. What is the smallest number of hurdles that can be used for each side
of the field?

8. A rectangular tank is 35 ems. deep, 62 ems. long, and 27 ems. wide. If the tank
is filled with water, how many times could a bucket holding 8.5 liters be filled from
it, and what Would remain over?

9. A man buys oranges at 5s. a hundred and sells them at 8d. a dozen. What is
his gain or loss per cent?

10.. A man wishes to obtain £1,000 by selling 21 per cent consols at 827}. What
amount of stock must he sell, and what would be the quarterly income derived from it?
(.4nswers correct to the nearest penny.),

ALGEBRA.

(Two hours.)

Non.(1) In order to pass In elementary mathematics candidates mustsatisfy the examiners in Part I.
(2) In order to pass in additionat mathematics candidafis must satisfy the examiners in Paris I and I! taken

Alvah%
(3) Cbsdidates for exemption from the army yuaNying examination must Misty the examiners in Parts 1

and 14 Wes togdber, and should NOT attempt the questions A, B, C, D.
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Part I.

I. H a = 2, 5 = 3, c d }, find the value of

(2a + bl (c + 4d)
a + b

2. Find the continued product of b /c, c a, ri b.
Divide 4r4 9x2 + 6.r 1 br 2.r2 }' 3r 1.

3. Simplify:
x + 3(i) 3

,r 1 + 2 1-2 2'

a -} b(2) b, b
b b + .1

4. Prove that the L. C. M. of two quantities is equal to their product divided by
their H. C. F.

Find the H. C. F. of

- I4 A-r*-1-r24-x-1- I and r1 + x2 x + 2.
5. Solve the eq4tions:

(1)}.(r- 2) ;}(r+2) =3(x -6)+4;

237

.r2 + 1 +5(2) = i
X 3

6. The difference of two fractions,' one (the greater) 'ormed by adding a certain
number to both the numerator,and the denominator of the other (the leseer) formed

1111 by subtracting this number from both the numerator and the denominatpr of 4, is 4.Find the Dumber.
Thlottoreing questions, A 11, (', I) are to be attempted ONLY by candidata who do idOT attempt rLRT 11.
A. Factorize:

(1) 6.r2 + x .12;

(2) a' + b' 2ab.

B. Solve the equations:

ax by = a2 + b2,7 + y = 2a.
C. Show that the sum of the squares of three consecutive integers is greater by 5than 3 times the product of the greatest and the least.
D. Solveaphically the equations:

ty,= 1.2, 4x = 5y.
[Take 1 inch as your unit.]

Part I I.

7. Solve the equations:
y2 = 5r + 1, 3.r = 1.

a+ b c
c
+d

S. If c7776- d p, rove that fq.

If a, 5, care in continued proportion, prove that

ej
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9. Find the due of

(31.97).' (1.08171.

Obtain a.formula for Of sum of 27 terms of the series

1 + .9 + .51 + .73Q + .6561 +
and strow that the sum is yery nearly 9.12.

10. Draw the graphs of 2g r = 3, y = 3 2 for values' of r lying between
land 1. .

Find their i.Tradients when x = 1, and show that the lines cut at right angles at thepoint tl, 2).

GromF rut .

( Teo tours.)

NoTR.--( II In order to pass In etertenMry mathematics candidates muss *atter fir erantiners fn a.(2) Is order to pass in addileane.: mathematics or to ()'vain rrtmption from thi army puthlying eraminetion,
candidates mud Wish the rramirieri In a and s3 farm toirthry.

(3) Pieur68 shoy44 be drawn aortinuely frith S Aar!! pencil, end all"construction." dead, shown.

a

I. Draw a triangle ABC having Br=3 in., A f1C=32°. and .4 CB=105°. Construct
the bisector of the angle B.4 C meeting BC in D. Measure rin.

2. Draw a circle of radius 1 inch and take a point P 2.5 inches from its center.
Const met a circle of radius 1.3 inches to touch the forms,- role and also pass through

3. If two triangle's have two siues of the one equal to two sides of the other, and also
the angles eon..oned by those sides equal. prove that the triangles are rongnient

If the sides .4B, A r of a triangtk are equal, and equal-lengths .1 E4 D are cut off en
AB. AC, prove that CE, BD are equal.

4. State an axiom relating to parallel straight lines. and use it to prove that when a
straight line crtiMeR two parallel strait lines it makes alternate angles equal.

Prove that the opposite angles of a parallelogram are equal to one another.
5. Prove that the square on a side of a triangle opposite to an obtuse angle is greater

than the sum of the squares on the other two sides by twice the rectangle contained by
one of thest two sides and the projection on it of the other.

6. Prove that the opposite angles of any quadrilateral inscribed in a circle are
supplementary. .

Two circles intersect in A, B. C, n are any two points on one circle qnd CA, DB
cut the other circle in I', Q. respectively. Proye that PQ is parallel to CD.

7. Prove that the tangent. at any point of a circle and the ra:!ius.through the point
are perpendicular to one another.

Two circles whose centers are A and B touch externally at C. The common tangent
at C meets another common tangent in D. Prove that ADB ie aright angle.

8. Construct* a mean proportional to two given straight lines, and prove the con-
struction.

ABCD is a rectangle such that the square on .4D is twice the square on AB. BE
ihlravrn at right angles to AC to meet .4 C in E. Prove that, AE is one-Third of AC.

9. If two trianglea have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the, other and the
sides about these equal angles proportional, prove that the triangles's

10. Draw a straight line 5 inches long and divide it into three parte p °portions! to
37 : 46 : 53.
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I Define the tangent of an coeds.
Collett:net an acute angle w ow sine i° 6. and fled its cosine and its cotangent.
2. Prove that cos (180° a, CO3 a.
Arrange the angles a. 8: 7 in order of magnitude, if

sin a = .8211, cos $-=.';738. tan 7= 0.6104,

the angles being positive and each less than 180°.
3. \\ hat is the length of the shadow of a man 5 ft. 8 in. high met by the sun when its

all knits is 55° 36' ?
4. Draw the graph 104-10 cos 2.1, for values of x between 0° and 60°. Find a value

etc to satisfy the egnition
7=10 + 10 cos 2a°.

[Take one-tenth of en inch as unit along both axes. J
3

5. Prove that in onv triangle'.
Fin A sin B

a b

II A=63°. B=49°, a=50 in., find b to the nearest tenth of an inch.
6. Prove that:

(1)
CoS 04 sin 0 cos 0 sin 0 2
Cos 0 -sin ()ms 84-sin 0-1-2 Rini°,

(2) (Pee 8 -4-tan 8') (cosec 8 cot. 0)=(cosec 8+ 1) (sec 8 1).

7. If 2 sin 8+ 5 cos 8=5, prove that

tan 8=0 or it

8. .Prove that sin f A Bl=sin A cos Bcos A Bin B, where 4 and B are both acute
angles and A is greater than B.

sin 5A-4 sin AProve that sin =1-4-2 cos 2.4.

9. Slfew that in an' triangle .1 BC

54 r (13 el
sin

If b4-c=24.8 cm., o=11.89 cm.. A 39°, find ji and es,
10. A lighthouse is observed from ship which is steaming due N. to hear 62,° W. of

N.,.after the ship has sailed 10 miles. the lighthouse ispbserved to bear 100 IV. ofS.
Calculate distance of the ship from the lighthouse when it was nearest to it.

STA, ilea am) DYNMICii,

( Two and a half hours.)

(Assume fp.32 for fool-attend unit," '
1. State and prove The triangle of forces.
Find graphically: "or otherwise, the resultant of theiollowing forces acting ata point

viz, 5 lb due N., 10 lb 30° S. of W., 15 lb. 60° N. of E., 12 lb. SE. [Scale 1 cm.
to I lb.I`

2. A form 10 ft.. long weighe2etGne, its legs are 1 ft. frcfm each end. A boy weighing
8 stone sits 2 ft. from one end, another weighing 7 stone sits 3 ft. from the other end.
Fin4,the preieures of the loge of the form on the ground. \

101179°-18----18
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3. Prove that, if three coplanar forces which are not parallel are is equilibrium,
their lines of action meet in a point.
. A stiff light rod ABC, bent so that ABC is a right angle and pivoted to a fixed point
at A, has a weight of 12 lb. attached to-it at C and is maintained with .1B vertical
and BC horizontal by a horizontal string attached at C. If the tension of the string
is equal to the weight of 8 lb. and BC is 4 in., prove that AB is 6 in.

4. 0 is the center of a rectangular piece of cardboard ABCD; the piece AOB is cut
out and then fitted to and gummed on to DC so that AB. lies along DC. Find the
center of gravity of the cardboard in its new form.

5. A mass of 14 lb. rests on a rough plane-inclined at 30° to the horizon. If the coeffi-
cient of friction is .8, fiod.khe least force which, acting directly down the plane, will
just move the mass.

6. Prove the formula v2=2fs for uniformly accelerated motion.
A point moving in a straight line with uniform retardation describes 7 ft. in the

fifth second of its motion and 5 ft. in the seventh second. Prove that it will be atrest at the end of 11i seconds.
7. Define force and show how it is measured.
Find (1) in poundals, (2) in pounds' weight the force which will bring to rest in 8seconds a mass of 3 lb. moving at the rate of a mile a minute.
8. Explain the meaning of the terms work, energy, and power.
Find the number of foot-pounds of work done by a man who picks up a stoneweighing half a pound' and throws it through a window 20 ft. above the ground sothat it passes through the window with a velocity of 8 ft. per second.
9. A bullet is fired with a velocity whose horizontal vertical components are200 ft. per second and 40 ft. per second, respectively. 'rind the greatest height towhich it will rise and its distance from the firing point when it reaches-the ground

again.
TRIGONOMURY, STATICS AND DYNAMICS.

(MATHEMATICS I.)

( Three hours.)

(Assume for fool-seeond units.] .

1. Draw the graph of 5 cos x for values of x from 0° to 60°; and employ it to find the
angle whose cosine is .8.

2. Prove that sin2A =1 co8244.
Prove that
(sinA+sinB) (eq8BcosA)= sin(AB) [1cos(A+B)].

3. Show that in any triangle:
(1) b=c cos .4+a cos C;

(2) tan +}A= /(8b) (8c)
V 8 (8a)

If b=60 ft., c=72ft., B=52°, find thepoesible values of C.
4. Two men it A and B observe a balloon situated at a point vertically above the

line AB (which is horizontal) and between A and B; the angles of elevation of the
balloon are observed to be 68 12' and 78° 41', and the distance AB is 240 ft. 'Show
that the height of the balloon is nearly 400 ft.

5. State and prove the triangle of forces.
Find grapljically, or otherwise, the resultant of tile following forces acting at apoint, viz, 5 lb. due N., 101b, ° of W., 15 lb. 60° N. of E., 12 lb. SE. (*Setae 1CM. to 1 lb.) .
6. A form, 10 ft. long,.weighs e; US legs are I ft.., from each end; a boy weighing

8 stony sits 2 k. from one ertd, another weighing 7 stone sits 3 ft. from the other end.
Find the pressures of the legs of -the form on the ground.
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7. Prove *that if three coplanar forces, which are not parallel, are in equilibrium'
their lines of action meet in a point.

A stiff light rod ABC, bent so that ABC is a right angle and pivoted to a fixed
point at,,A, has a weight of 12 lb. attached to it at C and is maintained with AB ver-
tical and BC'horizontal by a horizontal string attached at C. If the tension of the
string is equal to the weight of 8 lb. and BC is 4 in., prove that AB is 6 in.

8. A mass of 14 lb. rests on a rough plane inclined at 30° to the horizon. If the
coefficient of friction is .8, find the least force which, acting directly down the plane,
will just move the mass.

9. Prove the formula v2=2fs for uniformly accelerated motion.
A point moving in a straight line with uniform retardation describes 7 ff. in the

fifth second of its motion and 5 fein the seventh second. Prove that it will be at
rest at the end of 11i seconds.

10. Define force and show how it is measured.
Find (1) in poundals, (2) in pounds' weight the force which will bring to rest in 8

secondl a mass of 3 lb. moving at the rate of a mile a minute.
11. A body is attached to a fixed point by a string. If the body is let. go when the

strin is taut and horizontal, prove that when the body is passing through its lowest
position the tension of the string is three times-the weight of the body.

ARITHMETIC, ALGEBRA, GEOMETRY, Aleq,GEOMETRICAL DRAWING.

(MATH EMATICS I.)

( Three hours.)

I. Three hells begin tolling together at the ates of 50, 55, and 65 times per minute,
respectively. How soon will they next toll together?

2. Having given that 1 cubic centimeter of water weighs 1 gram, that
1 kilogram=2.2046 lbs.
and 1 fo9t--30.48 ems.,

find the weight of 1 'cubic foot of water to the nearest ounce.
3. Solve the equations;

(I) (x2-1) (x-L2)=x2;
(2) x =a,

x2 (Ix + by =O.
4. Interpiet the expressions ai, a-2, and justify your interpretatio,p;
Simplify Va-2b2c1-1-(a.-4b-36) I

5. find the sum of n terms of an arithmetic progrefvion, whose first term and com-
mon difference are given.

Prove that, if n is an odd number, the sum of n terms of the progression is n times
thcniiddie term.

Find the fifth term and the sum of 5 temp of the progression
-1/2-f-1, 1, 1/2.-1

0. Draw the graphs of the equations
x+y=1, y(1

for the values of x between 2 and 3.
Show that the second ourve has equal grfdients at the two points'wlfere it ie cut

by the first.
7. Prove that the opposite angles of any quadrilateral inscribed in a circle are sup_

plamentary.
Two circles intersect in A, B. C, D ire any two points on one circle and CA, DB

cut the other circle in P, Q, respectively. Prove that PQ is parallel to CD.
8. Construct a mean proportional to two given straight lines and prove the con-

struction.
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ABCD is a rectangle such that the square on AD is twice the square on AB.
BE is drawn at right angles to AC to meet A Cin E. Prove that AE is one-third of AC.

9. If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other and the
sides about these equal anglie8 proportional, prove that the triangles are similar.

10. Draw a straight limn inches long and divide it into three parts proportional to
37:46:53.

UNIVERSITY 1. NDON.

MATRICULATION EXAMINAT I NS, JANUARY, 1916.

ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

Tuesday, January n---MornIng, 10 to 1.

1. Find z from the equation

x =635 - 1540X(.642)'.

If ..642 denotes a number lying between .6415 and .6425, what are the extreme
values of x? Give all the required values of z to three significant figures.

2. A consumer receives notice at the end of a quarter that the charge per unit of
electricity supplied is to be raised p per cent. In the next wailer he succeeds in
reducing the number of units consumed by q per cent. Give a formula for the per-
centage increase in ti fill for the quarter.

If p=10, and the bill is decreased by 6i per cent, find q.
3. There are two kinds of floors loth of the same . pattern, one 27 inches wide

costing 2s: 6d. per yard length, the other 45 inches wide costing 7s. (id. per yard length.
A lady requires 21 square yards of floorcloth altogether and, buys as much as she can
of the wider kind, but is determined not to spend more than .65. What length of the

'wider kind will she he able to buy?
4. Resolve into factors

(i) x2+22y24-2y.

(ii) ab 3a -4-21)

and simplify the expression

a' 3(a 1)44-3(a 2)4 (a 3)'.

ay +1, ab +1 ac-1-16. If x y= and b= a+c express /An terms of a and c, and
check the result by putting c equal to unity.

SOlve the equations

+1 4z)
)

x+.1\
'

(x 3)(z 4)=(y
x y = 9

7. (i) If 3z24-120+8y2+12x 10y 63=-0, find y when x =7.

(ii) Find thetralues of
1

each 'correct to three significant figures.

8. Draw graphs of the equations

(i) y =21 10z 1-z2 ,
(ii) y=12z-29zz.

rot what values of z is 27 10z+z2ks than 12x-29-0?
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9. A sunrof £1,000 is set aside at the end of each year and invested at 5 per cent

compound interest. Find approximately the total sum accumulated at the end of
19 years, including the.£1,000 set aside at the gad of the nineteenth year. %.

[Use which you require of the following:

(1.05)18=2.406619 (1.05)'°=2.526950 (1.05)2=2.653298.]
10. A and B could between them type 4,500 pages of manuscript in 100 working

St airs, and undertook to do so. After 36 working hours B was replaced by C, and thefirst half of the task was completed in 54 working hours from the start. After 80
working hours from the start B returned, and all three just finished the task in time.
Find the average number of pages typed in an hour by A, by B, and by C.

GEOMETRY.

Tuesday, January IIAfternoon, £3010 5.30.

1. Prove that, if two sides of a triangle are unequal, the angle opposite the greater
side is greater than the angle opposite the less. Also, state and prove the converse
of this theorem. .

In an acute-angled triangle )(BC in which AB is greater than AC, the lines drawn
from B, C perpendicular to the opposite sides intersect in 0. Prove that OB is greater
than OC.

2. Prove that the diagonals of a rhombus bisect each other at right angles.
The side BC of a rhombus ABCD is produced through C to' a point E so that CE

is greater than BC. The line ED is drawn and produced to cut CA produced in F,
and F is joined to B. Prove that the angles BFA, EPA are equal.

3. Prove that parallelograms on the same base and between the same parallels
are equal in area.

ft BCD, .1EFG arc two parallelograms having a common point, at A, and having
the vertex E on BC, and the vertex D on .f:G. Prove that the parallelograms areequal in area.

4. In a right-angled triangle prove that the square on the hypotenuse 'is equal to
the sum of the squares on the other two sides.

If two unequal right-angled triangles ABC, ADC are drawn on opposite sides of
-.their common hypotenuse AC, and if AM, CN are drawn perpendicular to BD,
cutting it in M, N, prove that B.112-1-BN2=DM21-DN'.

5. If a straight line AB is bisected al C and produced to any point D, prove that
CD2=AD.

Show how to find the position of D by a geometrical construction so that the rec-
tangle AD. BD shall equal the square on AB.

6. Show, with proof, how tp construct a square equal in area to' a given triangle,
illustrating your method by a well-drawn figure.

7. Prove that the angle at the center of a circle standing on a given arc is double
any angle at the circumference standing on the same arc.

Prove that, if a square be described externally on the hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle, and the right angle be joined to the center of the square, the joining line
will bisect the right angle.

8. The angle*, A, B of a cyclic quadri ateral ABCD are 110°, 85°, respectively,
and AB subtends an angle of 65° at the int of intersection of the diagonals. Find
the angles which the sides subtend at the c nter of the dreg.

9. Prove that in equal circles (or the same circle) equal angles at the centers stand
on chords which are equal.

Given the base' BC and the vertical angle A of a triangle ABC, the angle A being
acute; prove that if BM is drawn perpendicular to AC, cutting it in if, and if ON
is drawn perpendicular to AB, cutting it in N, the line MN is of co4tant length..
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10. If two chords AB, CD of a circle, on being produced, meet in a point P, prove
that the rectangles PA. PB and PC. PD are equal.

Two circles having a common chord AB cut a third circle, the chords of intersectionwith it being CD, EF, respectively. Prove that AB, CD, EF, produced if necessary,intersect in a common point.

MECHANICS.

Wednesday, January 18Afternoon, 8.30 to 6.30.

1. The gravitational acceleration at the surface of the moon is approximately 5.4feet per second. Calculate (a) the time taken by a projectile, starting vertically
upward from the surface of the moon with a velocity of 120 feet per second, to'return to its starting point, and (b) the maximum height reached.

How do these results compare with those upon the earth's surface?
2. Explain the variations of the force between the floor of a lift and the feet of a.man standing in it during the upward and downward journeys from rest to rest.
3. Give exact definitions of the terms force, momentum., work, and power, and explain

the connections between (a) force and momentum, (b) force and work, and (c) work
and, power.

4. Explain the principle by which the resultant of two forces not in the same straightline is determined.
The bob of a simple pendulum is deflected so that the string makes an angle of 30°with the vertical. It 'is then released. Calculate the direction' and magnitude of

the acceleration with which the bob begins to move.
.

5. Show how to calculate the magnitude and position of the resultant of a numberof parallel forces acting in a plane.
Equal weights are situated at five of the angular points of a horizontally placedregular hexagon of side, a. Find the line of action of the single force which would bein equilibrium with the weights.
6. Apply the principle of work to determine the mechanical advantage of a smoothplane inclined at b.n angle a to the horizontal, the load being raised by a horizontally

applied force.
Show what would be the effect of friction on the mechanical advantage; and' explain

what is meant by the efficiency of a machine.
7. Define the density and the relative density of a substance.
Describe carefully how you would carry out using a suitable bottlea determina-

tion of the density of (a) a liquid, (b) a powder soluble iu water, but insoluble in the
liquid.

8. Explain how the pressure of the atmosphere can beyaccurately measured.
At the top of a mountain a mercury barometer reads 67.2 cm. What is the pressure

in kilograms weight per .sq, cm., given that mercury hat, 13.6 times the density ofwater.



APPENDIX B.
ENGLAND.

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS EXAMINATION PAPERS.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY.

EXAMINATION FOR SCHOLARSHIPS, EXHIBITIONS, AND SIZARSHIPS.

Trinity, Clare, Trinity Hall,.Peterhouse, and Sidney Sussex.

December 7, 1910. 9-12.

1. The lines AB, BE, CF are drawn perpendicular to the sides BC, CA, AB of
the triangle ABC, and EF, FD, DE are drawn to cut BC, CA, AB, respectively, in
X, Y, Z. The tangents at A, B, C to the circle ABC cut BC, CA, AB, respectively,
in R, and L, M, N are the middle points of AP, BQ, CR, respectively. Prove
that the six points X, Y, Z, L, M, N are on the radical axis of the circles ABC and
DEF.

2. A, B are the points of contact of a common tangent of two given circles, and any
line parallel to AB cuts one circle in P and the other in Q. Prove AP and BO-inter-
sect ona fixed circle coaxial with the given circles.

3. Find three points X, Y, Z on the sides BC, CA, AR of the triangle ABC, tuch
that YZ, Z X, XY will pass, respectively, through three given collinear points L,
Al, N.

Hence, or otherwise, find the points of contact of three givv-tangents to a conic
having also given the pole of a given straight line.

4. Prove that, if n is a positive integer,

n n(n-1) n(n 1)(n-2)
1-12.r+ 12.22 -- r

=ex{1 x+ 12.2, x'
(n+1) (n+1)(n+2) ,_(n+1) (n+2)(71:1-3),-1+...}

12.22.32

6. Prove that, if a, 0, 7 are the three roots of the equation
x3-21x-I-35=0;

a2+2a 14 be equal to 0 or to y.
then will

6. Prove that
cos 2« sin (t3-7)+cos 2$ sin (ya)-1-yos 2Y sin (a-0)

=4 sin i ($ y) sin (y a) sin (a $) f) (cos (0-F-y)-1-Cos (y+a)-1-cos (a+0))

7. The diameter AB of a circle is produced to C so that BC is equal to the radius
OB of the circle; CD is drawn perpendicular to OBC and CD=BC. A point P is
taken on the circle on the same side of AB as the point D, and such that LAOP is
half a right angle. Prove that, if Q is the point where PD Cuts the circle again,
LBOQ is 1.001 radians, very nearly.

8. Prove that chords of the ellipse x2/0-Fy2/1)2-1=0 which subtend a right angle
at a given point P of the ellipse intersect the normal at P in a point P', such that PP'
is equal to 2abd/(a9-52), where d is the semidiabieter conjugate to CP.

245
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Prove that' as P varies the locus of P: is a similar ellipse, and that the normals to theellipses at P and P', respectively, intersect either ellipse in four concyclic points.9. Show that the locus of the intersection of normals at the extremities of chordsof a parabola which pass' through a fixed point is a parab*,sand find the directionits axis.
10. Find the equation of the tangent at the point (p2, 1, p) on the conic a13-X2=0;and prove that, if the sides of a triangle touch the conic and two of its vertices arenathe lines a-X8 =0 and a -X2fi=0, respectively, the locus of the third vertex is theconic

(XI-FX2)2(43-4XIX272=0.
11. Show that if 0 and 91. lie heiween 0 and w, a2 is less than 1, and' (1-2a cos 0+02) (1+2a cos o+a2)=(1- a' )2,

dO _sin 0 _1-2a cos 0-1-a2
do-Fin co- 1-0

. then

12. Prove that if the chow] of curvature through the origin is 2rnfan-1 (n 1), forany point of a curve at distance r from the origin, then the radius of curvature isproportional to

r(n+l)e(n-1)r(11-1).

0

December 7, 1910. 1-4.

BOOR WORK.

Candidates are requested to attempt at least ONE question from each section of the-paper, and not more than
THREE in ail.)

1. Write a short account of the method of projection in geometry. Include in thisaccount the properties of a projected figure corresponding to (a) circles, (b) rightangles,(c) a pair of equal angles, (d) middle points of lines, and (e) foci of conics, in the origi-nal figure, and illustrate yoUr theory by stating in a form true for all cemics the prop-erty that the angle at the center of a circle is double that at the circumference.
2. Prove that if m is prime to a the least positive remainders of the series of integers

k, k+a, . . k+(m -1)a
with resuct to m are a permutation of the numbers of the series

.0, 1, 2, . . . (m-t1),
and that

0(1'1)-1 0 (mod. m),
where (m) is the number of integers less than m and prime to it.

Prove, also, that (im-1)!-F1 is divisible by in if, and only if, m is a prime.Show that if m is a prime and p<m,

(p-1)!(mp)!+( m).
3. State and prove the leading propositions in the theory of determinants and indi-cate some applications of the theory.
4. Starting from the definitien of a differential coefficient, develop methods andresults which will enable you to differentiate any function obtained by combiningexponential functions, circular functions, powers, and the inverses of these functions.
6. Establish formula3 for the curvature at any point of a plane curve, includingthe cases when the curve is defined (a) by a Cartesian equation, (b) by equations ofthe type x==.(t), (c) by an intrinsic equation, (d) by a p, r equation, and (e)
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as the envelope of a line whose equation contains one variable parameter. Applysuch of these formula as are suitable to the cases pf the ellipse and the parabola.

6. Starting with'any definition of exp x or log x, where x is a real variable, develop
the principal properties of these functions, including among your results the expan-sions for exp x and log (1+x), the equation.

and the relation
--d-x-(log x)=

1

(1FzI P_
Explain, also, the connection between exp x and cr.

A. Prove the theorems on which graphic methods as applied to statical problemsdepend.
B. Investigate the various theorems concerning the conservation of energy andthe conservation of momentum under appropriate conditions for a system of twoparticles.
Apply your theorems to the solution of the following problem: Two, particlesOfmasses m and m' are connected by an elastic string, of natural length 1 and without

mass, and are-initially at rest at a distance 1 from each other at points A and B,respectively. Blows P and Q are applied to the particles in directions perpendicularto AB and toward A, respectively. Discuss the subsequent motion.
C. Investigate the various problems arising from the collision of smooth elasticspheres. In particular consider the loss of kinetic energy.

'A mass m of water issues per unit time from a pipe with uniform velocity u and strikes
a pail which retains it, there being no elasticity. Initially the pail is at rest, and ata subsequent instant is moving in the direction of the stream with velocity V. Provethat

dV rn(u V)3
di Mu'

and that the loss of energy up to this instant is

Mu V,

where M is the mass of the pail, and gravity is omitted from consideration.
D, Investigate the theory of the isochronisin of oscillations, considering harmonic

motion in general, motion on a cycloid, and the small oscillations of a pendulum.

December 9, 1910. 9-12.

FOR CANDIDATES IN MATHEMATICS, IN Mr:CHANIC.11, SCIENCES, AND IN MATHEMATICS
APPLICABLE 1'0 PHYSIC!,

Mathematical tables and squared paper are provided, and mathematical instruments may be employed forcalculation.

Candidates for mathematical scholarships are to omit questions, A-C.

A. Prove the formula
cos (A+ B)=cos A cos B .4 sin B.

Show that
sin A sin (BC)-Fein B sin (CA)+sin Gain (A B)=-.0.

B. Find the length of the perpendicular from the origin to to
3244 y 1=0.

Find also the equations of the two lines which are parallel to this line and at twice
its distance from the origin.
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C. Trace the curve y2-162, and find the points where it is cut by the line y=2x-6.
Prove.also that the line cuts the curve at angles cb anti o' given by

tan 4)=}, tan gV=3. .

1. The bisector of the angle A of a triangle ABC passes throfigh the center of the
square described externally on BC. Show that A is a right angle, or that AB=AC.

2. ABCD is a quadrilateral not inscribahle in a circle. Show tat
AC.BD<AB.CD+B(7..4D.

3. The roots of the equation,
x4-12x3+51x2-92x+60=0

are all integral: find them.
4. Prove that if x is the nth root of a, the error involved in taking x for the (n+y)th

Met of a is

where

is email.
Estimate roughly the extreme magnitude of this error when 2. and q are not greater

than 1,000 and 1. respectively, and n is not less than 200.

5. Solve (graphically or otherwise) to two signifiCant figures the equation

f-102-11=0.

6. Find the general solution of the equat.ibn

cosec 4ncosec 40=-cot 4acot 40.

7. Solve completely the triangles in which,

a=113, 6=152, .4=27°.

+q f logex
2
q
0.0 olapproximately,

Elogez
n+q

8. in an acute-angled triangle ABC, if L MN is the pedal triangle and p its in-radius,
show that

LM. MN. NL=2pA,
where A is the area of ABC.

'9. Interpret the equations obtained by eliminating r and y in succession between
the straight line x-E2y=3 and the conic x2-3y2=22, and hence (or otherwise) prove
that the circle described on this chord as diameter has for its equation

x3A-y2+ 18x 12y 128=0.
10. Find the relation between the eccentric angles at the extremities of conjugate

diameters of an ellipse.
If the ellipse be

x2/a1-1-y1/b2=1,
prove that the tangents at the ends of conjugate diameters intersect on the ellipse

2a/a1+ = 2.
and that the corresponding normals meet on the curve

2 (a2x2+ b2e)' == (a' - bs)' (a2x2

11. Prove the rule for differentiating the quotient of two functions.
Find the differential coefficients of

X-2 1.4-x2sin{ } tan (i- sin-Ls)
1-Fx'
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12.. A bell tent consists of a conical portion above and a cylindrical portion near the
ground. For a given volume and a circular base of given radius, prove that the
amount of canvas used is a minimum when the semivertical angle of the cone is
ces1 (I).

13. Integrate the following expressions:

1
tan x, x3 log x,

117-

(72-1-31-1-2)'

Apply the iategml calculus to evaluate
(i) the area of a parabola cut off by a lint perpendicular to the axis;
(ii) the volume of a sphere.

15. Trace the curve xy2=4a2 (2a x) and prove
(iS that thearea between the vane and the axis of y ie 4r(12;
(ii4- that the volume generated by the revolution of the curve about this line

is 22a3.

December 8, 1910. 1.30 -4.30.

I'011 CANDIDATES IN MATHEMATICS, IN MECHANICAL SCIENCES, AND IN MATHEMATICS
APPLICABLE CO PH,Ysics.

hfothematical tables and squared paper, are provided, and -mathematical instrununts may be employed for
calculation,

1. A-ship leaves a certain port and steams N . W. at 15 knots; 10 hours later another
ship leaves the same sport, and steams W. S.\\ . at 12 knots. Their wireless instruments
are capable of communittions up to 500 nautical miles, how long may the ships
expect to remain in touch with one another?

(A knot=a nautical mile an hour.)

2. A train passesirskition A at 40 miles per hour and maintains this speed for 7 miles,
and is then uniformly retarded, stopping at B, which is 8 miles from A. A second
train starts from A the instant the first train passes and, being uniformly accelerated
for part of the journey and mniformly retarded for the rest, stops at B at the same time
as the first train. What is its greatest speed on the journey?

3. A tramcar starts from rest and its velocities at intervals of 5 seconds, are given in
the following table:

Time 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

V'elocity in miles per hour 1 0 8.1 11.8 14.6 16.3 17.7 19

Calculate the distance in yards traveled in the above time. -1113o, if the car weighs
8 tons, estimate the effecti' e pull exerted on the car at the end of 20 seconds.

4. A particle is proic from a given point with a velocity whose vertical com-
ponent is given. Prop that the initial angular velocity about the foci's of the path
is greatest when the angle of projection is 45°.

- 5. A smooth sphere is tied to a fixed pint by an inelastic string, and another spheie
impinges directly on it in a direction making an acute angle with the string. Show
that, if the second sphere is reduced to rest by the impact, the ratio of the total kinetic
energy after the impact to that before is equal ,to the coefficient of restitution.

6. A light spring is such that m lbs. weight compresses it a feet. It is compressed
c feet (c > a). If m' lbs. is placed on the,.top and the spring is released, find the con-
dition that the weight will leave the spring, and its velocity when this happens.
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7. Four equal masses are attached at equal distances A, B, C, 1) at points on a light
string, and so placed that L ABC= 4 BCD= 120°, and the variousparfs of thy string
are straight; an impulse I is given to the mass at A in the direction BA, show that the
impulsive tension in AB is 4 I.

8. A heavy uniform beam, 8 feet long, weighs 20 lbs., and at (me end itrarries a load
of 20 lbs. and at the other rnd a load of 10 lbs. The beam thus loaded is to be carried
on a certain support. Find by a graphical construction the position of the support

If the beam into rest on two support§ which are to divide the load in a given ratio.
show how to find on your diagram any number of suitable pairs of points. an(rtind the
position of the supports when they are at a distance 4 feet apart, the pressures on them
being in the ratio of 3 lo 2.

9. A tripod consists of three equal rods. each of weight re, smoothly jointed at the
upper ends. It is placed symmetrically on a rough horizontal title, for which the
angle of friction is ct,', and a weight IVis put oa the top of the tripod. Show that the
rods can not make an angle with the vertical greater than

tan 1( 2 21:;+.433wwtan ).
10. Two equal unifOrm rods are fastened together so as to bisect one another at right

angles. They rest in a plane at right angles to ayough wall, the one rod resting on the
edge of the,top of the wall, and an end of the other against the verticalind'e. Prove
that the limiting,inclination 0 of the second rod to the vertical is given by the equati,in/ tan 0 cos2X=-----cos(X+0) sin (X-6);

where X is the angle of friction.
11. The figure ABCD represents a freely-jointed light plate), framework, with forces

acting in the plane at right angles to BCD. Show that. it. is in equilibrium, and
prove, grathically or otherwise, that the stresses in Afl1 C' are equal and if opposite.
sign.

40 lb 33 lb
go.

25- lb

12.. Two equal friction-wheels of radii R inches turn on axles B, Cyof radii r inches;
the coefficient of friction between wheel and axle is tan . A wheel of weight W is
attached to an axle of radius a inches which rests on the circumferences of the first two
wheels as in the figure. Neglecting the weightaof the wheels B and C, show that the

in 26 rleast couple which wiltrotate the wheel A is Wa , where sirt 0=-/esin q$: the centers
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of the three wheels forming an equilateral triangle.

251

(ALTERNATIVE QUESTIONS IN PHYSICS.) '\

13. A diving bell has the form of a paraboloid.of revolution cut off by a plane per-
pond icular to its axis at a distance h from the verteic, where his the height of the water

' barometer. If thethell be lowered so that its vertel is at a depth 5h/2 below the surface
I of the water, find how high the water will rise in tile bell.
i 14. A battery is connected to a galvanometer a 40 ohms resistance, and a certain

1

current is observed. The galvanometer is now shunted with a resistance of 10 ohms,
and the current in the galvanometer fads to one-half of the former value. Find the
internal resistance of the battery.

15. The coefficients of cubical expansion of mercury and brass are .00018 and .{.006
per degree *centigrade. A mercury barometer with a brass scale reads correctly at
15° C., standing at 30 inches; what will be the error at 35° C.?

16. One cubic foot of air ata temperature of 500°C, absolute is expanded isotherm -
ally from a pressdre of 120 lbs, per sq. in. to twice the initial volume; it is then
expanded adiabatically to three times the initial volume. Find the pressure and
temperature at the end of each stage and calculate, graphically or otherwise, the work
done and the heat units taken in during each stage, taking the mechanical equivalent
of one thermal unit as 1,400 ft. lbs., and the equation for adiabatic expansioa,of air as
pi't,-----const.



APPENDIX C.
FRANCE.

CONCOURS FOR ADMISSION TO THE IICOLE NORMALE SUPIIRIEURE
AND FOR THE BOURSES DE LICENCE IN 1913.

MATHEMATICS.'

GROUP 1.

I.

(Tim*. A hours )

Being given three axes of rectragular coordinates Or, Oy, Or, consider I he surface (S)
defined by the equation :=.ry+.0 and the line (D) defined by the equations y=b, : = r,
where b and e are two given constants, the second not being zero. In all that follows
this line (D) remains fixed.

1. Show that the surface (S) is ruled and find its generators.
2. To each rectilinear generator (G) of the surface (Si establish a correspondence of

the plane. (P) drawn through the-Line. (b) and parallel to the line symmetric to IC'
with respect to the...plane rOy. Determine the locus of the point of intersection of (G)
and of (I'), whet: the line (0) describes the eurface

Show that this locus' is a curve (C) situated on a- quadric -tQl, and determine this
quadric.

3. Form the equation of the fourth degree. giving the abscissas of the points of inter-
section of the curve (C) with a plane given by its equation itz+vy-i-tra+s=0. ('alcu
late the elementary symmetric functions of the roots mix function of it., v, s. From
this deduce the relation which the abscissasz1, x., r,, of four points of the curve 1C)
must satisfy in order that these four points should be in the same plane.

This relation will be useful in most of the questions which follow.
4, 1)educe from the preceding relation the conditions which the abscit-ias r,,,

of three points of the curve (C) must. satisfy in order that these three points shall
collinear.

Form the general equation of the third degree of which the roots are the abscissas of
three collinear points of the curve (C). Show that the lines which cut (C) in three
points generate one of the families of rectilinear generators of the quadric (Q).

5. Show that the necessary and sufficient- condition that the osculating .planes to
the curve (C) in three given points cut on tIie curve (C) is that the three points-are
collinear.

6. Through any point M of the curve (C) there pass two planes enjoying the property
of being tangent to the curve (C) at the point land in another point (that is to say of
being bitangent to the curve). Suppose M' and M" are the second points of Contact.
of these two planes. Show that there exists a 'Ape bitangent to the curvd (c) in Al'
and

What conditions Must be satisfied brae abscissas of the three points Al, Al",
of the curve (b) in order that any two of themare points of contact ofa plane bitangent
to the -curve (C)? .

I The solutions of the following problems are to be found In Nouvelle, deludes de Mathhwalfsee, tome 79,
Oct.-Nov., 1914, pp. 467-481

252
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7. Form the general equatio(Of the third degree whase roots are the abscissae of the
points M, if', if", of the curve (C) subject to the preceding conditions. Express the
coefficients of this equation by means of the abscissa s of the fourth point of intersec-
tion p of the curve (C) with the plane (r) determined by the points if, M', 11".

Calculate, in terms of the coefficients of the equation of the plane (r) and the
monlinates of the point of coneoutse, A, of the tangents to the curve (C) at the, points
M. It', if". This point A is said to be the point associated with the point s.of the
tune IC).

S. Show that there exists an infinity of quadrics, depending only on b and r, with/
respect to whiCh the point A is the pale-of the plane (s); determine these quadrics'
and show that one of them. is the quidric (Q) already considered.

Ifeten.iine the locus (1') of the point A, also the envelope of the plane (r), when tire
point g describes ihe curve (C).

9. With xny three collinear points p, pp p3. on the curve (C) are associattsi the three
vertices A,, A,. of a triangle, inscribed in the curve (F). net( nuine by supporting
b=0, the envelope of the lidos of this triangle when the line p, varies. Show
that in the same hylelthesis b40, the cirhk circum.seribed about the triangle A, A2 A,
14L'i4013 through two fixed points.

(Tigies I hours.)

Given two rectangular axes, and the differential equation y-2ry'l-y2y13=0:
1. Show that this equation admits of an infinity pf solutions, the curves (7. of which

the equation is of the form yl=f(x), .fir) denoting a polynomial in r. Write the gen-
eral equation °film cur*s shA that through every point of the plane Ciere passes
either one or three curies C. and deterntine the region of the plane eoiere the point
ought to be found in of'der that the number of the curves which ram through it shall
.equal three, &term* the locus of the points such that two of the curves C which
pass through one of t eta are orthogonal.
. 2. Given the poi t A (r=0.5, y=0). Let P _be that one of the curves C which
passes through A a is ()encore toward the pcsitive part of the axis Or; let B be the
Paint of the curve 'P which has for ordinate V 6. Is'iippose Q is that one of the curves C
passing through and concave toward the negative part of the z axis; suppose finally
that A' is the po nt where this curve cuts the axis Or. Calculate the area bounded by
the arcs of cur. s3 AB, BA', and the axis Or.

3, A movin point, starting from A. traverses successively the at e AB of P, then/he
are BA' of Q Its tangential acceleration is constantly equal to its velocity,. and its
initial veloc't v is equal to I ; at the point B suppose that. the velocity does not change
in magnitu e, but only in direction. Calculate to the nearest tenth the tinge taken
for the po' t to traverse the arc ABA'.

4. At e poi t B, the acceleration of the moving point suffers a discontinuity.
('alcula , by itAprojections on the two axes of coordinates, the geometric variation
of the victor- acceleration at the point B. .

Group

I.

C wilder in a plane two rectangular coordinate axes Or, Oy. A material point M,
of is : equal to unity,'is movable in a plane under the.action of a.force (F) of which..
t c e projections X and Yen the axes are ..x, x and y denoting the coot-
mates of the point .

1. Form and integrate the differential equations of the maim of the point M.
2. Determine the motion of M in supposing that at the beginning of the time its

coordinates are (a, 0) and that its xelocity has -'-a and 2a for projections on the axes.
Construct the trajectory (T) corresponding to this motion.
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3. Calculate the time taken by the moving point in going from any point M of itstrajectory (T) to the point M where the tangent to the trajectory is parallel to theradius vector OM.
4. Prove that the hodograph of the motion is a homothetic curve of the trajectory

(T) and calculate to the nearest tenth the ratio of homothety.
5. Thetmjcfctory ( T) passes through the point 0. Evaluate, in terms of the abscissa

of the point M, the area bounded by the arc of the curve OM and the chord OM, alsothe volume generated by this area turning about Oy.

II.

Evaluate to the nearest hundredth the integrals:
f IT dx dx

2cos J (2cos x+3)3

NOTE.For interesting comment concerning the emphasis on analytical geometry inthe above examination, compare E. Blutel's report, page 21 (Commission Internatio-nale de l'Enseignement Mathematique. Sous-Commission Francaise, Rapport., vol. 2).



APPENDIX D.
FRANCE.

AGRAVATION DES SCIENCES MATHtMATIQUE8.

As there are no mathematical examinations for teachers in any other country to
compare in difficulty with those to which the candidate for a French agregation is
required to submit, it seems worth while to give fuller details. I therefore subjoin:

I. Concours programs (announced' 9-11 months in advanc%). The examinations
were on topics selected from the program.

II. The corresponding examination papers. The four written examinations occurred
within five consecutive days. The first paper may seem short for the time
allowed (seven hours), but when the enormously high 'standard in presentation
and detail is taken into consideration, this is notiound to be the case.

L PROGRAlyff FOR THE CONCOURS.

I.GENERAL PROGRAM IN ANALYSIS AND MECHANICS, 1914.1

Since the programs for the certificate d'etudes euperieuree vary among the different
universities, the jury indicate in the program below the minimum of general knowl-
edge which the candidates for certificate in analysis (differential and integral calculus)
and mechanics are supposed to have acquired.

The subjectooLthe "compositions" in differential calculus, integral calculus, and'
mechanics will be chose" n from Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 of
this program; their scope will not exceed the standard set by the subjects of problems
proposed for the corresponding certificate for the licence.

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

1. Fundamental operations of differential and integral calculus: Derivatives and
differentials; simple integrals, curvilinear integrals, integrals of total differentials,
double and triple integrals.

2. Applications of the differential.caku lus: Study of functions of a real variable
(Taylor's formula, maxima and minima, functional determinants, implicit functions);
calculation of derivatives and differentials; change of variables. Order of connection
and class of an area.

3. Applications of the integral calculus: Proesses of integration. Length of an arc
of a curve (plane and gauche), areas, volumes. Differentiation and change of variables /
under the sign ff . . . Study of the integral5t"f (x)clx when one of the limits or*4

a
the function becomes infinite. Green's formula. Study of functions represented by
Certain series. Properties of power series.

4. Elements of infinitesimal geometry: " Infinitesimal .properties" of plane and
gauche curves (curve envelopes, curvature, torsion). Infinite'siinal properties of AIN
surfaces; surface envelopes, summary of the results on contact transformations;
developable surfaces, ruled surfaces; Meusnier's theorem; principal sections. Con-
jugate am, lines of .6trvature, asymptotic lines in any curvilinear coordinates.

1 Bulletin adminietralif du ininistere de l'instruction publicize, annde 1913,'8 Julllet, pp. 172-174. Al
though the programlor 1915 was published, no examination has been held since 1914.

101179'- 18- -17 255
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5. Elementary functions of a complex variable: Simple algebraic functions; circular
and logarithmic functions.

6. Theory of analytic functions: Properties of the integral ff(z) dz. Series of Taylor
and of Laurent. Poles, essentially singular points, residues. Reduction of the
hyperelliptit.integrals.

7. Differential equations of the first order: General solutions,' particular solutions,
singular solutions. Simple types of integrable equations. Integrating factor.Theorem of Briot and Bouquet on the existence of the solutions in the cases where
the known functions are analytic.

Differential equations and systems of equations of any order: General sOlution,_
particular solutions, first solutions. Simple types of integrable equations. Linearequations.

9. Integration of linear, partial differential equations of the first order.
10. Integration of differential equations (partial or total) of the first order.

MECHANICS.

' 11. Statics: Composition of forces applied at a point. Attraction of a spherical
homogeneous shell at an exterior or interior point. Elementary properties of poten-tial. Reduction of forces applied Co a solid body. Conditions of equilibrium of asolid body. ApplicationS to simple machines. Funicular polygon. Suspensionbridges. Catenary. Principal of virtual work.

12. Kinematics: Velocity, acceleration. Movement of a plane figure in its plane.
Representation of the movement by the rolling of a moving curve on' a fixed curve.
Movement of a solid body about a fixed point. Representation of the movement by
the rolling of a. moving cone.on a fixed cone. Movement of a solid body in spare.
Helicoidal movement. Relative movements. Theorem of Coriolis.

13. Dynamics.of a particle: Work. General theorems. First integrals of the equa-tions of motion. Application to the motion of the planets. Movement of a pointon a' curve or on a surface. Pendulum in a vacuum and in a resisting medium.
Conical pendulum. Geodetic lines.

14. Geometry of masses: Center's of gravity. Moments of inertia.
15. Dynamics of systems: General theorems. First integrals. Energy, stability of

equilibrium. Movement of a'iolid body about a fixed axis: Pressure supported bythe axis. Compound. pendulum. Movement, of a solid body about a fixed point.
General- movement of a solid body. I aw of friction and slipping. 'Application ofthe principle of vis viva to machines. D'Alembert's principle. Lagrange's equa-tions. Relative motion. Percussions.

16. Canonical equations; Jacobi's theorem.
17. Hydrostatics: Equjlibrium of a flui4mnass. Level surfaces. Pressure on a planewall. Archimedes's principle. Equilibrium of floating bodies.
18. Hydrodynaniics: General equations of motion of a fluid mass. Bernoulli'stheorem.. Torricelli's theorem.

LESSONS.'

Parts of the programs from which are drawn the subjects of the lessons.

I Although the program of "Lessons" for 1914 is given on pp. 175-177 of the Bulletin Administrant men-tioned above, the examinations on these lessons took place after the war had commenced, and I havebeen unable to tInd any published 'list of lesson-subjects
selected at that time: As the program of lessonsfor 1910 and the corresponding list of lesson-subjects wore available, they are gl Ven in this appendix. Thereis considerable variation in the program ti ". Lessons" liom year to year.
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Is..rnitmwriguas Sritamana.

Series: Series of positive terms; character of convergence or divergence drawn from

the study of the expressions: iru°r nut
Absolutely con erging series. Convergence of series, with terms iiternately positive
and negative, of which the general term decreases constantly in absolute value and
tends toward zero. Numerical examples.

General properties of algebraic equations: Number of roots of an equation. Relations
between the coefficients and the roots. Every rational and symmetric function of
the roots may be expressed rationally as a function of the coefficients. Elimination
of one unknown between two equations by means of syMmetric functions. Condition
that an equation has equal roots. Study of the commensurable roots. Descartes's
theorem. Complex numbers. De Moivre's theorem. Trigonometric resolution of
the binomial equation.

Functions: Function of a real variable, graphic representation, continuity. Defi-
nition and continuity of the exponential function and of the logarithmic function.

Limit of (1-F mwhen m increases indefinitely in absolute value. Derivative of a
function; slope of the curve represented. Derivative of a sum, of a product, of a
quotient, of an integral Power:of a function of a function. Derivative of a' and of
log x. Use of logarithm tables and of the slide rule. Rolle's theorem, law of finite
increments, graphic representation. Functions of sevtral. independent variables,
partial derivatives. law of finite increments. Derivative of a coinpound function.
Derivative of an implicit function (admitting the existence of this derivative). Em-
ployment of the derivative for the study of the variation of a function; maxima and
minima. Primitive functions of a given function, their representation by the area

of a curve.
Functions defined by a power series with real coefficients.. Interval of convergence:

Addition and multiplication. In the interior of the interval of convergence one _-
obtains the derivative or the primitive functions of the function, on taking the series
of derivatives or of the primitive functions (functions which extend to the extremities

of the interval are not considered). Examples:.- Developments in fieries `Of, 1

1 arctanx, log (1x), log 1x. Exponential series. Binomial Series. The

equations y'=y, and y' (1 -I-x)=--my serve to determine theisum of the last two series.
Development into series of a', of arcs in x.

Curves whose equation is resolved or resolvable with regard to one of the coordinates:
Tracing. Equation of the tangent at a point; subtangent. Normal, subnormal.
Concavity, convexity, points of inflexion. Asymptotes. Application to simple
exImples and in particular to the conics and to those curves of which the equation
is of the second degree with respect to one of its coordinates.

Curves defined by the expression of the coordinates of one of their points as fu tions of
a parameter: Tracing. Numerical examples. Curves of the second order nd those
of the third order'with a double point are unicurssil.

Curves defined by an implicit equation: Equation of the tangent and of the normal
at a point. Tangents at the origin in the case where the origin is a simple point or a
double point. Discussion of 1,he asymptotes in the case of numerical examples of
curves of the second and df the third order.

Curvature. Envelopes. Developable..
Polar coordinates: Th transformation into rectangular coordinates. Equation of a

right line. ConstructioB of curves; tangents, asymptotes., Applications (confined
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to the case when the equation is solved with respect to a radius vector). Case of thecorfics.
Gauchis curves: Tangent. Osculating plane. Curvature. Applications to the cir-cular helix.
Study of surfaces of the second degree with reduced equation: Condition of the contactof a plane with a surface. Simple problems relative to tangent planes. . Normals.Properties of conjugate diameters. Theorems of Apollonius for the ellipsoid and thehyperboloids. Circular sections. Rectilinear generatrices. The surfaces of thesecond order are unicursal.

DYNAMICS.

1. Free material point: Principle of inertia. Definition of force and mass.' Rela-tion between the mass and the weight. Inuariability of the mass. Fundamentalunits. Derived units. Movement of a point under the action of a force, constantin magnitude and direction, or under the action of force issuing from d fixed center:(1) Proportional to the distance; (2) in the ratio inversely as the square of th-e dis-tance. Composition of forces applied at a material point.' Work of a force, work of
the resultant of several forces, work of a force for a resulting displacement. Theoryof living corce. Level surfaces. Fields and lines of force. Kidetic energy andpotential energy of a particle placed in a field of force.

2. Material point, not free: Movement of a heavy particle on an inclined plane, withand without friction, the initial velocity acting along the line of greatest inclination.Total pressure on the plane; reaction of the plane. Small oscillations of a simplependulum without friction; isochronism.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

Intersedion of surfaces: Two cones or cylinders, cone or cylinder and surface ofrevolution, two surfaces of revolution of which the axes are in the same plane.
II.LESSONS ON THE SUBJECTS OF THE PROGRAMME OF THE SECONDE AID PRE-

miEns (C AND D) AND MATHEMATIQUES A.

Seconde (C and D).

Algebra: Resolution of equations of the first degree in one unknown. Inequalitiesof the first degree. Resolution and discussion of two equations of the first degreein two unknowns. Problems; substitution in equation. Discussion of the results.Variation of the expression ax+b; graphic representation. Equations of the seconddegree in one unknown (theory of imaginaries not discussed). Relations betweenthe coefficients and the roots. .Existence and signs of the roots. Study of the trino-mial of the second degree. Inequalities of the ftecond degree. Problems of thesecond degree. Variation of the trinomial of the second degree. Graphic representa-
axtion. Variation of the expression a-i-bix+bi; graphic representation. Notion of deriva-

tive; geometrical significance of the derivative. The sign of the derivative indi-cates the direttion of the variation; applications to very simple numerical extmples.and in particular to the functions studied before.
Geometry: Simple notions of homothetic figures. Similar polygons:; Sine, cosine,tangent,' and cotangent of positive angles less than two right angles. 'Metrical rela-tions in a right triangle and,in any triangle. Proportional lines in the circle. Fourthproportional; mean proportional. Regular polygons. Inscription in a circle of a

I It Is admitted that a force applied at a material point is geometrically equa e product of the massof the point by the acceleration that it impresses on the point
e It is admitted that, if several forces act at a point, the acceleration that they im on the point isthe geometric SUM of the accelerations that each of them impresses on it, if act*al
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square, of a hexagon; of an equilateral triangle, of a decagon, of a quindecagon.
Two regular polygons of the same number of sides are similar. Ratio of their per-
imeters. Length of an arc of a circle. Ratio of the circumference to the diameter.
Calculation of T (confined to the method of the perimeters). Area of polygons; area
of a circle. Measure of the area of a rectangle, of a parallelogram, of a triangle, of a
trapezium, of any polygon. Ratio of the areas of two similar polygons. Area of a
regular convex polygon. Area of a circle, of a sector, and of a segment of a circle.
Ratio of the areas of two circles.

- 4
Trandati Rotation about an axis. Symmetry with respect to a line. Sym-

metry witl respect to a point. Symmetry with respect to a plane. This second
kind of sy imetry is equivalent to the first.

Trihedral angles: Disposition of the elements. Trihedral symmetry. Each face
angle of a trihedral is less than the sum of the other two. Limits of the sum of the
face angles of a trihedral. Supplementary trihcdrals. Applications. Inequalities ofthe trihedrals.

Homology: Parallel plane sections of polyhedral angles. -Area.
Polyhedra: Ilomothetic polyhedra, similar polyhedra. Prisms, pyramids. Sum-

mary of notions on the symmetry of the cube and of the regular octahedron. Vol-
limes of parallelepipeds and.of prisms. Volume of a pyramid. Volume of a pyramid
truncated by -parallel sections. Volume of a truncated triangular prism. Ratio of
the volumes of two similar polyhedra. Two symmetrical polyhedra are equivalent.
phere: -Plank section, poles, tangent plane. Circumscribed cone and cylinder;

Area and volume.

PremN(C and D).

GEOMETRY.

Mathematiques A.

Arithmetic: Common fractions. .RedUction of a fraction to its simplest terms.
Reduction of several fractions to a conunorudenominator. Least common denemi-
nator. Operations with common fractions. Decimal numbers. Operations (consid-
ering the decimal fractions as particular cases of ordinary fractions). Calculation of
a quotient to a given decimal approximation. Reduction of an ordinary,fraction to
a decimal fraction; condition of possibility. When the reduction is impossible, the
ordinary fraction can be regarded as theiimit of an unlimited periodic decimal frac-
tion. Square of a whole number or of a fractional number; nature of the square of
the sum of two numbers. The square of a fraction is never equal to a whole number.
Definition and extraction of the square root of a *hole number or of a fraction to a
given decimal approximation. Definition of absolute error and of relative error.

. Determination of the upper limit of an error made moo sum, a difference, a produqct,
a quotient, knowing the upper limits of the errors by which the given quantities are
affected. Metric system.

Algebra: Monomials, polynomials; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-
. sion of monomials and of polynomials. Equations of the second degree in one un-

known. Simple equations which are equivalent. (The theory of imaginaries' is not
developed.) Problems of the first) and second degree. Arithrrietic progressions.
Geometric progressions. Common logarithms. Compound interest, annuities.

Trigonometry: Circular 'functions. Addition and subtraction of arcs. Multiplies,
Lion and division by 2. Resolution of triangles. Applications of trigonometry to
various questions relative to the elevation of planes. (The construction of the trigo-
nometric tables is not to be considered.)

Geometry: Inversion. Applications. l'eaucellier's cell. Polar of a point with
respect to a circle. Polar plane of a point with respect to a sphere. Hyperbola:
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Trace, tangent, asymptotes; simple problems on tangents. Equati n of a hyperbola
with respect to its axes. Plane sections of a cone and of a cylin Cr of revolution.

Vectors: Projection of a vector bn an axis; linear.mornent with respect to a point;
moment with respect to an axis. Geometric sum of a system of ectors; resultant
moment with respect to a point. Sum of the moments with prcepect to an axis.
Application to a couple of vectors.

Descriptive geometry: Rabattiv. Change of 'plane of projection; tation about an
axis perpendicular to a plane' of projection. Application to distan s and angles;
distance between two points, between a point and a line, between a poin and a plane;
the shortest distance between.two lines of which one is vertic,:al or at ri ht angles to
the plane, or of two liprs parallel to the same plane of projection; eonu on perpen-
dicular to these lines. Angie between two lines; angle between a line a d a plane;
anglo between two planes.

Kinematics: Units of length and' of time. Motion. Velative motion. jectory
of a point. Examples emotion, ReZilinear motion; uniform motion; ve ocity, its
representation by a vector. Varied inotion, mean velocity; velocity at a ven in-
stant, its representation by a vector; mean acceleration; acceleration at a ven in
stant; its representation by a vector. Uniformly varied motion. Cu vilinear
,motion. Mean velOcity, velocity at a gifilim instant defined as vectors. gebraic .value of velocity. Hodograph. Acceleration. 17eiform circular motion, : ngular
velocity; projq1ction on a diameter. Simple oscillation in a line. Change of the
system of comparison. Resultant of velocities. Examples and applications. Purely
geometrical applications are not to be i Isisted upoq.) Geometrical study of t helix.
Ilelicoidal motion of a holly. Screw and nut.

Dynamics: Work of a force applied to a material point. Unit of work. W irk of
constant force, of a variable force. Elementary work, total work. Graphical evalua-

, tion. Work of the resultant of several forces. Theorem of forces acting on a aterial
point. Simple examples.

Cosmography: Moon. Apparent proper motion ot the celestial sphere. Phases.
Rotation. Variation of the apparent diameter. Eclipses of the moon and of the sun.

IL EXAMINATIONS IN THE CONCOURS,

(1) Written, 1914.

MATHimATIQUES ti.15;siENTAIRES.

(June 30, Time, 7 hours: 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.)

Let A,, A2, i43, A4, be the four vertices of a tetrahedron T. 'Let a1.1 represent the
length of an edge AIAJ and 01A the middle point of this edge. Denote also by (A, B)
the sphere described on any segment AB as diameter.

1. Calculate one of the geometric products ' of two opposite edges of T aa a function
of the edges of the tetrahedron. Find the relation which exists between three of
these producti with respect to the three pairs of opposite edges.

2. Rind the relation which must subsist between the lengths of the 'edges of /4 in
order that the two lines 01.203.4 and 03.302.4 should be at right angles.

3. Suppose d is the distance between the radical planes of each ofthe spheres (A
A2), (Aa, A4) and of the sphere (01.2,03.4). Let d' and d" be the analogous corre-
sponding distances in connection with the two other pairs of opposite edg f the
tetrahedron. It is required to find the relations which must subsist,between the geeof the tetrpedron in order that d=d'=d".

Three vertices of such a tetrahedron being given, find the geometric locus of the
fourth vertex.. Discuss.

I It is recalled thatthe geometric product. of two vectors A13, CD is the product of the lengths of those
vectors and of the cosine of the angle between them.
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4. Being given any point M, draw the two bisectors of the angle A, Mk. Lgt
be the middle of the segment cut by these bisectors on the line A1,41; there are six
points w1,1. Demonstrate that these six points are in the same plane which may be
associat t Ali. the point M. Conversely, any plane-zr being given, one may estallish
a corr-spon nce of this kind with two points M and M' which are themselVes assn.

Wh t position must be given to the plane w in order that the corresponding
'points Mans -M' fall together? How must the plane 1r be displaced .whed a corre-
sponding poi I t M describes a circle the plane of which passes through the center of
the sphere c' u cebed about the tetrahedron?

5. Given a trahedron T, construct a point M0 coincident with its associate and
situated at the saw distance from the three vertices A A2, A3. .

Find the surface S, locus of the vertex A, when T is deformed, A A2, A3 remaining

fixed and the ratio -.14°±-11 preserving a constant value k.A,
Let D be any line passing through A,. Construct the points of intersection of D

and of S, and find the locus of the lines D tairgent tto Sand the locus of the point
of contact.'

MATHEATIQUES SPEcIA LES.

(July 1. Time, 7 hours: m. to 2 p. m.)

Given a hyperboloid of one sheet whose equation; with respect to its axes, is
x2 2 e5,:cFp3-7-1=0.

'There exist two families of such hyperboloids susceptible of being generated by
rsection of planes at right angles to one another passing respectively through

two fixed lines; we may pass from a hyperboloid 11 of the first family to a hyperboloid
11' of the second family by rotation through a right angle about Oz.

Let D, A be the fixed lines with respect to 11; D', A' the fixed lines with respect
to II'; find the surface loci of D, A and of D', A', when X, /A, vary, p remaining fixed.

There exist planes P parallel to the plane x0y cutting these surfaces in two curves
which have a common point A situated on Oz, and a common real point B situated
in the trihedral Oxyz; evaluate the area bounded by the arcs AB of the two curves,
alCio the volume generated by this area when the plane 1' has one coordinate (cote)
varying from z, to z2.

LI. 'With a hyperboloid H, of the first family, a correspondence may be established
with an infinite number of hyperboloids of the second family such that the fixed
lines with respect to 11, and the fixed lines with respect to one of these latter form
a gauche qu ilateral; let 112 be such a hyperboloid; pl, SI, and D2, 112 the fixed
lines with refer e to H, and //2 respectively; ABCD the quadrilateral .formed by
these lines; show t at the hyperboloid 113 generated by the intersection of two planes
cutting at right fin es and passing respectively through the diagonals of the quad-
rilateral .4BCD ap rtains to the linear point pencil defined by and 112, that
the feet a, b, c, d of t e altitudes Aa, Bb, C'c, Dd of the tetrahedron ABCDare on the
curve of the pencil and that the lines, other than the altitudes, which join the points
A, B, C, D to the points a, b, c, dare on a hyperboloid 1/1, 112, or

III. The hyperboloid H, being given. through a point A in space one may pass
-two hyperboloids H3 of the second family defined as has been indicated (II); on what
surface S must A be found in order that these hyperboloide 112 coincide? So also
through the point A ona may pass two hyperboloids 113 defined as in (11); on what

°surface' 8' must A be found in order that these hyperboloids 11, coalesce?
Show that I1, cuts, S and 8' along the same curve C, and that the intersection of

S and 8' is composed of the curve C and an imaginary curve.

e1

These questions are solved in Nouvelles Annelle.. de Mathematiguea, tome 73, oct.-nov., 1914,pp. 491-505,
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IV. Construct the projection r on thb plane x0y of the curve C; show that r isthe envelope bf circles orthogonal to a fixed circle and find the locus of the centersof these circles.
Find the locus of the middle points of the chords of the curve 1' which passesthrough the origin.'

COMPOSITION ON A SUBJECT OP ANALYSIS.

(July 3. Time, 7 hours: .7 a. m. to 2 p. m.)

Being given three rectangular axes df coordinates Oryz, consider the total differ-
ential equation (1) a2ykr+(zasy3)dyyd.=0 where .a denotes a given constant.

I. Deterniine the surfaces .hat are solutions of the equation (1). These sur esS are ruled; study their lines of striction and their asymptotic lines.
Fier each asymptotic line of a surface S, express the torsion as a function o the

angle which the binormal makes with the axis Oz..
II. The surfaces S all satisfy a partial differential equation of the first order (B)inthkendent of the- numercial value of the constant a. Indicate how one may,"by,

means of the surfaces Sf generate all the surfaces 2: that are solutions of this equation.
Tho surfaces .1: contain in general the axis Ox; determine the exceptional surfaces

which do not contain it and indicate their nature.
III. Demonstrate that the characteristic curves of the equation (E) are the

asymptotic curves of the different surfaces 8, and that they form one of the families
of asymptotics of the surfaces Z. Prove that they can be obtained as contact curves
of the surfaces 2', with the right'conoids having for axes the parallels to Oz meeting Ox.IV. Determine the second family of asymptotic lines of the surfaces I'. Provethat the curves of this second family can be obtained as curves of contact of the sur-faces with the right colloids having for axes the parallels to Ox meeting Oz.

Determine the ruled surfaces which are distinct from the surfaces S. Indicatetheir nature..
V. Suppose Tie a surface enjoying the property that one of its family of asymptotic

lines is formed from the curves of contact bf T with the right conoide having for axesthe parallels to Ox meeting Oz. Prove that the surface T either is a ruled surface with
diKetor plane parallel to the plane yOz, or else satisfies a partial differential equation

azof the form (E') F(z qy, py) =0, (p= Jz q= -)
t):1

Show that in the second case the asymptotic lines of the other family are character-
istics of the equation (E') satisfied by the surface T, and that these lin&t can beobtained as curves of contact of the surface T with the right conoids having for axesparallels to Oz meeting Ox.

If two surfaces, of which each satisfies an equation of the form (E'), al* tangent in
a point, they have at this point the same total curvature.3

MECHANICS.

(July 4. Time, 7 hours: 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.)

Motion of a marble in a basin. .
A homogeneous spherical marble is let go without initial velocity on the interior

hemispherical surface of a fixed basin of which the axis of symmetry is vertical andwhich is concave upward.
Required to study the motion of the marble,on the basin.
In particular solve the following questions concerning this motion:

These questions are solved in Nouvelles Anttalea de Mathematiguee, tome 74, Jan. 1915, pp. 15-29.Went, tome 73, deo., 1914, pp.539-547.
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I. Suppose first that the marble can be concentrated at a material point A.
1. Indicate the nature of its motion when the bodies in contact are perfectly

smooth.
2. Consider then the case where the coefficient of friction/ of the marble on the

basin is not negligible. Determine first the condition of equilibria for an initial
determinate position A° of A. (Denote by cko the initial value,.comprised between

Oand2,;-, of the angle if) df OA with the downward vertical OZ). When this corfdition

is not satisfied, the point A is changed for a time in a determinate sense on a circle 1'.
For the moment confine the calculation to that of the expression for the velocity v
of A as a function of"tips-antle cb during this interval of time T.
II. Then solve-the Bathe questions in the case where the radius r of the marble is

not negligible.

x

But when the slipping friction is appre le, confine the attention (neglecting thel
rolling friction) to the case where the n arb rolls without slipping from the initial
instant. Show that for a given initial p iii , Ac,, of the center A of the marble this
comfit* is necessarily produced if the c fficient of friction! is sufficiently large.
(In this case call w the velocity of A, and si th instantaneous /clocity of rotation of the
marble.)

w2
III. Find an approximate value of 7, w and v being calculated for the same position

of OA, very near to the common -initial position OA° and for the same vallhe oP the
coefficient!, when the radius r which enters in fe2 is very small. j .

' IV. In a general manner, compare the results obtained in Paragraph Nvith those
of Paragraph II when the radius r of the marble tends toward zero, and the values
of 00 and of f(zero or not) remain the same. It is noted that these.rosults are different;
indicate in alew words the origin of this paradox.

V. Return to' the case where the marble is reduced to a material point. Show that
during the interval of time T the velocity v of the marble supposed rough is less than
that, V, which it possesses if it were smooth when it 'passes through the same point,

4, starting froin the same initial position A0.
VI. Then continue the study of ,the motion of the marble reduced to a.material

. point and indicate the various circumstances which can present themselves according
as thd value off and the position of Ao (without now limiting ourselves to the case
where the interval of time 2" when the velocity of A doei not change the sense).
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VII. In particular, indicate what happens when the value 0: is taken equal to32°, then jo Si)', the coeffieient of friction having in the two cases the value 0.75,"then the value

Notation: ('all p the iuterior radius of the basin, 0 its center and mg the weight
of the marble. It will pAssibly be found useful to set tap B f and tan 01=2f.

Of the candidates who took the previous examinations, 29 were declared by thejury to be adniissihts. Further test of each of these by: (1) A numerical calculation;(2) a probleM in descriptive geometry (ipure); and (3) an oral "lesson" occurred onAugust 21, 1914. This resulted in the final selection of 15 agrfcges.
The members of the jury for the entire examination were:

Niewenglowski, inspector general of public instruction, president.
insp ator general of public instruction, vice president.

Cartan, professor at the.I niversity of Paris.
Frechet, professor at t h University of Poitiers.
Greq, professor at ',yell,' St. Louis.

In 1910 the numerical .calculation and tspure were as follows:

Calculate the integral
NUMERICAL CALCULATION.

C2.1100. 10cosa\2da
I \ 101 20cosa)

The direct method of primitive functions should be employed and it should be
compared with the results obtained by the methods of approximate in4egration.
Indicate, in each of these methods, the number of significant figures that are deter-
mined with certainty.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY (EPURE).

A parabola P situated in a horizontal plane has for horizontal projection a parabola
of which the focus is 96 mm. to the left of the major axis, and 60 mm. below the minor
axis of the sheet; its vertex is 102 min. to the left of the major axis and 54 mm. below
the minor axis.

A frontal line D.is inclined at 45° to the horizontal plane and it rises from right to
left: it passes through the point of the horizontal plane -orprojeagon situated at 130 mm.
to the right of the major axis and 96 Dim, below the minor axis of the sheet. This line
is met by the parabola P in a point situated to the right of the profile plane which
contains the major axis of the sheet.

Consider the parabolic segment bounded by the arc of the parabola P which con-
tains its vertex and by the parallel to the ground line distant 1.44 mm.; required to.,
represent in vertical projection only the solid generated by the rotation of this segment
about the line D.

Take the minor axis of the sheet for ground line.

SUBJECTS OP THE "LESSONS" IN 1910.

(1) In Mathematiques Elenientairee.

Solution of triangles.
Symmetry with respect to a point.
Symmetry with respect to a line. ( s in the.claase de premiere.)
Symmetry with respect to a plane.

Variation of dzar+i ; graphic re esentation (program of seconde).
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Supplementary trihedral angles. Applications.
Rabattments. Applications.--Angle between two lines, angle between a line and a
.plane, angle between two planes.

Conversion of an ordinary fraction into a decimal fraction. Repeating fractions:
(Mathftatiques A.)

Volume of pAralleltepipeds and prisms. (Do not consider the truncated pyramid or
the truncated prism.) (Premiere.)

Plane sections of a cone of revolution. '(Dandelin's method.)
110inothetic polyhedra. Similar polyhedra. (Premiere.)
Relation between the coefficients and the roots of the equation of the second degree.

Applications.
Summary of notions on the symmetries of the cube and of the regular octahedron.
Tangents to a hyperbola. Asymptotes. Simple problems on tangents.
Notion of the derivative, geometric significance of the derivative.
Application to the variation of simple functions. (Program of seconde.)
llomothety in plane geometry.
Inversion (in a plane and in space). Applications.
Mot ion of the moon. Phases.
Problems of the second degree. (Matheimatiques A.)

(2) In MathWatiqva Spleiales.

Small oscillations of a pendulum without friction: Isochronism.
Asymptotes in polar coordinates; position of the curve with respect to its asymptotes.
Theory of enVeltTes in plane geometry.
Normals to the ellipsoid.'
Curvature of plane curves. Evolutes. Examples (rectilinear coordinates).
Motion of a point under the action of a force issuing from a fixed cent crawl proportional

to the distance. .

Motion of a heavy particle on an inclined plane with or without friction, the initial
velocity being zero or directed along the line of greatest slope.

Number e. Limit of (l+-1) .

Series of positive terms. Oriteria of convergence and divergence derived from study
of the expressions:

nuP; mirserical examples.
lln

I.

Complex numbers. a+bi. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division. 4eo.
metric representation. .

Use of the derivative far the study of the variations of a function; maxima and minima.
Numerical examples.

Developments into series. Applications to the series of the binomial and of arcs in x.
Motion of a point attracted by a fixed' center in a ratio inversely as the square of the

distance.
Construction of a curve (p=f (61)) in polar coordinates. (It should be assumed that the

lssons on tangelits and asymptotes have been given.)
Discussion of the .commensurable. roots of an equation with integral coefficients.

Examples. .
Multiplication of series. Applications..
Power series. Intervals of convergence. - Differentiation. Integration.
Intersection of a surface of revolution and a cone.
Trigonometric solUtion of the binomial equation. .
Infinite branches in the intersection of cones and cylinders. (Descriptive geometry )
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Intersection of two surfaces of revolution of which the axes are in the same plane,
Symmetric and rational functions of the roots of an algebraic equation.

The jury for the concours of the agr6gation in 1910 consisted of:
Niewenglowski, inspector general of public instruction, president.
Ilatlamard, professor at. the College de France, Nice president.
ConThette, inspector general of public instruction.
Gravy, professor at Lycee St. Louis.

professor at the university of Own.
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A mimeographed pamphlet (16 pp.) published annually from 1901 -.to 1913, by the 1.1braltie
Mortint. Paris, contained the 6preuves Mites and subjects of the " Lessons ".for the A gr6gat idn des Scienods
Math6matiquos of the year.

Published solutions of some of the questions of the agrAgation during the four years Jil10-1913 may be
consulted in the following places:

A grigation 19to.- Composition in-Math. Elhm.: Journal de Math. 17ern.,arm6e 35, m , 1911, pp. 121-r24.
Composition in Math. Spk.: (I) Rev. de Math. Spit., annee 21, juin, 1911, pp. 214-22 , (2) A'our. .4 »nab,
de Math., tome 70, janvier, 1911, pp. 72-W; Composition In Analyse: Rollo. An s de Math., tome 79,
janvier, 1911, pp. 21-39.

A grIgation' 1911.-Composition In Math. Eltim.: (1) Journal di Math. Film., tie 36, juin. 1912. pp.
137-140; (2) Now'. Anodes de Moth., tome 70, ao0t, 1911, pp. 356-373; Composit n Math. Spec.: Revue
de USIA. Spit. annk 72. join, 1912, pp. 512-515; ('pure: Remo de Jlaih. Spin., 1,....v.,sont, 1912, pp. 576 -
675; t.'omposit ion in Analyse: lout,. (finales de Math., tome 71, mai, 1912, ). 231-240; Composition in
mkanique: Nour. A nooks de Moth,, tome 71, d6icernbre, 1912, pp. 549-567.

A privation 1911. - Composition in Math. (1) Journal de Mob,. El In., ram& 37, Jilin. 1913. pp.
149-154; (2) lou, Annaies de Math., tome 71, dkembre, 1912, pp. 508-52 ('imposition In Math. Spec.:
Revue !le Math. Spin, annie 23, sept., 1913, pp. 2S9-294; Composition in 3-se: Rosso. Annake de Math.,
tome 72, Jul', 1913, pp. 316-323.

Agrlvation 1913.-('omposition in Math. tWm. (1) Jour. de Math, F em.,.aimee 3S, juin. 1914, pp. 11)-
144; (2) Nour. (Isoles de-Malli., tome 73, fiv., 1914, pp. S1-69; Com Cili011 in Math. Si*.: (1) Revue dr
Math. Spil., anntie 24, jull, 1914, pp. MI-555.(2) Nour. Amides de . ath., tome 73, juli, 1914, pp. 316-324:

Composition in Analyse: Nour. A nnales de Math., tome 73, jan., 19 1, pp. 26-31; Opreuve pratique: Revue
de 161 I. Sptt., ann6e 24, jull, 1914, pp. 559-561.

Tliprognims (or each year are usually published during the July in the Bullion tidrnirostratif
du ministers. de Finstruelion publique.



APPENDIX E.
GERMANY. %

A. REIFEPRUFUNGEN.

I. WURTTEMBERG.

Questions of a (1) Gymnasium; (2) Realgymnasium; (3) Oberrealschule.

(1) GY..1fNAS1 UM:
Ali3OEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY.

1. Two pljtces M and N arxi 119 km. apart; A goea from A/ to N and travels 20 ktn.
on the\first day, 18 on the second, etc., B starts from N toward .11 two days after
A's departure and travels 10 km. on the first day, 13 km. on the second, etc.
When and where do they meet coach other?

2. Solve:
X y

(1 -:').
=1,1 (1-e).

3. A certain capital brought ti per cent interest, and. although 42(1 marks were annu- -
ally withdrawn, was doubled in 18 years. How large was the capital?

4. Solve the trianglie given
a =450.34, p=92.5, pa=367.52.

fp is the radius of the inscribed circle and pa the radius of the escrihed circle
opposite the angle Al

PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRY.

1. Construct a triangle given 4,2, ta and the condition that the projection of t on a
is equal to (ha=--altitude of triangle from angle A; tor=length of themedian
from the angle 'A.)

2. On a given fine segment a, draw two similar rectangles such that the portion of
one outside the other is a square.

3. On a gieolitie segment AB a semicircle is described. Find p point X on the di-
ameter AR produced and a point Von the tangent at A such that XV is divided
by the semicircle into three equal parte.

4. A given rectangle ABCD rotates about the side AB as axis. It is required to
the rectangle into three parts by lines drawn from D such that the solids

.generated by these parts shall have equalvolumes.

(2) REALGfrilNABIUM:
HIGHER ANALYSIS.

1. Find thel value of som 2, for x=0.

267
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2. The total surface of a cylinder is 924 square meters. What-must be its height and
the length of the radius of its base in order that the cylinder should have a maxi-
mum volume?

3. For the curve y= x2(3 x) determine the maxima and minima-points and point of
inflexion, also the eqUation of the inflexional tangent. Graph the curve. Cal-
culate the area between the curve and the positive xaxis. .

4. Determine the area bounded by the curves:
,y2= 1(x-8) and (x+4) (y+3)=36,

and lying within the first curve.

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.

1. Through the vertices B, and Rol the minor axis of an ellipse and a focus F, a
parabola is drawn whose axis coincides with the major axis of the ellipse. (a)
Find the equation of the parabola;. Construct the tangents to the parabola at 'B, or B2 and find their equations.

2. The tangent to the ellipse
z3
(?-1-172=1.

at epoint P meets the Y-axis in P2; and the normal at P meets it,in P,. One
focus F, is joined to P,, the other to P2. What is the geometric locus of the
point of intersection of F, P, and F, P2? (F, and F2 on the X-axis.)

3. Consider:whether or not the line y=.4x 2, z=3x+2. Cuts the circle
x2+y2+22-.30.

4 3x--6y+z-F2=0.

4. Given a sphere with center at the origill and radius equal to 5.. A cylindrical sur-
face tangent to this sphere is described with generating line parallel to the line.

y =2x, z =3z.

Find the equation of the cylindrical surface.

(3) OBERPEAiSCHULE.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

A sphere is surrounded by a plane concentric ring (Saturn); the plane of the ring
is parallel to the horizontal plane: Construct the shadow of the sphere on the ring,
the shadow of the ring on the sphere; the shadow of the sphere on itself, the "shadow
of the whole system on the horizontal plane. (The light comes from above' the left
and is parallel to the vertical plane.) The various measurements are supposed given.

TRIGONOMETRY.

1. In a place A, whose eastern. longitude is X=9° 59', it was obsei'ved on the 19th of
June that the sun rose at tl4 minutes, 8 seconds past 4 (middle European time) and
culminated at 48 minutes, 14 seconds past 5 (star time). Hence determine the
geographical latitude of A, the M. E. T. of sunset, and the declination of the sun

"'"-- 'if the time equation is +0' 24"; and the inclination of the ecliptic is =27° 27' 10".. .2. Ifal3+7-1-6=360°, change the expression.

cot-c4cot t 7+COt aco

into a product in which 6 is lacking.
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Ps "sic&

(Mathematical questions only.)

1. A factory power canal 2 meters broad and 1 m: deep is closed by a heavy lock, of
weight G=110 kg., and raised upward. How many horsepower must an electric
motor possess in order to raise the gate entirely out of the water, in t=3 seconds,
the coefficient of friction of the gate being f =0.2.,

2. A plane convex lens stands centered opposite a telescope focused to infinity, and
with its plane surface next the telescope. A luminous point lying on the other
side of the lens, on its axis, is clearly seen in the telescope if it is at a distance
1 =16.3 from the vertex of the curved surface of the lens. What signifiCance
has l for the.lens? How can the radius of curvature and the position of the prin-
cipal points he calculated from this, if the thickness of the- lens is d=0.6 cm.
and the refraction quotient is 1.53?

II. HAMBURG.

(I) WILHELM GYMNASIUM. Spring, 1909.
1. An ellipse with semi-axes a=7, b=5 cm. is rotated about (i), the axis 2a (ii), the

axis 2b, and a tangent parallel to a. Compare the volumes of 'the three
surfaces of revolution with one another.

'2. Given the function y=
1°g

a-f-x2
2bx

Find the first and second derivatives, and the value' of x for which the function
is a minimum.

'3. A square.pyramid is to be circumscribed about a 'sphere of radius r, so that its
volume shall be a minimum. What are the lengths of the edge of the pyramid
and of a sidejof the square base?

4. How high is the sun on the longest day in Hamburg if it is exactly in the west and
at what time (local time) does this Occur?

Special exercises.,
8

' 1. f- 4 Vi2dx=?
0

2. Integrate fez. gin x dx.

(2) REALGYMNASIUM. Spring, 1907.
41. Projective geometry: The vertices A and .4, of the major axis of an ellipse are joined

to a vertex B of the minor axis; on these lines BA and BA,, perpendiculars are
let fall from the points I) and D in which a movable tangent to the ellipse cuts

le the tangents at the vertice,..,A and Ai. Show that the locus of the point of inter.-
section A of these perpendiculars is a hyperbola, of which the asymptotes are the
perpendiculars through A and A, to BA and BA,,

2. Analytic geometry: Given a hyperbola with center 0 and a line a perpendicular
to the transverse axis and cutting it at a distance c from 0; the polar of a point
P, of a cuts the diameter 0 P, in A. What is the locus Of A as P, moves in a?

3. Cubic equa4bn: In order to compare the specific heat of copper and lead one wants
two quantities of equal superficial area and weight. If a quantity of lead in the
form of 'a cylinder with ends capped by two hemispheres is availablj, then a
similarly, formed copper cylinder with hemispheres capping the ends must be

I In practice, es a matter of fact, solutions of special exerciseit,...which are very little harder than
others, compensate for failure in one of the required qu8stfons. Two faultless solutions of questions are
usually necessary and sufficient for the predicate " satisfactorysl! For " Very good," four solutions with,
out error are expected.
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formed' ouch that its weight p=1627s and surface 0=27 r cm.' are equal to the
piece!of lead. Determine the height of the cylinder and the radius of thsesti
hemispheres if the specific heat of copper is 9 g .

4. Differential calculus: The curve

4y r2 =
3

2x2)

has a point of inflexion, a maximum, and a minimum point. Determine these
points and draw the curve.

Special exercises..'

(i) Solve the first question by analytic geometry.
(ii Solve the second question by pure geometry.

(iii) The intrinsic equation of Van der Waals is

R0=(p+17.5) (vb)
I 0

a -

where p is constant.and the absolute temperature 0 is a function of the volume v.
For what value of v has the corresponding curve an inflexional tangent? What
value must p have in order that the inflexional tangent be parallel to the axit,
of volume?

(3) OBERREALSCII ULE (one of four), spring, 1907.
1. Through k payment of 6,000 marks a man 30 years of age purchases life insurance.

How much is this insurance on the basis of 4 per rent interest and Schubert's
table of vital statistics? What age must the man reach in order that an equal
sum would be paid to his heirs from a savings bank in which the 6,000 marks at
31 per cent had been deposited till the termination of the contract?

2. What regular spherical polygons can be made up of equilateral triangles and how
large are the radii of the inner and outer tangent circles of these polygons?

3."Find the first polar of the curve
2x3--1- 23:2 8x y +8=0

with respect to the origin. Dravi the curve and discuss it. Find i intersections
with the xaxis and the tangents to the curve in these points.

4. What is the value of the difference

i 2 sinx sin2xdx i-coax tan rI4 th,.1
T" -5

cos x * sin x

Special exercises.
O..

(a) Find the locus of the vertex of a triangle with given base 2 c and sides of given
product pr

(1) What is the form of this locus according as p is greater than, equal to, or less
than c?

OExample for sketching: c=3

721-2112, A= -1110; 7)3.3
(2) In 'what case is there a double point, and what arelhe tangents at this double. point? 41

(3) Find the first.polars of the point at infinity on the base of the triangle, of the
point at,,infinity on the perpendicular bisector of the base, and also of the
middle oi the base with .respect to the locus in question. Indicate tha
significance of these lines for the lotus, and drawa sketch for'the numerical
wines c=3 and p=21/1.
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(b) Evaltiate the integral
f(b:1-1/01-ag:c

:c -"a +2 bx--P

B. LEHRAMTSFROFUIVGEN.

WURTTEMBERG.

I. Questions in the Mathematics - Physics Division.

HIGHER ALGEB1.
1. Given the equation

271

x44-ake-i-a2x2i-a3z-1-a4=0
whose roots are all different from one another. Fild the equation of the fourth degree
in y, which is satisfied by the unsymmetric function's of roots y=x1-1-x,-{-xs, etc.
Piove that khe discriminants of the two equations are identical.

2. According to the general interpolation formula find an integral algebral func-
tion y, (fourth order in x), which for -

=0 2 3 6 ,takes on the values x =0'
, 0,, 3, ,105,, 630

41.

(Indicate also a second method, without details; evaluate the determinants which
here enter.) Further show that the value y, can he changed into an "Uberzweizahl,"

if for numbers of the form (r) the name " eber-r-Zahl" is employed. Write down
the values of the numbers y._, -to yo. .Further calculation of y. checked by these
values; calculation of the sum y_, to y1. Checks.

Ilion ER ANALYSIS.4
S

1. Evaluate and give the geometric meaning of the double integral
2s /

.12a f (1-4(4ax)yj dy;V 4-ax
give a plan and Ail. ration sketch.

2. (/ Cd-Yx-Y)]1.
Jz z3. 12xyVx+3y(x2-;2y2)=2.

4. Derivation of the properties of the logarithm and of the exponential flunctionin
the complex field. Give throb examples.

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY..
1. Discuss the curve

eey-2x3y2+2x2y3+xy4 y2 2x4+ 414y 41V+ 2y4-4x2y 3xy2 y3----0.
2 Find the equation of tiii) tangent-surface of the space curve z.=X, y=X2, z=0.3

and determine the orthogonal traictories of the.tangents on the surface. Without
calculation what maybe stated with regard to the lineaof curvature, the asymptotic
lines, and fhe geodetic lines of the surface? (if time is lacking it is only necessary,
to write the differential equ.tionbf the trajectories.)

SYNTHETIC GEOMETRY.

1. Determine the center of a hyperbola given four points and the direction of an
asymptote.

5. 2. To four, planes through a point 0, no three of which cut in a straight, line, the
northale in 0 are given. How may the normal at 0 to any plane througn 0 e.con-.

101171018-18
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structed through Simply joining and intersection; and in particular without the
further Ilse of a right angle?

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

in a vertical plane of projection a semi-ellipse is given, q which-the shadow is a

. .

semicircle. It is subjected to a rotation in space about a vertical axis. Construct
the normal curve and the meridian' of the surface of rotation so constructed, i. ., the

(Suppose the proportions given.) Give .a free drawing in india ink of t wo

section of any plane (1) perpendicular to the axis of rotation or (2) through th axis.

curves sought, also a short-description of the corresponding construction.

ANALYTIC 111E171f ANICS. -.
1. On three mutually perpendicular weightless sticks, rigidly fastened together at

a point 0, "inass-points" P, (2, R are placed at distances a, b, c from 0.
The system is turned about an axis through 6 which at a given instant, when the

angular velocity Is 0.), makes angles.a, 13, y with the three sticks.
How great is the ris Lira of the turning motion of the system at this instant? Through

what-single force at 0 and what,pair of forces (what iixis-moment) may the three cen-
trifugal forces he replaced? I . . .

Discussion of the results for the case a=0-=7,
2. The veloerfles of three noncollinear points of a rigid body moving with freedom.

. .of the first order, are given for a certain instant as vectors, i. e., in size and direction.
Show how to find, eittr by drawing or by calculation, for the sarnelenstant: (a) the
velocity of a fourth point of the body:also considered as a vector, and (b) the central
axis or rotation axis, i. e., the locus of the points of the body which, for the instant,
of all of its points has the least velocity.

TRIGONOMETRY AND MATHEMATICAL GEOotAPHY.
E. ' .. ,

.
.1. On two

,
rioints .A and 11 of equal height andt

25 meters from each othN:, rests a
smooth thin br.nd of steel which sags 50 centilneters in the iddle. How many milli-
meters (to She nearest tenth of a millimeter) is the band nger than 25 meters?

The calculation is. to 1).e/carried Through, and the exactit of the result proved,
without employing any tables. (The calculation Its to,be carried through in numbers.)

2. On a simple rod standard a vertical reference-plane F is determined by a strong
white endless thread passing through two ring's (k, and 02, and stretched with the
hqlp of a hanging stone 03. The azimuth ethe two directions of the thread differs
by exactly 18Q °. The azimuth is not exactly but it corresponds about (accord-
ing to the compass within 5°) to the prime ve i .

At the point of observation in middle Germany), determining the northern' lati- ''''
tude 0 on an evening toward the end of November, 1895, the following times of transit.
through the plane of the thread are observed in

59:, 'a (about westward) S,=2q0-291;
erial time: . i

-y

. dromeda (about eastward) S3=22" 35'n 45'.'y . 4

The apparent AR [right ascension] and a [declination] of the two stars on the evening
of observation were: _

..

.i * _fy Lyra a,=18" 552! 2', 81-f-32° 324,
0

1 7 Andromeda, a2.---lh 57"' ip, a2=1-41° so,A.:
What is the northern latitude 'of the place or$bservation? *hatowds the'azim*

. .

;of the plane of the thread? What kind of stars are to be chosen for such determiha-
don of.the northern latitudeby transits through one and the same vertical first east-
ward and thdti westward' Cali!ulation of 0 kn numbers is desired.

(The candidate isallowed s.Nlogarien table.),
.

.

14 '
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS.

1. Discussic of the physical foundations of the Newtonian definttienef the quan-
tities " force "ind :` mass." .

2. D rivation of the formula of an adiabatic curve.
3. oundations of a theory of plane diffraction grating for parallel light Taylor'

How and with what exceptions is Helmholtz's law of induction derived on the
basis of the law concerning the conservation of energy?

. LI. Mathematical Quhtions of Chemistry-biology Division.
,

t
1 ALGEBRA AND LOVER ANALYSIS.

1. A merchant buys. wares for a certain sum, has in additipli-5 per cent eXpenses,
and sells them again far 5041 marks, and thereby gains a twentieth part oi the pur-
chasing price. What did. this amount to?

2. A left a fortune of 100,000 marks. .From this his children must receive 6,8100.
marks annually for 10 years from the first payment *within a year after his death.

4 The capital after 10 years is to be devoted to school' purposes. ,How large will this
/ amount be?

3. Express the fraction la as the sum of two positive fractions With denominators
13 and 23. What are pobsible solutions?

4. In the equation x4 11x3 px2 -Fqx,60=0 the root 2+i is given. Find the other
roots and the coefficients p and q. (Check by means of Homer's method).

DIFFERENTIAL AND IN'IPEGItAL CALCULUS.

Liin(eie!'")
1. x=0 (zsinx)
2. Express y=log (x+1/1+,z7).as a power series in x and discuss the convergence of

the series.
u2-

3. (liven'
x2

he hyperbole °0-1=0.
Through the origin and with different points of the hyperbola as centers, circl are
described.. Find the equation of the envelope of these circles.

ELENIENTAiti GEOMETRY.
*4,

1. Describe a circle which touches-a given line in a given point P an cuts a given
circle K at the ends of a diameter. (Analysis, construction, proof.)

2. Given a point and two lines -.I, and L', which cut one another A. On L find
i

a point X such that the perpendicular X Y from X on Lis a ean propqrtion be-
1 tween A Y and P X . /I (Construction and proof.) , ,

3. Given a right Circular cote of which an a. I Election is a equilateral triangle.
Produce thu surface beyond the circular base, su that .th= whole surface of the
added conics shell is to the surface or the whole con 15 is 6 (including construc-
tion of the calcslaeed result).

4. B and C are the middle points of two spheres radi 1 and r, (10 and 14 cma.
4

To an ofillerver,ait 4 the spheres atpear under ang of sig t Sc and 8, (3° 37' 20" an
$ 4° 16' 30"). Angle BA(' is 71° r 40". 'Hoge gr 1 ie e distance between B aritt

C, awl how lute are the angles ABC' and AC 7. i
4

rr
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4

1. The curve with equation

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.

2x2y 2y3 L y2x 4 -2.y -raw x-F2y 0

0

breaks up into three lines, of which one is x 2r/. at are the equations of theother two? What are the coordinates of the vertices" the corresponding triangle;And its area
x2 y2

2. In the hyperbola 2t-. 1=0 a dig.meter with slope IA is given. What is under-,
stood by a diameter conjugate to this diameter and how is thZ1 slope of this diameterderived? How large are the semi-diameters correakonding to these two -directions?

3, Discuss and sketch the curve wi equation irk
2.31y2x 2x2-1-y2=0. a

Given a circle.of radius r and a line which i -=:t a dist3nce a from the middlepoint of the circle. A second circle touches the line in itscintersection with the line
drawn th ?ugh the middle point of the find circle perpendicular to the line; the tom-

. mon tans ts of the circles touch the second circle in points, the locus of -which is
required. 'he given line is to he taken as x axis, and the foot of the perpendic-ular ap o of coordinates.)

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. 4

41An ellipse is projected horizontally as a circle of 101cm. diameter,, vertically as a
line (300 toward the right ,with (he base line). The horizontal trace of a given plane
makes an angle of 60°, the vettical trace of 45'; both toward. the right with the baseline. Construct thb shadows of' the ellipse on these planes. illoth prbjections of
rays of light comic g from the left make angles of 45° with the babe line.)

The two projelions of the shadows to to be ,constructed independently of one
another; at any give,p point construct the tangent and find the nature of the curve's
in order that its conjugate diameters can be determined.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.

it1. A locomotive weighing 20;000 kilograms mOvett on a track 196 meters wide and
its center of gravity is li,zzieters above the rails: what is the greatest velocity that the
locomotive may. attain inorder th4 on a curve cif 80 meters radius, it shall not leave
the rails? What is the maximum velocity, if the outer rail be so raised that the plane
of the rails is,inclinlil,to the horizontal plane with an angle of 5°?

2. ,For .determining the temperature of a smelting furnace, a platinum sphere of
- 100.grams,is put in it and then thrown ii0ta mixing calorimeter which contains'4800

gram" of water at 10° ('. What is the _temperature of the furnace if the brass
, caloritnetelqui) weighed 250 grams and tI)e final temperature reached 14.0? (Spe-
cific he nass. 0.0926; of platinum, 0.034i.) .

3, Two'. Onvex lenses with focal.lengthsfi==4cm. itncif2=6cril..are arranged fromm
left to right, such that the distance of their optical middle point amounts to 6=.1rml;
the thickness of the lenses may be neglected . To "the left of the first lens is a lumi-
-nous substance AB I cm,high. . Construct the pirture of the object which is throw*.
through the pair of lenses aud' also defeimine the distance b, of the picture from the
second lens. thew great is the comthon focal' distance f of the system of lenses
counted from the secone lens; and what advantage' is there in such a combinatibn
of over a simple lens with the ewe focal distance? .

,..
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APPENDIX F.
JAPAN.

11,

The following mgivmatical papers were set in Tokyo for the twenty-fifth exami-.
nation for teachers' licenses, in 1911.

, PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

ARITHMETIC (3 LUNA).

1. Finds three frIctions, A, R, and C oval 3, and Ifir, respectively, such that
's denominator is equal to B's numeratpr, and B's denominator to C's numerator.Find the simeest forms of such three fractions.
2. A certain c6mpany, dividing its capital fin the. ratio of 3 : 5 : 7, carried on its

1 bilsiness in three divisions. At a semiannual settlement it was found that* the first
division had made 2,600 yen, and the second had earned 8 percent a year on its
capital, but that the third had suffered a loss of 5 per cent a yea! of its capital. How-
ever, the net resulltvas folihd to be a gain pf 6 per cent a year on the total capital.
\N'llat was the-amount of the capital'?.

3. A steamer, bound for a certain port, had its engirie damaged when one-fifth
of its voyage...had been 'completed. Ativit had to reduce its.speed by 10 knots for the

of its course, the average speed was found to, be less than the first by 4 knots.
What was the initial speed?,

4. By evaporating 600 gram@ of water containing 3 per cent of salt, one containing
5 per cent of salt was to be obtained. It was fo'und, hOwever, that' 70 per cent of the,wator had already evaporated. .How much water containing 3 per cent of 'Pak must
))t added in order to obtain the solution of required strengh ?

tA5. Of a cylindrical vessel'holding ore , the height and diameter of which are
equal, find the height to the hundredthslace. ,

.4 1., Whikp a+b+
ALGEBRA .(3 hours).

0 prove
tb c a_ab\ I \TbmciAbc-rc--a'abj 9.

2. Solve and discuss the following simultaneous gruations:
ax by z+1;----0, 1-1-y az b =0, , b ... x+y 1+1=0 .

3. Cut a thangle and a rectangle, having equal Ifitses on kstridght line, by another
.

3w

straight line [par.allel to it] ' so that the sum of th8 areas cut .sjig between the parallel
lines shall to the area of the triangle. Find the ,l'stance between the.
parallel lines. .., .,V

. 4. In how nigny di Brent ways can'10 balls be arranged in a straight line, provided:that 2 special balls must in all cases be laced io as to ocoupy alternate pbsitiens?
5. Let al, a2, aa, . . . be an arithmetic progression, and bi, b2, b3, Ape a

geometric having all its terms positive. /Prove that an is not greater thanlb, ii
dl =b1 and a2==b2. :

Po

irkhele Vordedo not occur in the original. .
lIt Is not clear whqlods theant by "alternate positions."
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GEOMETRY (3 hours).

.... ,

1. Let two circles touch internally at A. From any .point P ih.the circumference . '
of the external circle draw a tangent P M to internal one, and prove that p.A:1) M
is constant.

2. Given a vertical angle, the radius of the inscribed circle, and the area, construct
,the triangle. .

3. The vertex,A 9f the rectangle ABCDU a fixed' point, and B and D are on the
circumferenceof a fixed circle. Find the loCus of the point C.

4. Find the limit of the position of a.. point, the ratio of whose distances from two
fixed points is less than a given ratio.

.
5. Of a ,quadrilateral whose four vertices are not all in sine plane. three are fixed

and one Moves along a straight line. Find the locus of the intersection of the lines
joining the middle -pointsV its opposite sides.

i"

FINAITIEXMMINATIOi QUESTIONS.

ARITHMETIC, ALGEBRA, AND (1 OMETRY (written).

Part I 43 hours).

1. The _sum of a certain irreducible fraction and its reciprocal is equal to
138794 find the irreducible fraction.

2. Eliminate", y, and z from

xaqbzc
xyz=abc,

3. If a, b, p, and q be teal, !gave that the following equation has real magi-,
a

b+z,

4. §olve the following inequality, x-b>,la(a-2.r), where a and b are positive,
and 1,/ represents the positive square root.,

5. Prove that the following three equalities are consistent with one another,

1 I . i
:z=lail=lcvz; . y =101 -togs. . r=101=10iii,

.
log representing the common logarithm. ..

Part II (3 hours).

1. If rectaegles ABD1 11, 4CFG be externally constructed on the two sides AB ana
%VAC (lithe right angle A of a right-angled triangle ABC,yrove t t the straight lines

BF and . CD intersect with, each other on the perpendicular fr A to the hytiot-
entipe BC.

2. Draw a circle with its center on a straigheline passing through the center of a,,
'given circle, inteisticting this circle, atrright angles and passing through a given point.

3. Of a triangle ABC, the' vertex A is a(tlxed point on an edge of a tribedraltngle
and the other twawertices B arid C malt respectively along two other edge). Find
th(lOcus of the center' of gravity of the triangle.

-
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4 ARITHMETIC (oral).

A boat is rowed over a certain distance, when there is no tide, in 24 hours. With
the tide, ,however, the Lamb distance, can be rowed over in 15 lours. Against the
tide the boat can be made to go over 32 knots' in 2 hours. Finetho speed, ac-
cordingly, when-it is rowed with the tide,

,
AU; MIRA (oral).

v Solve the; following simultaneous equations,

(1+2k) .r.(1+1-=--1k,

ip(141+k) x (3+ k)y =314.

GEOMETRY (oral).

Draw a straight .line meeting two straight lines not in the same plane and normal to
a given plane.

TRiooNoraETRy (written).

Theory (3 hours).

1. §olvekand discuss the following equation,

\ $
2. Eliminate 0 and ip froM

a slat skt=1) sin 0,

.sin 3i=m sin x.

c sin 0=a sin (0-F0),

. .

cos O. (os co=2in.

3. Find the maximum value of

cosec 20 tan20.
'cot20-Ftan20-74,1.

-.16

4. If the length of three bisectors; of the three angles. ;I. B. r of a triangle ABC be
, respectively equal

BA '
q-, r, prove that

'C

) _ cos 2- cosCO8 cos
-

+
2 1 1 1

5. Having given on angle, the perimeter, and thci radius of the cite scribed
P q + r a 4- b +c

circle of a triangle; solvq the triangle.

Application ( hours).

Whep the three sides of a triangle are known to be respectively; ,

'a=750 74 m , , 6=-596:42 m., c=204.68 m.,
\ii

compute the three angles and tm. area.

NALYTIC GEOMETItY (3 hours).
' 4, .r.

k
L Given.a point (1, 1) and raight line 3z-l-4y 6=0, the axes being rectangu-

,

lar. Forth the eqtattion of tlfe curve of the second degree, having the point ap4 the
straight line for its corresponding focus and directrix and 5 for its eccentricity, and
reduce it to the standard form.

'Such Is the otIghtel.
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2. Let Nbepthe point of intersection of the normal at any point Mon an ellipse and
its major axis. Prove that the orthogonal projection of MNon the line passing through
M and one of the foci is constant.

3. Prove that the four vertices of a paralldogram circumscribing an ellipse and its
two foci are on the same equilateral hyperbola.

.

4. Given an ellipse and a circle concentric with each other, the radius of the circle
being equal to the sum of half the major It xis and half the minor axis of the ellipse.
Prove thit the locus of the point of intersection of the two normals to the ellipse atthe mints at which two tangents are drawn t.o the ellipse from any point on the circleis circle. .

5. Let N be tile, point of contact at which a tangent is drawn from the center M
of a fixed circle tottor circumscribed circle of a triangle self-conjugate with respectto the fixed circle. Prove that MN is constant.

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULVS (4 hours).
1.. If f(r), (z)---f (r). 0' (.2-)0 within the interval a g, and f (a) = 0,f (b)=-0, then prove that q, (r) will become zero within the given interval at least

- . once. Here!' (x) and so' (.r) are continuous within the given limits.
2. Let "Y be the point at which the line passing through any point'X on the diag-

anal AC of.s. parallelogram 1,113CD and the vertex B intersects the side AD or itsextension. Find the minimum of. the suns of the areas of the two triangles AX Y
and B.1 C.

3. Take z as the !unction of two independent, variables r and y; substitute
x.-=r sin B cos gyp,

2-.2 dzy1 \in1/1+ \
/ (1 '

taking p and so as independent variables eliminate x, y, z.

4. B (1, rn) represtntsf x-1(1 x)m--11 dr, 1 and in being positive.
o

Prove that

y=r sin 9 sin so,' z =reos8

1+inB(1,m)= 141+1,m).
5. Find the whole length of the space cury.e representid by the equations

- (b+z); a204+0=1), z',
a and b being positive.

6: Take x=,p(u,v).and y=0(u,v), and change the variables of integration in.

fPrdy from x,y to u,v.

1ln the report this equation is 'given as yr sin 0.
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